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Fo rewo rd

For more than 50 years, the International Association for the Evaluation of
Educational Achievement (IEA) has been instrumental in developing an
analytical model for understanding the relationships between educational
policy (the intended curriculum), classroom and instructional practices
(the implemented curriculum), and educational learning outcomes (the
achieved curriculum).
e PIRLS 2011 Encyclopedia describes the intended curriculum in the
countries and sub-national jurisdictions that participated in the PIRLS 2011
and prePIRLS assessments, providing a detailed description of the national
contexts for the teaching and learning of reading. Each PIRLS 2011 participant
contributed a chapter to this volume summarizing the overall structure of
its education system, its reading curriculum and instructional approaches,
its requirements for teacher preparation, and the types of assessments and
examinations that are employed to monitor educational outcomes at the
national level.
e policy-related information provided in the PIRLS 2011 Encyclopedia
is intended to complement the data on educational outcomes that are provided
in the companion report, PIRLS 2011 International Results in Reading. is
information may be used not only to help understand the relationships
among policies, practices, and outcomes within countries, but also to provide
potentially powerful insights into international best practice.
Since its inception, PIRLS has relied on the extraordinary skill and
professionalism of the sta at the TIMSS & PIRLS International Study Center
at the Lynch School of Education, Boston College who provide the overall
leadership for the project. In particular, IEA is indebted to the intellectual
and organizational leadership provided by the PIRLS Executive Directors,
Ina Mullis and Michael Martin, who have ensured the remarkable achievements
of this project.
As well as the sta at Boston College, other key members of the consortium
that conducts the PIRLS assessments, including Statistics Canada, Educational
Testing Service, the IEA Secretariat, and the IEA Data Processing Center,
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continue to make indispensable and exceptional contributions to the conduct
and success of PIRLS. Ultimately, however, much of the credit for the content
of the Encyclopedia must be reserved for the authors of the chapters who
made this publication possible. eir e orts were supported by Chad Minnich,
Kathleen Drucker, and Moira Ragan, who were responsible for editing the
chapters and preparing the data for this volume. Paul Connolly oversaw and
coordinated the publication of the Encyclopedia, which was designed by Mario
Pita and Ruthanne Ryan, with production assistance provided by Susan Farrell,
Jen Moher Sepulveda, and Steven Simpson.
IEA is very grateful to the members of the IEA Publications Committee
who reviewed each chapter and provided valuable guidance for improvement,
and in particular for the long-standing ser vice of David Robitaille and
Robert Garden. IEA continues to be thankful for the nancial support it receives
in order to make a project of this magnitude possible. e U.S. National Center
for Education Statistics continues to provide critical financial support and
remains IEA's major funding partner. e World Bank also plays an important
funding role by providing support for a number of its partner countries.
e support provided by these institutions, together with that of countries
contributing by way of participation fees, has ensured the successful completion
of the 2011 PIRLS and prePIRLS assessments.
Finally, I would like to express my thanks to the National Research
Coordinators, whose responsibility it was to manage and conduct the study
at the national level and who ensure the operational success of PIRLS. ese
individuals, together with policymakers and researchers in participating
countries who provide critical support, combined with the willingness of
principals, teachers, and students to participate, make possible not only the
PIRLS assessments but also the basis for educational reform and improvement.
Hans Wagemaker
Executive Director, IEA
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Intro d uc tio n
The PIRLS 2011 Encyclopedia is a valuable compendium of how reading
is taught around the world. Each PIRLS 2011 country and benchmarking
participant prepared a chapter summarizing the structure of its education
system, the language and reading curriculum in the primary grades, and
overall policies related to reading instruction (e.g., teacher education, materials,
and assessment). e chapters were prepared from each country's viewpoint,
written primarily by experts from ministries of education, research institutes,
or institutions of higher education with extensive knowledge about their
country's education system. Taken together, the chapters present a concise yet
rich portrait of reading curricula and instruction around the world, and make
the PIRLS 2011 Encyclopedia an indispensable resource for policy and research
in comparative education.

Overview of PIRLS
IEA's PIRLS (Progress in International Reading Literacy Study) aims to help
countries improve teaching and learning in reading. PIRLS 2011 continues
IEA's series of highly significant international assessments of reading
literacy conducted during its 50-year history of educational research. IEA
(International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement)
pioneered international comparative assessments of educational achievement
to gain a deeper understanding of the e ects of policies and practices across
countries' di erent educational systems. IEA is an independent international
cooperative of national research institutions and government agencies, with
nearly 70 member countries worldwide, a permanent secretariat in Amsterdam,
and a thriving data processing and research center in Hamburg (the IEA DPC).
IEA marked the beginning of the 21st century by inaugurating PIRLS to
measure children's reading achievement a er four years of schooling. Conducted
at ve-year intervals, PIRLS 2011 is the third assessment in the current trend
series, following PIRLS 2001 and 2006. All of the countries, institutions, and
agencies involved in successive PIRLS assessments have worked collaboratively
in building the most comprehensive and innovative measure of reading
comprehension possible, beginning in 2001 and improving with each cycle since
then, with planning for PIRLS 2016 currently underway. PIRLS is directed by
IEA's TIMSS & PIRLS International Study Center at Boston College.
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As shown on the opposite page, 49 countries participated in PIRLS 2011,
including some distinct education systems within countries that always have
participated separately throughout IEA's long history (e.g., the French-speaking
community of Belgium and Hong Kong SAR). In addition, PIRLS 2011 included
nine benchmarking participants, which primarily are regions of countries
that participated in PIRLS but which also included Malta and South Africa,
who collected information relevant to their language of instruction policies.
PIRLS 2011 also was pleased to welcome the inaugural prePIRLS participants
Botswana, Colombia, and South Africa. prePIRLS is based on the same view of
reading comprehension as PIRLS but is designed to test basic reading skills that
are prerequisites for success on PIRLS. e prePIRLS assessment has shorter
and easier reading texts, and places less emphasis on higher-order reading skills.
Nationally representative samples of approximately 4,000 students from
150 200 schools participated in PIRLS 2011. In total, approximately 325,000
students participated in PIRLS 2011, including countries assessing students at
more than one grade, benchmarking assessments, and prePIRLS.

Dem og ra p hic s of the PIRLS 2011 Countries
e PIRLS 2011 participants were from all around the world (all continents
except Antarctica), and represent a wide range of geographic and economic
diversity. Because such factors as population size and, in particular, economic
resources can impact educational policies, the following table presents selected
information about the demographic and economic characteristics of the
PIRLS 2011 countries, primarily reproduced from the World Bank's World
Development Indicators 2011.1 It can be seen that the PIRLS 2011 countries vary
widely in population size and geographic area, as well as in population density.
e countries also vary widely on indicators of health, such as life expectancy
and infant mortality rate. Nearly all the countries had life expectancies of
69 83 years, and the majority had infant mortality rates of between 2 and 20
out of 1,000 births. However, Botswana and South Africa had life expectancies
of 52 55 years, and the highest infant mortality rates both with 43 out of
1,000 births.
Economic indicators, such as the data for gross national income per capita,
reveal great disparity in economic resources available among PIRLS 2011
countries, and also that di erent policies exist about the percentage of funds
spent on education. Economically, the countries ranged from Kuwait, Norway,
and the United Arab Emirates with relatively high gross national incomes per
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Population
Size(in
Millions)1

Country

22
8
9
11
2
8
34
23
46
4
10
6
52
5
63
4
82
7
7
10
230
73
4
7
60
3
3
0.4
32
17
4
2
5
3
38
11
1
21
142
25
5
5
2
49
46
9
1
5
307

Australia
Austria
Azerbaijan
Belgium (French)
Botswana
Bulgaria
Canada
Chinese Taipei
Colombia
Croatia
Czech Republic
Denmark
England
Finland
France
Georgia
Germany
Honduras
Hong Kong SAR
Hungary
Indonesia
Iran, Islamic Rep. of
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Kuwait
Lithuania
Malta
Morocco
Netherlands
New Zealand
Northern Ireland
Norway
Oman
Poland
Portugal
Qatar
Romania
Russian Federation
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
Slovak Republic
Slovenia
South Africa
Spain
Sweden
Trinidad and Tobago
United Arab Emirates
United States
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Areaof
Population
Infant
Net Enrollment
Life
GrossNational
Public
Urban
GNI per Capita
Country
Density
Mortality
Ratioin Primary Primary
Expectancy
Incomeper
Expenditure
(Purchasing
(1,000
(People Population
Rate
Education Pupil-Teacher
at Birth
Capita
on Education
Power Parity)8
Ratio11
Square
per Square (%of Total)4
(per 1,000
(%of relevant
5
7
9
(Years)
(in USDollars)
(%of GDP)
Kilometers)2 Kilometer)3
LiveBirths)6
group)10

7,741
84
87
31
582
111
9,985
36
1,142
57
79
43
130
338
549
70
357
112
1
93
1,905
1,745
70
22
301
18
65
0.3
447
42
268
14
324
310
313
92
12
238
17,098
2,000
1
49
20
1,219
505
450
5
84
9,832

3
101
106
356
3
70
4
639
41
79
136
130
398
18
114
61
235
67
6,721
112
127
45
65
344
205
157
53
1,297
72
490
16
133
16
9
125
116
122
93
9
13
7,125
113
101
41
92
23
261
55
34

89
67
52
97
60
71
81
70
75
58
74
87
90
64
78
53
74
48
100
68
53
69
62
92
68
98
67
56
82
87
63
78
72
61
60
96
54
73
82
100
57
48
61
77
85
14
78
82
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82
80
70
81
55
73
81
79
73
76
77
79
80
80
81
72
80
72
83
74
71
72
80
82
81
78
73
80
72
81
80
80
81
76
76
79
76
73
69
73
81
75
79
52
82
81
70
78
79

4
3
30
4
43
8
5
4
16
5
3
3
4
3
3
26
4
25
2
5
30
26
4
3
3
8
5
6
33
4
5
6
3
9
6
3
10
10
11
18
2
6
2
43
4
2
31
7
7

43,770
46,450
4,840
45,270
6,260
6,060
41,980
16,471
4,990
13,770
17,310
59,060
41,370
45,940
42,620
2,530
42,450
1,800
31,570
12,980
2,050
4,530
44,280
25,790
35,110
43,930
11,410
18,360
2,770
48,460
28,810
41,370
84,640
17,890
12,260
21,910
71,008
8,330
9,340
17,210
37,220
16,130
23,520
5,760
32,120
48,840
16,700
54,738
46,360

38,510
38,410
9,020
36,610
12,840
13,260
37,280
34,520
8,600
19,200
23,940
38,780
35,860
35,280
33,950
4,700
36,850
3,710
44,540
19,090
3,720
11,470
33,040
27,010
31,870
53,890
17,310
23,170
4,400
39,740
27,790
35,860
55,420
24,530
18,290
24,080

5
5
3
6
9
4
5
4
5
5
4
8
5
6
6
3
5

14,540
18,330
24,020
49,780
22,110
26,470
10,050
31,490
38,050
24,970
59,993
45,640

4
4
6
3
4
6
5
4
7
6
1
6

5
5
3
5
5
6
4
5
6
6
5
6
5
7
4
5
5

97
85
98
87
96
98
90
91
95
100
96
98
100
98
97
94
90
95
99
97
97
98
88
92
95
90
99
99
98
99
77
95
99
93
90
94
86
100
97
85
100
95
93
90
92

12
11
11
25
16
16
29
11
18
23
14
19
9
13
33
16
10
17
20
16
13
10
9
13
11
27
15
20
11
12
10
11
11
16
17
11
19
17
17
31
12
10
17
16
14

SOURCE: IEA's Progress in International Reading Literacy Study PIRLS 2011

Selected Characteristics of PIRLS 2011 Countries

Country

Population
Size(in
Millions)1

Areaof
Population
Infant
Net Enrollment
Life
GrossNational
Public
Urban
GNI per Capita
Country
Density
Mortality
Ratioin Primary Primary
Expectancy
Incomeper
Expenditure
(Purchasing
(1,000
(People Population
Rate
Education Pupil-Teacher
at Birth
Capita
on Education
Power Parity)8
Ratio11
Square
per Square (%of Total)4
(per 1,000
(%of relevant
5
7
9
(Years)
(in USDollars)
(%of GDP)
Kilometers)2 Kilometer)3
LiveBirths)6
group)10

Benchmarking Participants Responses Pertain to Benchmarking Provinces/Regions/Emirates/States
Alberta, Canada
Ontario, Canada
Quebec, Canada
Andalusia, Spain
Abu Dhabi, UAE
Dubai, UAE
Florida, US

4
13
8
8
2

640
909
1,357
88
59

6
14
6
96
33

82
85
80
96
66

19

86

215

89

80
76

6
5
4
4
8

70,826
46,304
40,395
24,494

80

7

37,387

24,153

4
6
7
6

100
79

13
11
15

All data taken from the World Development Indicators 2011 (World Bank, 2011) unless otherwise noted.
A dash ( ) indicates comparable data are not available.
1 Includes all residents regardless of legal status or citizenship, except refugees not permanently settled in the country of asylum as they are generally considered part of their country
of origin (pp. 10 13).
2 Area is the total suface area in square kilometers, including areas under inland bodies of water and some coastal waterways (pp. 10 13).
3 Midyear population divided by land area in square kilometers (pp. 10 13).
4 Urban population is the midyear population of areas de ned as urban in each country and reported to the United Nations (pp. 166 169).
5 Number of years a newborn infant would live if prevailing patterns of mortality at the time of its birth were to stay the same throughout its life (pp. 118 121).
6 Infant mortality rate is the number of infants dying before reaching one year of age, per 1,000 live births in a given year (pp. 118 121).
7 GNI per capita in U.S. dollars is converted using the World Bank Atlas method (pp. 10 13).
8 An international dollar has the same purchasing power over GNI as a U.S. dollar in the United States (pp. 10 13).
9 Current and capital expenditures on education by local, regional, and national governments, including municipalities (pp. 76 79).
10 Ratio of total enrollment of children of o cial school age to the population of the age group that o cially corresponds to the level of education shown (pp. 80 83).
Please note that because educational systems vary in the ages and grades covered by primary and secondary education, World Bank ratios may underestimate actual net enrollment
in some countries.
11 Primary school pupil-teacher ratio is the number of pupils enrolled in primary school divided by the number of primary school teachers (regardless of their teaching assignment) (pp.
76 79).
12 Figures for Belgium (French) are for the whole country of Belgium.
13 All data taken from 2010 Social indicators statistics (Directorate General of Budget, Accounting and Statistics, Executive Yuan, R.O.C., 2011).
14 Population size and population density taken from Annual mid-year population estimates, 2010 (O ce of National Statistics, 2011); Area of country taken from The UKand its countries:
Facts and gures (O ce of National Statistics, 2010); Urban population taken from OECD rural policy review, United Kingdom (OECD, 2011); Life expectancy at birth, gross national income
per capita, and GNI per capita (purchasing power parity) reported for United Kingdom; Infant mortality rate taken from Vital statistics: Population and health reference tables (O ce of
National Statistics, 2011); Public expenditure on education reported for United Kingdom, taken from UKEducation expenditure as a proportion of GDP (Department for Education, 2011);
Net enrollment ratio in education reported for United Kingdom, taken from Global education digest 2010 (UNESCO Institute for Statistics, 2010); Primary pupil-teacher ratio taken from
Education at a glance 2011: OECD indicators (OECD, 2011).
15 Infant mortality rate taken from Hong Kong monthly digest of statistics (Hong Kong Census and Statistics Department, December, 2011).
16 Infant mortality rate taken from Demographic review 2010 (Malta National Statistics O ce, 2011); Public expenditure on education taken from Expenditure on education as % of GDPor public
expenditure (Eurostat, 2008); Net enrollment ratio in primary education and primary pupil-teacher ratio taken from Global education digest 2011 (UNESCO Institute for Statistics, 2011).
17 Population size and population density taken from Annual mid-year population estimates, 2010 (O ce of National Statistics, 2011); Area of country taken from The UKand its countries: Facts
and gures (O ce of National Statistics, 2010); Urban population taken from Settlement population estimates, 2008 (Demography and Methodology Branch, NISRA, 2008); Life expectancy
at birth, gross national income per capita, and GNI per capita (purchasing power parity) reported for United Kingdom; Infant mortality rate provided by Demography and Methodology
Branch, NISRA; Public expenditure on education reported for United Kingdom, taken from UKEducation expenditure as a proportion of GDP (Department for Education, 2011); Net
enrollment ratio in education provided by Department of Education, based on number of students ages 4 10 enrolled in education divided by total number of children ages 4 10;
Primary pupil-teacher ratio provided by Department of Education.
18 Primary pupil-teacher ratio taken from Education at a glance 2011: OECD indicators (OECD, 2011).
19 Public expenditure on education taken from Global education digest 2011 (UNESCO Institute for Statistics, 2011).
20 GNI per capita for 2009 taken from World statistics pocketbook: Qatar (United Nations Statistics division, 2011).
21 Public expenditure on education and net enrollment ratio in primary education taken from Global education digest 2011 (UNESCO Institute for Statistics, 2011).
22 Net enrollment ratio in education for 2010 taken from Ministry of Education (2011).
23 Public expenditure on education taken from Expenditure for formal education, Slovenia, 2009 (Statistical O ce of the Republic of Slovenia, 2009).
24 Public expenditure on education taken from Facing the issues, turning the economy around: Budget statement for nancial year 2011 (Republic of Trinidad and Tobago Ministry of Finance,
2011).
25 GNI per capita for 2009 taken from World statistics pocketbook: United Arab Emirates (United Nations Statistics Division, 2011); GNI per capita (purchasing power parity) taken from National
human development indicators: United Arab Emirates (United Nations Development Programme, 2011).
26 Population, area of country, population density (2011), urban population (2006), and infant mortality rate (2008) provided by Statistics Canada; Gross national income per capita for 2010
taken from Statistical report: PEA comparison tables Per capita table (Ministry of Finance, O ce of Economic Policy, Economic and Revenue Forecasting and Analysis Branch, 2011). Please
note gross domestic product is reported in place of gross national income and is in Canadian dollars. Public expenditure on education taken from Education indicators in Canada: An
international perspective 2011 (Canadian Education Statistics Council, 2011), and includes private expenditure.
27 Population, area of country, and population density taken from Population, area and density by regions and provinces (National Institute of Statistics, 2011); Urban population taken from The
gures in education in Spain: Statistics and indicators. (Ministry of Education and Science, 2011); Life expectancy at birth and infant mortality rate taken from Basic data 2010 and Basic data
2008, respectively (Institute of Statistics of Andalusia, 2011 and 2009); GNI per capita and GNI per capita (purchasing power parity) taken from Regional accounts of Spain (National Institute
of Statistics, 2010); Public expenditure on education taken from Statistics of public expenditure on education (Ministry of Education, 2009); Net enrollment ratio in primary education taken
from State system of indicators (Ministry of Education, 2011); Primary pupil-teacher ratio taken from Statistics unit technica project (Ministry of Education, Government of Andalusia, 2011).
28 All data taken from Statistics Centre Abu Dhabi (2011).
29 Population size taken from Intercensal estimates of the resident population for the United States, regions, states, and Puerto Rico (United States Census Bureau, 2011); Area of state taken
from Guide to state and local census geography (United States Census Bureau, 2011); Population density taken from United States: Population density by state (United States Census Bureau,
Population Division, 2009); Urban population taken from Statistical abstract of the United States: 2012 (United States Census Bureau, 2011); Life expectancy at birth taken from The Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention, National Center for Health Statistics mortality data and USCensus Bureau population data, 2007 (statehealthfacts.org); Infant mortality rate from National
vital statistics report, Vol. 59, No. 6 (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, National Center for Health Statistics, 2011); Gross National Income is substituted with Personal Income per
Capita from the Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce (2009); Primary pupil-teacher ratio includes public schools only, from Numbers and Types of public elementary
and secondary schools from the common core of data School year 2009 10 (National Center for Education Statistics, 2011).
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SOURCE: IEA's Progress in International Reading Literacy Study PIRLS 2011

Selected Characteristics of PIRLS 2011 Countries (Continued)

capita (above $50,000 USD, adjusted for purchasing power parity) to Georgia,
Honduras, Indonesia, and Morocco with relatively low gross national incomes
per capita (less than $5,000 USD, adjusted for purchasing power parity).
Although more than half of the countries had 95 percent or more of their
primary and secondary students enrolled in school, there was some degree of
variation in enrollment rates in primary education (e.g., 77% in Oman) and
pupil-teacher ratios (as high as 27 and 29 Morocco and Colombia, and 31 in
South Africa).

The Im p orta nc e of Country a nd Sc hool Contexts in
Ma king Interna tiona l Com p a risons
The results of high-quality international assessments such as PIRLS 2011
can make important contributions to improving educational quality. Yet, it
must be kept in mind that countries are very di erent from one another in
fundamental ways, and educational systems re ect these di erences. One of
the most important features of IEA studies is the substantial e ort expended to
address the more substantive and important questions about the meaning of the
achievement results. PIRLS has the speci c goal of increasing understanding
of the e ects of educational policies and practices within and across countries.
e PIRLS 2011 Encyclopedia provides an overview of the context in which
learning to read takes place in each country. A country's education system is the
result of a series of decisions made in response to the speci c goals, priorities,
politics, resources, and historical traditions of its government representatives
and citizens, and the encyclopedia chapters provide an opportunity to better
understand each country's approach to teaching reading. Although the regional
benchmarking participants all are sub-national jurisdictions of participating
countries, they also have prepared chapters explaining how the educational
systems in their province, emirate, state, or region relate to the national systems
in their countries.
Each PIRLS assessment routinely includes a curriculum questionnaire
to collect background information from each country and benchmarking
participant about its reading curriculum, school organizational approaches, and
instructional practices. is curriculum data supports the encyclopedia chapters
by providing some information about the participants' educational systems
and curricula that can be answered in a questionnaire format. The results
from the PIRLS 2011 Curriculum Questionnaire are presented following this
introduction and, together with the countries' chapters, provide an important

8
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vehicle for beginning to compare and contrast the common and unique features
of the country contexts and curricular goals used in teaching reading around
the world.
ere is a distinction between overarching system-level decisions such
as those described in the PIRLS 2011 Encyclopedia and what actually is taught
in school and classroom situations. In IEA parlance, there is a difference
between the intended curriculum, as speci ed in o cial documents, and the
implemented curriculum that actually is taught in the schools. e report titled
PIRLS 2011 International Results in Reading summarizes fourth grade students'
trends in reading achievement and provides considerable information about
how reading is taught in schools.2 To provide trends in reading achievement in
the context of di erent schools and classrooms with diverse policies, practices,
and resources, the students assessed in PIRLS as well as their parents, teachers,
and school principals completed questionnaires about their school and
classroom conditions, including the background and experiences of teachers
and students. Much of this information is provided together with the PIRLS
reading achievement results in the report, PIRLS 2011 International Results in
Reading. e PIRLS 2011 Encyclopedia provides a qualitative complement to the
quantitatively oriented PIRLS 2011 International Results in Reading.
One of the most important uses of the PIRLS 2011 Encyclopedia is to gain a
sense and appreciation of the uniqueness of each educational setting represented
in PIRLS 2011. All of the countries have the common goal of teaching their
children to read; yet national and regional contexts and instructional situations
can di er dramatically depending on particular country characteristics, such as
resources, culture, demographics, and educational philosophies.
e remaining sections of the introduction provide a avor of the wide
variety of educational contexts represented across the countries that participated
in PIRLS 2011 by brie y summarizing information about the topics addressed in
the chapters. A er the introduction, the next part of the encyclopedia contains
the PIRLS 2011 Curriculum Questionnaire data, followed by the country chapters
in alphabetical order and the chapters for the benchmarking participants.

La ng ua g e a nd Litera c y in the PIRLS 2011 Countries
As reported in their encyclopedia chapters, it is clear that having a high
level of literacy is fundamental to each of the PIRLS 2011 countries, and a
number of them have developed ambitious national plans to improve literacy
(e.g., Denmark, Hong Kong SAR, Portugal, and Trinidad and Tobago). e
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ministries of most countries have supported initiatives to promote reading,
sometimes in partnership with libraries, such as Foster Reading! (Austria),
Literacy Movement Organization (Iran), kidsREAD and READ! (Singapore),
Reading Is Fundamental (United States), and the ABCXXI All of Poland Reads
to Kids Foundation.
Most countries reported considerable language diversity, which presents a
substantial challenge in providing reading instruction. For example, the Russian
Federation 2010 census found 200 nationalities and ethnic groups speaking
239 languages and dialects. Whether language diversity re ects historic cultural
regions (e.g., Spain), indigenous groups (e.g., New Zealand), more recent
immigration (e.g., France and Italy), or all three (e.g., Canada), many of the
PIRLS countries have more than one o cial language of instruction in at least
some regions, and most provide instruction in some ethnic languages. South
Africa recognizes eleven home languages ( rst language) learned by students,
although English becomes the primary language of learning in the fourth grade.
Whether students' home language is different than the language of
instruction because of a country's cultural and ethnic diversity or because of
immigration, this creates the additional necessity of teaching these students
the language of reading instruction as a second or additional language. About
one-third of the countries reported that signi cant percentages of children
did not have the language of instruction as their home language, so teaching
the language of instruction as a second language was a significant part of
the language curriculum. For other countries, students needing to learn the
language of instruction were o ered various levels of support, including separate
classes, preparatory classes, support teachers, and bridge classes.

Overview of the Ed uc a tion System s
According to the country chapters, nearly all the education systems represented
in PIRLS 2011 were managed by the central government, mostly by a single
education ministry (although in several countries responsibilities were divided
among two or three ministries). However, these countries reported a range
in the degree of centralization in decision-making, from highly centralized
(e.g., Austria, Honduras, and Iran) to decentralized (e.g., New Zealand, Spain,
and Sweden). With less centralization, typically the role of educational policymaking was maintained by the central government, while implementation of
services (sometimes including administration and various levels of decisionmaking) was delegated to the regional or state level, or even to municipalities.
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In four PIRLS 2011 countries, education is managed at the state or provincial
level, including Australia, Canada, Germany, and the United States. Countries'
education systems o en included private as well as public schools, and some
included other types of schools such as vocational schools, religious schools,
and special language schools (e.g., Maori in New Zealand and Sami in Sweden).
Exhibit 1 from the PIRLS 2011 Curriculum Questionnaire (see section
following the Introduction) shows that most of the PIRLS 2011 participants
had formal policies to ensure parental involvement in schools. In approximately
half of the countries, school governing bodies were mandated to include parents.
In general, the PIRLS 2011 participants structured their education systems
according to three general levels of schooling primary, lower secondary, and
upper secondary. e PIRLS 2011 students typically were a product of primary
schools because primary education usually spanned Grades 1 4 or Grades 1 6,
but there were variations. Exhibit 2, summarizing countries' questionnaire
responses, shows that schooling typically was compulsory through age 16 (with
some variation), although most countries provided schooling through Grade 12.
Because the distribution of students' ages across and within grades is
determined by the policy of age of entry to primary school (ISCED Level 1)
and how this is implemented in practice, as well as by promotion and retention
practices through the grades, Exhibit 3 summarizes countries' policies on age of
school entry, the usual age of entry in practice, and promotion/retention from
grade to grade. (Research based on PIRLS 2006 shows how the age of entry
policies were related to fourth-grade students' ages at the time of the assessment,
with those fourth-grade students entering school at younger or older ages
generally being younger or older, respectively, at the time of the assessment.3)
Although most children participating in PIRLS 2011 were required to enter
school at age six or seven, there were variations in age of entry policies and in
how the policies were implemented. ere were also variations in promotion
policies, from automatic for Grades 1 8 (e.g., Chinese Taipei) to depending
on academic progress beginning with Grade 1 (e.g., Italy).
A recent report from the Economist Intelligence Unit observes that
preprimary or early childhood education has been becoming more prevalent
internationally since the 1980s.4 The report explains that early childhood
education develops children's readiness for school and life, and has the
additional benefits of facilitating more women to enter the workforce and
helping children overcome issues related to poverty and disadvantage.
Exhibit 4 shows the PIRLS 2011 countries' responses to the curriculum
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questionnaire questions about preprimary education, with all participants
indicating that preprimary education was available. More importantly, in their
encyclopedia chapters, many countries reported that even though preprimary
education was voluntary, it was a very important part of the education systems.
A number of countries reported that nearly all children attended preprimary
education (e.g., Chinese Taipei, Croatia, England, France, Portugal, Romania,
Singapore, and Sweden) beyond the eight countries reporting that preprimary
education was mandatory (Exhibit 4). Most of the PIRLS 2011 participants had a
national preprimary curriculum including reading skills. Undoubtedly, the level
of these skills varies considerably, but a number of countries mentioned in their
chapters that reading instruction begins in the preprimary grades.

La ng ua g e/ Rea d ing Curric ulum in the Fourth Gra d e
Nearly all of the PIRLS 2011 countries had a national curriculum that included
reading, and typically the curriculum had been introduced since 2000, although
about half were under revision (PIRLS 2011 Curriculum Questionnaire,
Exhibit 5). Only six countries had a national curriculum speci cally for reading,
including France, Hungary, the Netherlands, Northern Ireland, the Russian
Federation, and Sweden. As explained in the chapters, reading usually is taught
as part of the national language curriculum that also includes writing and other
communication skills.
Across the PIRLS 2011 countries, the national language curriculum
may be the most comprehensive subject in primary school. Of the countries
with national policies allocating instructional time across curricular subjects,
there was variation but most allocated 20 40 percent of their fourth grade
instructional time to language/reading instruction (Exhibit 6). All of language/
reading curricula had goals and objectives, while most also included assessment
standards and methods, about half instructional methods, and about one-third
materials (Exhibit 7).
According to the chapters, nearly all the PIRLS 2011 countries had the
central curriculum goal that fourth grade students should be able to read
with comprehension. Also, the majority of curricula included the goal that
students be able to read a variety of text types, o en mentioning literary and
informational texts (or similar, such as literary and non-literary or ction and
non- ction). About one-third of the curricula included the goals of reading
aloud with fluency and correct intonation, identifying main ideas (and
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secondary information), acquiring information, and being able to discuss
opinions about what had been read.
A variety of higher-order comprehension strategies were mentioned, with
the most frequent (by about 5 10 countries) being summarizing, analyzing,
inferring, interpreting, evaluating, justifying, thinking critically, and making
connections (within parts of texts, across texts, and with the real world).
Some goals were speci c to literary texts, such as recognizing di erent genres
(e.g., fairy tale, story, poem, and play), recognizing gurative language, and
describing a story's characters, plot, and setting. Goals related to informational
texts also were mentioned, such as recognizing organization and structure and
learning about headings. Some curricula also included goals about non-text
features, such as visuals, images, illustrations, and captions. Several curricula
mentioned digital or electronic texts as well as print.
About one-third of the curricula included helping students develop reading
as habit for pleasure and/or to learn, and in their responses to the curriculum
questionnaire most countries reported placing major or at least some emphasis
on reading for enjoyment (Exhibit 9). For example, Malta aims to have learners
look positively upon reading and enjoy the reading and writing adventure.
In the PIRLS 2011 Curriculum Questionnaire, the PIRLS participants
were asked how much emphasis their language/reading curricula placed
on each the four reading comprehension strategies and two purposes for
reading underpinning the PIRLS 2011 Assessment Framework.5 Regarding
the four reading comprehension strategies (Exhibit 8), the countries reported
considerable emphasis on focusing on and retrieving explicitly stated
information and on making straightforward inferences, especially identifying
main ideas. Summarizing across countries, moderate emphasis was reported
for interpreting and integrating ideas and information (particularly for
describing the overall message or theme) and some emphasis was placed on
examining and evaluating content, language, and textual elements. Regarding
the two reading purposes (Exhibit 9), about three-fourths of the countries
placed major emphasis on reading for literary experience with most of the
rest reporting some emphasis, and there were similar results for reading to
acquire information.
Every PIRLS 2011 country reported making their language/reading
curriculum available via an o cial publication (Exhibit 10). Many also reported
using ministry notes and directives. Some curricula were accompanied by
mandated or recommended textbooks, instructional or pedagogical guides,
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or recommended instructional activities. Nearly every country reported that
curriculum implementation was monitored by school self-evaluation, and most
reported having curriculum inspectors or supervisors or national or regional
assessments (Exhibit 11). Many countries also reported monitoring curriculum
implementation via research programs.

Rea d ing Instruc tion in the Prim a ry Gra d es
According to the country chapters, most national curricula recommended
(or mandated) using textbooks, readers, and other books containing a variety
of literature (primarily stories and poems). In about half the countries, the
ministry played a role in textbook selection (Exhibit 12). e textbooks o en
were accompanied by workbooks and sometimes by teacher guides or sets of
instructional activities. Community and school libraries as well as classroom
libraries were mentioned as an important source for books. In some countries,
instructional materials for reading also included the Internet, newspapers and
magazines, and audio recordings. Several countries mentioned the large variety
of reading instructional materials available to teachers (e.g., Denmark, New
Zealand, and the Russian Federation).
In general, the overview of the instructional materials to be used for
reading was con rmed by the teachers' reports published in the PIRLS 2011
International Results in Reading report. Internationally, on average, teachers
used textbooks most o en as the basis of reading instruction (for 72% of the
fourth grade students) and workbooks or worksheets were used the next most
o en (for 40%) followed by children's books (for 27%). Typically, a variety of
supplemental instructional materials were used in addition to the primary
resource. Teachers also reported that, on average, 72 percent of fourth grade
students had classroom libraries and principals reported that 86 percent
attended schools with a library.
Regarding technology, a few countries reported considerable use of
computers and various media in language instruction (e.g., Singapore and
Qatar). However, a more typical pattern was considerable school-wide emphasis
on Information Technology, but less use by reading teachers. For example,
Denmark reported that using computer technology was a national priority,
but a Danish school services report found that many teachers still preferred
books to technology-based instructional materials. e chapters did mention
some technology use besides the Internet, such as interactive white boards
and reading instructional so ware, primarily for struggling readers. England
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mentioned that software can be a tool for engaging boys in reading. The
PIRLS 2011 International Results in Reading report indicates that nearly half
of all students internationally had teachers who used computer so ware as a
supplementary instructional resource.
National policies about helping children with reading di culties spanned
the range from virtually no special attention in Lithuania to early identi cation
of children with special educational needs and reading disorders is paramount
in Hong Kong SAR. Several countries reported national diagnostic screening
(e.g., England, France, Iran, and Norway), and several more had centers where
children could be assessed (e.g., Botswana and Sweden). In some countries,
primary schools had teams of specialists, and in other countries, schools had a
reading specialist or at least a specialist of some type (e.g., psychologist, speech
therapist, or remedial reading teacher). However, in about one-third of the
countries, it was the teacher's responsibility to diagnose reading di culties
(sometimes they were given special tools or training). Once a student was
diagnosed, several countries reported the policy of trying to keep the student
in the regular classroom with some special help, several reported the policy of
individualized learning plans, and others reported separate remedial classes or
support. Some countries reported special education laws and provisions that
covered reading disabilities, particularly dyslexia.

Tea c hers a nd Tea c her Ed uc a tion
In the chapters, countries reported that fourth grade students typically are
taught reading by general purpose primary school teachers that are responsible
for teaching all basic subjects. As described in the chapters (and in Exhibit 13),
primar y teachers' education routes typically were through a four-year
university bachelor's degree program in primary education, although there
was some variation. For example, several countries had three-year bachelor's
degree programs or teacher colleges with a three-year diploma program, and
several countries required primary school teachers to have master's degrees
(e.g., Croatia and Finland). Some countries mentioned that primary teacher
certi cation required passing a national examination, and several mentioned a
one-year induction program.
With the exception of Sweden, which instituted a requirement in 2006 for
all teachers in Grade 1 7 to obtain training as reading teachers, most primary
school teachers were not required to have training in teaching reading per se.
For the most part, training to become a primary school teacher covered a range
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of educational foundations and methods courses as well as basic subject content,
such as mother tongue language, basic mathematics, science, and social studies.
In most cases, studying reading was embedded in language study and the degree
of emphasis on reading varied substantially from country to country. However,
most primary school teachers had some teacher education in reading. Based on
teachers' reports, internationally, on average across the PIRLS 2011 countries,
72 percent of the fourth grade students had reading teachers with an educational
emphasis on language, 62 percent had teachers with an emphasis on pedagogy/
teaching reading, and 33 percent had teachers with an emphasis on reading
theory (see PIRLS 2011 International Results in Reading).
Since 2000, about one-third of the PIRLS 2011 countries have increased the
requirements for becoming a primary school teacher. Approximately a dozen
countries added an additional year or a degree requirement (e.g., extending
programs from three to four years, or replacing teacher college diplomas with
university bachelor's degrees). Croatia, France, and Portugal reported new
regulations requiring a master's degree. In addition, several countries added
examination requirements (e.g., Georgia added a national examination and the
Netherlands added examinations in the Dutch language and mathematics skills).
About one-third of the countries reported that teachers have opportunities
for professional development, but that it is not mandatory, and in some of these
countries, teachers have a recognized right to participate in such voluntary
professional development. In the majority of countries, however, some
professional development is mandatory and either is integrated into teaching
responsibilities or is o ered through speci c programs or courses, o en at
institutions of higher education. Professional development requirements varied
considerably internationally, from 15 100 hours per year. In several countries,
incentives were attached to professional development such as increases in salary
or rank.
Mandatory professional development did not necessarily translate into
training related to teaching reading. Sometimes teachers were required to take
speci c overarching courses (e.g., counseling or student development), and,
even if choices were provided, sometimes professional development in teaching
reading was not an available option. is may help explain why most teachers,
according to their own reports (see PIRLS 2011 International Results in Reading),
had not spent much time on reading professional development during the two
years prior to the PIRLS 2011 assessment. On average, 24 percent of the fourth
grade students had teachers reporting 16 hours or more of reading-related
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professional development in the past two years, 50 percent had teachers that
had spent some time but less than 16 hours, and 25 percent had teachers that
had not spent any time in professional development for reading.

Monitoring Stud ent Prog ress in Rea d ing
In the chapters, countries described a range of school, regional, and national
testing practices in primary schools. About one-third of the countries described
national assessments or national testing in one or two primar y grades
(e.g., Grade 3, or Grade 2 and 5) and some of the countries reported giving
school-based standardized tests in the primary grades. All countries reported
classroom assessments, and all also mentioned policies and procedures for
reporting students' progress to parents.

Use a nd Im p a c t of PIRLS
As reported in their chapters, countries use PIRLS data for system-level
monitoring of educational achievement in a global context. They compare
their reading achievement levels and contexts for learning with those of
other countries, and monitor progress in reading achievement over time.
Some countries use PIRLS as the primary source of national information,
whereas others consider it to be an external measure of reading literacy.
Participating countries reported taking advantage of varying amounts of PIRLS
assessment information for evidence-based decision-making, in addition to
using other IEA and OECD international assessments as well as national and
regional assessments.
Many countries reported initiating educational reforms when PIRLS
achievement results were low compared to other countries, or lower than
expected (e.g., Morocco, South Africa, and Trinidad and Tobago). Also,
countries with declines in reading achievement between 2001 and 2006
sometimes have implemented new goals and policies to encourage improvement
(e.g., the Netherlands and Sweden). Working to achieve equity provided another
impetus for reform, and a number of countries report having made special
efforts to reduce achievement disparities among ethnic, social, or regional
groups (e.g., Australia, New Zealand, and Slovenia). Countries implementing
educational changes typically look to future PIRLS assessment cycles to
monitor improvement.
PIRLS o en was a basis for improving classroom instruction, primarily
through teacher workshops and training programs using PIRLS materials
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(e.g., results, framework, released items, and scoring guides). Some countries
have updated their reading curriculum and textbooks, and several mentioned
improving pre-service education in reading. Many countries reported increased
sponsorship of reading research activity, including research using PIRLS data,
and several have established national reading centers (e.g., Austria, Denmark,
and Norway).
In summar y, PIRLS has contr ibuted to an in creased awaren ess
internationally of the importance of primary education, and reading instruction,
in particular.
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Exhibit 1: National/Regional Policies to Involve Parents in
School Management
Country
Australia

Austria
Azerbaijan

Belgium (French)
Botswana
Bulgaria
Canada

Chinese Taipei

Colombia

Croatia
Czech Republic

Description of Policy
Variesbystatebut, ingeneral, thereisamandatedparent positiononschool-governingbodies. Other formsof parental involvement, possibly
includedino cial policy, includethefollowing: parents clubs(for support andadvocacy); Parent-Teacher Evenings(todiscussstudent progress);
andvolunteeringwithintheschool (e.g. toassist inclass, onexcursions, andinsupport functionslikethecafeteria).
Aclassforummust beheldat least onceayear, toelect aclassparental representativeanddetermineclassroomlevel decisions. Theclassparental
representativealsorepresentsclassinterestsat theschool forum. Principalsmust support theestablishment of parental communities, andthe
curriculumspeci esthat closecontact betweenparentsandschool isnecessarytoe ectivelypromotechildren.
Nospeci cpolicy, but thevast majorityof schoolshaveparent committeesthat seriouslya ect school activitiesandworkcloselywith
governmental educational institutions.
Someelectedparent delegatesmust beincludedintheSchool ParticipationCouncil, whichisresponsiblefor writingandassessingtheschool
project. Theschool project includestheeducational optionsandtheprioritiesde nedbyschools3-year timelines, includingprioritygoals, actions
tobeimplementedbytheschool sta withall theschool partners, control process, and nal assessment. It alsospeci eshowthecommunication
betweenstudents, parents, andschool sta isorganized.
Per government policy, thecommunityshouldbeasinvolvedaspossibleinthedevelopment andmanagement of education.
Selectedparentsaremembersof theschool board, whoseroleistodiscussissuesandgiverecommendationstotheschool sgoverningbody.
Schoolsaremandatedtohaveaschool council that must includeparent representatives. School councilsmayprovideadvicetotheprincipal
about school policies, activitiesandorganization, fund-raising, annual budgeting, school reviews, andother activities.
TheEducational Fundamental Act regulatesparental involvement inschool a airsduringtheperiodof compulsoryeducation. Themainpolicies
includethefollowing: parents, parent groups, andparent committeeshavetheright toparticipateineducational a airsinschools; parentsmust
takegoodcareof their ownchildrenandactivelyworkwithschoolstoimprovechildrensgrowthandlearning; parentshavetheresponsibilityto
participateinschool andclassroomactivities; schoolsmust set upParent Teacher Associations(PTA), andall parentshavetheright tobeinvolved;
schoolsmust publicallyinformparentsof school regulations, content, methodsof instruction, andassessment criteria; andschoolsshould
scheduleaparent-teacher interviewwithinoneweekbeforetothreeweeksafter thebeginningof thesemester.
Eachschool establishesaschool boardconsistingof several school entitieswhereparentsareexpectedtoparticipate. Theboardallowsparents
tomakesuggestionsandbepresent insocial, cultural, sporting, andsimilar activitieswithintheschools. Parentsalsomayparticipateincertain
decisionsregardingdisciplinaryissuesandstudent evaluations. Furthermore, policystatesthat theresultsof assessment processesmust be
clearlydisclosedtoparentssothat theyareabletomonitor their childrensprogress. It ismandatoryfor schoolstohaveaccountabilitystrategies
for parentsregardingstudent results.
Eachclasshasoneparent representative, whoisincludedintheschool governingbody.
Parentsparticipateinschool management throughparticipationinaSchool Council.

Denmark

Cooperationbetweenparentsandschoolsisrequiredbylaw. Studentsandparentsaretobeinformedtwiceayear about student academic
achievement, aswell asthestudent ssocial andpersonal development. All schoolsmust haveaSchool Boardwithamajorityof parent members
electedbytheparentsof all studentsat theschool. TheSchool Boardestablishesall general principlesfor theschool, includingschool-home
cooperation.

England

Schoolsarerequiredtohavetwoparent governorsontheir governingbodies. Schoolstypicallygotogreat lengthstoencourageparental
engagement.
Bylaw, schoolsmust communicateandcooperatewithparents. Parentsshouldbeinformedabout student work, progress, andbehavior
frequently. Thenational frameworkcurriculumemphasizessharedparent/school responsibilityfor student upbringing(primaryresponsibility
of parents) andeducation(primaryresponsibilityof school). Inpractice, schoolsmayorganizeparents eveningsand, especiallyinGrades1 6,
assessment discussionstogether withindividual teachers, parents, andstudents.
Bylaw, parentsaremembersof theeducational communitywiththefollowingrights: aright toreceiveinformationabout theschoolingand
behavior of their children; aright tocollectiveor individual meetings; andaright toparticipation, bytheir electedrepresentatives, onschool
boards.

Finland

France
Georgia

Germany

Honduras
Hong Kong SAR
Hungary

20

Accordingtothelawongeneral education, parentsmust bemembersof school boardsinGeorgia. Theyareelectedfor 3years. Thenumber of
parentsinvolvedinschool boardsisregulatedbytheschool charter.
Parental involvement isregulatedbythestateconstitutionandtheschool spolicy, withthelatter fallingunder thestatessupremeauthority.
AccordingtotheBasicLaw, thecareandupbringingof childrenarearight anddutyprimarilyincumbent onparents, althoughthestate
overseestheexerciseof parental rights. Whilethestateisfundamentallyresponsiblefor theschoolingof children, thestate'sright toregulate
theeducationof childrenat school islimitedbyparental rightstoraisetheir children. At theschool andclassroomlevel, thestatesarefreeto
equipparent councilswithrightsof participation, althoughapproachesvarybystate, andparentsgenerallyexercisetheir rights, individuallyor
collectively, throughparent groupsandtheir representativesonother consultinganddecision-makingbodiesat schools. Parent representatives
at theschool level aremost ofteninvolvedinorganizingschool life, student protection, andorganizingeventsoutside, thoughunder the
supervision, of school. Parentsalsomaybeinvolvedwithgeneral educationandteachingquestions, school organization, discipline, parent
counseling, andheadteacher selection.
Asof 2011, parentsandcivil societyorganizationsmust beincludedinschool governingbodiesat thelocal andregional levels.
Almost everyschool hasaParent Teacher Association. For aschool withanIncorporatedManagement Committee(IMC), parent representatives
arenominatedtoserveasparent managersof thegoverningbody.
Schoolsmust set upaparental team, whichhastheright togiveitsopiniononvariousissues.
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SOURCE: IEA's Progress in International Reading Literacy Study PIRLS 2011

Reported by National Research Coordinators

Country

Description of Policy

Indonesia

Nopolicy

Iran, Islamic Rep. of

Parent-School Associationsarerequiredtomeet duringtheschool year todiscussschool management policiesandtodiscussparents
perspectivesregardingtheir childrenseducation.

Ireland

Israel

Italy
Kuwait
Lithuania

Malta

Morocco
Netherlands
New Zealand

Northern Ireland

Norway

Oman
Poland
Portugal
Qatar

Romania

TheEducationAct requiresall schoolstoencourageparental involvement intheeducationof studentsandintheachievement of school
objectives. All schoolsarerequiredtosupport theestablishment of aParentsAssociation, whoseroleistoadopt aprogramof activitiespromoting
parental involvement intheoperationof theschool. Schoolsareexpectedtodevelopaclearlyde nedpolicyfor parental involvement andto
shareinformationwithparentsonall aspectsof learner progressanddevelopment. Inaddition, schoolswithasocio-economicallydisadvantaged
enrollment canavail of theservicesof theHome/School/Community/LiaisonScheme(HSCL), apreventativestrategytargetingstudentsat riskof
not reachingtheir potential that establishesapartnershipandcollaborationbetweenparentsandteachersintheinterestsof childrenslearning.
Objectivesspeci edintheJuly2011National LiteracyandNumeracyStrategyrequiremost schoolstoincreasecurrent levelsof support for, and
communicationwith, parents.
Nocomprehensivepolicy. However, 10yearsagoanational center for thepromotionanddevelopment of parent-teacher relationswas
establishedwithintheMinistryof Education. Theframeworkof thiscenter wasadoptedby30%of schools. Parentscanbeincludedinschool
bodiesandarewelcometoparticipate, thoughonlyinavolunteer capacity. Theyarealsowelcometoparticipateandbeinvolvedintheir
childrensstudiesandachievementsthroughspecial internet sites, wheretheycanfollowtheir childrenspedagogical data.
Ineachschool, thereareparent representativesontheschool andclassgoverningboards. Teachersareavailabletomeet parentsat school to
provideupdatesonchildren'sprogressthroughout theschool year.
Withheadmaster approval, parentscanparticipateintheParents Council, whichisinvolvedinsomeschool activitiesbut not intheschool s
educational policy. Parents proposalsarestudiedandsubmittedtotherelevant authoritiesfor consideration.
Parentsusuallyparticipateinaschool council. Therealsoisanational parent organizationthat participatesindiscussionsrelatedtoimportant
documentsregulatingtheeducationprocess.
All StateSchoolshaveSchool Councilsmadeupof eight members: theCouncil President (whoisnominatedbytheMinistryof Education), the
Council Secretary/Treasurer (theHeadof School), andthreeteachers' andthreeparents' representativeswhoareelectedfor two-year termsby
theschool andtheparents. Guidelinesareinplaceregardingtheroleanddutiesof School Councils. Eachschool isrequiredtoholdoneParents'
EveningandoneParents' Dayduringeachschool year whenchildren'sprogressisdiscussed.
TheCharter for EducationandTrainingstipulatesthat parentsshall beinvolvedintheir childrenseducational a airs. Parentsarepresent
inat least twoimportant school councils, parent associations, andschool management council. Parentsguaranteeopennesstotheschool
environment, contributetoparent awareness-raising, establishbidirectional cooperation, helpcombat student absenteeismandencourage
retention, andcontributetotheestablishment of improvement plansbasedonstudent results.
Bylaw, schoolsshouldprovideparentstheopportunitytohelpwithall kindsof school tasks, andtotakepart inaschool sParticipationCouncil.
Parent representationonschool governingboardsismandatory. Parentsareactivelyencouragedtobeinvolvedintheir child'slearning. All
schoolsarerequiredtoprovidefeedbacktoparentsontheir children'sachievement. Primaryschoolsmust giveparentswrittenreportstwicea
year ontheir children'sprogressinrelationtothenational standardsfor literacyandmathematics.
"EverySchool aGoodSchool - apolicyfor school improvement" setsout theDepartment of Educationsoverarchingapproachtoraising
standards. Oneof thepolicysprioritiesispromotinggreater parental involvement andengagement intheir childseducation. Schoolsare
requiredtoprovideparentswithregular updatesontheir childsprogress, includinganannual report. TheExtendedSchoolsprogramsupports
schoolsservingdisadvantagedcommunitiesinencouragingandsupportinggreater parental involvement byenablingthemtoprovideservices
for studentsandparents. Thesemight includeparentingclassesor literacy, numeracy, andhomeworksupport classesfor parents. Parent
governorsformpart of everyschool sBoardof Governors. Bylegal requirement, thesegovernorsareformallyelectedbytheparentsof students
attendingtheschool. ManyschoolsalsohaveParent Teacher Associations(PTA), whichbringtogether parentsandteacherstoencouragegreater
involvement of parentsinthelifeof theschool. ManyPTAsalsocarryout fundraisingactivitiesonbehalf of theschool.
At thenational level, thereisaNational Parents' Committeefor PrimaryandSecondaryEducationbasedinOslofor parentswhohavechildren
inprimaryand/or secondaryeducation. At thelocal level, all parentswhohaveachildat aschool aremembersof theschool'sparents' council.
Theparents' council electsaworkingcommittee, whichrepresentsthevoiceof theparentswithrespect totheschool. Theworkingcommitteeis
responsiblefor ensuringthat parentshaveareal in uenceandalsoisjointlyresponsiblefor ensuringthat thestudents' learningenvironment is
secureandgood.
Parents' councilsareset at eachschool, membersof whichareelectedbytheschool andparents. Therearespecial guidelinesregardingtherole
anddutiesof thecouncil. Regional parent committeesalsoareformedbytheWali of eachregion, wheretheheadsof theparentscouncil at
schoolsserveasmembersonthiscommittee. Thiscommitteediscussesbroader issuesandmakesdecisionsaccordingly.
Aschool isobligedtohaveaparent committee.
Parentsmust beincludedinschool governingbodies, andlocal parent associationsareinvitedtoparticipateinschool decisionsandactivities.
TheSupremeEducationCouncil seekstoencouragetheroleof thecommunityinindependent schoolsthroughboardsof trustees. Theseboards
linkthecommunityandtheschoolsandareresponsiblefor ensuringthequalityof educationprovidedintheschools. All membersof boards
of trusteesperformtheir functionsvoluntarily, representingtheinterestsof parentsandtheschool community. Their rolesaresimultaneously
supervisoryand scal.
Aparent isoneachschool sadministrationcouncil. Parentsalsoareinvolvedinthechoiceof optional subjects. Asof 2012, parentswill makeup
one-thirdof council of administrationmembership.
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Exhibit 1: National/Regional Policies to Involve Parents in
School Management (Continued)

Country

Description of Policy

Russian Federation

Parentsparticipateintheschool supervisoryboard.

Saudi Arabia

Parentscanjointheschool administrationcouncil, wheretheyattendmeetingsanddiscussissuesrelatedtostudent needs.
Schoolsareencouragedtoengageparentsandthecommunityaspartnersineducation. Schoolstailor speci cparent outreachprogramsto
engageparentsintheir children'seducation(e.g., formationof Parent Support Groupsandprovidingstudent performancereports).
Everyschool must haveaSchool Boardthat includesparentsandother local communityrepresentatives. TheSchool Boardismainlyresponsible
for electingtheschool headmaster andmonitoringtheconceptual objectivesof theschool progress. Thoughnot obligatory, most schoolsalso
establishParentsBoards, constitutedbyparent representativesfromparticular grades. Afewtimesper year, parentsgenerallyareaskedtomeet
withteachersanddiscussacademicprogress, student behavior, andorganizational issues.
Parentsmust beincludedinschool governingbodies, informedabout student achievement bytheschool, andareexpectedtoregularly
participateinmeetingswithclassteachers. Parentsareinvitedtoparticipateat school celebrationspreparedbystudents, andareasked
permissionfor all activitiesinwhichtheir childisincludedyet whicharenot consideredformal schooling.

Singapore

Slovak Republic

Slovenia

Parentsareelectedtoparticipateinschool governingbodies, andmanyschoolsalsohaveparent-teacher associations.
Parent representativesmust beincludedintheschool governingcouncil, together withstudent representatives, teacher representatives, the
principal, andamember of thelocal council.
Thecurriculumstatesthat parentsandschoolshavetheresponsibilitytocreatethebest possibleconditionsfor thedevelopment andlearningof
childrenandyoungpersons. Theguidelinesstatethat all whoworkintheschool shouldworktogether withparentstodevelopboththecontent
andtheactivityof theschool. Teachersshouldworktogether withparentsandcontinuouslyprovidethemwithinformationconcerningtheir
student sschool situation, well-being, andacquisitionof knowledge. Teachersalsoshouldstayinformedabout individual students personal
situationsand, indoingso, showrespect for student integrity. Theresponsibilitylieswiththeschool andnot withtheparents.

South Africa
Spain

Sweden

Trinidad and Tobago
United Arab Emirates

United States

ParentsarerepresentedonSchool BoardsandParent TeachersAssociations, aswell astheNational Parent TeachersAssociation.
Parent Councilsat theschool andeducational zoneslevelsgiveparentstheopportunitytobeinvolvedinsomeeducational decisionsregarding
their childrenslearning. Parentsalsoareallowedtoparticipateinschool eventssuchasopenday, camps, trips, competitions, andcultural and
communityactivities.
Encouragingparent involvement inelementaryschoolsiswidespread. TheNoChildLeft BehindAct recognizestheroleof parentsinimproving
student outcomesandincludesamongitspurposes, a ordingparentssubstantial andmeaningful opportunitiestoparticipateintheeducation
of their children. For example, therearespeci cprovisionstosupport Parental AssistanceandLocal FamilyInformationCenters, whichare
intendedtopromoteparental involvement towardhigher student achievement. Manyfederal programsalsoencourageparental participation,
but theseprogramsdonot applytoall schoolsandstudents. Most, if not all, schoolswelcomeandencourageparent participationinbothroutine
andspecial activities, andhavevolunteer programsoftencoordinatedbyparent/teacher associations.

Benchmarking Participants Responses Pertain to Benchmarking Provinces/Regions/Emirates/States
Alberta, Canada
Ontario, Canada
Quebec, Canada
Andalusia, Spain
Abu Dhabi, UAE
Dubai, UAE

Florida, US

22

TheSchool Act statesthat parentshavearight andresponsibilitytomakedecisionsrespectingtheeducationof their children. Publicschools,
includingcharter schools, arerequiredtoestablishschool councils, eachof whichmust includetheschool principal, teacher(s), parentsof
studentsenrolledintheschool, inadditiontostudent(s) (at thesecondarylevel only).
All district school boardshaveParent Involvement Committees, andeachschool hasanadvisoryschool council throughwhichparentsandother
school communitymemberscancontributetoimprovingstudent achievement andschool performance.
Bylaw, aminimumof four parentsmust beontheEstablishment Council. Inaddition, school boardshavesomeparent committees.
Regional lawencouragesparental involvement inschools, thoughinvolvement isnot compulsory.
All schoolshaveanadvisoryParent Council that providesavehiclefor participation.
PublicschoolsfollowUAEregulations. Privateschool policiesvarybyschool type.
Parentsmust bemembersof theschool advisorycouncil, whichassistsinthepreparationandevaluationof theschool improvement plan. School
districtsmust provideparentsspeci cinformationabout their child'seducational progress, andchoicesandopportunitiesfor involvement in
their child'seducation, aswell asprovideaframeworkfor buildingandstrengtheningpartnershipsamongparents, teachers, principals, district
school superintendentsandother personnel. Eachyear, school districtsmust submit thefollowingtotheDepartment of Education: acopyof
their school boardrulesonparent involvement, ahardcopyof theparent guide, acopyof theparent checklist, andcopiesof report cardsthat
document astudent'sperformanceor non-performanceat gradelevel.
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Exhibit 1: National/Regional Policies to Involve Parents in
School Management (Continued)

Exhibit 2: Years of Compulsory Schooling*
Agesand/or Gradesof Compulsory Schooling

Country
Australia
Austria
Azerbaijan
Belgium (French)
Botswana
Bulgaria
Canada
Chinese Taipei
Colombia
Croatia
Czech Republic
Denmark
England
Finland
France
Georgia
Germany
Honduras
Hong Kong SAR
Hungary
Indonesia
Iran, Islamic Rep. of
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Kuwait
Lithuania
Malta
Morocco
Netherlands
New Zealand
Northern Ireland
Norway
Oman
Poland
Portugal
Qatar
Romania
Russian Federation
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
Slovak Republic
Slovenia
South Africa
Spain
Sweden
Trinidad and Tobago
United Arab Emirates
United States

Ages

Grades

6 16
6 15
6 17
6 18(16 18part-time)
Not compulsory
7 16
Variesbyprovince
6 15
5 16
6or 7 13or 14
6 15
6 16
5 16
7 16
6 16
6 15
Variesbystate(6 18)
7 12
6 15
6 18
7 16
6 15
6 16
5 16
6 16
6 17
7 16
5 16
6 15
5 18(or 16withadiploma)
6 16
4 16
6 16
Not compulsory
7 18
6 18
6 15
n/a
6.5 18
6 18
n/a
6 16
6 15
7 15
6 16
7 16
5 18
5.5 16
Variesbystate

1 10
19
1 11
n/a
Not compulsory
n/a
Variesbyprovince
19
K9
18
19
09
K 10
19
n/a
19
Variesbystate(full-timeGrades1 9or 10)
n/a
19
1 12
19
19
n/a
n/a
1 10
19
n/a
1 11
19
n/a
n/a
1 12
1 10
Not compulsory
19
1 12
19
1 10
1 11
1 12
16
n/a
19
19
1 10
19
1 11
19
Variesbystate

GradesProvidedfor Primary and Secondary
Schooling(Not IncludingPreprimary)
1 12
1 12or 13
1 11
1 12
1 12
1 12
1 12(1 11inQuebec)
1 12
1 11
1 12
1 12or 13
1 12or 13
1 10
1 12
1 12
1 12
1 12or 13
1 12
1 12
1 12or 13
1 12
1 12
1 12
1 12
1 13
1 12
1 12
1 11
1 12
1 12
Years1 13
1 14
1 13
1 12
1 11, 12, or 13
1 12
1 12
1 12
1 11
1 12
1 10
1 13
1 12or 13
1 12
1 12
1 12
1 11or 12
1 12
1 12

Benchmarking Participants Responses Pertain to Benchmarking Provinces/Regions/Emirates/States
Alberta, Canada
Ontario, Canada
Quebec, Canada
Andalusia, Spain
Abu Dhabi, UAE
Dubai, UAE
Florida, US

6 16
6 18
6 16
6 16
6 16
n/a
6 16

Typically1 10
n/a
n/a
1 10
n/a
19
n/a

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

*For policies on preprimary education see Exhibit 4.
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12
12
11
12
12
12
12

SOURCE: IEA's Progress in International Reading Literacy Study PIRLS 2011

Reported by National Research Coordinators

Exhibit 3: National Policies on School Entry and Promotion

Based on Parental Discretion,
Usual Practiceon Ageof Entry
toPrimary School

O cial Policy on Ageof Entry
toPrimary School

Country

Variesbystate, but generallychildrenmust
beginschool byage6.
Australia

Childrenmust beginschool ontheSeptember
1st followingtheir 6thbirthday.
Austria

Most childrenbeginschool at theminimum
ageof 4.5 5yearsbut somewait until the
compulsoryage, either onadvicefrompreschool
sta or onthejudgment of parents, usually
becauseof maturity.

Ageof Entry
Policy
hasChanged
Within
Past 10Years

Policyon Promotion andRetention
in Grades1 8
Variesbystate; generally, automaticpromotion
for Grades1 8.

k

Parentscanrequest earlyadmissionfor children
whoturn6yearsoldbyMarch1st of the
followingcalendar year, providedthat theyare
maturefor schoolingandhavetherequired
social competencefor attendingschool.

Automaticpromotionfor Grade1; retentionin
Grades2 4for studentsfailingoneor more
compulsorysubjects.

Azerbaijan

Childrenmust beginschool at age6. Children
Childrenbornbeforetheendof November the
must be6yearsoldbytheendof September to year theyturn6whoareidenti edastalented
beginschool onSeptember 15of thesameyear. bytheMinistryof Educationtestingcommission
canbeginschool onSeptember 15of thesame
year.

Automaticpromotionfor Grades1 4,
dependent onacademicprogressfor Grades
5 8.

Belgium (French)

Childrenmust beginat thebeginningof
September inthecalendar year of their 6th
birthday.

Studentsmayhavetocompleteoneadditional
year inGrades1 2, Grades3 6, andGrades
7 8.

Botswana

Childrenmust be6yearsoldbytheendof June Eventhoughtheo cial policyisthat children
tobegininJanuaryof thesamecalendar year. beginschool intheyear theyturn6, children
fromremoteareasmaybeginlater thanage6.

Upto12.5%retentionineachclass; accelerated
progressionafter parent consultation.

Childrenstart thecalendar year of their 7th
birthday.

Studentsmaybeginat age6, at parent or
guardiandiscretion.

Automaticpromotionfor Grades1 4, with
remedial summer coursesinsteadof retention;
twochancestopassasupplementaryexam
beforeretentionfor Grades5 8.

Canada

Variesbyprovince

Variesbyprovince

Variesbyprovince
Automaticpromotionfor Grades1 8.

Chinese Taipei

Compulsoryschoolingbeginsat age6. Children n/a
must be6yearsoldbeforeSeptember 1st to
begininSeptember of thesamecalendar year.
Childrenmust beat least 6yearsold.

Schoolsde nepromotionandretentionpolicies.

Bulgaria

Colombia

Croatia

Somestudentsstart school somewhat older
than6yearsold.

Childrentypicallybeginschool at age7because
All childrenmust beginschool by7yearsold.
Childrenmust beat least 6yearsoldbytheend their parentsfeel theywill bene t frombeing
moremature.
of MarchtobeginthefollowingSeptember.
Compulsoryschoolingbeginsat thebeginning
of theschool year (September 1st) following
thechild's6thbirthday, unlessgranteda
postponement.

Children'smaturityisassessedduringtheir
enrollment toschool. If achildisnot considered
matureenoughtoattendschool, he/she
continuestoattendeither anurseryschool or a
preparatoryclass. Inrarecases, achildyounger
than6yearsoldmaybeadmittedtocompulsory
school. However, agraduallyincreasing
number of parents(about 20%) arechoosingto
postponethebeginningof school attendancefor
their children.

Childrenbeginpreprimaryeducationtheyear
theyturn6. Primaryeducationbeginsthe
followingyear.

Themunicipal boardmust approveparental
requeststodelayoneyear, but parentscanelect
tobeginchildrenoneyear earlier.

Czech Republic

Denmark

n/a

StudentsinGrades1 3must obtainminimum
standardsinmost subjects; studentsinGrades
4 8must obtainall minimumstandardsfor
promotiontothenext grade.

k

Promotiondependent onacademicprogressin
all compulsorysubjects; automaticpromotion
for studentshavingrepeatedayear.

Automaticpromotion; inspecial cases, students
maybepromotedor retainedbasedon
individual assessments, withparental consent.

k

k

Yes
No
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Country

Basedon Parental Discretion,
Usual Practiceon Ageof Entry
toPrimary School

O cial Policyon Ageof Entry
toPrimary School

Policy on Promotion and Retention
in Grades1 8

Childrenbegintheterm(typicallySeptember,
January, or April) of their 5thbirthday.

Somelocal authoritiesmaintaintwopointsof
entry, typicallySeptember andJanuary, and
manymakeprovisionfor all childrentobeginin
September of theschool year inwhichtheywill
turn5. Somelocal authoritieshavechangedthe
discretionarytimesothat childrencanbeginat
ayounger age. All of thisissubject toparental
discretion.

Nopolicy

Childrenbegintheautumnof theyear of their
7thbirthday.

It ispossibletoenter school either oneyear
earlier or oneyear later thantheo cial policy.
Thisisusuallyinitiatedbytheparentsor
preprimaryteachersif thereareconcernsabout
thechild'smaturityfor school, anddiscussions
withanexpert (e.g., school psychologist) are
required.

Automaticpromotionfor Grades1 8, retention
onlyinextremesituations.

Childrenmust start at thebeginningof the
school year (September) inthecalendar year of
their 6thbirthday.

Parentsand/or teacherscanrequest children
start school beforeage6if theyarereadyto
beginprimaryschool.

Promotionandretentionbasedonacademic
progress. Asidefromexceptional circumstances,
studentscanonlyberetainedonceduring
primaryschool.

England

Finland

France

Ageof Entry
Policy
hasChanged
Within
Past 10Years

Automaticpromotionfor Grades1 4,
dependent onacademicprogressfor Grades
5 8.

Georgia

Compulsoryschoolingbeginsat age6. According n/a
totheLawonGeneral Education, childrencan
beginthecalendar year of their 6thbirthday.

Germany

Compulsoryschoolingbeginstheyear achild
turns6. Childrenmust beat least 6yearsold
beforeastatutoryqualifyingdate(whichvaries
bystate; inmost statesthedatefallsbetween
June30thandSeptember 30th) tobeginon
August 1st.

Honduras

Compulsoryschoolingbeginsat age7. Children About 30%of childrentypicallybeginprimary
must be7yearsoldbytheendof Januaryto
school at age6, per principals' decisions.
beginthefollowingFebruary.

Dependent onacademicprogressonexams
preparedandadministeredbyteachers.

Hong Kong SAR

ChildrenbegintheSeptember after theyturn5
years, 8monthsold.

n/a

Representativesof EducationBureaumay
prescribemaximumrateof repetition.

Childrenbeginschool duringthecalendar year
theyturn6if their birthdayisbeforeMay31st.

Per parental request, childrenmaybeginduring
thecalendar year of their 6th, 7th, or 8th
birthday.

AutomaticpromotioninGrades1 3, dependent
onacademicprogressfor Grades4 8.

Hungary

O cial policygrantstheright toparents
torequest earlyadmissionor postponed
enrollment, but theschool administrationhas
the nal decision.

k

AutomaticpromotioninGrade1; promotion
policiesdi er betweenstatesfor later grades.
k

Childrenmust be7yearsoldbytheendof June Parentshavesomechoiceinstartingchildren
tobeginonJuly12th.
at age6.

Promotiondependent onacademicprogressfor
Grades1 8.

Childrenmust be6yearsoldbySeptember 22nd Fewprivateschoolsallowregistrationat 6.5
tobeginSeptember 23rd.
years.

StudentswithfailinggradesinJunemust take
cumulativeexaminSeptember todetermine
promotionor retention.

Ireland

TheEducation(Welfare) Act of 2000requires
childrentoattendprimaryschool fromthe
timethat theyare6yearsoldbut not before
theyare4.

Inpractice, nearlyhalf of 4-year-oldsandalmost
all 5-year-oldsareenrolledininfant classesin
primaryschools.

Childrenonlyallowedtorepeat ayear for
educational reasonsandinexceptional
circumstances.

Israel

Childrenbeginthecalendar year of their 6th
birthday.

Parentshave nal sayif theyfeel their children
arenot readytobeginschool.

Retentiononlyinexceptional cases.

Childrenbeginthecalendar year of their 6th
birthday.

If achildwill turn6yearsoldbyApril 30thof the
followingcalendar year, parentsmayenroll the
childinthecalendar year of their 5thbirthday.

Indonesia
Iran, Islamic Rep. of

Italy

Dependent onacademicprogressfor Grades
1 8.

k

k

Yes
No
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Exhibit 3: National Policies on School Entry and Promotion (Continued)

Based on Parental Discretion,
Usual Practiceon Ageof Entry
toPrimary School

O cial Policy on Ageof Entry
toPrimary School

Country

Kuwait

Childrenmust be6yearsoldbyMarch15thto
beginschool that calendar year.

Childrentypicallybeginprimaryschool at age
5.5or 6; policydoesnot allowfor parental
discretion.

Lithuania

Childrenmust beginbythecalendar year of
their 7thbirthday.

Parentscanenroll children1year earlyif the
childsatis estherequirementsof theMinistry
of EducationandScience.

Ageof Entry
Policy
hasChanged
Within
Past 10Years

Automaticpromotionfor Grades1 3,
dependent onacademicprogressfor Grades
4 8.
Nonational policy, decisionsmadeat school
level.

k

ChildrenbegininlateSeptember of thecalendar n/a
year of their 5thbirthday.

At theprimarylevel, studentsrepeat aclass
onlyinexceptional circumstancesandafter
consultationbetweenheadof school, teacher,
andparents. At thesecondarylevel, students
mayrepeat ayear onthebasisof their academic
performanceandother factorsinexceptional
circumstances. Graderetentioncanberesorted
toonlyonceduringeacheducationcycle.

Childrenmust beat least 5yearsand6months
oldbythebeginningof September.

Parentsrarelypostponethestart of school for
their children.

Promotiondependsonacademicprogressfor
bothprimaryandsecondarygrades. Promotion
inprimaryschool exceeds90%.

Childrenmust beginkindergartenonthe
rst school dayof themonthafter their fth
birthday.

Most childrenbeginkindergartenwhenthey
turn4. Most childrenare6yearsoldwhenthey
enter primaryeducation. Somechildrenbegin
primaryeducationayear later (7yearsold)
becauseteacher andparentsagreethat their
childwouldbene t frombeingmoremature.

Promotionandretentiondecidedbytheschool,
dependent onacademicprogress.

Malta

Morocco

Netherlands

Policyon Promotion andRetention
in Grades1 8

Childrenmust beenrolledbytheir 6thbirthday Nearlyall childrenbeginschool onor soonafter
but havetheright tobeginschool at age5.
their 5thbirthday.

Automaticpromotion; retentiononlyinvery
special circumstances, withbothschool and
parentsinvolvedinmakingthedecision.

Northern Ireland

Compulsoryschoolingbeginsat age4. Children n/a
must be4yearsoldbyJuly1st tobeginin
September.

Themajorityof childrenstart andcontinueclass
withtheir agegroup, but sometransfer topostprimaryayear lateor early.

Norway

Childrenmust beginthecalendar year of their
6thbirthday.

n/a

Automaticpromotionfor all grades.

Oman

Childrenbegintheyear of their 6thbirthday.
Childrenmust beat least 5years, 9monthsold
at thestart of theacademicyear (beginningof
September).

Parentscanenroll their childreninprivate
schoolswhereo cial entryageis5years, 5
months.

Poland

Childrenmust beginthecalendar year of their
7thbirthday.

Parentscanpostponethebeginningof school
for medical or psychological reasons.

Portugal

Childrenmust begintheyear of their 6th
birthdayif theyturn6yearsoldbySeptember
15th.

Parentscanenroll childrenwhoturn6yearsold
bytheendof December, dependent onschool
availability. Inraresituations, childrenwithan
exceptional level of development canbeginat
5yearsold.

New Zealand

Qatar

Childrenmust beginschool inSeptember of the Parentscanenroll their childreninprivate
calendar year of their 6thbirthday.
schoolswhereo cial entryageis5years, 5
months.

Romania

Accordingtothelawof education, childrenmust Parentscanpostponeenrollment for oneyear.
beginschool at age6.

Automaticpromotionfor Grades1 4,
dependent onacademicprogressfor Grades
5 8.

k

Parental consent requiredfor retentioninGrades
1 6, dependent uponacademicprogressin
higher grades.

k

Automaticpromotionfor Grade1, dependent on
academicprogressfor Grades2 8.
k

Promotionisdependent onacademicprogress
for Grades1 8.
Automaticpromotionfor Grade1, dependent on
academicprogressfor Grades2 8.

k

k

Yes
No
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Exhibit 3: National Policies on School Entry and Promotion (Continued)

Country

Russian Federation
Saudi Arabia

Singapore

Slovak Republic

Slovenia

South Africa

Basedon Parental Discretion,
Usual Practiceon Ageof Entry
toPrimary School

O cial Policyon Ageof Entry
toPrimary School

Ageof Entry
Policy
hasChanged
Within
Past 10Years

Childrenmust beat least 6years, 6monthsold
bytheendof August tobegininSeptember.

Childrentypicallybeginat age7becausetheir
parentsfeel theywill bene t frombeingmore
mature.

Promotionisautomaticfor Grade1and
dependent onacademicprogressfor Grades
2 8.

Childrenmust beginthecalendar year of their
6thbirthday.

n/a

Nopolicy

AccordingtotheCompulsoryEducationAct,
childrenmust beginschool thecalendar year of
their 7thbirthday.

Parentsmayseekadeferral of registrationbased
onmedical grounds.

Automaticpromotionfor Grades1 4, retention
at principal'sdiscretionfor Grade5and
dependent onacademicprogressfor Grades
6 8.
Promotiondependent onacademicprogress.
Studentsfailing1 2requiredsubjectsmust
passmakeupexam; studentsfailingmorethan
2areretained.

Childrenmust begininSeptember if theyturn6 Childrenmaybeginschool earlyor after an
yearsoldbyAugust 31st.
approveddelay, basedonpsychological tests
andprofessional recommendations.
Childrenmust beginthecalendar year of their
6thbirthday.

Insomecases, childrenwhoare6yearsold
inJanuaryenter school inSeptember of the
calendar year beforetheyturn6.

Compulsoryschoolingbeginsat age7. Children Childrenareencouragedtobeginat age7
must be6yearsoldbyJune30thof theyear in becauseschoolsandparentsfeel that theywill
whichtheyenroll.
bene t frombeingmoremature.
Childrenmust beginthecalendar year of their
6thbirthday.

Generally, automaticpromotionfor Grades1 8,
except studentswithlearningdi culties.

k

Automaticpromotioninall grades; for retention,
anapplicationhastobemadetotheprovincial
authoritiesfor permission. Studentsmayonlybe
retainedoncewithinaphaseof about 3years.

k

Studentscanberetainedfor 1year during
Grades1 6, but studentswithspecial needscan
beretainedtwice. Studentsthat donot reach
thegoalsinGrades7and8canberetainedin
bothgrades.

Almost everychildbeginskindergartenat the
ageof 3eventhoughit isnot compulsory.

Spain

Sweden
Trinidad and Tobago

Childrenbegininthefall of thecalendar year of Childrencanbegintheyear theyturn6or 8
their 7thbirthday.
yearsoldfor special reasons.

Automaticpromotionfor all grades.

Childrenmust begininSeptember of the
calendar year of their 5thbirthday.

Childrenmaybeginat age4, at discretionof
parentsandpreprimaryteachers, or at anolder
agebasedonsocio-economicstatus.

Dependent onacademicprogressfor Grades
1 6, automaticpromotionfor Grades7 8.

Childrencanbeginwhentheyare5.5yearsold,
but must beginbyage8.

Parentsor guardianscandecidewhenchildren
beginschool, but it must byage8.

StudentsinGrades1 5whohavenot achieved
50%or moreof thesubject grademust receive
remedial instructiontobepromoted. Promotion
ingrades6 8dependent onacademic
achievement.

United Arab Emirates

United States

Policy on Promotion and Retention
in Grades1 8

k

Variesbystate

Childrentypicallybeginkindergartenat age5.

Variesbystate
k

Yes
No
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Exhibit 3: National Policies on School Entry and Promotion (Continued)

Based on Parental Discretion,
Usual Practiceon Ageof Entry
toPrimary School

O cial Policy on Ageof Entry
toPrimary School

Country

Ageof Entry
Policy
hasChanged
Within
Past 10Years

Policyon Promotion andRetention
in Grades1 8

Benchmarking Participants Responses Pertain to Benchmarking Provinces/Regions/Emirates/States
School principal makespromotiondecisionsin
linewithschool policies.

Alberta, Canada

Thelawrequiresall childrenwhoare6by
Parental discretionor choiceisallowed.
September 1toattendschool. However, school Kindergartenisavoluntaryprogramintended
boardsmayset their ownagerequirementsfor for childrenintheyear prior toenteringGrade1.
enteringschool. Manyboardsallowchildrento
enter Grade1if theyaresixyearsoldbyMarch1
of thefollowingyear.

School principal makespromotiondecisions,
appealabletoschool board.

Ontario, Canada

Parentsmayenroll their childreninjunior
Childrenmust attendschool inSeptember
if theyturn6yearsoldbySeptember 1.
kindergartenat age4or senior kindergartenat
However, theyhavetheright toattendschool in age5, but thisisnot mandatory.
September if theywill turn6byDecember 31of
that calendar year.

Quebec, Canada

Childrenmust be6yearsoldbySeptember 30th n/a
tobegininSeptember of that calendar year.

School boardsdeterminepromotion, Ministry
setsrulesfor obtainingdiplomas.

ChildrenbegininSeptember of theyear of their Onlychildrenconsideredadvancedduring
6thbirthday.
preprimary educationbeginoneyear early.

Automaticpromotionafter Grades1, 3, and5;
teachersmayretainstudentsonceafter Grades
2, 4, or 6andat anypoint inGrades7 8.

Abu Dhabi, UAE

Compulsoryschoolingbeginsat age6. Children Parentssometimesplacestudentsinprivate
must be6yearsoldbyOctober 1st of theschool schoolsthat accept younger students, then
year inwhichtheyenroll.
transfer tothepublicsystemoncethestudent
hascompletedoneor twoyearsandhasa
promotioncerti cate.

AutomaticpromotioninGrades1 5, except
inspecial casesandwithparental consent;
promotiondependent onacademicprogressin
Grades6 8.

Dubai, UAE

Childrencanbeginschool thecalendar year of
their 5thbirthday.

n/a

Variesbyschool type

Floridalaw, [Section1003.21(1)(a), Florida
Statutes], speci esthat all childrenwhoare6 or
whowill be6byFebruary1st of that school year
arerequiredtoattendschool. If achildenters
publicschool at age6without completing
kindergarten, thentheywill beplacedin
kindergarten.

Floridalaw(Section1003.21(1)(a)2, Florida
Statutes) speci esthat childrenwhohave
attainedtheageof 5onor beforeSeptember
1of theschool year areeligiblefor admission
topublickindergartenduringthat school year,
basedonrulesprescribedbytheschool board.
Childrenareeligiblefor kindergartenattendance
providedtheymeet theagerequirement.

Statewide, studentsareretainedafter Grade3if
theydonot passthestatereadingassessment.
Otherwise, policiesfor promotionandretention
aredeterminedbydistricts, basedonacademic
performance.

Andalusia, Spain

Florida, US

k

k

Yes
No
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Exhibit 3: National Policies on School Entry and Promotion (Continued)

Exhibit 4: Preprimary Education

Country
Australia
Austria
Azerbaijan
Belgium (French)
Botswana
Bulgaria
Canada
Chinese Taipei
Colombia
Croatia
Czech Republic
Denmark
England
Finland
France
Georgia
Germany
Honduras
Hong Kong SAR
Hungary
Indonesia
Iran, Islamic Rep. of
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Kuwait
Lithuania
Malta
Morocco
Netherlands
New Zealand
Northern Ireland
Norway
Oman
Poland
Portugal
Qatar
Romania
Russian Federation
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
Slovak Republic
Slovenia
South Africa
Spain
Sweden
Trinidad and Tobago
United Arab Emirates
United States

Preprimary Education
Available
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k

Mandatory Preprimary
Education

k

k

k

k

k

k

k

k

Variesbystate

Number of Years
PreprimaryEducation
Required

n/a
1
n/a
n/a
n/a
1
n/a
n/a
1
n/a
n/a
1
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
1
n/a
n/a
n/a
1
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
1
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
1
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
Variesbystate

National Preprimary
Curriculum

Language, Reading, and
Writing SkillsIncluded
in National Preprimary
Curriculum

Variesbystate

Variesbystate

n/a
n/a
k
k
k

k
k
k

Variesbyprovince

Variesbyprovince

k
k

k

n/a
k
k
k
k
k
k

k
k
k
k
k

n/a
n/a
k
k
k
k
k
k
k

k
k
k
k
k
k

n/a
k
k
k
k
k

k
k
k
k
k

n/a
k
k
k

k

n/a
k
k

k
k

n/a
k

k

n/a
k
k
k
k
k
k
k

k
k
k
k
k
k
k

Variesbystate

Variesbystate

Benchmarking Participants Responses Pertain to Benchmarking Provinces/Regions/Emirates/States
Alberta, Canada
Ontario, Canada
Quebec, Canada
Andalusia, Spain
Abu Dhabi, UAE
Dubai, UAE
Florida, US

k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k

k

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
1

k
k
k
k
k
k
k

k
k
k
k
k
k
k

Yes
No
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Reported by National Research Coordinators

Exhibit 5: Structural Characteristics of Language/Reading Curriculum

Reading as
aSeparate
Curriculum
Area

GradetoGradeStructure
(Not Including Preprimary)

Year
Introduced

Being
Revised

Examinations
with
Consequences
for Individual
Students

Gradesat Which Examinations
with Consequencesfor Individual
StudentsareGiven

k

k

Variesbystate, at endof secondary
education

Country

National
Curriculum

Australia

Variesbystate

Variesbystate, usuallycovers2 3
gradelevelsat atime; manystates
havecurriculafor Grades1 2, 3 4

Variesby
state

Austria

k

Grades1 2, 3, 4

2003

Azerbaijan

k

Grades1 4

2002

Belgium (French)

k

Grades1 2, 3 6

1999

n/a
k

k
k

Grade6

2002

k

At endof junior-secondaryeducation
(Grade10), andsenior-secondary
education(Grade12)

k

Grade7andat endof secondaryeducation
Variesby
province

k

Grades1 4

Bulgaria

k

Grades1 4

2003

Canada

Variesby
province

Variesby
province

Variesby
province

Variesby
province

k

k

Botswana

At endof basicsecondaryeducation
(Grade9) andsecondaryeducation
(Grade11)

Chinese Taipei

k

Grades1 3, 4 6

2003

k

Grades9, 12

Colombia

k

Grades1 3, 4 5

2006

k

At endof secondaryeducation

Croatia

k

Grades1 8

2006

k

At endof secondaryeducation

Czech Republic

k

Grades1 3, 4 5

2007

k

At endof secondaryeducation

Denmark

Mayvaryby
municipality, but
basedonnational
standards

Grades1 2, 3 4

2009

k

At endof secondaryeducation(Grade12)

England

k

Grades1 5

1999

Finland

k

Grades1 2, 3 5

2004

k

k

Ages11, 16, 18

k

At endof secondaryeducation

France

k

Grades1 2, 3 5

2008

k

Grades9, 12

Georgia

k

Grades1 6

2006

k

k

Grade12

Germany

Variesbystate,
but national
standards

Variesbystate, manyhavecurricula
for Grades1 2, 3 4(Berlin,
Brandenburg: Grades5 6)

2004or later

Variesby
state

k

Grades9/10, 12/13

Honduras

k

Grades1 3, 4 6

2003

Hong Kong SAR

k

Grades1 6

2004

k

Grade12

Hungary

k

Grades1 4

2007

k

At endof secondaryeducation

Indonesia

k

Grades1 6

1994

k

Grades6, 9, 12

Iran, Islamic Rep. of

k

Grades1 5

2000

k

k

Grades5, 8, 12

k

k

n/a
k

Ireland

k

Grades1 2, 3 4

2000

k

k

Grades9, 12

Israel

k

Grades1 2, 3 4

2003

k

k

At endof secondaryeducation
Grades8, 13

Italy

k

Grades1 3, 4 5

2007

k

k

Kuwait

k

Grades1 5

2006

k

k

Grade12

Lithuania

k

Grades1 2, 3 4

2008

k

Grades10, 12

Malta

k

Grades1 6

2005

k

k

At endof primaryeducation, secondary
education, andupper secondaryeducation

Morocco

k

k

Netherlands

k

k

Grades1 2, 3 6

2002

k

Grades6, 9, 12

Nocompulsorygradestructure

2006

k

Grade6andat endof secondaryeducation

Nogradestructure; curriculum
isstructuredaround8levelsof
learning

2010for English
curriculum;
2011for Maori
curriculum

k

Inthelast 3yearsof secondaryeducation
Ages16, 18

New Zealand

k

Northern Ireland

k

Grades1 2, 3 4

2008

k

Norway

k

Grades1 4

2006

k

Grade10

k

Grades1 4

2000

k

Grades5 12

Oman

k

30

k

Yes
No
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SOURCE: IEA's Progress in International Reading Literacy Study PIRLS 2011

Reported by National Research Coordinators

Country

National
Curriculum

Reading as
aSeparate
Curriculum
Area

GradetoGradeStructure
(Not Including Preprimary)

Year
Introduced

Being
Revised

Examinations
with
Consequences
for Individual
Students

Gradesat Which Examinationswith
Consequencesfor Individual
StudentsareGiven

k

k

At theendof primaryeducation,
lower secondaryeducation, andupper
secondaryeducation
Grades9, 11 12

Poland

k

Grades1 3, 4 6

1999

Portugal

k

Grades1 2, 3 4

1992

k

k

Grades1 6

n/a

n/a

k

Grade12

Grades1 4

2003

k

k

Grades8, 12

Grades1 4

2004

k

k

Grades9, 11

Qatar
Romania

k

Russian Federation

k

k

Saudi Arabia

k

Grades1, 2, 3, 4

2008

k

k

Singapore

k

Grades1 2, 3 4, 5 6

2003

k

k

Slovak Republic

k

Grades1 4

1997

k

k

Grade12
Grade6, at endof secondary, andat end
of pre-universityeducation
Grade9andat endof secondaryeducation

Slovenia

k

Grades1 3, 4 6

1998

k

k

Grade9andat endof secondaryeducation

South Africa

k

Grades1 3, 4 6

1997

k

k

Grade12

Spain

k

Grades1 2, 3 4

2007

k

Grades6, 7 12

Sweden

k

k

k

Grades1 3, 4 5

2000

k

n/a

1999

k

At endof primaryeducation

Trinidad and Tobago

k

Grades1, 2 3, 4 6

United Arab Emirates

k

Grades1 3, 4 5

2002

k

k

Grades6 11, 12

Variesbystateand/or district

Variesby
state

Variesby
state

Variesby
state

Manystatesrequireexaminationbythe
endof secondaryeducation

k

Grade12

United States

Variesbystate

k

Benchmarking Participants Responses Pertain to Benchmarking Provinces/Regions/Emirates/States
Grades1 9

2000

Grades1 8

2006

k

Grade10

k

Grades1 6

2001

k

At endof secondaryeducation

k

Grades1 2, 3 4

2008

k

Grades1 5

2002

Alberta, Canada

k

Ontario, Canada

k

Quebec, Canada
Andalusia, Spain

k

k

k

k

Grade12

k

k

Grades6 11, 12

Dubai, UAE

Variesbyschool
type

Variesby
school type

Grades1 3, 4 5inpublicschools;
Grades1 5inprivateschools

Variesby
school type

Variesby
school type

Variesby
school type

Variesby
school type

Florida, US

Statewide
standards

k

Grades1, 2, 3, 4

2007

k

k

Grade10

Abu Dhabi, UAE

k

Yes
No
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Exhibit 5: Structural Characteristics of Language/Reading Curriculum (Continued)

Exhibit 6: Instructional Time Devoted to
Language/Reading Curriculum
Country

Percent of Total Instructional Time

Australia
Austria
Azerbaijan
Belgium (French)
Botswana
Bulgaria
Canada
Chinese Taipei
Colombia
Croatia
Czech Republic
Denmark
England
Finland
France
Georgia
Germany
Honduras
Hong Kong SAR
Hungary
Indonesia
Iran, Islamic Rep. of
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Kuwait
Lithuania
Malta
Morocco
Netherlands
New Zealand
Northern Ireland
Norway
Oman
Poland
Portugal
Qatar
Romania
Russian Federation
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
Slovak Republic
Slovenia
South Africa
Spain
Sweden
Trinidad and Tobago
United Arab Emirates
United States

Variesbystate
Approximately30%
37%
Not speci edincurriculum
25%
30%
Variesbyprovince(20 37%)
20 30%
25%
28%
Not speci edincurriculum
Variesbymunicipality(24%minimum)
Not speci edincurriculum
Not speci edincurriculum
33%
20%
Variesbystate(approximately19%)
Not speci edincurriculum
18%
32 42%
15%
60%
18%
21%
Not speci edincurriculum
26%
26%
15%for English; 15%for Maltese
31%
Not speci edincurriculum
Not speci edincurriculum
Not speci edincurriculum
Not speci edincurriculum
17%
Not speci edincurriculum
32%
25%
24 29%
36%
Not speci edincurriculum
33%
35%
20%
25%
25%
Not speci edincurriculum
20%
57%
Variesbystate

Benchmarking Participants Responses Pertain to Benchmarking Provinces/Regions/Emirates/States
Alberta, Canada
Ontario, Canada
Quebec, Canada
Abu Dhabi, UAE
Dubai, UAE
Andalusia, Spain
Florida, US
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25%
Not speci edincurriculum
28%
57%
Variesbyschool type
25%
25%

SOURCE: IEA's Progress in International Reading Literacy Study PIRLS 2011

Reported by National Research Coordinators

Exhibit 7: Components Prescribed by the
Language/Reading Curriculum
Country
Australia
Austria
Azerbaijan
Belgium (French)
Botswana
Bulgaria
Canada
Chinese Taipei
Colombia
Croatia
Czech Republic
Denmark
England
Finland
France
Georgia
Germany
Honduras
Hong Kong SAR
Hungary
Indonesia
Iran, Islamic Rep. of
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Kuwait
Lithuania
Malta
Morocco
Netherlands
New Zealand
Northern Ireland
Norway
Oman
Poland
Portugal
Qatar
Romania
Russian Federation
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
Slovak Republic
Slovenia
South Africa
Spain
Sweden
Trinidad and Tobago
United Arab Emirates
United States

Goalsand Objectives
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k

Instructional Methods
or Processes

Materials

Assessment Standards
andMethods
k
k

k

k

k
k

k

k

k

k

k
k

k
k
k

k

k

k
k

k
k

k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k

k
k

k
k
k
k
k
k
k

k
k
k

k
k

k
k
k

k
k
k
k

k

k
k
k

k
k

k
k
k

k
k

k
k

k

k
k
k
k

SOURCE: IEA's Progress in International Reading Literacy Study PIRLS 2011

Reported by National Research Coordinators

k
k
k

k
k

k
k
k

Benchmarking Participants Responses Pertain to Benchmarking Provinces/Regions/Emirates/States
Alberta, Canada
Ontario, Canada
Quebec, Canada
Andalusia, Spain
Abu Dhabi, UAE
Dubai, UAE
Florida, US

k
k

k
k

k
k
k
k
k

k
k
k

k
k

k
k

Yes
No
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Exhibit 8: Comprehension Processes Emphasized in the Intended
Language/Reading Curriculum
Focusing on and
Retrieving
ExplicitlyStated
Information
Country

Making StraightforwardInferences

Retrieving Locating and
Explicitly Reproducing Connecting
Detailsfrom Twoor More
Stated
Piecesof
aClearly
Information
Information
Defined
froma
or Ideas
Section of
Sentence
Text
or Phrase

Australia
Austria
Azerbaijan
Belgium (French)
Botswana
Bulgaria
Canada
Chinese Taipei
Colombia
Croatia
Czech Republic
Denmark
England
Finland
France
Georgia
Germany
Honduras
Hong Kong SAR
Hungary
Indonesia
Iran, Islamic Rep. of
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Kuwait
Lithuania
Malta
Morocco
Netherlands
New Zealand
Northern Ireland
Norway
Oman
Poland
Portugal
Qatar
Romania
Russian Federation
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
Slovak Republic
Slovenia
South Africa
Spain
Sweden
Trinidad and Tobago
United Arab Emirates
United States

k
k
k
k
k
k
k

k

k

k
k

k

k
k

k
k

k
k
k
k

k
k
k
k

k

k

Recognizing
Describing
Plot
Overall
Identifying
Sequences
Message
Main Ideas
and Character
or Theme
Traits
k

k

k

k

k

k

k
k

k
k

k
k

k

k

k

k

k

k
k
k
k
k
k

k
k
k
k

k
k
k

k
k

k
k
k
k

k
k
k

k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k

k
k

k
k

k

k
k

k

k

k
k

k

k

k
k
k
k
k

k
k
k

k

k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k

k
k
k

k
k
k
k
k

k
k
k
k
k

k

k

k

k

k

k

k
k
k

k
k
k

k
k

k
k
k

k
k
k

k
k

k

k
k
k
k
k

k

k
k

k

k

k

k

k

k
k

k

k
k
k

k

k
k
k

k

k
k

k
k

k

k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k

k
k

k
k
k

k

k

k
k
k
k

k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k

k

k
k

k

Determining
Author s
Perspective
or Intention

k

k
k
k
k
k

k

Examiningand
Evaluating Content,
Language, andTextual
Elements

Making
Comparing Generalizations Describing
Styleor
Information and Drawing
Structure
Inferences
Within and
of Text
AcrossTexts withTextual
Support

k

k
k
k
k

k Major Emphasis
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InterpretingandIntegrating
Ideasand Information

k

k

k
k
k

k
k
k

k

Some Emphasis

k
k

k
k

k

Little or No Emphasis
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k
k

k
k

k
k

k
k

SOURCE: IEA's Progress in International Reading Literacy Study PIRLS 2011

Reported by National Research Coordinators

Focusing on and
Retrieving
ExplicitlyStated
Information
Country

Retrieving
Explicitly
Stated
Information
froma
Sentence
or Phrase

InterpretingandIntegrating
Ideasand Information

Making StraightforwardInferences

Locating and
Connecting
Recognizing
Describing
Reproducing
Twoor More
Plot
Overall
Detailsfrom
Identifying
Piecesof
Sequences
Message
aClearly
Main Ideas
Information or
and Character
or Theme
Defined
Ideas
Traits
Section of Text

Examining and
EvaluatingContent,
Language, andTextual
Elements

Making
Describing
Comparing
Generalizations
Styleor
Information
and Drawing
Structure
Within and
Inferenceswith
of Text
AcrossTexts
Textual Support

Determining
Author s
Perspective
or Intention

Benchmarking Participants Responses Pertain to Benchmarking Provinces/Regions/Emirates/States
Alberta, Canada
Ontario, Canada
Quebec, Canada
Andalusia, Spain
Abu Dhabi, UAE
Dubai, UAE
Florida, US

k
k
k
k
k
k

k
k
k
k
k

k Major Emphasis

k
k
k
k
k
k

k
k
k
k
k
k

Some Emphasis

k
k
k
k
k
k

k
k

k
k

k
k
k
k

k
k
k

k
k

k

k
k

k
k

k
k

k
k

Little or No Emphasis
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Exhibit 8: Comprehension Processes Emphasized in the Intended
Language/Reading Curriculum (Continued)

Exhibit 9: Purposes for Reading Emphasized in the
Intended Language/Reading Curriculum
Reading to
ImproveReading

Country
Australia
Austria
Azerbaijan
Belgium (French)
Botswana
Bulgaria
Canada
Chinese Taipei
Colombia
Croatia
Czech Republic
Denmark
England
Finland
France
Georgia
Germany
Honduras
Hong Kong SAR
Hungary
Indonesia
Iran, Islamic Rep. of
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Kuwait
Lithuania
Malta
Morocco
Netherlands
New Zealand
Northern Ireland
Norway
Oman
Poland
Portugal
Qatar
Romania
Russian Federation
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
Slovak Republic
Slovenia
South Africa
Spain
Sweden
Trinidad and Tobago
United Arab Emirates
United States

Readingfor Literary
Experience

Reading toAcquire
Information

Readingfor
Enjoyment

k
k
k

k

k
k

k

k
k
k

k
k
k
k
k
k

k

k
k

k

k

k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k

k
k
k
k
k
k

k
k

k

k

k
k
k
k

k
k
k
k

k
k
k
k
k
k
k

k

k
k
k

k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k

k
k
k
k

k
k

k
k
k
k
k
k

k
k
k
k

k
k
k
k

k

k

k

k
k

k
k

k
k

k
k

k
k

k
k
k

k
k

Benchmarking Participants Responses Pertain to Benchmarking Provinces/Regions/Emirates/States
Alberta, Canada
Ontario, Canada
Quebec, Canada
Andalusia, Spain
Abu Dhabi, UAE
Dubai, UAE
Florida, US

k
k
k
k
k
k
k
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k
k

k
k

Some Emphasis

k
k
k
k
k
k
k

Little or No Emphasis

k
k

k

SOURCE: IEA's Progress in International Reading Literacy Study PIRLS 2011

Reported by National Research Coordinators

Exhibit 10: Format in Which the Language/Reading Curriculum
Is Made Available

Country
Australia
Austria
Azerbaijan
Belgium (French)
Botswana
Bulgaria
Canada
Chinese Taipei
Colombia
Croatia
Czech Republic
Denmark
England
Finland
France
Georgia
Germany
Honduras
Hong Kong SAR
Hungary
Indonesia
Iran, Islamic Rep. of
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Kuwait
Lithuania
Malta
Morocco
Netherlands
New Zealand
Northern Ireland
Norway
Oman
Poland
Portugal
Qatar
Romania
Russian Federation
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
Slovak Republic
Slovenia
South Africa
Spain
Sweden
Trinidad and Tobago
United Arab Emirates
United States

O cial Publication
Containingthe
Curriculum
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k

Ministry Notesand
Directives
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k

Mandatedor
Recommended
Textbooks
k
k
k
k
k

Instructional or
Pedagogical Guide

Speci callyDeveloped
or Recommended
Instructional
Activities

k
k
k
k
k
k
k

k

k
k

k
k

k
k

k
k

k
k
k
k
k
k

k
k
k
k
k
k
k

k
k
k
k
k
k
k

k
k
k
k
k

k
k
k

k

k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k

k
k
k
k
k

k
k
k

k
k

k
k

k
k
k

k

k
k
k
k
k
k

k
k
k
k
k
k
k

k
k

k

k

k
k

k
k
k

k
k

k
k
k

k
k
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Exhibit 11: Methods Used to Evaluate the Implementation
of the Language/Reading Curriculum
Country
Australia
Austria
Azerbaijan
Belgium (French)
Botswana
Bulgaria
Canada
Chinese Taipei
Colombia
Croatia
Czech Republic
Denmark
England
Finland
France
Georgia
Germany
Honduras
Hong Kong SAR
Hungary
Indonesia
Iran, Islamic Rep. of
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Kuwait
Lithuania
Malta
Morocco
Netherlands
New Zealand
Northern Ireland
Norway
Oman
Poland
Portugal
Qatar
Romania
Russian Federation
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
Slovak Republic
Slovenia
South Africa
Spain
Sweden
Trinidad and Tobago
United Arab Emirates
United States

VisitsbyInspectors/
Supervisors
k
k
k
k
k

Research Programs

School Self-Evaluation

National or Regional
Assessments
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Benchmarking Participants Responses Pertain to Benchmarking Provinces/Regions/Emirates/States
Alberta, Canada
Ontario, Canada
Quebec, Canada
Andalusia, Spain
Abu Dhabi, UAE
Dubai, UAE
Florida, US
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Exhibit 12: Process for Approving Language/Reading Textbooks
Country
Australia
Austria

Azerbaijan

Belgium (French)
Botswana
Bulgaria
Canada
Chinese Taipei
Colombia
Croatia

Czech Republic

Denmark
England
Finland
France
Georgia

Germany
Honduras

Hong Kong SAR

Hungary
Indonesia
Iran, Islamic Rep. of
Ireland
Israel

Description of Process
Noprocessfor approvingtextbooks
Authorssubmit their textbooks/materialstotheFederal Ministryof Education, Arts&Culturefor evaluationbasedonministry-de nedcriteria.
Oneimportant aspect iscoverageof theentirecurriculum. Onlyapprovedtextbooksarepermittedfor school use. Whilemanytextbooksare
approved, noneareexplicitlyrecommended; teachersmayfreelychoosefromthelist.
TheMinistryof Educationde nesandannouncesthelist of newlycreatedtextbooks, andannouncescompetitionsinanysubject accordingtothe
rulesfor creatingnewtextbooks. After theMinistry'sannouncement, publishinghousessendapplicationsfor participationinthecompetition.
Thecompetitioncommissiondeterminesthelist of acceptableproposalsandpresentsthemtotheTextbookAssessment Council. Inother cases,
theMinistryorderstextbooksfromauthorsandpublishingcompanies. Thesetextbooksaresent totheTextbookAssessment Council. TheMinistry
holdstheright topublishanddistributeorderedtextbooks, andapprovestextbooksbasedontheTextbookAssessment Council spresentation.
Earlyeachyear, theMinistrypreparesandapprovesthelist andnumber of copiesof textbookstomeet demand. Textbooksfor general education
schoolsarepreparedfor 5years.
Agroupof inspectorsexaminestextbooksproposedbyanauthor, aneditor, ateacher/groupof teachers, or agoverningbody. Inspectorsmust
notifythecommissionwhether eachproposedtextbookisinaccordancewithalist of criteria. Theconformityagreement isvalidfor 8years.
TheMinistryof EducationsDepartment of CurriculumDevelopment andEvaluationinvitespublisherstosubmit textsfor particular levels, and
providesdetailsonthetypesof textstosubmit andthelevel of educationrequired. Atextbookevaluationcommitteeevaluatesthetextbooksand
recommendsthemost suitablefor theavailablecurriculum. Theauthorizedlist isthensent toschoolssotheymayorder thetextbooks.
TheBulgarianMinistryof Education, Youth, andScienceapprovesupto3textbooks(withaccompanyingsupplements) for eachsubject andeach
grade. Teachersthendecidewhichapprovedtextbook(s) tousefor instruction.
Inmost provinces, arigorousprocessinvolvingprovincial personnel, school district personnel, andteacher expertsevaluatesall approved
classroomresources.
AMinistryof Educationcommitteereviewsthecontentsof textbooksaccordingtotheNine-Year IntegratedCurriculumguidelines.
Noprocessfor approvingtextbooks
TheSchool TextbooksBoardandexpert committeesfor eachindividual subject or areaareinchargeof evaluatingtextbooks. Approval of new
textbooksisconductedaccordingtotheelementsandinstrumentsfor textbookandhandbookevaluation, andincorrespondencewithtextbook
standards, educational programs, andgoals. TheMinistryof Education, ScienceandSportsprescribestextbooksfor Croatianlanguageand
literature.
TheMinistryof Educationpublishesthelist of approvedtextbooksandteachingtextsintheBulletinof theMinistryof Education, Youthand
Sports, andontheInternet. Theseareapprovedonthebasisof compliancewitheducational objectivesstipulatedintheEducationAct, in
theFrameworkEducational Programs, andlegal regulations. Theapproximate3-monthapproval processbeginswhenapublisher submitsa
textbook. Theministryaskstworeviewers, oneof whomusuallyisfromahigher educationinstitution, for commentswithwhichthepublisher
ne-tunesthetextbook. If thereviewershavestrongdi erencesof opinionabout atextbook, athirdisused.
Noprocessfor approvingtextbooks
Noprocessfor approvingtextbooks
Noprocessfor approvingtextbooks
Noprocessfor approvingtextbooks
TheNational CurriculumandAssessment Center hasarigorousanduniformlyappliedprocessfor approval of textbooksandinstructional
materials. Analystsof languagetextbooksareevenlydividedbetweenexperienced, practicingclassroomteachers, andhigher educationfaculty
knowledgeableabout researchonlanguagelearningandteaching. Languagetextbooksareanimportant component of languageinstruction,
becausemanyteachersrelyontextbookstopresent studentswithlanguageactivitiestofurther learning.
Variesbystateandgrade. Inthestatewiththelargest population, NorthRhine-Westphalia: extendedapproval bytheministry, whichrequiresa
reviewof authorizedspecialists.
Noprocessfor approvingtextbooks
ThetextbookreviewprocessbeginswhentheCurriculumDevelopment Council (CDC) nalizesthecurriculumframeworkof aKeyLearningArea
(KLA) andtheEducationBureau(EDB) askspublisherstoindicatesubjectsonwhichtheyintendtopublishtextbooks. TheCDCthenpublishes
aKLAcurriculumandassessment guide, andpublishersupdatetextbookdevelopment plansfor EDB. KLAo cersholdbrie ngsandfeedback
sessionsfor publishersduringthetextbookdevelopment process. Onceall prospectivepublisherssubmit completesetsof textbooksfor review,
EDBsendstextbookreviewreportstopublishersand nallyreleasestherecommendedtextbooklist. Those"not recommended" textbookscanbe
resubmittedat thisstage. Final proof copiesof therecommendedtextbooksaresubmittedtoEDBfor veri cationof compliancewiththerequired
amendmentsgiveninthetextbookreviewreportsbeforepublisherssubmit printedcopiesof thetextbookstoEDB.
Textbooksmust beaccreditedbytheMinistryof EducationsEducational Authority.
All mandatorybooksmust beapprovedbycontent specialists.
Onceatextbookiscompleted, a1-year pilot evaluatesthetext throughreviewof feedbackfromteachers, curriculumspecialists, andchild
psychologists.
Noprocessfor approvingtextbooks
PrivatecompaniesandpublisherswritetextbooksinbothHebrewandArabicandsubmit themtotheMinistryof Educationfor approval.
Theapproval processincludes: evaluationbasedonalist of criteria(currentlyunder revision); correction, if necessary, basedonareport; and
submissionof therevisedtextbooktotheChief Inspector for nal approval.
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Country

Description of Process
Textbooksmust beapprovedbytheschool steachingsta .
Textbooksareapprovedbyspecial committees.
Tobeincludedinthetextbookdatabase, textbooksmust receivetwopositivereviewsfromindependent experts, andcon rmationfromthe
Lithuanianlanguagecommitteeregardingcorrespondencewithlanguagestandards. Teachingsta isresponsiblefor choosingthetextbooks
usedfor learning, andschoolsandteachersmaychoosefromawiderangeof textsinthedatabase.

Italy
Kuwait
Lithuania

Textbooksarechosenbyaboardestablishedtoevaluateandselect suitablebookssubmittedbypublishers. TheDirectoratefor Educationthen
suppliesstateschoolswiththeselectedandapprovedtextbooks. TheDirector responsiblefor Curriculumissuesalist of "Readers" for schoolsto
choosefrom, andfundsaregiventoschoolsfor their acquisition.
Textbookwriterssubmit manuscriptsfor reviewandapproval inaccordancewithprovisionsof theNational Charter for EducationandTraining,
andspeci cationsof theMinistryof Education. Ad-hoccommitteesof expertsreadmanuscripts, providefeedback, and nallyselect themost
suitabletextbooks. Threetextbooksfor teachingArabichavebeenspeci callydesignedfor fourthgraderssince2002.
Noprocessfor approvingtextbooks
Noprocessfor approvingtextbooks
Noprocessfor approvingtextbooks

Malta

Morocco
Netherlands
New Zealand
Northern Ireland
Norway

Oman

Poland
Portugal
Qatar
Romania

Russian Federation
Saudi Arabia
Singapore

Slovak Republic

Slovenia
South Africa
Spain
Sweden
Trinidad and Tobago

Noprocessfor approvingtextbooks
Languageinstructiontextbooksareproducedbytheministry, whichformsteamstotranslatespeci cgrades curriculumgoalsandlearning
outcomesintotextbooklessonsandactivities. Theseteamsconsist of specialistsineachsubject, asupervisor, acurriculumo cer, anassessment
o cer, andateacher educator. Afocusgroupof teachersinparticular gradesindi erent partsof thecountrycheckthewrittenmaterial,
proposedactivities, andtimeframesfor eachunit. Textbooksthengotoahigher committeeheadedbytheUndersecretaryof Educationfor
approval. Special committeesareformedtocheckthesuitabilityof commerciallyproducedmaterialsbeforetheyarepurchasedbytheministry
or theschool.
Publishersmust submit everynewtextbookfor expert reviewbyMinistryof Educationdesignates. Basedontheir evaluation, theMinister may
approvethetextbookfor useinschools. Therearenoseparatetextbooksfor languageinstructioninGrades1 3.
Textbooksmust beapprovedbyascienti ccommitteeregardingevaluationcriteriade nedbytheMinistryof Education. Teachers/schoolsthen
choosefromanextensiveapprovedlist accordingtotheir preferences.
Noprocessfor approvingtextbooks
TheMinistryof Educationholdsacompetitionfor publishersaccordingtoaset of termsconcerningthetextbookdevelopment, whichpublisherappointedauthorsusetodevelopproposals. Proposalsmust besent totheministrybyaset deadlinefor evaluationbyagroupappointedbythe
textbook-specializationboardof theministry. Theevaluationprocessisblindandtheresultsaremadepublicwhenevaluationof all proposalsis
complete.
Thetextbooksusedfor language/ReadingarereviewedbyexpertsfromtheRussianAcademyof Educationinaccordancewiththerequirements
of theNational Educational Standardsandagecharacteristicsof primaryschool children. TheFederal Ministryof EducationandSciencesprovides
alist of recommendedtextbooks.
Aspecializedcommitteeof supervisorsisresponsiblefor approvingthetextbooks.
TheMinistryof Educationprovidesanapprovedlist of instructional materialsfor teachingreadingandtheEnglishlanguage, suchas: textbooks,
workbooks, andaudio-visual or multimediainstructional materials. CurriculumPlanningO cersat theMinistryof Educationconduct a
comprehensivereviewof thematerialsbeforetheyareapproved.
TheMinistryof Education(MoE) announcescompetitionsfor textbookswithspeci crequirementsandvariousauthorscanapply. Onceapproved
byaspecially-assembledcommitteeandtworeviewers, authorssubmit draft textbookstotheNational Institutefor Education(NIE) or National
Institutefor Professional Education(NIPE). If requirementsaremet, NIEor NIPEcompleteanapproval report usedbyMoEtoissue"approval
closure." Therecanbevarioustextbookswithapproval closurefor aparticular subject. Approvedtextbooksarelistedinanational register of
textbooksfromwhichschoolsmaychooseandreceivetextbooksfreeof charge. If MoEdoesnot issuetheapproval closure, further competitionis
announced.
TextbooksandworkbooksaretobeapprovedbytheNational Expert Council for Education.
Currentlyvariesbyprovince, but thereareplanstopossiblycentralizethisprocessnationally.
Noprocessfor approvingtextbooks
Noprocessfor approvingtextbooks
TextbooksareusuallyevaluatedbyaLearningMaterialsEvaluationCommittee. All publishersandauthorsareinvitedviaadvertisementsinthe
national mediatosubmit copiesof textbooksfor evaluation. Alist of textbooksmeetingcriteriaissent toall schools, fromwhichteachersselect
thosetextbookstheydeemsuitablefor their students.

United Arab Emirates

Textbooksarereviewedbyatextbookpreparationcommitteeaswell asbycurriculumdepartment administrators, whothenassignthe
committeethetaskof editingthetext per reviewer recommendations.

United States

Statesuseoneof twomethodstoselect thetextbooksusedintheir schools. Themajorityof statesallowschool districtsor schoolstochoosethe
textbookstheywill use. Anumber of states(21in2008) haveaprocessfor approvingor recommendingtextbooksandmaterialstobeusedin
local districtsandschools. Becausesomeof thesestates, knownastextbookadoptionstates, havelargestudent populations(e.g., California,
Florida, andTexas), theycangreatlyin uencethemarket of publishedtextbooks. School districts rolesinapprovingtextbooksalsovary. School
districtsinmanystateshaveaprocessfor approvingor recommendingtextbooksandmaterials, whiledistrictsinother statesleavethedecision
toindividual schools.
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Exhibit 12: Process for Approving Language/Reading Textbooks
(Continued)

Country

Description of Process

Benchmarking Participants Responses Pertain to Benchmarking Provinces/Regions/Emirates/States
ACall for Resources, withspeci ccriteriafor review, isissuedtopublishersanddistributors. ResourcesaresubmittedtoAlbertaEducationandgo
throughathoroughreviewprocess, usuallyinvolvingteamsof teachersandleadbyAlbertaEducation. Prior tobeingauthorized, resourcesare
reviewedfor curriculum t, instructional design(basicor support), appropriateness(respectingdiversityandpromotingrespect), andtechnical
Alberta, Canada
considerations. For EnglishLanguageArts, theresourcereviewisdonethroughtheWesternandNorthernCanadianProtocol partners, and
resourcesfromthat list areauthorizedfor Alberta. School authoritiesthenselect fromthelist thoseresourcesthat best suit their students needs.
OntariohasaTrilliumList containingthetextbooktitlesapprovedbytheMinister of Educationfor useinOntarioschools. Thesetextbookshave
beensubjectedtoarigorousevaluationinaccordancewithcriteriaspeci edintheGuidelinesfor Approval of Textbooks. Keyeligibilitycriteria
includethefollowing: congruencewithcurriculumpolicy; provisionof ateacher resourceguide; Canadianorientationandproduct; anddetailed
Ontario, Canada
criteriafor content andformat. Ontariohasaseparatelist of Ministryapprovedtextbooksfor bothEnglish-languageandFrench-language
schools. Inadditiontothecriteriaidenti edabove, French-languagetextbooksmust integratecultural content andreferencestosupport student
identitybuilding, andmust alignwiththeAm nagement LinguistiquePolicyfor theFrench-languageschoolsinOntario.
SeparateMinistrydepartmentsareresponsiblefor didacticmaterial andtheapproval of thismaterial.
Quebec, Canada
Andalusia, Spain

All textbooks, includingbut not limitedtoreading/language, must besupervisedandapprovedbytheEducational Administrationbeforeusein
schools.

Abu Dhabi, UAE

Textbooksarereviewedbyatextbookpreparationcommitteeaswell asbycurriculumdepartment administrators, whothenassignthe
committeethetaskof editingthetext per reviewer recommendations.

Dubai, UAE

Florida, US

Textbooksfor schoolsusingthenational curriculumarereviewedbyatextbookpreparationcommitteeaswell asbycurriculumdepartment
administrators, whothenassignthecommitteethetaskof editingthetext per reviewer recommendations. Noprocessfor approvingtextbooksis
speci edfor privateschoolsthat teachother curricula.
Policiesandproceduresfor theadoptionof instructional materialsaredevelopedannuallybytheDepartment of Education. Selectedsubject
areasarecalledfor adoptioneachyear onarotatingbasis. Prior toeachadoption, theDepartment of EducationpublishestheInstructional
MaterialsSpeci cationsfor thesubjectstobeadopted. Thesespeci cationsoutlinethecoursesfor whichmaterialsarebeingsought, aswell as
thestandardsthat thosematerialsareexpectedtomeet. StateInstructional MaterialsReviewersreviewandevaluatethematerialssubmitted
for adoption. It istheCommissioner of Educationwhoformallyadoptstherecommendationsof thereviewers. TheCommissioner mayaccept the
recommendationsor amendthem. Eachcounty(Local EducationAgency) maychoosewhichmaterialstopurchasefromtheadoptionlist. Florida
schoolsandschool districtsmust purchaseadoptedmaterialsthroughthepublishersFloridadepository.
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Exhibit 12: Process for Approving Language/Reading Textbooks
(Continued)

Exhibit 13: Main Preparation Route and Current Requirements for
Fourth Grade Teachers
Current Requirements
Country

MainTeacher Preparation Route

Passing a
Supervised
Completion
Completion of
Qualifying
Practicum
of Mentoring
DuringTeacher Examination Probationary
or Induction
Education (e.g., licensing, Teaching Period
Program
certification)
Program

Australia

Most teachersreceivea4-year universitydegreeineducation, or completea1 2year
postgraduatequali cationprogramfollowinga4-year non-educationdegree.

k

Austria

Teachersreceiveabachelor'sdegreefroma6-semester educationat UniversityCollegesof
Teacher Education.

k

k

Azerbaijan

Most teachersreceivetheir educationthroughauniversitydegreeprogram.

k

k

Belgium (French)

Teachersattenda3-year teacher'scollegeprogram.

k

k

Botswana

TeachersobtainaDiplomainPrimaryEducationfromcollegesof education.

k

k

Bulgaria

Teachersat primaryschoolsmust haveat least abachelor'sdegreeinprimarypedagogy.

k

k

Canada

Inmost provinces, teachersrequireaBachelor of Educationuniversitydegree.

k

Chinese Taipei

Most teachersreceivetheir educationthroughauniversitydegreeprogram.

k

k

Colombia

Fourthgradeteachershavethreemainpreparationroutes: a2-year degreefroma Higher
Normal School ; abachelor'sdegreeineducation; or anon-educationbachelor'sdegree
followedbyapost-graduatedegreeineducation.

k

k

k

k

Croatia

Until the2005 06academicyear, teachershadtoobtaina4-year universitydegree. After
implementationof theBolognaprocess, teachersmust obtainaMaster'sdegreeinPrimary
EducationintheDepartment of Teacher Education.

k

k

k

k

Czech Republic

All teachersreceivetheir educationthroughauniversitydegreeprogram. Teachersof Grades
1 5receiveamaster'sdegreeafter a5-year courseat auniversitydepartment of education.

k

k

Denmark

All teachersreceivetheir educationat auniversityschool for teacher educationwitha4-year
professional bachelor program.

k

k

England

Teachersreceiveeither adegreeineducationor adegreeinasubject plusapost-graduate
certi cateineducation.

k

k

k

Finland

All teachersmust receiveauniversitymaster'sdegree. Grade4teachershavemajoredin
education.

k

France

Most teachershaveobtaineda2- or 3-year degreefollowedbyaperiodof teacher training.
From2011, teachersobtaina5-year master'sdegree.

k

k

k

Georgia

Most teachersreceivetheir educationthroughauniversitydegreeprogram.

Germany

Teacher educationiso eredat universities, collegesof education, andcollegesof art and
music. Programsfor primaryschool teacherstypicallylast 4 5years.

k

Honduras

All teachersreceivetheir educationthroughahighschool degreeprogram.

k

Hong Kong SAR

Teachersreceivetheir educationeither throughateacher collegeprogramor, more
commonly, throughauniversitydegreeprogram.

k

k

Hungary

Teachersreceivetheir educationthroughauniversitydegreeprogramwheretheyaretrained
inall subjects.

k

k

Indonesia

Most teachersreceivetheir educationthroughateacher collegeprogram.

k

k

Iran, Islamic Rep. of

Most teachersreceivetheir educationthroughauniversity(bachelor'sdegree) or teacher
trainingcenter (associatedegree) programinprimaryeducation.

Ireland

Teacherseither receivea3-year bachelor'sdegreeineducationor an18-monthpost graduate
diplomaineducationafter anon-educationdegree.

k

Israel

Most teachersreceivetheir educationthroughteacher collegeprograms. Somereceivetheir
educationthroughauniversitydegreefollowedby1year of studytowardsteachinglicensure.

k

Italy

All teachersmust haveauniversitydegreeineducation. Before1999 2000, ahighschool
diplomawithteacher trainingspecializationwassu cient.

Kuwait

Teachersinprimaryeducationmust haveauniversitydegreefromtheDepartment of
Educationat theUniversityof Kuwait, theCollegeof BasicEducation, or anyequivalent
universitydegreefromtheother countries.

k

Lithuania

Primaryschool teachersaretrainedeither at 4-year pedagogical universities(baccalaureate)
or 3-year teacher trainingcolleges.

k

Malta

Most primaryteachershaveaBachelor of EducationinPrimaryteachingfroma4-year
universitydegreeprogram.

k

k

k

k
k

k

k

k
k

k

k

Yes
No
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Current Requirements
Country

MainTeacher Preparation Route

Passing a
Supervised
Completion
Qualifying
Completion of
Practicum
of Mentoring
DuringTeacher Examination Probationary
or Induction
Education (e.g., licensing, Teaching Period
Program
certification)
Program

Morocco

Most teachershaveageneral universitydiplomaandthencompleteateacher training
course.

k

k

k

Netherlands

Most teachersreceivetheir educationfroma4-year teacher trainingcollegeprogram.

k

k

k

New Zealand

Most teacherscompleteeither a3-year Bachelor of Educationprogram, a4-year conjoint
degreeprogram, or a1-year compressedgraduatediplomaafter anon-educationdegree.

k

Northern Ireland

Teachershaveeither a4-year Bachelor of Educationdegreeor a1-year Postgraduate
Certi cateinEducation.

k

k

Norway

Most teachersattenda4-year teacher educationcollegeprogram.

k

k

Oman

All teachersreceivetheir educationthroughauniversitydegreeprogram.

k

Poland

Most teachersreceivetheir educationthroughauniversitydegreeprogram; somehave
attendedateacher college, but most thencompletea2-year master'sdegreeuniversity
course.

k

k

Portugal

Most teachersreceivetheir educationthroughauniversityor apolytechnicdegreeprogram
(higheducationdiploma).

k

k

Qatar

Teachersmust haveadegreeinprimaryeducationfromauniversityor teacher college, with
manynowhavingspecializedmajorsinthesubject theyteach.

Romania

Most teachersreceivetheir educationthroughauniversitydegreeprogram.

k

k

Russian Federation

Most teachersreceivetheir educationthroughapedagogical instituteor universitydegree
program. Somehaveattendedateacher collegeprogram, but thisisbecominglesscommon.

k

k

Saudi Arabia

Most teachershaveattendedateacher collegeprogram, thoughsometeachersreceivetheir
educationthroughauniversitydegreeprogram.

k

k

Singapore

All prospectiveprimaryschool teachersarerequiredtoundergopre-serviceteacher education
conductedbytheNational Instituteof Education, NanyangTechnological University. Theycan
obtaineither a2-year DiplomainEducation, a4-year Bachelor of Arts/Science(Education), or
a1- or 2-year PostgraduateDiplomainEducation.

k

k

Slovak Republic

Teachersaremostlyeducatedat Departmentsof Pedagogy, andarerequiredtohavea
master'sdegree.

k

k

Slovenia

Most teachersreceivetheir educationthroughauniversitydegreeprogram.

k

k

South Africa

Most teacherscompleteeither a4-year universitydegreeineducationor a3-year noneducationdegreefollowedbya1-year postgraduatecerti cationineducation. Before1996,
teacherscouldattendateacher collegeinsteadof university.

k

k

Spain

Primaryteachersneedtocompletea3-year universitydegreeprogram. Since2010, future
teachersenteringuniversityneedtocompletea4-year degree.

k

k

Sweden

Most teachersreceivetheir educationthroughauniversitydegreeprogram.

k

k

Trinidad and Tobago

Teachershaveattendedateacher collegeprograminorder tobecerti ed. Since2006, new
teachersenteringtheeducationsystemarerequiredtohaveauniversitydegree(Bachelor of
Education).

k

k

k

United Arab Emirates

Most teachersreceivetheir educationthroughauniversitydegreeprogram.

k

k

United States

Requirementsset bystates. Most teachersreceivetheir educationthroughauniversitydegree
programineducation; candidateswithdegreesinother areasmaybecomecerti edtoteach
throughanalternativeteacher certi cationprogram. Typically, statelicensingboardsgrant
credentialstoteachers, withrecerti cationafter aset periodof time.

k

k

k
k

k

k

k

k

k

k

k

k

k
k

k

k

Yes
No
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Exhibit 13: Main Preparation Route and Current Requirements for
Fourth Grade Teachers (Continued)

Current Requirements
Country

MainTeacher Preparation Route

Passing a
Supervised
Completion
Qualifying
Completion of
Practicum
of Mentoring
DuringTeacher Examination Probationary
or Induction
Education (e.g., licensing, Teaching Period
Program
certification)
Program

Benchmarking Participants Responses Pertain to Benchmarking Provinces/Regions/Emirates/States
Alberta, Canada

Most teachersreceivetheir educationthroughauniversitydegreeprogram.

k

Ontario, Canada

Most teachersobtainauniversitydegree, followedbya1-year Bachelor of Education
program.

k

Quebec, Canada

Most teachersreceivetheir educationthroughauniversitydegreeprogram.

k

k

Andalusia, Spain

All teachersreceivetheir educationthrougha3-year universitydegreeprogram.

k

k

Abu Dhabi, UAE

All publicschool teachershaveauniversitydegree. Recentlyhiredteachersarerequiredto
haveaneducationdegreeor teachingcerti cate. Thereisenormousrangeinprivateschools,
fromteacherswithhighschool diplomastolicensedteacherswithgraduatedegrees.

k

Dubai, UAE
Florida, US

Most teachershaveaquali edbackgroundinteachingandateachingcerti cate.
Most teacherscompleteanInitial Teacher Preparationprogram. Individualswhocomplete
thisprogramearnabachelor'sor master'sdegreeineducationspeci ctothesubject areain
whichtheyarebeingprepared.

k
k

Variesbyschool Variesbyschool Variesbyschool Variesbyschool
type
type
type
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Exhibit 13: Main Preparation Route and Current Requirements for
Fourth Grade Teachers (Continued)
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Marion Meiers
Australian Council for Educational Research

La ng ua g e a nd Litera c y
English is the language spoken by the majority of the Australian population,
although Australia has no o cial language. Pro ciency in standard Australian
English is essential for e ective social, economic, and cultural participation in
Australian society. English is the language of instruction for the majority of
school students.
Language diversity is a key characteristic of the Australian population,
and a large proportion of Australians speak a language other than English.
e 2006 Census reported that almost 400 di erent languages were spoken in
homes across Australia.1 Close to 79 percent of Australia's population spoke
English at home, a decrease from 82 percent in 1996. e ve most common
languages other than English in 2006 were Italian (accounting for 1.6% of the
population), Greek (1.3%), Cantonese (1.2%), Arabic (1.2%), and Mandarin
(1.1%). Of these, Cantonese is the only language that showed an increase in the
number of speakers since 1996 21 percent growth. e recent growth of Asian
languages and the decline of European ones re ect trends in the birthplaces
of Australia's foreign-born population. Lastly, over 55,000 people spoke an
Australian Indigenous language at home (including Australian Creoles), which
equates to 11 percent of all Indigenous Australians and less than 1 percent of
the total Australian population.
For the past two decades, the goal of improving literacy and numeracy
achievement for all students has been central to the educational policies of the
Commonwealth, state, and territory governments. e emphasis on literacy
and numeracy can be traced through a sample of key policy statements and
initiatives from 1997 to the present.
In 1997, all Australian Education Ministers agreed to a national literacy
and numeracy goal: every child leaving primary school should be numerate
and be able to read, write, and spell at an appropriate level. 2 A related sub-goal
states that, every child commencing school from 1998 will achieve a minimally
acceptable literacy and numeracy standard within four years. A decade later,
in December 2008, the Australian Education Ministers released the Melbourne
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Declaration on Educational Goals for Young Australians, a rming that literacy,
numeracy, and knowledge of key disciplines remain the cornerstone of schooling
for young Australians.3
e continuing policy focus on literacy is clearly re ected in the fouryear Literacy and Numeracy National Partnership Agreement accepted by
the Council of Australian Governments. is initiative commenced in 2009
with funding support of $540 million from the Commonwealth to focus on
the following:
Achieving sustainable improvements in literacy and numeracy, as a key
indicator of ability to complete Grade 12 for all students;
Improving literacy and numeracy for primary school students; and
Developing a national understanding of what is the most e ective way to
teach literacy and numeracy.4
At the end of 2011 all Australian Ministers of Education agreed to the
progressive implementation of the rst phase of a national curriculum to be
known as the Australian Curriculum. Implementation of the curriculum in some
states began in 2011 and is expected to reach all schools by 2013. Literacy is
emphasized in a number of ways within this new Australian curriculum, both
within the discipline of English and more broadly as a general capability.

Overview of the Ed uc a tion System
Australia does not have a single national education system. According to
the Australian Constitution, the six states and two territory governments
hold primary responsibility for education. As such, the states and territories
administer school systems from school entry to Grade 12. Parallel to public
schools, a large non-government sector includes both systemic and independent
schools, which are supported by state and territory governments. For reporting
purposes, the non-government sector is generally described as Catholic
and independent.
During 2009, 3.48 million students, including part-time students, attended
schools across Australia; sixty-six percent attended government schools, and
34 percent attended non-government schools. The proportion of students
attending government and non-government schools varies across the states
and territories.5
In Australia, curriculum and assessment development has traditionally
been the responsibility of state authorities. However, the landscape of Australian
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education is currently changing through a series of agreements between all state,
territory, and Commonwealth Ministers of Education. ese agreements have
introduced increasing national consistency in key aspects of early childhood
education and school education, including school leaving age, curriculum, and
teacher registration.
e Australian Curriculum, Assessment, and Reporting Authority, which
became operational in 2009, is responsible for developing a national curriculum
from school entry to Grade 12 in speci ed learning areas, a national assessment
program that measures students' progress, and a national data collection and
reporting program. Statutory authorities for the regulation of the teaching
profession oversee all states and territories, and their responsibilities include
initial registration of all teachers. In 2010, the Australian Institute of Teaching
and School Leadership was established to provide national leadership for
federal, state, and territorial governments in improving teacher quality. In
October 2011, education ministers endorsed a nationally consistent approach
to teacher registration.
Early childhood education, from birth to school entr y, is currently
managed by the states and territories. However, the current Australian national
policy commitment to the years prior to school includes a national agreement
on early childhood education. is national agreement provides federal funding
to ensure that by 2013 every child will have access to a quality early childhood
education program in the year before formal school.
Minimum school starting ages vary by state and territory, from four years
and ve months to ve years old, but the compulsory starting age is six years
old in most states. All states now provide one year of school before Grade 1,
variously called Kindergarten, Preparatory (Prep), Transition, Pre-primary, or
Reception (referred to as Foundation in the Australian curriculum).
e Australian school system is organized around Years, or Grades; Year 1
(Grade 1) is the rst year of formal schooling and Year 12 (Grade 12) is the nal
year of secondary education. Some states include Grade 7 in primary schools so
the number of years of secondary education may cover either Grades 7 12 or
Grades 8 12. Following a decision of the Council of Australian Governments
in July 2009, there is national agreement on a mandatory requirement for
young people to complete Grade 10 and then participate full-time in education,
training, or employment until age 17.6
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La ng ua g e/ Rea d ing Curric ulum in the Fourth Gra d e
The teaching of reading is largely located within the English curriculum.
However, prior to the endorsement of the Australian Curriculum: English in
2011 (which covers Foundation to Grade 10), Australia has had no national
curriculum for reading instruction for Grade 4. During that time, curriculum
frameworks and syllabuses for the disciplines of English, mathematics,
science, and history were developed by state and territorial authorities. As
such, commonalities and di erences of emphasis and balance in the teaching
of reading are evident in different jurisdictions and reflect local contexts.
Particularly, signi cant di erences exist in structure, content, and, to a lesser
extent, in the expectations for reading in the curriculum at particular year levels.
e current diversity of structures will diminish as the Australian Curriculum:
English is progressively implemented in all states and territories.
While reading is considered a key aspect of literacy development in
primary school, the reading curriculum is generally located within the English
curriculum. In recent years, the current reading curriculum in Grade 4 has been
in uenced by a range of national initiatives, which are indicative of progress
towards increased national consistency in curriculum.
e rst of these initiatives was the collaborative curriculum project that
commenced in 1989. is work resulted in the publication of Statements and
Pro les in eight curriculum areas in 1993. ese documents were not adopted
nationally, but were used in variety of ways by the states and territories, ranging
from full adoption as the state or territory curriculum to inclusion in a local
curriculum framework.
In 1994, the language modes of speaking and listening, reading and
viewing, and writing were the first focus of organization in English A
curriculum pro le for Australian schools, which emphasized the importance of
reading in the curriculum.7 Outcome statements were presented in eight levels of
achievement, across the eleven years of schooling, from Foundation to Grade 10.
These levels were not tied to specific grade levels, generally. However, the
expectation for students in Grade 4 was that they would have achieved the
following at Level 3: interpret and discuss some relationships between ideas,
information, and events in written texts with familiar content and a small
range of unfamiliar words and linguistic structures and features, and visual
texts designed for general viewing. At Level 4, students should be able to justify
their own interpretation of ideas, information, events, and texts containing
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some unfamiliar concepts and topics, and which introduce relatively complex
linguistic structures and features.
In 2003, in response to a perceived lack of consistency in curriculum
nationally, all Ministers agreed to a collaborative initiative of state, territorial,
and federal education authorities, which led to the development of a set of
Statements of Learning for English.8 All jurisdictions agreed to incorporate these
statements into their own curriculum documents, which included an outline of
common curriculum outcomes.
e Statements of Learning for English were developed and presented for
speci c junctures the end of Grades 3, 5, 7, and 9 and presented in three
strands Reading and Viewing, Writing, Speaking and Listening. At the time
of the PIRLS 2011 assessment, the curricula taught in states and territories
incorporated these nationally consistent statements. e Reading and Viewing
statement for Grade 3 provide a general indication of student achievement at
the commencement of Grade 4:
When students read and view texts, they identify the main
topic or key information, some directly-stated supporting
information, and the order of events. They can draw
inferences from directly stated descriptions and actions
(e.g., infer a character's feeling) and talk about how people,
characters and events could have been portrayed di erently
(e.g., more fairly). ey relate their interpretations to their
own experiences.
Di erent syllabi and curriculum frameworks at the local level provide
further insights into reading at Grade 4. All states and territories have indicated
that the following four reading processes received major emphasis by the end
of Grade 4: focusing on and retrieving explicitly stated information; making
straightforward inferences; interpreting and integrating ideas and information;
and examining and evaluating content, language, and textual elements. Most
states indicated that the reading curriculum placed major emphasis on the
following purposes for reading: to improve reading, for literary experience, to
acquire information, and for enjoyment.
The reading curriculum in place in 2011 has been available in official
publications, through Ministry notes and directives, and instructional or
pedagogic guides, but not through mandated textbooks. The Australian
Curriculum is an online curriculum, and some of the current state and territory
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curricula also are available online. e percentage of total instructional time to
be devoted to reading instruction at Grade 4 is prescribed in only one state. e
implementation of reading curriculum is evaluated in a variety of ways, such as
research programs, school self-evaluation, and national or regional assessments,
but not by visits of inspectors or supervisors.
Two examples of state curricula for Grades 3 and 4 illustrate the
commonality and di erence between states and territories. e Level 3 standard
in the Victorian Essential Learning Standards states:9
At Level 3, students read and respond to an increasing range
of imaginative and informative texts with some unfamiliar
ideas and information, vocabulary and textual features. ey
interpret the main ideas and purpose of texts. ey make
inferences from imaginative text about plot and setting and
about characters' qualities, motives, and actions. ey infer
meaning from material presented in informative texts. ey
identify how language is used to represent information,
characters, people, places, and events in different ways,
including identi cation of some simple symbolic meanings
and stereotypes. ey use several strategies to locate, select
and record key information from texts.
A di erent framing is seen in the content overview for Later Stage 2 in New
South Wales' 2007 English K 6 Syllabus.10 Reading encourages both learning
to read and learning about reading. When learning to read, students are
provided with opportunities to do the following:
Read and view a variety complex literacy and factual texts including
Australian Literature or stories and information from other cultures or
times for sustained periods;
Select a text for a speci c purpose (e.g., to research a topic or make
something); and
Justify inferences made about a text read or viewed (e.g.,
character is sel sh because ).

e main

A range of skills and strategies is also speci ed in the New South Wales
syllabus, such as using skimming of text to nd keywords in order to make brief
notes for relevant information.
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When learning about reading, at Later Stage 2, a variety of aspects of
reading relating to context and text, and language structures and features are
listed:
Drawing students' attention to the purpose and organization of factual
and literary texts being read in class; and
Drawing students' attention to features of written texts (e.g., cohesive
links, reported and quoted speech).

Rea d ing Instruc tion in the Prim a ry Gra d es
Although only one educational jurisdiction specifies the percentage of
instructional time for reading, literacy is given signi cant priority in school
timetabling in all Australian primary schools. The daily allocation of an
extended and uninterrupted block of time for literacy teaching is widespread.
Daily literacy sessions use a sca olded approach, which follows a prescribed
sequence: preview; print walk; shared reading; guided reading; writing,
including modeled and guided writing; and plenary.11
Signi cant attention has been given to the teaching of literacy, speci cally
reading, in the early years of schooling in recent years, both at the policy
level and in research studies. A major national Australian research study, In
Teachers' Hands: Effective Literacy Practices in the Early Years of Schooling,
identi ed the following strategies used by the most e ective teachers: a highly
structured approach to phonics teaching, provided clear explanations of word
level structures, and provided careful sca olding, including guided practice in
a variety of contexts.12 ese teaching practices have been promoted as ones
leading to improved literacy outcomes for children in the early years of school.
Two recent initiatives are indicative of the current emphasis on
comprehension in the middle primary years. e rst provides an example from
one educational region, and the second is a state-wide initiative.
In the state of Victoria, comprehension receives considerable attention in
one large-scale education reform across a single education region.13 e literacy
intervention used in this systemic reform was designed to teach readers at any
age to comprehend text e ciently as they encounter more complex texts. e
intervention identi ed comprehending actions or strategies and, over time, this
work signi cantly improved literacy achievement in the particular education
region in which the reform strategy was based. This work reflects other
initiatives focused on the teaching of reading in upper primary classrooms.
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In the state of New South Wales, the Focus on Reading 3 6 program
was introduced in 2009 as part of the National Partnerships for Literacy
and Numeracy initiative.14 e program is designed to support teachers in
understanding and deliberately teaching reading strategies that will allow
their students to read the range of texts they are required to comprehend. e
program emphasizes high-level meta-cognitive comprehension strategies, as
well as the importance of vocabulary knowledge and uent text reading. An
innovative professional learning model underpins the program and engages
teachers in the research evidence and includes the following: intensive, purposedriven learning; between-session tasks to translate new learning into classroom
action; and systematic re ection on classroom practices.
Instructional Materials
In Australia, no textbooks are mandated and schools select their own resources
and materials for reading programs. Many resources are provided by education
departments and curriculum authorities, o en with online access. Schools also
use a wide range of books, journals, websites, CD-ROMs, and graded reading
programs. Annotated work samples and assessment activities are available
in many jurisdictions to support consistency of teacher judgments against
curriculum standards.
Teacher professional associations, such as the Australian Literacy
Educators' Association, publish a wide range of practical resources and many
schools have institutional memberships. Education Services Australia (ESA) is
a national, not-for-pro t company owned by all Australian education ministers.
One ESA service available to all Australian schools is the provision of print
materials and digital resources, such as interactive multimedia that combine
still and moving images, text, audio, and animation. Commercial publishers
also o er a wide range of resources for literacy teaching.
Use of Technology
Technology is widely used in literacy programs and computers are highly used
in Australian schools. Data collected in the 2008 National Assessment Program
on ICT Literacy indicate that computer use at home and school has increased
since 2005 from 14 to 21 percent.15 In 2008, 54 percent of Grade 6 students
used a computer at home almost every day, compared with 43 percent in 2005.
State education departments are introducing many forms of technology to
schools, including notebook computers, high-speed wireless-based networks,
interactive whiteboards, digital media projectors, and cameras. is technology
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is used in many ways in reading programs, such as making electronic books
available to students and for whole class or group reading activities.
Role of Reading Specialists
In Australia, primary school teachers are mostly generalists and the literacy
program is the responsibility of the classroom teachers. Professional learning
teams at particular grade levels create opportunities for new teachers to work
with experienced practitioners over time. In recent years, literacy coaches have
played a role in some jurisdictions.
In 2009, the Department of Education and Children's Services in South
Australia employed fourteen Literacy Partnership Coaches as part of the
Australian government's National Partnerships: Literacy and Numeracy
Program.16 e coaches work alongside classroom teachers in identi ed schools
to implement e ective, evidence-based literacy or numeracy practices.
During 2011, the Department of Education and Early Childhood
Development in the state of Victoria appointed literacy, numeracy, and science
coaches to some schools. In March 2010, the Department had launched the
Coaching Teachers in Effective Instruction initiative to provide support for
teachers in a range of areas, such as responding to speci c di erential learning
needs of students in their classrooms.17
Second-language Instruction
e language diversity that is characteristic of Australia means that the teaching
of English as a second or additional language is essential to meeting the needs
of recent immigrants and of students who speak languages other than English
at home. Provisions are made in all states and territories for second-language
learners, including specialist teaching in schools and intensive language centers
for new arrivals. ere has recently been recognition of the needs of students
who may speak Aboriginal English at home, and the need to make provisions
for teaching English as a Second Dialect. e term English as a Second Language
is increasingly being replaced by the term English as an Additional Language,
taking account of the multi-lingual capabilities of some students.

Stud ents with Rea d ing Dif c ulties
Diagnostic Testing
e importance of early intervention in supporting students with learning
di culties is now widely acknowledged in Australia. An increasing reliance
on data to support learning has broadened the range of data that schools and
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teachers collect, in addition to the ways in which data are used to monitor
achievement, diagnose learning di culties, and improve classroom instruction.
A wide range of diagnostic assessment instruments is used in the later years of
primary school, including the Progressive Assessment Tests in Reading (PAT-R).18
An example of one such diagnostic assessment can be seen in New South
Wales' Best Start Literacy Assessment, which is linked to the state's English K 6
Syllabus.19 As a common early literacy assessment, it assists teachers in gathering
consistent, accurate, and reliable information about student knowledge, skills,
and understanding. e assessment covers seven critical aspects of early literacy
development: reading texts, phonics, phonemic awareness, concepts about
print, comprehension, aspects of speaking, and aspects of writing. Teachers
use a marking guide to assess student responses and then make judgments
about performance on each aspect, placing students on the Best Start Early
Literacy Continuum.
Instruction for Children with Reading Di culties
In the middle primary years, many approaches are adopted by Australian
schools to support students experiencing reading di culties, primarily in-class
or individually. In some cases, students identi ed in the early grades as needing
continuing support may receive one-on-one instruction through the Reading
Recovery program. For students not previously identi ed, intervention and
support also are required at Grade 4. To provide this support, some schools build
on the model of three tiers of instruction: the rst tier is excellent classroom
teaching; the second tier involves speci c support in class, or in a small group;
and the third tier may require expert help from beyond the school, such as
support from a speech therapist.
Reading difficulties in Grades 3 or 4 often relate to problems with
comprehension and strategies. Schools use many professional and commercial
resources, as well as guidance, to provide bridges to improved reading
comprehension. One example is the Making Up Lost Time In Literacy
(MULTILIT) initiative. e initiative's Tutorial Centre and Clinic and outreach
programs translate research into more e ective ways of teaching low-progress
students experiencing di culties in learning literacy skills.20
e links between teacher skills and knowledge also are acknowledged
as signi cant factors in supporting low-achieving students, and some recent
research has been noted in the Australian context. Reading Recovery , developed
by Professor Marie Clay at the University of Auckland in the 1970s and 1980s,
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has been implemented in many Australian schools for children making limited
progress in reading a er one year at school.

Tea c hers a nd Tea c her Ed uc a tion
Teacher Education Speci c to Reading
The teaching of reading is included in the four-year bachelor's degrees
commonly available for primary school teachers. Similarities exist across
Australian universities, such as in the practical component of the courses.21
However, institutions also show considerable variation in the priority given
to the teaching of reading within overall programs and in course content. For
example, in 2004, the total share of credit points devoted to the teaching of
reading in compulsory units, in 34 institutions, ranged from less than 2 percent
to more than 14 percent.
Requirements for Ongoing Professional Development in Reading for Teachers
Australian primary school teachers have no speci c obligation to undertake
ongoing professional development specific to teaching reading. However,
requirements exist regarding the nature and amount of professional learning
that teachers must undertake in order to maintain registration with state or
territorial authorities.
Teachers have many opportunities for ongoing professional learning about
teaching reading. One avenue is through post-graduate university courses that
include units on reading or related areas, such as children's literature. State
education authorities provide many opportunities for professional learning
about the teaching of reading, such as in projects of the National Partnerships:
Literacy and Numeracy Program, cited above. Teacher professional associations
provide quality professional learning related to reading at conferences and other
events. One such program was designed to provide teachers with powerful
research and accessible ideas about reading comprehension, while supporting
them in designing, monitoring, and implementing the outcomes of their
professional learning in their own classrooms.22

Monitoring Stud ent Prog ress in Rea d ing
National Assessments
e rst state-based assessment in Australia was the New South Wales Basic
Skills Test, introduced in 1989, before which no compulsory high-stakes
assessment had been used. By 1997, all state and territory education systems
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were using a range of testing processes in primary schools. Also in 1997, federal,
state, and territorial education ministers agreed to the National Literacy and
Numeracy Plan that included two elements relating to statewide monitoring
of student progress in literacy: the development of agreed benchmarks for
Grades 3, 5, 7, and 9 to measure all children's achievement; and the measurement
of students' progress against these benchmarks using rigorous state-based
assessment procedures.23 For several years, results from state-based assessments
were standardized using statistical processes to provide a national perspective
on student achievement.
A signi cant development in 2008 was the commencement of the National
Assessment Program Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN) in Australian
schools. Every year since, all students in Grades 3, 5, 7, and 9 have been assessed
on the same days with a national literacy test in the domains of Reading, Writing,
Language Conventions (spelling, grammar, and punctuation), and Numeracy.
e Ministerial Council for Education, Early Childhood Development and
Youth Affairs endorses these assessments and the Australian Curriculum
Assessment and Reporting Authority has managed the development the delivery
of tests for NAPLAN since 2010.
A national report for NAPLAN is published yearly by the Ministerial
Council for Education, Early Childhood Development, and Youth A airs. A
summary report for parents shows results at each year level and domain by state,
territory, and nationally. e full National Report includes detailed results by
gender, indigenous status, language background (other than English), parental
occupation, parental education, and geolocation (metropolitan, provincial,
remote, and very remote) at each year level and for each domain of the test.
Further NAPLAN information is made available through the My School website,
such as comparisons of student performance in literacy and numeracy with
those of students in other schools, most importantly those in schools that serve
similar students.24
Individual Student Progress in Reading
Schools regularly report to parents on student progress, using the reporting
frameworks or standards developed by state and territor y curriculum
authorities. Teachers make judgments relative to state standards, and schools
o en make provision for teachers to engage in training to achieve consistency.
Judgments are based on teacher observations and assessments of classroom
work over time. Some schools use a system of portfolios, in which samples of
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student work and assessment tasks in learning areas are collected at regular
intervals as evidence of development over the course of a school year or longer.
Since 2006, all Australian schools have been required to use an A-E grading to
report achievement, with A indicating very high achievement and C indicating
satisfactory achievement.
Resources such as the First Steps Reading Map of Development are used in
many Australian schools to monitor development in reading.25 First Steps maps
six phases of reading development, from a role-play phase to an accomplished
phase. By Grade 4, many students have achieved the accomplished phase, but
teachers find First Steps a useful resource in providing many teaching and
assessment strategies, including standardized tests, teacher-made tests, quizzes,
questions in class, performance assessments, projects, observations, and student
work samples.
Digital technology has expanded the range of tools for gathering data to
monitor development, and extensive amounts of information are available to
education systems. An interesting example of how this information is made
accessible to schools is the School Measurement, Assessment and Reporting
Toolkit, which facilitates the gathering, monitoring, analysis, and reporting of
data in New South Wales public schools.26

Im p a c t a nd Use of PIRLS
Australia did not participate in PIRLS 2001 or PIRLS 2006, so it is not yet
possible to report on how PIRLS may contribute to improvements in educational
quality in relation to reading literacy. e provision of international comparative
achievement data about reading literacy at Grade 4 is likely to generate high
levels of interest. e focus on Grade 4 will draw attention to this signi cant
stage of schooling. Reading literacy is viewed as a critical aspect of the
curriculum at all levels of education, and much attention has been given to ways
of improving achievement for all Australian children. As discussed, the National
Assessment Program Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN) provides data on
the achievement of all Australian students at Grades 3, 5, 7, and 9 on an annual
basis, enabling comparisons between states and territories each year as well
as change over time. PIRLS not only provides information about achievement
at Grade 4, but also for the rst time has provided Australian educators with
reliable internationally comparative data about the reading achievement of
students in primary school.
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In the context of the progressive implementation of the Australian
Curriculum, the PIRLS data will provide insights into the achievement and
learning needs of Australian students; from now on, it will be possible to use
these insights to improve educational opportunities at a national level.
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La ng ua g e a nd Litera c y
Austria's o cial language is German, with Slovene, Croatian, and Hungarian
as o cial languages in some districts with mixed languages in the provinces
Carinthia and Burgenland.b German is also the language of instruction, except
in districts with mixed languages. In these districts, primary school lessons are
bilingual (German and either Slovene, Croatian, or Hungarian must be used
equally in instruction).1 At the lower secondary level, some general secondary
schools have Slovene as a compulsory subject and there is one Slovene secondary
academic school in the country.
In Austria, reading literacy is a fundamental component of primary and
general education. e Education Ministry's Foster Reading! (Lesen f rdern!)
initiative aims to enhance all students' reading motivation and reading skills,
effectively support weak readers, and develop a comprehensive reading
culture in schools with support from teaching sta . e initiative builds on
developmental processes taking place in classrooms and schools, whereby
schools institute individual and needs-oriented measures to promote reading,
taking into account girls' and boys' di erent motivations, reading habits, as well
as the needs of students whose rst language is not German. is initiative is
supported by in-service teacher training programs, materials and brochures
for parents (distributed during school registration), and materials for teachers,
along with school projects. e initiative includes obligatory implementation of
a group screening for reading in the third and h grades, using the Salzburger
Lese-Screening diagnostic tool that measures basal reading skills to identify
potential reading weaknesses (for more details, see the section on Diagnostic
Testing, below).2
Today, family literacy is considered as the fundamental key to young
people's reading skills, and international studies such as PIRLS have shown the

a

Portions of this chapter are based on Austria's chapter in the PIRLS 2006 Encyclopedia, written by the Federal Ministry for
Education, Arts, and Culture, as well as on the TIMSS 2007 Encyclopedia, written by the Federal Ministry for Education,
Arts, and Culture and the Austrian National Research Center.

b

Apart from Slovenian, Croatian, and Hungarian, minorities include Czech, Slovak, and Roma.
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central importance of reading socialization in the family.3 In December 2010,
the PISA results again con rmed the lack of reading skills of young Austrian
people, highlighting the systemic problem that, in Austria, reading skills and
educational opportunities for children are closely linked to the socio-economic
status of their families. e Austrian Book Club (for details on this organization,
see the section on Reading Instruction, below) has focused on family literacy
projects in the past, and thus has been able to launch a Family Literacy Initiative
with the help of its network of voluntaries and contacts with families in Austria.
Austria currently has several other family literacy activities, though in general
these are single projects and not networked, and therefore probably have neither
lasting nor systematic impact. Many reading promotion projects and campaigns
are implemented with a high degree of commitment, but have the same problem:
these projects tend to encourage already motivated children, and they do not
consider or support children with reading problems. In 2011, the Ministry for
Education began preliminary research on family literacy and also held a roundtable with experts in the eld of family literacy.
Another measure to improve reading achievement is a coordination center
for reading, created to support primary school teachers and schools and o er
nationwide programs. As a consequence of the PISA 2003 results, the Education
Ministry founded the competence and advisory center Koordinationsstelle:
Lesen to address issues related to reading. e center is sta ed by a group of
delegates from all nine Austrian provinces, nominated by University Colleges
of Teacher Education.
An important educational initiative in Austria is IMST. e initiative was
previously called Innovations in Mathematics, Science, and Technology, but
since German recently has become part of the project it has been renamed
Innovationen Machen Schulen Top (Innovations to Make Top Schools).
Originally, IMST was established as an immediate reaction to the TIMSS 1995
results for upper secondary schools and given the task of analyzing these results.
Today's goal is establishing and embedding a culture of innovation in Austrian
schools to improve teaching in mathematics, natural science, computer science,
engineering, and German. IMST provides subject-related, organizational and
nancial support for network projects as well as for thematic teacher projects.
One of the thematic projects is Writing and Reading, a cooperation between
the Austrian Educational Competence Center for German (AECC German)
and the University Colleges of Teacher Education Carinthia (P dagogische
Hochschulen K rnten).4
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Finally, it is worth mentioning that, since the 2003 04 school year, Austria
has required a modern foreign language course in all primary schools beginning
in Grade 1.

Overview of the Ed uc a tion System
Austria is a federal parliamentar y republic consisting of nine provinces
(Bundesl nder), each of which has its own provincial government. Responsibility
for legislation and its implementation is divided between the federation (Bund)
and the provinces.
The Austrian education system is hierarchically organized, highly
centralized, and selective at a very early stage. The Federal Ministry for
Education, Arts, and Culture is responsible for primar y and secondar y
education as well as for the University Colleges of Teacher Education
(P dagogische Hochschulen). Its supervisory responsibilities include all areas of
school management, organization of school instruction in public and private
schools, and remuneration and retirement of teachers employed by the Federal
Ministry. However, the Federal Ministry for Science and Research is responsible
for universities, including Universities of Applied Sciences (Fachhochschulen).
The provinces have legislative responsibility for kindergarten and for
providing public-sector compulsory education. ey support local communities
in establishing and maintaining these schools via school construction funds,
which they administer themselves. Each of the nine provinces has a complement
of provincial school inspectors, assisted by district school inspectors for
compulsory schools and subject inspectors for upper secondary schools.
Preprimary education is available to children up to six years of age
(cr ches, kindergartens, and private child-caregivers). Since 2010, one year of
kindergarten at age 5 has been compulsory for all children. is is the last year
before they start attending primary school.
Starting with primary education in Grundschule or Volksschule at age 6,
education is compulsory for nine years. Grundschule or Volksschule encompasses
Grades 1 4 (ages 6 10).c Parents may ask for earlier admission to school if
the child's sixth birthday falls before March 1 in the following calendar year,
provided that they are mature enough for schooling and have the required social
competence for attending school. Six-year-old children considered insu ciently
mature to go to school must attend pre-school for one year before beginning
primary school.

c

Normally, children attend Grundschule/Volksschule from Grades 1 4. However, there are a few school locations where
Volksschule also includes upper-primary Grades 5 8.
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At the lower secondar y level, students and their parents can apply
for entry to either a general secondary school (Hauptschule), a lower level
academic secondary school (Allgemein bildende h here Schule Unterstufe),
or New Secondary School (Neue Mittelschule). All these school types include
Grades 5 8 and cater to children ages 10 14. e New Secondary School started
as a school project in 2008 by combining the elements of academic secondary
school and general secondary school to provide a joint school for all ten- to
fourteen-year olds. A central feature is the broad implementation of a new
learning culture based on individualization and inner di erentiation.5 Students
are taught the lower level academic secondary school curriculum by teachers of
both school types (general and academic secondary school). At the end of 2011,
the government decided that all general secondary schools will be converted
into New Secondary Schools by 2016. Ten percent of the academic secondary
schools may, on a voluntary basis, also change into New Secondary Schools.
Students with special educational needs are taught either in special schools
or in inclusive settings at primary and lower secondary (general and academic)
schools.6 Special schools consist of Primary Level I (2 years), Primary Level II
(2 years), and Secondary Level (4 years).
Beginning at age 14, students can choose among a variety of di erent upper
secondary schools, including between the following:
1.

Pre-vocational school, which lasts only one year ( nal year of
compulsory schooling, Grade 9); and

2.

Technical/vocational school, which lasts from one up to four years.

A er completing Grade 9, students also may start apprenticeship training
by attending a part-time vocational school. In addition, students can receive
a matriculation certi cate (Reifepr fungszeugnis) allowing access to higher
(tertiary) education from several school types:
3.

Upper level of academic secondary school (4 years, Grades 9 12);

4.

Higher vocational and technical college (5 years, Grades 9 13); and

5.

Schools for kindergarten school teachers and educators (5 years,
Grades 9 13).

Curricula at the upper secondary level depend on the type of school.
Higher education starts at age 18 or 19. Many institutions, including public
and private universities, o er tertiary education programs in a range of subjects
and specialties.
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La ng ua g e/ Rea d ing Curric ulum in the Fourth Gra d e
Reading Policy
e national curriculum and a legislative decree on reading instruction re ect
the current concept of reading literacy as a necessary means of communication
and continuing education, and as a basis of lifelong learning.7 e basis of
literacy education is to work on textual and contextual exercises connected to
reading and writing and to learn basic literary theory. Reading development is
understood to encompass acquiring and using reading skills and also, in a wider
sense, the ability to use reading as an important means of individual, cultural,
and personal development. Engaging with a variety of texts enables students to
appreciate national culture and to develop moral, aesthetic, and social values.
Introduction to reading starts with compulsory schooling at age six.
Students learn the letters of the alphabet usually by May or June in the rst
year of primary school, though di erent primers introduce the letters in varying
sequence. According to the curriculum, children have until the end of the
second year of primary school to learn the whole alphabet. In most classes,
reading and writing are developed simultaneously, though some primers
concentrate on reading rst and begin the writing process later. is is also
true for teaching block letters and script.
Summary of National Curriculum
An obligatory national curriculum comprises general instructions for teaching
methods and speci c instructions for subject content. Within the framework
of the national curriculum, teachers are free to choose methods of reading
instruction and technology use, but a balanced approach that connects learning
to read and write is recommended. Students should achieve competence in
reading skills according to their abilities. Teachers should use di erentiated
instruction based on individual student di erences, including initial ranges
of abilities prior to entering compulsory school, linguistic competence,
motivation, interest in learning, learning ability, and social background. Special
consideration is given to children whose rst language is not German. e
combined instructional time for German, reading, and writing is approximately
seven hours per week.
Methods used for developing reading and writing literacy should di er
based on the creativity, thinking, experience, and independence of the students
in the class. Teachers in Austrian schools may choose either the wholelanguage or phonics method to teach students reading. The most frequent
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recommendations for motivating children to read include using a variety of
texts, letting children choose texts themselves, and using new media. In any
case, texts should be interesting and adapted to the development of the reader.
e national curriculum objectives in reading to be reached by the end of
Grade 4 include the following:
Reading aloud and/or silently at a skilled level;
Developing an awareness of text, both ction and non ction, through
the process of reading, analysis, and explanation;
Reading aloud uently and accurately in a speed and intonation close to
real speech;
Demonstrating knowledge of various forms of literary work, such as folk
poetry, tales, stories, instructional and popular works, articles suitable
for children, and children's literature; and
Using books and libraries, including familiarity with the content and
form of books, periodicals, newspapers, and their place and arrangement
in the library.

Rea d ing Instruc tion in the Prim a ry Gra d es
Based on proposals drafted by curricular task forces, the Federal Ministry
for Education, Arts, and Culture establishes a curricular framework through
a consultation process, which includes district and provincial educational
bodies and teacher associations. e schools have some measure of freedom to
adapt the curriculum to local needs. e curriculum provides a joint guiding
framework that lays out the general overarching aims. e curriculum itself
states that teachers have pedagogical and didactical responsibility to freely select
methods. Teachers also have some freedom in selecting teaching materials.
When planning reading instruction, it is essential to address the individual
needs and reading skills of each child, while also taking into account the
long-term goals that students should achieve (e.g., reading in order to gather
information or for entertainment). Children's individual reading strengths form
the basis of an ongoing process aimed at increasing their reading competencies.
In addition to various kinds of reading exercises, individualized reading
promotion programs o er speci c exercises to build sensory, motor, language,
movement, and social skills.
Teachers should appraise each student's individual reading preferences
and interests, and in this way, encourage students' reading abilities and self-
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con dence as readers. e goal is to develop children's skills and thus enable
them step-by-step to feel responsible for their own learning without supervision.
For this to happen, children must acquire strategies (patterns). Using various
techniques (e.g., how to acquire and store information), students learn strategies
to read texts (e.g., underlining key words). Exhibit 1 lists various learning
strategies within three distinct process domains: cognitive, metacognitive, and
resource management.8
Exhibit 1: Learning Strategies
Cognitive

Metacognitive

Resource Management

Repeating

Planning

Elaborating

Checking/Monitoring

Optimizing Their Learning
Environment

Organizing

Steering Their Own Learning
Process

Cooperating and Organizing
Support

Guidelines for rst lessons in reading promote the practice of a mixedmethods, analytical-synthetic approach to instruction. Elements of the
whole-language method (e.g., presenting whole words and short texts from
the beginning to motivate children according to context) are used along with
phonics to teach children to analyze the sound value of letters and syllables and
to synthesize them as words.
Instructional Materials and Use of Technology
Instructional materials are not part of the curriculum published by the Federal
Ministry for Education, Arts, and Culture. Teachers work with a variety of
textbooks by various publishers. ese textbooks and materials are developed
according to various methods of initial reading and must be approved by the
Education Ministry to ensure that they t with the standards and have the
necessary methodological level. A list of approved materials (textbooks) exists
for each grade level but none are explicitly recommended. Textbook approval
lies with a commission at the ministry. Under the Schulbuchaktion (school book
initiative), students receive textbooks on the approved list in addition to other
materials free of charge (up to a nancial limit).
Basic materials used for reading development come from a wide range of
reading books o ering samples of literature from di erent genres for children.
Teachers appreciate the variety of materials o ered by sterreichischer Buchklub
der Jugend (Austrian Book Club for Young People), a registered non-pro t
organization engaged in media, reading pedagogy, and social and cultural issues
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for more than 55 years. e main objectives of the Buchklub are to foster interest
in and enjoyment of reading, and to promote access to and use of books and
multimedia. e ministry o en recommends particular media and teaching
aids developed by the Buchklub to schools and teachers. Some books are
provided in sets accompanied by materials such as worksheets, folding alphabet
letters, and sheets for practicing writing. For initial reading, there are spelling
books and simple readers. ere also are new kinds of multi-media materials
(e.g., CD-ROMs) and other ways of using information communication
technology (ICT) to support reading development.
e Austrian Red Cross also o ers educational magazines for schools,
including magazines for di erent age groups containing a wide variety of topics
and teaching materials.
School and class libraries seek to meet the needs of students. Schools
are encouraged to cooperate with public libraries and with organizations
like sterreichischer Buchklub and KinderLiteraturHaus (an initiative of the
Buchklub aimed at bringing together young readers with children's book authors
and illustrators) or with publishing houses on various projects and reading
campaigns. Teachers also can conduct lessons within the school library.
Role of Reading Specialists and Second-language Instruction
Because it is essential to detect di culties early in the reading process, Austria
recently has placed particular importance on introducing an e ective remedial
system to detect students' reading de ciencies as soon as possible. To ensure that
students get a good start at school, the federal government sponsors language
support courses at municipal and local nursery schools.
Since, 1992, the curriculum has allowed for up to twelve hours of support
courses for German as a second language. However, as of the 2001 02 school
year, the responsibility for these courses was shi ed from the federal to the
provincial level. is, in turn, changed the nancial possibilities and minimized
the practical realization of these courses.
Since the 2006 07 school year, primary school children requiring language
support (including immigrant children) can receive up to eleven hours of smallgroup instruction per week. However, practical application varies from school
to school and is not always feasible. e number of teachers has been increased
to accelerate integration of these students into primary schools and to address
the shortage of additional language support experts.
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Stud ents with Rea d ing Dif c ulties
Diagnostic Testing
Reading instruction should focus on the early detection of possible reading
disabilities, such as dyslexia, and students who are slower in developing reading
skills. e Salzburger Lese-Screening 1 4 is a diagnostic tool that measures
students' basal reading skills, enabling teachers to analyze students' abilities.9
Results from this screening process are available within a short time period, thus
allowing remedial programs to be implemented e ciently, individually, and
more e ectively. However, experience has shown that the actual implementation
modalities vary; therefore, the results of the reading screening process may be
informative at the class level only.
There is an effort to train primary school teachers to identify reading
de cits or problems by listening to students read aloud and transcribing their
reading according to the Wedel-Wolff method.10 An audio-visual training
program, Reading Means Learning (Lesen k nnen hei t lernen k nnen),
is available to all teachers but is not compulsory. If necessary, educational
and psychological counselors or schools' special teachers and psychologists
investigate a student's needs and provide an individualized remedial program.
Such a program requires intensive cooperation with the student's teacher and
family. Some schools provide dyslexic students with reading instruction in a
separate working group. In other schools, teachers work with dyslexic students
within the regular classroom as well as outside of regular class instruction.
Some teachers develop (sometimes in cooperation with psychological experts)
an individualized development program for students with reading di culties,
especially for slowly developing readers.
To determine their phonological awareness, students o en are administered
standardized reading tests at the end of the rst school year or the beginning
of the second to enable an exact diagnosis of reading di culties. Tutors with
special training assist students with reading deficiencies in additional or
integrated lessons. e amount of instruction varies from province to province,
and there are di erences even within provinces.
Instruction for Children with Reading Di culties
In compulsory education, students with special educational needs are taught
according to the regular education curricula, provided they are generally
capable of attaining the instructional objectives. In all other cases, they study
a curriculum of a special school geared to their disability. ere are special
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curricula for general special schools (for performance-impaired students or
students with learning di culties), as well as for special schools for children
who are blind or deaf, or who have severe disabilities.
The Austrian strategic program promoting reading competencies
of students with learning disabilities is based on the principle that the
reading process needs to be embedded in the entire concept of instruction
(i.e., networked learning). e promotion of reading should be planned as an
integrated part of weekly instruction. It is also important that teachers take into
account the children's individual needs, abilities, and interests.
While the curriculum may vary depending on the particular learning
disability, there are common reading instruction objectives and curriculum
requirements for students with special educational needs. These include
the following:
Making students aware of the necessity to read in everyday life;
Recognizing how language-related activities are a ected by the
interdependent link between speaking, reading, and writing;
Promoting reading as a signi cant means of obtaining information
as well as its other functions (e.g., entertainment or gaining an
understanding of oneself and others);
Recognizing the signi cance of media; and
Integrating reading education into other subjects taught.
Students with special education needs may be educated either in special
schools or in inclusive settings in primary and lower-secondary schools. Parents
have the right to choose the kind of schooling they prefer for their child.
Special curricula and/or adapted mainstream curricula are applied in response
to students' individual needs. During the 2002 03 school year, more than
50 p ercen t of all stu d ent s wit h sp ecial edu cat ion n eeds atten ded
integrated classes.

Tea c hers a nd Tea c her Ed uc a tion
Admission to a teacher education program requires a general higher education
entrance quali cation obtained through the upper secondary school leaving
examination (matriculation certi cate) the same as for university admission.
Primary school teachers and general secondary school teachers are educated
at University Colleges of Teacher Education (P dagogische Hochschulen). Since
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2007 08, this six-semester (3-year), higher education program has concluded
with a bachelor degree in education.
Course content consists of general humanities subjects, the German
language, mathematics, music, arts, physical education, and pedagogical and
psychological subjects. In addition to completing their education, teachers
for primary and general secondary schools complete a supervised practicum
in each of the six semesters. ey observe and practice teaching under the
supervision of experienced teachers and attend training at seminars as an
essential part of their education. If students receive two successively negative
reports, they are not allowed to continue their education. Upon successful
completion of a bachelor's thesis and the nal state examination, teachers
obtain a quali cation certi cate.
Primary school teachers are general-purpose teachers who usually teach
almost all subjects of the primary school curriculum. Training is connected
to students' class work, and professional skills are organized according to four
main domains:
Disciplines taught at primary school;
Situations of learning;
Behavior of the class and the diversity of students; and
Exercise of educational responsibility and professional ethics.
Teacher Education Speci c to Reading
ere are no speci c reading teachers, since reading is embedded in the teaching
of German language. Even though the German language is a disciplinary
domain with speci c content, it is approached from the following perspective:
Problems of learning to read (steps and methods);
Analysis of textbooks;
Connection between reading and writing; and
Evaluation of reading competencies.
Requirements for Ongoing Professional Development in Reading for Teachers
Professional development primarily is o ered at University Colleges of Teacher
Education. Primary and general secondary school teachers must attend 15 hours
per year of professional development activities. No national statute regulates the
courses they must complete; teachers may choose on their own from a variety
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of courses in di erent elds such as music, physical education, media, science,
or school management.
Professional development addresses topics that are not or only partially
covered in education studies, and range from short one-day courses to courses
over several semesters and include lectures about children's literature and
courses on reading disabilities and remediation. Reading specialists o er courses
as part of this in-service training. Interested teachers may attend a speci c
program and qualify as a reading expert for primary schools. Since 2002, the
in-service training literacy program has focused on: diagnostic tools, remedial
reading concepts, local literacy programs, gender-speci c literacy concepts, and
the promotion of a broadly based reading culture at schools.

Monitoring Stud ent Prog ress in Rea d ing
In Austria, no formal external testing occurs during compulsory education
that has consequences for individual students; only teachers assess student
performance. Teacher-generated assessment is based on classroom participation
as well as on the results of oral, written, practical, and graphical work. Primary
school students take written examinations (school tests) in German and
mathematics in Grade 4. In lower secondary schools, students are required to
pass classroom exams in German, mathematics, and the rst foreign language
(most commonly English). As a rule, progression to the next educational level
depends on achievement in all subjects. Students receive reports at the end of
each term and at the end of the academic year.
In 2009, the Austrian government mandated educational standards based
on the core curriculum for German, reading, writing and mathematics in
primary school and German, mathematics, and English in secondary school.
For these subjects, the Austrian Educational Standards determine the basic
competencies students normally should have acquired by the end of Grade 4
(primary school) and by the end of Grade 8 (secondary school). e standards
aim to strengthen teacher output-orientation regarding planning lessons as well
as conducting the lessons themselves. Furthermore, the standards provide a
benchmark for student competencies with regard to diagnostic and individual
support. e Educational Standards are required to be fully assessed throughout
the nation in a three-year cycle. is mandated regular assessment is intended
to foster the development of quality within individual schools and to enable
review of the e ciency of the education system (system monitoring). erefore,
teachers and schools receive external feedback about testing results. Specialists
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support the schools by interpreting the results and devising speci c strategies
for each school. Although the Standards are objectives for teachers and are
therefore incorporated when teaching and grading the students, the results of
the Educational Standards Assessments must not in uence student grades.
At the eighth grade, the rst nationwide Educational Standards Assessment
in mathematics took place in 2012 (English will follow in 2013, and German
in 2014). At the fourth grade, the Educational Standards in mathematics will
be assessed for the rst time in 2013, followed by German, reading, writing
in 2014. Baseline tests were conducted in 2009 (secondary schools) and 2010
(primary schools) with a random sample of schools in order to attain data about
the actual state of the acquired competences at the beginning of the process.

Im p a c t a nd Use of PIRLS
Austria's experience with large-scale assessments is relatively limited and
began at irregular intervals with three IEA international studies of educational
achievement:
1.

e Computers in Education Study (1987 1993);

2.

e Language Education Study (1993 1996); and

3.

e

ird International Mathematics and Science Study (1993 1997).

Austr ia's par ticipation in the OECD-conducted Programme for
International Student Assessment (PISA) in 2000 was the beginning of regular
participation not only in the OECD-study PISA but also in IEA studies. In order
to complement the PISA-data obtained at the end of compulsory schooling with
data from the beginning of schooling, Austria's federal government decided to
participate in PIRLS and TIMSS as well. us, Austria joined the IEA-conducted
studies PIRLS 2006 and TIMSS 2007 as well as PIRLS and TIMSS 2011.
PIRLS data are highlighted in public debates (in plenums, committees, press
releases, presentations, speeches, and panel discussions), and in practical work
for developing concrete programs (e.g., teacher training in the Coordination
Center for Reading (Koordinationsstelle: Lesen)). e PIRLS results that attract
the most frequent attention relate to the association between socioeconomic
status and student reading performance, the reading achievement of immigrant
students, early reading socialization within the family and (connected with this)
within preschool education, and reading socialization within school. Another
area of particular interest is how other countries identify students with low or
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high levels of reading pro ciency and then meet the instrumental needs of these
two di erent groups.
As mentioned, the Coordination Center for Reading in the ministry was
established to coordinate a network of University Colleges of Teacher Education
throughout Austria, thereby bringing together individuals with expertise in
pre-service and in-service teacher education with teachers and others with
expertise in the area of school supervision. However, one essential purpose of
the center is to disseminate the PIRLS results among primary school teachers.
e center has been working closely with the Austrian national study center
for PIRLS to achieve this aim. e PIRLS results have also had relevance within
the ministry, with respect to identifying topics relevant to the reading-related
professional development for teachers o ered by pedagogical colleges. PIRLS
has raised crucial arguments for the debate about educational standards in
Austria. ese large cross-national studies bring a new quality to discussions
on education because they are free from ideology and because they provide
empirical, objective information. e studies de nitely have made education a
prominent political issue and have drawn attention to areas of concern.
In addition to PIRLS and PISA, Austria also participated in TALIS 2008
(Teaching and Learning International Survey). Each of these studies has
highlighted weaknesses in Austria's education system, and the data have made
evident the need for reforms, some of which have already been implemented.
e New Secondary School, a compulsory year of kindergarten for all veyear-olds, the Educational Standards, and the standardized school leaving
examination (Standardisierte Reifepr fung) are among the encouraging changes
to date.
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La ng ua g e a nd Litera c y
According to the Constitution of the Republic of Azerbaijan, the official
language of the country is Azerbaijani, and according to the 2009 Law of the
Republic of Azerbaijan on Education, the Azerbaijani language is the language
of instruction.1 In general, instruction in educational institutions also is
provided in other languages, based on national education standards, depending
on the wishes of citizens and institutions' founders, with compulsory teaching in
Azerbaijani language, literature, history, and geography.2 At present, instruction
at general educational institutions of the Azerbaijani Republic is in Azerbaijani,
Russian, and Georgian.3 In primary school, children of minorities have the
opportunity to learn the Talish, Avarian, Lezgian, Hebrew, Sakhur, Khinalig,
and Udin languages as separate subjects along with the Azerbaijani language.

Overview of the Ed uc a tion System
e education system in the Republic of Azerbaijan operates in accordance
with numerous laws and legislative acts: the Constitution of the Republic of
Azerbaijan; the 2009 Law of the Republic of Azerbaijan on Education; respective
educational decrees, orders, and decisions; Ministry of Education regulations;
other normative legal acts relating to education; and international agreements.4
The constitution guarantees every citizen the right to education and the
government guarantees free obligatory primary and secondary education.5, 6 e
government oversees the education system, which is secular, while the President
and Cabinet Ministers determine education strategy, supervise implementation
of the Law on Education and relevant legislative acts, and de ne regulations for
establishing, restructuring, and closing higher education institutions.7, 8 e
cabinet also can establish, restructure, and close vocational institutions as well as
approve quali cations, educational regulations, and rules for these institutions.
In addition, the cabinet makes certain proposals on budget development and
de nes national standards for educational funding, scholarship regulations, and
salary payment.
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e Ministry of Education of the Republic of Azerbaijan is the central
executive body that implements and regulates government education policy,
and manages the educational process. e ministry cooperates with central and
local executive bodies, local authorities, international and non-governmental
organizations, other individuals, and legal entities.9 The ministry centrally
oversees education, but works jointly with relevant departments in managing
the following:
Organizing mental health services and social or pedagogical care;
Studying and disseminating advanced pedagogical practice and
achievements in pedagogical and psychological sciences;
Identifying and developing talented students;
Promoting innovative methods for teachers, heads of school, and
educational sta ; and
Strengthening the educational and material foundation of schools and
education institutions.
Educational institutions in the Republic of Azerbaijan are classi ed as
state, municipal, or private, according to property type.10 e education system
encompasses all educational institutions and includes the following:
Entities engaged in educational activities and training;
Scienti c-research institutes developing educational activities;
Sports and health complexes;
Information centers, libraries, campuses, camps, hostels, and culturaleducational institutions and organizations; and
Non-governmental organizations, associations, societies, councils, and
other entities acting in the education eld.11
e educational system is based on national and universal values. e
basic principles of public policy in the educational sphere are the following:
humanism; democracy; equality; nationalism and cosmopolitism; quality;
rationality; continuity, unity, and consistency; liberalization; and integration.12
e Law on Education was rst established in 1992, and the new Law on
Education was adopted in 2009. e new law takes into consideration the social
and political changes occurring in the country and the educational reforms
that the ministry has implemented and continues to put into practice. e law
generally conforms to the principles of the Bologna process (e.g., a three-cycle
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higher education system) and applies relevant modi cations and improvements
to all legislative acts, regulations, and rules. According to the updated Education
Law, general primary and secondary education is compulsory and provided free
of charge in state educational institutions.13
The 2009 Law of the Republic of Azerbaijan on Education establishes
scientific and pedagogical councils as higher governance bodies in public
educational institutions.14 Exhibit 1 presents the stages and levels of education
dictated by the Law on Education.
Exhibit 1: The Stages and Levels of Education
Stage

Description

Preprimary

Preprimary Education This stage is for children from birth to age 5 or 6
and is not compulsory. It is provided in nurseries (children under age 3),
kindergartens (children ages 3 5 or 6), and nursery-kindergartens.

General Education

Primary Education (Grades 1 4) This level is for students ages 6 10 and
is compulsory.
General Secondary Education (Lower secondary education, Grades 5 9)
This level is for students ages 10 15 and is compulsory. At the end
of Grade 9, students take final assessments to receive appropriate
documentation to continue to the next educational level.
Complete Secondary Education (Upper secondary education, Grades 10
and 11) This level is for students up to the age of 17 and is compulsory.
Completion of this stage results in the Certificate of Complete Secondary
Education.

Initial Vocational
Education

Initial Vocational Education The duration of programs is two years for
Grade 11 graduates and four years for Grade 9 graduates. Students who
have completed secondary education can also enroll in two-year initial
vocational education programs leading to a diploma.

Secondary Vocational
Education

Secondary Vocational Education Admission to this stage requires
passing the examination administered by the State Commission on
Student Admission. This stage is provided by colleges and higher
educational institutions, and results in a bachelor's degree. Students
admitted into secondary vocational schools following general secondary
education institutions receive complete secondary education.

Higher Education
(including universities,
academies, institutes,
colleges, and
conservatories)
Admission to higher
education is based
on the results of the
national admission test
administered by the
State Commission on
Student Admission.

Baccalaureate Graduates of the Baccalaureate level have completed
higher education and receive a bachelor's degree, the highest degree
of professional qualification. The duration of programs leading to the
bachelor's degree is normally four years.
Master's At the postgraduate level, the duration of master's degree
programs is two years.
Doctorate The duration of programs leading to the degree of Doctor of
Philosophy or Doctor of Science (introduced by the 2009 Education Law)
is three to four years. In the previous system, the duration of programs
leading to the degree of Candidate of Science was three years; the
degree of Doctor of Science required at least an additional three years of
study and supervised research.15
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La ng ua g e/ Rea d ing Curric ulum in the Fourth Gra d e
Reading Policy
e fourth-grade students assessed in PIRLS 2011 were the last students who
studied according to the curriculum approved in June 2002, which was based
on educational standards approved by the Cabinet of Ministers.16, 17
According to the curriculum in place for students tested in PIRLS
2011, students were expected to know the following with regard to language
and literature:
e features of stories, tales, poems, fables, proverbs, riddles, and essays,
including gurative and scienti c and popular texts; and tongue-twisters;
Titles of works by some foreign writers;
e rules of simple text analysis;
Names and principles of parts of speech, and relationships between
di erent parts of speech;
Word tenses and their use;
Characters in composition, and di erences between dictation and
exposition; and
e concept of a compound sentence.
Additionally, students must be able to do the following with regard
to reading:
Read an unknown text with whole words aloud, correctly, and
expressively at a rate of 85 95 words per minute, or silently at a rate of
110 120 words per minute;
Retell a text, both in detailed and summarized form;
Retell a text from a di erent perspective;
Determine the plot of a text;
Compare characters in a text;
Make predictions based on the beginning of a text;
Continue the sequence of main events in a text; and
Identify descriptive language, di erentiate shades of meaning, and
de ne words denoting homonyms, metaphors, and those particular to
a character.
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Summary of National Curriculum
Mother tongue instruction in primary education aims to improve students'
oral and written speech, reading, and writing. Broadly, the focus of mother
tongue instruction includes the following: teaching writing techniques; instilling
reading skills in students, including accuracy, speed, and awareness; enriching
students' vocabularies and providing practical lexical information and skills;
and supporting students in acquiring knowledge through ction and reference
books. Mother tongue instruction also seeks to increase students' love for books
and reading, as well as enhance students' reading culture.
e mother tongue curriculum covers literacy education (reading and
writing techniques, and handwriting), reading (classroom and home reading),
and Azerbaijani language (phonetics, vocabulary, grammar, and writing rules).
Mother tongue instruction incorporates fundamental didactic principles,
incorporating visual methods, relevancy, tradition, and perspectives, taking
account of student individuality. At the primary education level, content areas
in the mother tongue curriculum systematically provide detailed descriptions
of the knowledge and skills that students should acquire at this level. Content
areas comply with mother tongue curriculum objectives related to listening
comprehension and speaking, reading, writing, and language rules.
Reading and speech improvement is a component of the mother tongue
curriculum (5 hours per week, or 170 hours per year) that teaches students
to understand and express opinions about story content, sometimes orally. In
Grades 1 3, this component also focuses on improving student motivation to
read, reading at home, and advancing acquisition of literature theory.
A new curriculum was introduced in the 2008 09 academic year but
was not implemented in the fourth grade until the 2011 12 academic year, so
did not pertain to the PIRLS students tested. is curriculum is substantially
di erent from the previous curriculum; for example, reading is now integrated
into the language and literature curriculum.18

Rea d ing Instruc tion in the Prim a ry Gra d es
In primary schools, there are no specialized reading teachers. e classroom
teacher usually teaches all subjects except music, sports, and other specialized
subjects. Under the 2002 curriculum, students received mother tongue
instruction for two 45-minute instructional periods per week in Grades 2 and 3,
and for three periods per week in Grade 4. In Grades 1 and 3, eight 45-minute
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instructional periods per week were devoted to language and literature, while
in Grade 2 there were nine.19
Instructional Materials
e Ministry of Education provides instructional materials free of charge for all
government schools, and students in every class and educational stage receive
free textbooks. e ministry also prepares a list of recommended instructional
literature for general education institutions. In primary school, students mainly
use textbooks that include children's stories and poems followed by various
questions to assess students' understanding and perception of the texts. In
Grades 1 4, the textbook series currently in use mainly consists of alphabet
books, practice books, and workbooks.
Use of Technology
Although computer technology is not emphasized in reading instruction, its
use depends on teacher preference or educational sta initiatives. Any activity
aimed at increasing computerization of the teaching process is encouraged at
the government level.
Role of Reading Specialists
ere are no reading specialists to assist students who have di culty reading.
Regular classroom teachers use di erent materials with students at di erent
reading levels, especially with children who have reading disabilities.
Second-language Instruction
In Grades 1 4, the mother tongues of national minorities are taught in areas with
high percentages of that language group. At secondary schools (both public and
private), there are four languages of instruction: Azerbaijani, Russian, English
and Georgian.

Stud ents with Rea d ing Dif c ulties
According to the curriculum in place for students assessed in PIRLS 2011,
assistance for students having difficulty developing reading skills has been
determined on an individual basis. Most frequently, assistance has entailed
the teacher conducting diagnostic testing to determine a student's reading
di culties and then developing an individual plan for the student.
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Tea c hers a nd Tea c her Ed uc a tion
Teacher Education Speci c to Reading
Graduates of secondary and vocational schools or colleges must have relevant
diplomas of completion (or Certi cates of Secondary Education) to apply to
tertiary teacher education programs. Admission to these programs is based on
central examinations administered by the State Student Admission Commission
of the Republic of Azerbaijan. e ministry also approves a list of bachelor's
degree specialties (programs) in higher education.20
At the pre-service level, at least 40 percent of teacher education program
content covers subjects related to psychology and pedagogy. Practical training
in general secondary schools also is provided as a component (at least 18%) of
the program.21
e State Education Standard Structure de nes the study program for
specialties at the bachelor's level with minimum mandatory requirements for
the content and level of bachelor's degree preparation.22 In 2009, the Cabinet
Ministers added education as a specialty to the list of bachelor's degree
programs.23 Generally, bachelor's degree programs for primary school teachers
last four years, with curricula allocating 198 total weeks of study.24 These
curricula include 465 hours for general subjects, 660 hours for subjects related
to general professional training, 1,875 hours for speciality subjects, and 18 weeks
of teaching practice.25
After completing a teacher education program in mother tongue
instruction, pre-service terachers are expected to be able to do the following:
Analyze sentences and texts from phonetic, lexical, and grammatical
(morphological and syntactical) perspectives;
Critically assess one's own and others' speech (both written and oral),
and identify positive features and faults;
Work with di erent information sources and e ectively use them
in instruction, acquire new information independently, and make
generalizations and deductions; and
Express lesson objectives clearly, communicate with students, derive
appropriate questions to improve students' critical approach to language,
and advance opportunities to improve speech.
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A er completing mother tongue teaching methodology instruction, preservice teachers are expected to be able to do the following:
Analyze alphabet, reading, and Azerbaijani language textbooks
independently to de ne instructional approaches to simplify student
learning;
Use current didactic materials creatively to simplify comprehension and
engage students in lessons;
Apply a modern perspective to traditional instructional methods,
integrating novelty and obsolescence; and
Use new learning technology creatively.
A er completing children's literature instruction, pre-service teachers are
expected to be able to do the following:
De ne and di erentiate between literary characteristics, such as epithets,
methaphors, and metonymies;
Describe the instructional importance and value of works written in
di erent historical periods;
Understand modern literary prose and feel the spirit of modernism in
literary works;
Understand elements of poetry, and evaluate the essence of rhythm,
rhyme, and humor;
Gain detailed knowledge of children's literature for use in instruction;
and
Skillfully choose texts appropriate for primary school students.
A er completing a bachelor's degree program in primary or secondary
education, prospective teachers obtain diplomas of pedagogical education
from their respective higher education institutions. e State Final Graduate
Attestation Committee confers this professional quali cation with approval
from the Ministry of Education of the Republic Azerbaijan. Graduates can
apply for admission to post-graduate studies based on their results on entrance
examinations set by the State Student Admission Commission of the Republic
of Azerbaijan and corresponding to their area of study at the bachelor's level. In
2010, the Cabinet Ministers approved the content and organization of a master's
degree in education as well as procedures for conferring the degree.26
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Requirements for Ongoing Professional Development in Reading for Teachers
Currently, in-service teacher education in Azerbaijan is carried out in four
stages: teacher professional development in their field of practical activity
(2 months); training and development of teachers in research activities;
re-training for those with a specialization in non-teaching professions; and
short-term pedagogical education programs (1 2 weeks) to enhance degrees
and levels of education.
According to Cabinet of Ministers' Decree 102, the conception and
strategy of continuous education and teacher training speci es that, every ve
years, teachers should participate in 120 hours of professional development
via three modules.27 Module I (30 hours, 5 credit points each) is general
professional development in educational foundations, including new skills
development, pedagogical psychology and sociology, judicial fundamentals
of education, and new pedagogical thinking. Module II (60 hours, 10 credit
points each) is professional development in a specialty eld for subject-related
education, including the development of new skills in methodology, didactics,
implementing new curricula, and using ICT. Module III (30 hours, 5 credit
points each) is professional development on innovations and new trends in
education, including new skills development, and innovative pedagogical
techniques and teaching methods.28

Monitoring Stud ent Prog ress in Rea d ing
e framework of the 2003 education reform implemented a new assessment
system; the Ministr y of Education administered final assessments in
Grades 9 and 11 in comprehensive schools and determines the day, time,
subjects, and the numbers of questions for nal examinations in each subject
ever y year.29 Furthermore, beginning in the 2005 06 school year, final
examinations in comprehensive schools for complete secondary education were
experimentally centralized. Since the 2008 09 school year, all students in the
nal grade of complete secondary education (Grade 11) take centralized nal
examinations and, since the 2009 10 school year, all students in the nal grade
of general secondary education (Grade 9) also take centralized examinations
in mother tongue and mathematics. In the 2011 12 school year, the centralized
examinations for Grades 9 and 11 were administered by the State Students
Admission Commission. Students of both grades were examined in mother
tongue and mathematics.
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Student achievement is graded on a scale of 1 5 and recorded in general
secondary school registers. Semiannual and annual grades are based on daily
grades. From the 2012 13 school year, the new assessment rules used in
primary education since 2008 will be applied in general secondary education
(Grades 5 9). e new school-based assessment is composed of a diagnostic
component (initial), formative components (tracking of progress and failure),
summative components (small, large, and nal), and curricular components
used by education governing bodies to confirm that student achievement
conforms to curriculum standards.30
Teachers mainly conduct diagnostic assessments to provide individualized
instruction, de ne teaching strategies, and, when necessary, collect information
about students' knowledge and skills. Teachers collect this information on
student knowledge and skills at the beginning of the school year, when beginning
new units and topics, or when students have transferred from other schools or
classes. e results of these assessments are recorded in o cial documents: 31
formative assessment results are recorded in the formative assessment register
and students' record books; 32 and summative assessment results are recorded
in the class register. Teachers perform small summative assessments upon
completing units and topics in class, and consider these results when calculating
semiannual grades.33
Primary school students are retained at the same grades in exceptional
cases, such as long-term illness. Secondary-school students in grades with no
nal assessments are promoted from class to class based on positive annual
grades (satisfactory, good, and excellent).34 Students with failing annual grades
in one to three subjects are assigned remedial work over summer vacation.
Students with failing annual grades in four or more subjects who do not
successfully complete their summer remedial work are retained at the same
grade level.35
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La ng ua g e a nd Litera c y
Belgium is a federated country with three o cial languages: French, Dutch,
and German. e language of instruction in Belgium varies according to the
language of the region. Some Belgian municipalities situated along the boundary
between two linguistic regions have a special status protecting their linguistic
minorities as well as their right to teach both languages in di erent schools. In
the Brussels Capital Region, for example, a child's language of instruction may
be either French or Dutch, depending on the choice of the head of the family.
e French Community of Belgium, which is the focus of this chapter, uses
French as the language of instruction. In addition to the o cial languages of
Belgium, immigrants speak various languages in the home, including Italian,
Arabic, Spanish, and Turkish.
Currently, the following initiatives promote reading in the French
Community of Belgium:
Reading Gives You Wings A project that promotes the installation of
reading areas in child care centers;
Read Us a Story A program in which senior citizens read stories to
children in preprimary school;
Opening My Daily Newspaper A project that provides each interested
class in Grades 5 and 6 two daily newspapers from the French-speaking
press throughout the school year;
e Bernard Versele award winning-books, and the Farniente award
Juried competitions for children ages 3 12, and, for those aged 13 16,
respectively;
Reading Makes You Happy One of several catalogues that lists high
quality books;
e Books for Younger Readers Fair A book fair for children,
teenagers, and their parents;
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e Reading Passion A range of activities, including meetings with
authors or illustrators, debates, reading shows by well-known actors, or
literary games, that promote reading for the public at large;
e Committee for Permanent Monitoring of Adult Literacy An
organization that has been promoting and coordinating literacy policies
since 2005; and
e Bibliobus A service that delivers books from public libraries to
people and schools.

Overview of the Ed uc a tion System
In 1989, the Education Department was transferred from the federal government
to the French, Flemish, and German Communities.1 e federal authorities still
are responsible for deciding the extent of compulsory education, minimum
conditions for obtaining a diploma, and teachers' pensions.
The French Community (La Communaut Fran aise) subsidizes four
types of schools: public schools organized by the French Community, public
schools organized by the local authorities (i.e., provinces or municipalities),
denominational schools (mainly Catholic), and non-denominational private
schools. Each school's organizing body may decide its own teaching methods
and determine its own curriculum, though the curriculum must concur
with the Standards of Competencies (Socles de Comp tences) published by the
French Community.2
A decree in the French Community describes the promotion of successful
primary education.3 Every preprimary and primary school must implement
a curriculum based on cycles to enable each child to go through education at
his or her own pace, avoiding grade repetition if possible. e introduction
of Cycle 5 8 (the cycle from the last grade of preschool to Grade 2) has been
expected to create a better transition between preschool education and primary
school levels. After primary school, students move to secondary schools
where the rst two years (Grades 7 8) are followed by two tracks, general and
vocational. Children who have temporary or permanent special needs attend
both mainstream and special schools.
Schooling is compulsory for children ages 6 18 in the French Community.
Only part-time education is required from the age of 15.
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La ng ua g e/ Rea d ing Curric ulum in the Fourth Gra d e
Reading Policy
In 1997, a crucial educational decree, the D cret Missions introduced important
curriculum reform for all schools and all grades and de ned the Standards of
Competencies.4 e standards delineate the basic competencies students should
acquire by the end of the rst eight grades of compulsory education. Approved
unanimously by the democratic parties of the French Community Parliament,
these standards constitute the basic contract between school and society.
Learning to read is one of the priorities of primary education, and the
major objectives of the Standards of Competencies emphasize reading. Reading
instruction, therefore, formally begins at age 6, although some aspects of
language use are introduced in preschool education. French lessons focus
on reading comprehension, writing, and communicating, and the standards
stipulate that topics be relevant to students and have some meaning for them.
Summary of National Curriculum
e Standards of Competencies de ne the basis of reading instruction for every
school. In addition, each type of school has unique study programs that provide
methodological instructions and suggestions for classroom activities, according
to its organizing body.
According to the standards, reading is de ned as building some meaning
as a receptor of a written message (tale, short story, novel, play, poem, fable,
song, letter, article, directions, various instructions...). 5 Meaning, in turn, is
determined by the interaction between the following:
Message, and particularly the message features (dominant purpose,
structure);
Reader, and particularly the reader's previous knowledge (including
linguistic, literary, artistic and historical) and his or her emotional
dispositions; and
Context, and particularly the situational characteristics in which the
message is being read.
Activities linked with reading lessons are mainly developed as part of
French (as mother tongue) lessons. However, the goal of some lessons is to
develop cross-curricular competencies. e cross-curricular competencies that
belong to the reading domain concern information processing (a necessary skill
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in a range of subjects). e following competencies are built into the context of
educational activities linked with the various learning domains:
Rereading the same document to strengthen comprehension;
Analyzing texts to nd main ideas, linking them together, and
understanding their relative importance;
Analyzing texts to draw up hypotheses, and extracting explicit and
implicit meaning; and
Synthesizing texts to summarize main ideas.
The Standards of Competencies in clude seven readin g-specific
competencies, with sub-competencies de ning the standards more precisely
for each grade level. Due to this structure, focus on the same competency may
di er by grade level. e seven speci c competencies are as follows:
Directing one's reading according to context
is competency is
organized into six sub-competencies, each relating to the work required
to prepare and manage reading activity, including the following:
selecting a document according to one's reading project; anticipating
a document's content by considering internal and external indicators;
understanding the author's intentions; adapting one's strategy according
to the reading project, to the document, and to the time available; and
de ning an appropriate reading speed.
Meaning building
is competency is organized into eleven subcompetencies that refer to the processes readers implement in order to
understand text and react appropriately. Among these sub-competencies,
which outline strategies needed to develop an expert reading approach,
are the following: extracting explicit information, inferring implicit
meaning, and checking hypotheses.
Determining the organization of a text
is competency focuses on the
text structure (e.g., narrative, descriptive, and dialogue) and the global
organization of the text (e.g., layout, sections, and textual organizers).
Its nine sub-competencies focus on selecting the strategies that are most
appropriate to the type of text concerned.
Detecting the cohesion factors between sentences and groups of
sentences throughout a text
is competency focuses on skills needed
to increase reading uidity, text comprehension, and the relationships
between di erent text components. Its four sub-competencies include
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identifying factors of sentence articulation, chronological marks,
anaphora, and pronouns.
Taking grammatical units into account
is competency is divided
into two sub-competencies, one related to punctuation and grammatical
units (organization and syntactic structure), and the other related to
the recognition of noun and verb grammatical indicators (e.g., gender,
singular or plural, and verb tenses). ese sub-competencies are of major
importance in the reading process because the reader must be able to
detect the in uence of the syntactic organization and grammatical links
in the text.
Processing lexical units
is competency consists of four subcompetencies related to strategies needed to clarify the meaning of
a word, including the following: suggesting hypotheses or using the
context, using a dictionary, identifying synonyms and antonyms, and
identifying di erent word components (e.g., root, pre x, and su x).
Detecting interactions between verbal and nonverbal elements
is
competency encourages the use of nonverbal elements to clarify reading
(e.g., illustration, scheme, typography, and keys).
While the de nition of each reading competency is relatively speci c,
the divisions between the various competencies are only theoretical because
they must be processed together in di erent learning activities. e teaching
methods recommended in the Standards of Competencies and other curricular
documents focus strongly on the integration of the various components through
activities that are intrinsically interesting for the learner.
At the end of the rst phase of primary education (Grade 2), most subcompetencies have been initiated and are being developed during reading
lessons. At the end of the second phase of primary education (Grade 6), most
sub-competencies are assessed for the purpose of certi cation (Basic Studies
Certificate, Certificat d' tudes de base). This assesses mastery of the skills
introduced in the first phase, as well as the enrichment that has occurred
in the second phase. At the end of primary education, children should have
mastered the skills that help them become autonomous readers and should be
able to adopt e cient reading strategies when confronted with various reading
situations.
Beyon d t hese sp ecific comp eten cies, m ot ivat ion in readin g is
also emphasized.
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Rea d ing Instruc tion in the Prim a ry Gra d es
Instructional Materials
e Standards of Competencies do not include compulsory teaching methods
or supports for teaching reading literacy. Teachers are allowed to select their
own textbooks, and typically use materials from a variety of sources, including
exercises and texts from di erent books, newsletters, reviews, and documents
provided by the school system.
An o cial 2006 directive emphasizes the use of school textbooks, school
so ware, and other educational tools in classrooms.6 e use of these materials
is intended to support students throughout their learning and to help teachers
in the planning and implementation of their teaching activities. is directive
is part of the Contract for School (Contrat pour l' cole), which aims for betterresourced teachers, better-structured teaching methods, and a higher-quality,
more e cient, and equitable school system.7
e government of the French Community of Belgium grants schools
nancial aid speci cally for school textbook and so ware purchases. ese
funds are to purchase textbooks as well as reference books (e.g., dictionaries
and grammar books) that have received approval based on ethical criteria
(i.e., respect for equality and nondiscrimination principles), as well as
educational criteria (i.e., conformity with the Standards of Competencies and
other decree requests).
Use of Technology
Thanks to the Cyberclasses project of the Walloon Region, all schools are
equipped with modern computers. Computer technology, however, is not
emphasized in the process of teaching reading this depends on personal
preference or educational staff initiatives. Computer technology is used
most often in the context of looking for information and documentation
or, sometimes, in activities aimed at increasing speed, lexical and syntactic
knowledge, or comprehension of texts. An example of the latter is the use of
the so ware programs Elmo and Elsa, which are tailored to suit individual needs
over a school year to support student reading progress.
Role of Reading Specialists
Reading specialists play a minor role in reading education in schools. Some
specialized researchers in education develop, usually in close cooperation with
primary school teachers, and disseminate tools aimed at helping teachers with
reading instruction.
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However, despite this practice, the global climate of books and reading was
recently found to be less favorable in the French Community of Belgium than
in other countries.8 A university team therefore has initiated a study aimed at
fostering more collaboration between primary education classrooms and public
libraries. ese researchers have provided some suggestions for collaboration
among teachers of Grades 1 6.9 One of these recommendations a schoollibrary partnership is expected to motivate teachers to take their students to
the school or public library more frequently.
Second-language Instruction
A series of adaptation lessons in language instruction is available for students
whose native or daily language is not French and who do not know French well
enough to successfully participate in class activities. ese lessons are provided
at least three periods per week, with the goals of teaching students French and
integrating them into the school system.
Some schools provide students who have recently arrived from foreign
countries with speci c help to ensure that they receive educational opportunities
equal to those of other students. These newcomers have access to bridge
classrooms for one year to help them adapt to the Belgian cultural and
school system.10

Stud ents with Rea d ing Dif c ulties
Diagnostic Testing
There is no systematic testing of students to diagnose reading difficulties.
Teachers conduct front-line diagnostics that must be confirmed through
specialized testing by a psychologist or a speech therapist. Since the 2011 12
school year, one person in each school is required to be trained in the area
of dyslexia.
Instruction for Children with Reading Di culties
Students with reading di culties o en receive support in their class as a result
of formative assessments and the di erentiated education system. In most cases,
this support consists of repeating activities (i.e., same material, process, and
instructions). Once di culties are detected, remedial teaching procedures can
be implemented inside or outside the classroom. In some instances, students
may also bene t from a supplementary school year. Some schools that enroll
high numbers of children with disadvantaged family backgrounds have
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additional projects related to reading, and receive supplementary funding for
those projects.11
e special education system serves children and teenagers who require
adapted education because of specific educational needs or lower learning
abilities. e system is organized according to the following criteria: students
who may be slightly or severely mentally challenged; or students who have
behavior or personality disorders, physical disabilities, illnesses (e.g., are
convalescing), vision problems, hearing problems, or instrumental problems
(e.g., language or speech development problems). Similar to the regular
educational system, the special education system works to achieve the objectives
outlined by the Standards of Competencies. Depending on the acquired
competencies, students may obtain the Basic Studies Certificate (Certificat
d' tudes de base) and other educational certi cations.

Tea c hers a nd Tea c her Ed uc a tion
Teacher Education Speci c to Reading
In teacher education, no speci c education is dedicated to teaching reading
per se. Reading is part of the regular curriculum and is integrated into French
language didactics. Following graduation from a teacher education program,
teachers at the primary education level teach all subjects.
Requirements for Ongoing Professional Development in Reading for Teachers
A recent decree has reformed the professional education of teachers by making
professional development compulsory.12 e decree also created the Professional
Training Institute (Institut de la Formation en cours de carri re), an organization
meant to implement and organize professional development for teachers from
the various educational systems in the French Community.
Currently, professional development projects are structured in the
following three levels:13
Micro Level (School Project) Professional development related to
the teacher's school, such as learning about student needs, parent
expectations, or school social and cultural background;
Meso Level (Educational and Pedagogical Project) Professional
development related to the objectives or philosophy of the school's
organizing authority; and
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Macro Level (Curriculum Project) Professional development related
to implementing learning competencies, with the goal of reaching levels
de ned in the Standards of Competencies.
In-service professional development comprises two forms: compulsory and
voluntary. Compulsory professional development consists of six half-days per
school year, of which two days must be devoted to macro education. Voluntary
professional development may not exceed ten half-days per school year, if taking
place during teaching time.
There are no specific requirements for professional development in
reading. Teachers may choose from a variety of di erent courses where reading
instruction is covered to some extent.

Monitoring Stud ent Prog ress in Rea d ing
In 2006, the Parliament adopted a decree to organize and coordinate the previous
system of external non-certifying assessments into a three-year cycle. In the rst
year, the assessments concern reading mastery and written production for all
students Grades 2 and 5. Mathematics is assessed in the second year, followed by
science in the third year. e team that oversees these assessments includes the
President of the Monitoring Commission, teachers from di erent educational
bodies, inspectors, and university researchers. e assessment results are used
to evaluate students' achievement, prepare pedagogical recommendations
and activities for teachers, feed in-service professional development, and help
pedagogical counselors.
Since 2008, the Basic Studies Certificate has been awarded at the end
of primary education based on an external certifying assessment, which is
compulsory in every school type.14 is examination assesses the mastery of
the competencies expected at the end of primary education in French language,
mathematics, science, history, and geography. In some cases, students can obtain
their Basic Studies Certi cate through the board of examiners at their school.
Various methods of assessment are used in primar y education. To
successfully enable students to develop according to their own pace, teachers
should ideally focus on formative assessment and differentiated education
to account for students' different abilities. The results of teacher-prepared
examinations can then supplement obser vations and notations from
formative assessments.
To assist teachers, the Commission of the Assessment Instruments Related
to the Standards of Competencies (Commission des Outils d' valuation Relatifs
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aux Socles de Comp tences) circulates examples of assessments among all the
schools organized and subsidized by the French Community. ese instruments
have been developed to align with the Standards of Competencies and are easily
available to teachers on the education website of the French Community.15 Prior
to distribution, the assessments are tested in various classrooms. e French
Community also provides grants for research projects in the area of reading.
For example, recently funded research projects have focused on designing
tools to diagnose learning difficulties in reading in addition to developing
remediation strategies.16, 17
Students and their parents are regularly informed about student results,
school progress, learning behavior, and personal development through written
school reports.

Im p a c t a nd Use of PIRLS
Reading competencies and di culties are a constant concern in the French
Community. is concern is sustained by external national and international
evaluation data. Since 1994, a national non-certifying evaluation plan has aimed
at diagnosing student competencies in reading, mathematics, history, geography,
and science. Didactic proposals are created every year based on the diagnostic
assessment results to address any di culties that have been detected.
International evaluations such as PIRLS and PISA have helped put the
French Community reading literacy achievement into perspective. Poor results
and low rankings alone could lead the education community to unproductive
discouragement. Fortunately, beyond results and rankings, these studies
provide useful data for formulating explanations regarding rather poor results.
Specifically, the data highlight particularities of the French Belgian school
system, including the following: classroom processes, time allocation in French
language lessons, reading activities, evaluation strategies, teacher education
(both initial and in-service), and attention provided to children with di culties.
Secondary analyses have contributed to thinking about and developing
suggestions for improvement, inspired by results in better performing
countries.18, 19 In addition, themes for teacher professional development and
pedagogical adviser education also have been drawn from international studies
results and analyses.
In short, PIRLS results represent an important contribution to a global
movement of thinking and action towards improved reading competencies for
French Community students.
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Bo tswa na
Chawangwa Mudongo
Kgalemang Ntsabane
Kgosi Motshabi
Botswana Examinations Councila

La ng ua g e a nd Litera c y
Botswana is a multiethnic, multilingual, and multicultural nation with its people
speaking about 26 Bantu and Khoesan languages, and two additional IndoEuropean languages.1 ,2 Setswana is the national language and English is the
o cial language in Botswana, though other languages are spoken. English is the
medium of instruction in government schools beginning at Grade 2 through
the tertiary level, while instruction in English begins in pre-school in private
English-medium schools. Although students are only taught in Setswana in
rst grade, Setswana is taught as a compulsory subject for citizens of Botswana
throughout the primary and secondary school system.
e policy espoused in the National Vision states that, No Motswana
(citizen of Botswana) will be disadvantaged in the education system as a result of
a mother tongue that di ers from the two o cial languages. 3 However, concern
has been raised about the apparent low academic performance of students,
especially those in the western parts of the country where languages other than
Setswana are spoken. eir languages are not taught in schools and they must
begin learning in Setswana at an early age.4
e Botswana National Literacy Program de nes adult literacy as being
able to comprehend written communications and conduct computations that
are part of daily life.5 According to a survey conducted in 2003, the literacy rate
in Botswana was 81 percent.
e people of Botswana are encouraged to have a strong reading culture.
e national curriculum directs all e orts to promote reading, and syllabuses
articulate the types and levels of reading skills to be acquired, which are assessed
at all levels of examination. e government publishes a free newspaper
e
Daily News in English and Setswana and releases it daily, except on weekends,
in most parts of the country. Botswana also has a number of private newspapers.

a

O cers from the various departments of the Ministry of Education and Skills Development also assisted in the collection
of the information used. The following members from the Botswana Examinations Council also made contributions in the
form of editing and proof reading: Monamodi Kesamang, Trust Masole, Moreetsi Thobega, and Goitseone Letlole-Basson.
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A number of libraries in major towns and villages provide diverse reading
materials to the local population, such as periodicals, magazines, reference
books, and novels. e School Library Project aims to cultivate a culture of
reading among school-going children by encouraging schools to develop
resource rooms. In an endeavor to develop and realize this objective, the
National Development Plan (NDP) 8 commits the government to develop
school facilities by adding libraries.6 In addition, the government of Botswana
has partnered with the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation in a project called
Sesigo to develop local libraries. Sesigo is a non-pro t organization whose main
aim is to disseminate information and knowledge throughout the country by
refurbishing local libraries and reading rooms, making them complete with
Internet access (where possible) and free training.7
Every year the country commemorates International Reading Literacy
Day, a mobilization campaign coordinated by the Department of Out-of-School
Education to promote reading and writing for out-of-school learners. Learners
are awarded certi cates in the presence of invited dignitaries. e department
uses this day to inform the public of available programs as well as to ful ll the
mandate of the United Nations Literacy Decade, whose objective is to provide
access to literacy in relevant and meaningful ways.
In recent years, there has been a rapid growth of institutions catering
to children below school-age, mainly provided by private individuals and
organizations. Research has indicated that the performance of children who
had access to early education is better than those who did not have access.8
In 2008 09, the government introduced and began implementing the Early
Childhood Care and Education Policy in all urban and district councils in
the country. e policy aims to stimulate greater responsibility for providing
preprimary education in order to improve the quality of education o ered at this
level. e preprimary framework focuses on language development and early
literacy, with the government providing an enabling environment by supplying
trained teachers and o ering e ective supervision. However, access to early
childhood education still needs serious advocacy. Very few people are currently
using the program; the sector is predominately privately owned and too costly.9
e Breakthrough to Literacy project is a rst-language literacy course
for the rst year of school. e project's method is based on using language
experiences in students' daily lives to teach reading and writing in Setswana.
Teachers facilitate the learning and development of such skills as questioning,
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creating, and discovering the student's surrounding world. Students are taught
to read through construction of syllables, words, and sentences.

Overview of the Ed uc a tion System
At the primary level, Botswana's education system is the joint responsibility of
two ministries the Ministry of Education and Skills Development (MoESD)
and the Ministry of Local Government. e Ministry of Local Government is
responsible for the infrastructure of primary schools, administering nine main
local authorities called districts, which are subdivided into 28 sub-districts.
MoESD oversees curriculum and sta ng at all levels of schooling and solely
administers secondary and tertiary education. is joint system is meant to
decentralize services and provide e ective supervision.
e government is the main source of educational funding, which has
steadily increased over the past few years. According to the 2007 08 national
budget, MoESD was allocated 28 percent of the ministerial recurrent budget
and 8 percent of the development budget, while in 2011 12 the ministry was
allocated 31 percent of national budget the largest single share.10, 11
Botswana has a national curriculum administered by the Department of
Curriculum Development and Evaluation (CDE) within MoESD. Curriculum
goals are derived from the ministry's education policy. Department o cers
are responsible for forming committees and task forces comprised of teachers,
education o cers, university and college lecturers, and other stakeholders to
develop teaching syllabuses for each subject in the curriculum and to prescribe
the books used to teach these syllabuses for each subject.12
Preprimary education in the country has traditionally been provided by
private individuals and organizations registered with MoESD. Most o er both
social and academic elements, though frequently without a standardized or
set curriculum. However, the government has established a unit of preprimary
education within the Department of Primary Education, with the intention
of linking preprimary education to formal schooling. Recommendation 9(c)
of the Revised National Policy on Education of 1994 states that a preprimary
Education unit should be established as soon as possible in the Department of
Primary Education with the functions of registering all pre-primary education
units, establishing standards of facilities and the quality of the program and
supervising preprimary education. 13
Botswana provides a ten-year basic education which is not statutorily
compulsory, as no parent is taken to task for not sending their children to
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school. Grades (standards) 1 10 form the basic education cycle. e structure
of the education system includes seven years of primary education, followed
by three years of junior secondary education and, nally, two years of senior
secondary education. e seven years of primary education consist of four years
lower primary (Grades 1 4) and three years upper primary (Grades 5 7). At the
end of the seventh year students write the Primary School Leaving Examination
in the following subjects: English, Setswana, Mathematics, Social Studies,
Science, Agriculture, and Religious and Moral Education. is is a diagnostic
examination and not consequential, thus students proceed to junior secondary
even with lower grades. At the end of the three-year junior secondary level
(Grade 10) the students write the Junior Certi cate Examination for purposes of
selection to senior secondary school. Senior secondary education marks the end
of pre-tertiary education (Grade 12) with a consequential examination. Entry
age is o cially six years, though some children may start late due to various
factors, such as the type of settlement in which they reside.
Most schools in Botswana are government owned and operated. Only
about 8 percent of schools are private. For nearly nineteen years, education has
been o ered free in the government schools. As of 2005, parents contribute only
5 percent of the total expenditure for the secondary education of their children,
while primary education remains free for citizens.
Private schools are owned and operated by individuals or organizations,
but all are registered with MoESD. Fees paid by parents are the main source
of funding in these schools. Most private primary schools design their own
curricula, which are more advanced than the one o ered in government schools.
Some in private schools administer the Primary School Leaving Examination.
Private secondary schools mostly o er an International General Certi cate of
Secondary Education.

La ng ua g e/ Rea d ing Curric ulum in the Fourth Gra d e
Reading Policy
Botswana actually has no policy prescription with regards to reading. Schools
have the prerogative to tailor instructional material according to the needs
of their learners. Reading is integrated with the language skills of speaking,
listening, and writing. The Department of Curriculum Development and
Evaluation (CDE) is responsible for all matters pertaining to the curriculum.
Even though syllabuses are developed centrally and sent to schools, though
teachers are part of the panel that develops these syllabuses. Upon completion
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of seven years of primary education, students should have developed skills such
as numeracy, literacy, and communication.
Summary of National Curriculum
e national curriculum at the primary level is divided into lower and upper
primary. e lower primary curriculum focuses on Grades (standards) 1 4 and
the upper primary deals with Grades 5 7. One of the subject aims for English
at primary school is that, at the end of the program, students should have basic
competence in listening, speaking, reading, and writing English.
English instruction is provided in ten periods (five hours) per week
in Grades 2 4. Reading is integrated with speaking, listening, and writing,
accounting for approximately 25 percent of English language skills (a
signi cant amount of the language curriculum). e topics under the reading
module consist of sight vocabulary, print styles and fonts, phonemes and
graphemes, comprehension, and uency. A er four years of primary education,
students are expected to read aloud or silently and show understanding of
the text. Furthermore, they should read straightforward signs, notices, and
labels accurately and with understanding. e syllabus places a great deal of
emphasis on reading with uency, accuracy, and understanding. Students are
expected to read a range of material within a basic vocabulary of 1,000 words
for information and for pleasure. e speci c topics in the reading module
dictate that students should understand information presented graphically,
read with increasing con dence and understanding, and develop a personal
culture of reading.14
e upper primary syllabus is meant for Grades 5 7, encompassing the
language skills of listening, reading, speaking, and writing. In addition, a h
module for grammar is added so students learn to understand the structure
of English. Approximately 20 percent of the English language instruction at
this level is devoted to reading. The topics covered in the reading module
include instructions and directions, passages, reports and stories and drama.
In upper primary school, students are expected to read independently for
information and pleasure. Students are also expected to hone the reading skills
of skimming and scanning to identify speci c details and main points from
news. ey should be exposed to di erent types of literature, including poetry,
drama, and prose, within a basic vocabulary level of 2,000 words. Students also
are expected to read and understand a range of basic printed matter used in
everyday communications and transactions.15
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Rea d ing Instruc tion in the Prim a ry Gra d es
Instructional Materials
Instructional materials, including prescribed student textbooks, teacher's guides,
and supplementary materials for each grade, are used to enrich and explain the
curriculum. Textbooks developed by independent publishing companies are
examined by a book review committee and then presented to the Department
of Curriculum Development and Evaluation for evaluation. CDE recommends
textbooks and provides primary schools with teacher's guides. Additionally,
CDE has produced a booklet directing junior secondary school teachers in
the development of instructional materials, including teaching and learning
methodologies, guidance in gender sensitive content issues, and language use.
Local councils are responsible for procuring reading books from suppliers
for schools in their areas. e prescribed list has a section of core readers that
every student should have, and supplementary readers that are used to support
the reading lessons. Due to a lack of infrastructural development in most public
schools and a lack of libraries, most classrooms have reading corners serving
some of the functions of the library.
Students are taught to read by obligatory reading aloud in class, completing
assigned reading homework, and skimming and scanning text. Students in
primary school read simpli ed texts provided by the government that contain
bold print and numerous pictures. Children's encyclopedias also are widely
available in schools. Schools order these texts from a prescribed list provided
by the Department of Curriculum Development and Evaluation. CDE also
publishes a monthly children's magazine titled Moso, containing short stories
written by primary school students, and regularly sent to primary schools in
the country.
Some schools also receive reading texts from good Samaritans, who have
augmented the reading package for most schools. ere is exposure to local
newspapers, including the free government-owned Daily News, which is widely
available even in the remotest settlements.

Stud ents with Rea d ing Dif c ulties
Diagnostic Testing
e provision of adequate arrangements for students with special needs in
Botswana starts as early as preschool, when children's needs are assessed. Schools
identify students with specials needs and then contact the Central Resource
Center (CRC), an assessment center where specialists conduct assessments for
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all levels. Schools make an appointment with CRC for students to be assessed.
Schools are then provided with assessment reports that outline individual
student's needs and how they should be addressed. Some students are then
placed in special needs units, whereas others are placed in mainstream schools,
both of which are required to secure the support and provision for that student.
Instruction for Children with Reading Di culties
Provisions for students with reading difficulties are individually tailored
according to each child's speci ed needs. Schools face a number of challenges
in trying to meet the needs of students with learning di culties. Some schools
have senior teachers of learning di culties, who are responsible for the daily
needs of students with special needs and who provide remedial teaching.
However, most schools do not have specialist teachers who are knowledgeable
enough about students with special needs to make informed decisions about
their identi cation. In addition, teacher attitudes towards students with special
needs can pose challenges, due to their lack of knowledge in this area. Teachers
may also nd it di cult to provide students with individualized attention, due
to large class sizes. Lastly, because CRC is the only assessment center available,
it faces a shortage of resources to cater to the needs of the whole country. CRC's
capacity experiences particular strain when schools identify students late,
requiring the center to manage large volumes of requests, especially in periods
immediately prior to examinations.

Tea c hers a nd Tea c her Ed uc a tion
Teacher Education Speci c to Reading
Since 2000, teachers are required to complete a three-year diploma course
at a primary college of education to teach in a primary school. Formerly, the
minimum quali cation for primary school teachers was a two-year Primary
Teachers Certi cate (PTC). e last cohort of these teachers graduated in 1999.
In order to improve the quality of teaching, teachers with a PTC are currently
being upgraded in phases so that eventually, at a minimum, diploma holders
will be teaching in these schools. To date, 1,961 teachers have graduated from
this program and have been upgraded to diploma level.
Requirements for Ongoing Professional Development in Reading for Teachers
The Department of Teacher Training and Evaluation organizes in-service
workshops for teachers through its network of education centers. Teachers with
a PTC work towards a diploma via distance learning. In addition, seminars and
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workshops are held in order to upgrade teachers' skills and keep them informed
of the latest innovations.
e new curriculum is demanding for teachers. erefore, MoESD has
instituted a subject specialization project, under the premise that the quality
of education will improve when language teachers only teach the subjects in
which they have expertise. In 2003, the National Development Plan 9 clearly
speci ed that there will be a focus on specialization at primary schools where
90 percent of the teaching force is local.16 As of 2008, subject specialization has
been successfully piloted in the Phikwe area.17

Monitoring Stud ent Prog ress in Rea d ing
Reading is assessed through topic and monthly school-based tests. e Standard
Four Attainment Test is a national examination and has a section that focuses
on reading in which students are asked to read a passage and answer related
questions. e test is scored in the schools and the results are sent to the region
for analysis. e test provides teachers diagnostic information for pinpointing
areas of strength and weakness in basic literacy, for remediation purposes in
h grade.
Regions use the Standard Four Attainment Test results differently.
Generally, the test provides vital information for selecting which students
are promoted to fifth grade, in conjunction with parental input, although
regulations limit the number of students allowed to repeat fourth grade to only
12.5 percent, based on assessed progression.18 However, if a student's results are
low, parents make agreements with the schools on whether the student proceeds
to Grade 5 or not. erefore, Botswana does not classify the attainment test as
a consequential examination per se.
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La ng ua g e a nd Litera c y
In Bulgaria, the national language is Bulgarian, a South Slavonic language
that is spoken throughout the country. Bulgarian is the o cial language of
administration, public relations and services, and instruction in schools. Other
languages used in the country are Turkish and Romany, and ethnic minorities
such as Jews and Armenians use their mother tongues. In upper secondary
school, intensive foreign language instruction includes instruction of multiple
subjects in the foreign language.
Bulgaria is a country rich in literary history dating back to the ninth
century. The old Slavonic script created by Cyril and Methodius was first
accepted and developed in Bulgaria. Since the foundation of the rst Bulgarian
state more than 1,300 years ago, learning and enlightenment have been
constant characteristics of the Bulgarian people. e rst schools in Bulgaria
were established in the years 866 (the Preslav School) and 888 (the Ochrid
School). e rst Bulgarian newspaper was published in the mid-1800s. In 2010,
there were 359 newspapers with a combined circulation of about 350,000. In
addition, 695 journals with a combined circulation of 32,099 and 4614 books
were published. Bulgaria also has 47 public libraries with more than 34,500,000
volumes and 220,000 registered users.1

Overview of the Ed uc a tion System
The Bulgarian education system is centralized. The Ministry of Education,
Youth, and Science is a specialized body of the Council of Ministers charged
with determining and implementing a uni ed government policy in the eld of
education and science. e main functions of the ministry are to:
Exercise control over all types of schools and kindergartens in the
country;
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Participate in forming the national strategy for the development of
education;
Approve educational documentation;
Manage the introduction of innovations and the supply of textbooks and
manuals;
Organize publishing activities in the eld of education;
De ne uni ed state education standards;
Establish, transform, and, when necessary, close state and municipal
schools;
Approve the establishment of private schools and kindergartens; and
Appoint the heads of the inspectorates of education.
Each of Bulgaria's 28 administrative regions has an Inspectorate of
Education, a specialized regional body of the ministry that administers the
education system regionally. Inspectorates plan, coordinate, and monitor the
functioning of each region's schools and kindergartens.
In every municipality there are educational departments that implement
local education policy. Municipal departments are the supporting and managing
bodies for preschool education, but have only a supporting role in primary
through upper secondary education.
Structure of the Education System
Schooling in Bulgaria begins at age 7 with primary education and is compulsory
through the age of 16. Children may begin at age 6 with parental approval, if
they are seen to be ready for school. e school year begins in September and
ends in June, and consists of 31 36 weeks, depending on the level and grade.
e structure of the education system in Bulgaria has four stages:
Kindergarten (ISCED Level 0)
is level is for children ages 3 6 or 7.
Prior to 2010, only one year of preprimary education was compulsory
preparation for primary school. However, following a change in the
Public Education Act in 2010, the last two years of preprimary education
are now compulsory. ese preparatory classes may be organized both
in the kindergartens and in the schools.
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Basic Education
is level is comprised of primary education and
lower secondary education:
Primary Education (ISCED Level 1)
is rst stage is for children
ages 6 or 7 10 or 11 and includes Grades 1 4.
Lower Secondary Education (ISCED Level 2)
is second stage
includes Grades 5 8. A er completing Grade 7, students can apply
to attend specialized upper secondary schools or pro led classes in
general schools.
Upper Secondary Education (ISCED Level 3)
Grades 9 12.

is level includes

Post-secondary education
is level is o ered at universities and
colleges. A bachelor's degree is four years, with an additional year for a
master's degree. A doctoral degree is three years beyond a master's.
In the 2010 11 school year, the number of schools in Bulgaria totaled
2,676; of these, 2,175 were general, 448 were vocational, and 53 were colleges
and universities. Depending on the funding, schools are administrated by the
government, the municipality, or privately, though most are municipal. Almost
all vocational schools are administered by the government. ere are 110 private
schools: 68 general, 26 vocational, and 16 colleges and universities.2

La ng ua g e/ Rea d ing Curric ulum in the Fourth Gra d e
Reading Policy
e o cial Bulgarian policy on reading literacy requires all students to be able
to read by the end of Grade 1. However, many children have begun learning at
home or in preparatory classes and can read when they start school.
The Bulgarian State Education Content Standards3 are applied in all
education programs and textbooks in Bulgarian. In addition, the Bulgarian
Language curriculum has adapted the following key factors from the Conceptual
Framework of the Council of Europe: contemporary language education,
language behavior, successful communication and the rules regulating it, and the
sociocultural context of communication.4 ese concepts are operationalized
and used to describe the outcomes of teaching the Bulgarian language.
Great emphasis is placed on the development of positive attitudes toward
school and motivation for studying in kindergarten and preprimary education.
However, according to the national strategic programs for development of
school education, the Bulgarian school system is oriented towards memorization
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and reproduction, rather than stimulation of thought and independence,
formation of practical skills, and personality development. Signi cant changes
should be made in order to create conditions for developing practical skills
and critical thinking among students. e program requires changes in the
Bulgarian State Education Content Standards and also emphasizes the need for
inclusion of information and communication technologies and development
of outside-the-classroom and extra-curricular activities, especially in the early
grades.5 e standards are currently being elaborated to synchronize Bulgarian
and European standards in education.
Summary of National Curriculum
Reading is part of language instruction at the primary grades. e Bulgarian
State Education Content Standards contain a syllabus for Bulgarian language and
literature. is is an interdisciplinary cultural-education domain that includes
reading instruction and reading skills, and is comprised of four components:
sociocultural competence, language competence, speaking, and writing.
The current reading curriculum is a major part of the standards for
Grades 1 4. Bulgarian language and literature receive six and a half hours of
classroom instruction per week: two hours for Bulgarian language, three hours
for literature, and 90 minutes for communication skills (writing and speaking).
Beyond classroom instruction, Bulgarian legislation recommends an additional
30 minutes per week of home reading, although there is no regulation or
institution monitoring the frequency or the length of time students read outside
of normal classes.6
e grade-to-grade structure that covers reading instruction in primary
school is for Grades 2 4. Reading instruction starts in Grade 2 when students
master reading techniques. e main purpose of language instruction in Grade 1
is to develop the following basic literacy skills:7
Learning letters and connecting them to sounds;
Learning to read letters, syllables, words, and sentences;
Writing parts of letters and whole letters; and
Writing syllables, words, and sentences.
According to the Bulgarian State Education Content Standards, at the end
of Grade 4, students should have mastered the following language, sociocultural,
and communicative competencies:8
Reading with adequate intonation and comprehension of meaning;
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Finding synonyms and antonyms;
Explaining, asking questions, and replying analytically;
Using di erent word-order patterns;
Speaking logically and critically;
Respecting the speech of others;
Analyzing and comparing literary texts; and
Planning and creating self-generated written texts.

Rea d ing Instruc tion in the Prim a ry Gra d es
Instructional Materials
New textbooks and corresponding supplements are chosen when the curriculum
is changed, which is approximately every ten years. Before new instructional
materials are introduced, teachers from all over the country review textbooks,
workbooks, resources, and materials for each grade from a list provided by
the Ministry of Education, Youth, and Science. Teachers rank the textbooks
suggested by the ministry and provide feedback regarding their preferences.
Based on this feedback, the ministry mandates a set of materials to be used
throughout the countr y. Textbooks and corresponding supplements for
Grades 1 4 are distributed to schools and made available free of charge.
e materials used in Grade 1 include an alphabet book, a reader, and
workbooks. At Grades 2 3, students use a Bulgarian language textbook, a reader,
and workbooks. Materials for Grade 4 include the Bulgarian language textbook,
a literature textbook, and workbooks. ere also are various handbooks and
reference books that can be chosen for home reading and studying.
Use of Technology
An Internet connection is available in every Bulgarian school and most schools
have multimedia equipment. ICT has been successfully introduced in nearly
all Bulgarian schools as part of compulsory instruction in Grades 1 4. e
use of modern technologies is still not a popular supplemental tool in reading
instruction in primary grades.
Role of Reading Specialists
e primary school classroom teacher is responsible for reading instruction.
Experts in Bulgarian language and literature or primary education are present in
every Inspectorate of Education as well as in the Ministry of Education, Youth,
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and Science. ese experts act as advisors and play an organizational role in
reading instruction.
Second-language Instruction
A special instruction program in Bulgarian language is o ered for immigrant
students in Grades 1 4. However, no special instruction program in Bulgarian
language exists for non-immigrant Bulgarian children whose mother tongue
is not Bulgarian. Additional classes are available to help students learn formal
communication, extend their vocabulary, learn syntax structures, and improve
their handwriting, speaking, and writing. Language minority students also can
study their mother tongue at public schools as part of elective instruction.
One of the main goals outlined in the Program for Development of
Education, Science, and Youth Policies in Bulgaria (2009 2013) is to grant equal
access to education to all children. External assessment results have asserted
that additional actions should be taken for children whose mother tongue is
not Bulgarian. In addition to pedagogical assistance, these children must be
placed in an integrative environment that does not allow for discrimination
relative to any linguistic, ethnic, cultural, or other characteristic. Lastly, these
children should be educated in a kindergarten where they can communicate in
Bulgarian on a daily basis.9

Stud ents with Rea d ing Dif c ulties
A national program integrates children with special education needs into
mainstream education. Most students with special education needs are in
classrooms with other students but follow an individualized program.
Very few schools have specialists in reading disabilities (e.g., speech
therapists, psychologists). Usually, preprimar y or primar y teachers are
responsible for identifying students with reading di culties. Once identi ed,
these students receive support such as individual instruction from the teacher,
small-group instruction, or various kinds of art therapy. If they fail to make
progress while receiving such support, then they are advised to visit a specialist.
If students have symptoms of a disability, they are taught individually by
pedagogical, psychological, and medical specialists. In addition, speech
therapy and resource centers assist children with disabilities enrolled in the
mainstream schools.
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Tea c hers a nd Tea c her Ed uc a tion
Teacher Education Speci c to Reading
Students of teacher education can pursue a bachelor's, master's, or doctoral
degree at several universities. Teaching in primary school requires at least a
four-year bachelor's degree in primary pedagogy. In their program of study,
students must conduct guided observations, deliver observed lessons in schools,
and complete pre-graduation practice. A er successfully completing special
theoretical and practical state examinations, teachers receive a diploma which
serves as a teaching certi cate of professional quali cation.
Teaching in secondary school requires at least a four-year bachelor's
degree in a subject specialty, in addition to a teaching certi cate for professional
quali cation. Graduates or students who have completed their second year
at university in any relevant specialty may obtain a teaching certi cate a er
successfully passing examinations in pedagogy, psychology, and methodology,
in addition to the theoretical and practical state examinations.
Requirements for Ongoing Professional Development in Reading for Teachers
In Bulgaria, several universities have departments for professional development
and enhancing teacher quali cations. ese departments o er quali cation
courses and conduct quali cation degree examinations for teachers. Teachers
receive professional development primarily through periodic updates of
pedagogical knowledge, new instructional methods, and the use of ICT in
education. Teachers may then take examinations to acquire professional
quali cation degrees which lead to salary increases.
The new system of career development of teachers introduces five
in-service ranks that teachers can earn: junior teacher, teacher, senior teacher,
chief teacher, and teacher-methodologist.10

Monitoring Stud ent Prog ress in Rea d ing
One of the main goals of the Program for Development of Education, Science,
and Youth Policies in Bulgaria (2009 2013) is the development of a modern,
e ective, and objective evaluation system of the quality of education, which
includes systems for classroom (internal) and national (external) evaluation.
National evaluation examinations and end-of-secondary-school examinations
are conducted using standardized tests developed by experts from the Ministry
of Education, Youth, and Science and the Center for Control and Assessment
of the Quality of School Education.
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National Evaluation
Beginning in the 2006 07 school year, a national assessment was introduced at
the fourth grade using standardized tests in four subjects (Bulgarian language
and literature, mathematics, man and society, and man and nature). In the
following years, national assessment was extended to include successive grades,
so that by the 2009 10 school year, the national assessment was conducted at
each of Grades 4 7. Since the 2003 04 school year, a national assessment at the
eighth grade has been o ered for students with intensive instruction in a foreign
language (English, German, French, Spanish, Italian, and Russian).
In the 2007 08 school year, the state Matura, or national end-of-secondaryschool examinations were reinstated a er more than 40 years. Students must
pass two examinations to receive a secondary education diploma. Bulgarian
language and literature is compulsory, as is the second examination in one of
the following subjects, chosen by the student: mathematics, geography, physics,
chemistry, biology, history, philosophy, or foreign language. Students may take
as many additional examinations as they wish from the listed subjects. Many
universities and colleges allow examination results to be substituted for entrance
examinations.
In the 2010 11 school year, following a change in legislation, national
assessments were conducted in Grades 4, 7, 8, and 12 (the latter being the endof-secondary-school examinations). As a result, admission examinations for
specialized upper-secondary schools at the end of Grade 7 are now included
as non-compulsory portions of the external evaluations of Bulgarian language,
literature, and mathematics.
Classroom Evaluation of Students
Teachers conduct student evaluations using oral and written examinations as
well as non-standardized tests. Teachers grade student achievement on a scale
ranging from 2 6 points: 6 is excellent, 5 is very good, 4 is good, 3 is satisfactory,
and 2 is poor.
With the nancial support of the European Social Fund, the Center for
Control and Assessment of the Quality in School Education has developed
standards for classroom assessment for every grade and every subject to increase
the quality of the classroom evaluation of students. ese standards will be
published as a manual for teacher use.
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Im p a c t a nd Use of PIRLS
Over 64 publications, including articles, workshops, and media commentary,
have discussed Bulgarian participation in PIRLS. Research activities connected
with the achievement of Bulgarian students in PIRLS 2006 have been presented
at a variety of conferences11, 12, 13 and were incorporated into the International
Project European Core Curriculum for Mainstream Second Language Learning
(EUCIM).14
e Center for Control and Assessment of the Quality in School Education,
together with So a University, has administered quali cation workshops and
trainings for scorers and for item writers, using the released materials from
PIRLS 2001 and PIRLS 2006.
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La ng ua g e a nd Litera c y
English and French are the two o cial languages of instruction in Canada,
with the majority of students receiving rst-language instruction in English.
For Canadian students attending schools in which English is the medium of
instruction, French is taught as a second language; the reverse is the case for
schools in which French is the medium of instruction. In order to ensure that
these students have the opportunity to learn both of Canada's o cial languages,
French immersion programs are offered in the public education systems
throughout Canada. In these programs, students who do not speak French as
their rst language receive some or all of their instruction and perform their
schoolwork in French. Similar English language programs are available for
students who have not had previous education in English.
Canada has a rich cultural diversity that includes numerous Aboriginal
populations. To support Aboriginal cultures and eliminate the gap in literacy
achievement, several bilingual programs are o ered for First Nation languages
in combination with English, French, or both. Of these Aboriginal language
programs, Cree and Inuktitut are among the most notable.1
Being a multilingual and multicultural country, Canada has a signi cant
and increasing immigrant population. In some large urban areas, school boards
have identi ed more than 75 di erent home languages and dialects among
students. A number of second-language programs are available in American
Sign Language, Arabic, German, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Mandarin, Punjabi,
Spanish, Ukrainian, and other languages.
Two components of Canada's education systems receive support from the
federal government's o cial-language policy and funding programs: minoritylanguage education and second-language education. ese national federally
funded programs provide youth with opportunities for exchange and summer
study to enhance their language skills.2
Canada's provincial and territorial governments recognize that strong
literacy skills are the foundation for success in school and in life. Literacy is,
therefore, a priority in Canadian public schools at all grade levels and in all
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subject areas. e country's educational strategy centers on improving teaching,
learning, and achievement, a commitment that underscores the importance of
literacy in the 21st century and the need to extend the traditional concept of
literacy to encompass media and information literacies.

Overview of the Ed uc a tion System
The 13 education systems in Canada are under provincial or territorial
responsibility. ere is no integrated national system or national curriculum.
In the 13 jurisdictionsb (ten provinces and three territories), departments or
ministries of education develop their own curriculum and have the authority
to develop and administer provincial or territorial assessments. Education
services are delivered locally through boards of education, public schools, and
independent schools, while the ministry of each jurisdiction provides leadership,
develops policy and legislation, oversees system governance, sets curriculum
learning standards, and builds accountability frameworks in partnership with
school boards.3
e age range for compulsory education in Canada varies across provinces,
spanning from 5 19. In the provinces where children begin school during the
calendar year of their h birthday, parents have the option to defer their child's
enrollment until the next school year. There also are provinces permitting
parents to home-school their children.
Preprimary education is not mandatory in most Canadian provinces,
but several early childhood programs are available prior to Grade 1 in
public or private schools, or in other private institutions. For example,
British Columbia and Ontario have successfully implemented new full-day
Kindergarten programs.4
Educational levels are di erently grouped and named from one province or
territory government to another. Generally, there are two school levels: primary
(elementary) and secondary. Outside of Qu bec, primary level can range from
Kindergarten to Grade 8 (depending on province), and secondary level can
range from Grades 7 12 (depending on province). In Qu bec, primary level can
range from Kindergarten to Grade 6, and secondary level consists of ve years
of study divided into two cycles the rst comprising Grades 7 and 8, and the
second, Grades 9 11. e mandated number of school days per year varies by
jurisdiction, ranging from 180 200 days.

b
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La ng ua g e/ Rea d ing Curric ula in the Fourth Gra d e
Reading Policy
Although most Canadian jurisdictions do not have an o cial reading policy,
literacy is emphasized across all subject areas. Overall, reading is presented
as part of the English or French Language Arts curricula; some jurisdictions
present reading as a separate component of the curriculum (e.g., Ontario5 and
Manitoba-French 6), whereas others fully integrate reading throughout the
curriculum. In addition to reading, Language Arts curricula usually include
several interrelated elements, such as writing, listening, speaking, viewing, and
representing. e curricula outline expected student outcomes (e.g., knowledge,
skills, and attitudes) for the end of each school level.
As an important tool for communication and the development of thinking,
reading is at the heart of Canadian education. Reading enables students to
understand cultures within Canada and around the world, and contributes to the
construction of students' identities and worldviews. Some jurisdictions connect
reading to the cross-curricular competencies that focus on using information
and communication technology (ICT), as well as critical thinking.7 To help
students become better readers, education practices in Canada re ect the belief
that reading must be practiced, purposeful, modeled, and supported.
Summary of Provincial or Territorial Curricula
Jurisdictions introduced new English or French language arts curricula between
1997 and 2006 (with subsequent revisions in 2010 12 in most jurisdictions).
ese programs generally prescribe goals and objectives, as well as assessment
standards and methods. The Atlantic provinces (New Brunswick, Nova
Scotia, Prince Edward Island, and Newfoundland and Labrador) also specify
instructional processes and prescribe educational materials.8, 9 In jurisdictions in
which standards are not prescribed, teachers are supported through curriculum
documents that include suggestions and recommendations on instruction,
assessment, teaching units, supporting resources, textbooks, and established
best practices.
Most provincial or territorial language arts programs place a strong
emphasis on reading improvement, literary experience, information acquisition,
and reading for enjoyment. ese programs also focus on the reading processes
emphasized in PIRLS. Some curricula incorporate analytical, critical, and metacognitive thinking skills, and the exploration of multiple perspectives (e.g., see
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Ontario curriculum 10), or language cues and pragmatic, textual, syntactic, and
other conventions (e.g., see Manitoba curriculum 11).
All language arts curricula challenge students to engage in meaningful
involvement with contemporary and traditional texts in a variety of forms
(i.e., oral, print, and other media). The curricula expect students to make
sense of information, gather information from everyday material, re ect, pose
questions, discover connections, justify critical assessments, discover literature,
construct cultural references, and communicate what they have learned. Overall,
the common aim is to enable each student to understand and appreciate
language, and to use it con dently and competently in a variety of situations
for learning, communication, and personal satisfaction.
To develop reading competence, teachers are encouraged to employ
a number of strategies to ensure that students are successful.12, 13, 14 Some
examples of frequently used practices are as follows:
Stressing the connection between di erent Language Arts components
(i.e., reading, writing, listening, speaking, viewing, and representing);
Providing sca olded support to help students learn new literacy
strategies and skills by modeling, guiding, thinking aloud, and
supporting students as they practice reading;
Monitoring independent student achievement;
Di erentiating instruction for individuals and small groups of students;
Explicitly teaching and modeling the use of higher-level thinking skills
that enable students to understand, appreciate, and evaluate what they
read;
Encouraging students to re ect on and talk about the strategies that help
them construct meaning in reading (meta-cognition); and
Using meaningful and interesting texts on topics that matter to students.
Some jurisdictions, such as Saskatchewan, Manitoba, New BrunswickFrench, Nova Scotia, and Newfoundland and Labrador, prescribe the percentage
of total instructional time to be devoted to language and reading instruction.
is percentage varies by jurisdiction, within a range of 20 37 percent. Others,
such as British Columbia, Alberta, Ontario, and Qu bec, have chosen not to
prescribe any exact percentage of instructional time, but o er suggestions on
the number of hours or average percentage of time allocated to addressing the
learning outcomes within the language arts.
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Rea d ing Instruc tion in the Prim a ry Gra d es
Instructional Materials
Most jurisdictions make their curriculum content available in the following
forms:
O cial publication outlining the curriculum;
Ministry notes and directives;
Compulsory and recommended textbooks;
Instructional and pedagogical guides; and
Speci cally developed or recommended instructional activities.
In the jurisdictions that do not assign specific textbooks, classroom
resources generally must be evaluated to ensure that eligibility criteria are
met, including consistency with curriculum policy, social considerations
(e.g., Canadian orientation and products), the teacher's resource guide, and age
appropriateness.
In addition to the materials mentioned above, some jurisdictions also
provide the following:
Achievement indicators;
Graphics and visual organizers to support teachers in using the
curriculum documents;
A summary of key concepts and how they progressively build
throughout the grades (e.g., materials provided by British Columbia15);
e assessment framework for provincial exams (e.g., framework
proposed by New Brunswick for French-speaking schools16); and
Regular professional development sessions, which provide direction to
teachers and opportunities for professional learning (e.g., the Active
Young Readers Initiative launched in Nova Scotia in 200017).
Use of Technology
All ministries or departments of education recognize that information
technology is essential for 21st centur y students and that it potentially
can transform the ways a student communicates, collaborates, and learns.
erefore, technology is widely used in primary classrooms in Canada in
2006, all Canadian schools had computers (about one computer for every ve
students) and 98 percent of schools had an Internet connection.18 Teachers are
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encouraged to embrace a variety of educational technologies in their classrooms,
such as using video and audio tools, digital tablets, interactive whiteboards
(e.g., SMART BoardsTM), and a variety of so ware to help students develop
critical-thinking skills to support reading and writing instruction.
Role of Reading Specialists
e role of a reading specialist may include participating as a member of the
learning team, supporting the teacher, developing student programs, instructing
students, or administering assessments. Some Canadian schools, however,
may not have a designated reading specialist, in which case students who have
reading di culties may bene t from other specialized programs and services.
Second-language Instruction
Canada is a country with a broad immigration policy with more than 200
reported ethnic origins.19 Because the population of students who speak English
as a second, third, or even fourth language continues to grow, it is important
to meet the needs of these students. Depending on the jurisdiction, schools
may o er English- or French-as-a-second language services. ese services
are delivered in a number of ways, including (but not limited to) separate
instruction to students, support services within a mainstream classroom, and
specialist support for classroom teachers. In addition to these services, some
jurisdictions provide official guides for teaching second-language students
(e.g., the implementation guides for English as a second language in Alberta20, 21)
or perform an annual assessment of student progress (e.g., policy and guidelines
in British Columbia22).

Stud ents with Rea d ing Dif c ulties
Diagnostic Testing
A variety of methods are used to identify students with reading di culties
teacher observations, informal assessments (e.g., paper-and-pencil tests,
inventories, questionnaires, reading records, and sur veys), progressive
assessment (administered in multiple, complementary steps), and systematic
documentation processes. Teacher assessments may include the following:
concepts about print assessments, surveys of reading attitudes or strategies,
or assessments of a student's ability to read sight words and passages orally.
Diagnostic processes can be performed in a progressive manner, from prereferral activities (e.g., teacher observation) to referral to the school-based team
(e.g., consultation on possible classroom strategies and services) and extended
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assessments (e.g., psycho-educational, behavioral, speech and language,
orientation, and mobility assessments). In order to facilitate the diagnostic and
intervention processes, some jurisdictions provide teachers with screening and/
or intervention tools (e.g., an Internet-based tool implemented in Ontario,23 the
Early Development Instrument (EDI),24 or the Early Years Evaluation (EYE)
assessment tool implemented in New Brunswick25). Provincial manuals and
guidelines usually explain diagnostic testing.26, 27
Instruction for Children with Reading Di culties
Canada is committed to equal opportunity and fairness to students, making
every reasonable e ort to enable students with special needs to demonstrate
learning. Depending on the school and jurisdiction, students with reading
disabilities either can be integrated into regular classrooms (most common),
organized into small groups that receive special assistance from a teacher, or,
in rare cases, segregated in special-needs classrooms.
Students with reading difficulties generally receive support through a
variety of means: remedial, corrective, or skill-building instruction; speci c
learning strategies; alternative reading materials; adapted curriculum; tutors;
and assistive technology (e.g., optical character-recognition systems, or screen
readers). A range of accommodations for these students also is available: using
spell checkers, organizers, or colored paper; allowing additional time; providing
alternative seating; dividing a test into parts; providing a test in large print or
Braille; or using scribes.
Individualized education plans in literacy are implemented as needed in
most jurisdictions.28, 29

Tea c hers a nd Tea c her Ed uc a tion
Elementary school teachers generally complete four years of post-secondary
education to receive a bachelor's degree in education from an accredited
university. At least one supervised eld practicum is required in any teacher
education program, although duration of the practicum varies among
jurisdictions, ranging from 40 days to six months. Some jurisdictions also
require the following:
A qualifying examination (i.e., Qu bec and New Brunswick-French);
Completion of a probationary teaching period lasting from six
months to two years (i.e., British Columbia, Alberta, Nova Scotia, and
Newfoundland and Labrador); or
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Completion of a mentoring or induction program
is program may
provide another full year of professional support, including orientation,
mentoring, and professional development in areas such as literacy,
classroom management, and e ective communication.
Although there are no requirements speci c to teaching reading, basic
language arts curriculum courses are generally o ered to teacher-education
students, with several instructional courses taken by those specializing in
language arts.
Requirements for Ongoing Professional Development in Reading for Teachers
Opportunities for ongoing professional development can include university
programs, special training programs o ered by the department or ministry
of education or teachers' colleges, educational conferences, research projects,
on-line learning communities, and large-scale assessment development sessions
or scoring teams. In addition to these opportunities, some jurisdictions, such as
Qu bec, create special centers that o er professional support to new teachers
(e.g., centers of excellence developed by English-speaking school boards in
Qu bec30). Most jurisdictions do not regulate the number of professional
development hours but some, such as Nova Scotia, do, requiring teachers to
complete 100 hours of professional development every ve years.31

Monitoring Stud ent Prog ress in Rea d ing
Canadian classroom teachers use a variety of approaches to monitor student
progress, including ongoing classroom assessments as well as jurisdictional and
national assessments.
National Assessments
e Pan-Canadian Assessment Program (PCAP) is the most recent commitment
from the Council of Ministers of Education, Canada (CMEC) to inform Canadians
about student achievement in reading, mathematics, and science. Ever y
three years, PCAP assesses student performance at Grade 8 (Secondary Two
in Qu bec). The next assessment will take place in 2013, with reading as a
minor subject.32
Jurisdictional Assessments
e type of jurisdiction-level tests and the grades at which they are administered
di er by jurisdiction. In general, each jurisdiction has a number of curriculumbased assessment programs that evaluate student reading ability at di erent
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points in primary or secondary school. For example, Alberta requires students
to take a provincial examination in language arts in Grades 3, 6, and 9, with
a further diploma examination in Grade 12. Qu bec has an examination in
language arts at the end of elementary and secondary school. Ontario assesses
students in reading and writing in Grades 3 and 6, and, starting in Grade 10,
students take the Ontario Secondary School Literacy Test (OSSLT). Jurisdictionlevel examination scores are used, to varying extents, as components of
students' nal class grades or graduation requirements. In general, following
the administration of a provincial or territorial assessment, detailed reports at
the district, school, class, and individual student levels are generated and sent
back to schools and teachers to help them identify their students' strengths and
areas requiring improvement.33, 34, 35
Classroom Assessments
Teachers generally use a variety of informal reading assessment strategies,
including teacher observations, portfolios, and classroom-based tests, for
formative and summative purposes. Student progress usually is documented
through report cards, which indicate a student's performance in relation to the
jurisdiction's curriculum and include information on attitudes, work habits,
e ort, and social responsibility. In some schools and school boards, teachers also
may use a variety of standardized tests to assess reading achievement, such as the
Canadian Achievement Test (CAT),36 the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test,37
the Test of Early Reading Ability (TERA),38 and others. Student progress is
communicated to parents by means of report cards, parent-teacher conferences,
and e-mails, or through regular informal communications.39

Im p a c t a nd Use of PIRLS
Some Canadian jurisdictions have participated in PIRLS since 2001. e rst
two provinces to join this initiative were Ontario and Qu bec. e next were
British Columbia, Alberta, and Nova Scotia, which began taking part in 2006.
Other provinces (Saskatchewan, Manitoba, New Brunswick-French, and
Newfoundland and Labrador) joined PIRLS during its last administration in
2011, and three provinces (Alberta, Ontario, and Qu bec) also participated
as benchmarking jurisdictions.40 PIRLS scores provide an external measure
of reading literacy in addition to the national and jurisdictional assessments,
and allow for cross-jurisdictional as well as international comparisons. Active
involvement in PIRLS enables ministries of education to identify and understand
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the strengths and weaknesses of Canadian students in the international context,
and to compare the standards of their own provincial or territorial assessments
and curricula. For example, the province of British Columbia formally links
results from PIRLS to their Grade 4 jurisdictional reading assessment.41 e
high achievement of Canadian students confirms the relevance of literacy
policies and practices in Canada; however, further improvement is necessary
to support students with reading di culties and to reduce the gender gap.
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La ng ua g e a nd Litera c y
Mandarin Chinese is the o cial language of Taiwan, as well as the language of
instruction for most subjects at all school levels. Other local languages include
Taiwanese, Hakka, and aboriginal languages. Students from rst through sixth
grade are required to study one local language spoken in Taiwan. From third
grade on, English is obligatory as well. High schools o er additional, optional
foreign language courses.1
As evidence of Taiwan's emphasis on literacy, one of the four primary
policies listed by the Ministry of Education (MoE) is to form literate citizens
who can think independently and have self-esteem. 2 Several initiatives have
been implemented to promote reading and literacy. For example, in 2000, MoE
introduced the National Children's Reading Movement for young children to
emphasize the importance of reading development and children's literature.
e Focus 300 project has distributed additional funds to 300 primary and
junior high schools in remote areas, for the purchase of books and related
reading activities. In addition numerous volunteer groups are responsible for
children's extracurricular reading at primary schools and in regional libraries.
Story Mothers is one such group, comprised of volunteer mothers who prepare
books and related reading activities for children such as storytelling, drama,
and discussions.
Taiwan also has two extremely popular children's reading club websites
where children can read, watch, discuss, and write about books. e Ministry
of Education supports one of these Open Book. e other, Children's Literary
Museum, is funded by the Council for Cultural A airs.3, 4
In 2005, the Taiwan Reading and Culture Foundation initiated the
Philanthropic Library to provide books for group reading in schools.5 In the
same year, the Hsin-Yi Foundation introduced Bookstart activities for children
up to three years old in the public libraries.6 In 2011, MoE began promoting
Bookstart activities for all rst grade students.7
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Overview of the Ed uc a tion System
e government of Taiwan has adopted a centralized educational administration
system characterized by national standards for curriculum and assessment
(i.e., senior high school and college entrance examinations). All schools in
Taiwan adhere to the national curriculum standards, use approved textbooks,
and prepare their students to pass college entrance examinations.
e current education system in Taiwan encompasses basic, intermediate,
advanced, and returning education. Basic education includes kindergarten,
primary school, and junior high school. Intermediate education includes
senior high school and vocational education. Advanced education includes
junior college, university, and graduate school. Returning education refers to
schools for continuing education and supplementary schools. Special education
is provided at all levels for students with physical and mental disabilities.
Since 1968, a nine-year compulsory education program for basic education
(primary and junior high school) has been in place, with basic education
divided into three levels: Level One (Grades 1 3); Level Two (Grades 4 6); and
Level ree (Grades 7 9). Children begin Grade 1 when they turn six, and all
children in Taiwan are required to complete these nine years of education.
Two types of institutions provide intermediate education above the junior
high school level: senior high schools and senior vocational schools, both
requiring three years to complete. Senior high school students take courses that
prepare them for a college or university education. Senior vocational schools
o er courses in areas such as agriculture, industry, business, marine products,
nursing, home economics, drama, and art.
Advanced education includes junior college and university programs.
Junior colleges fall into two categories: ve-year junior colleges and two-year
junior colleges, each having di erent admission requirements. Five-year junior
colleges admit junior high school graduates and two-year junior colleges admit
senior vocational high school graduates. University programs require four years
of study; however, students have the exibility to ful ll their requirements in
three to six years. Specialized undergraduate programs such as dentistry or
medicine require six to seven years of study, including a one-year internship
period. Graduate programs leading to a master's or doctoral degree require one
to four years and two to seven years, respectively. Students entering graduate
school as part of on-the-job training may be granted an extension if they are
unable to nish the required courses or complete their thesis or dissertation
in time.
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Returning education provides citizens with an alternative means of
achieving their educational goals. Returning education is classi ed into three
main categories: basic education, advanced study, and short-term supplementary
education. A wide range of courses are offered as returning education, at
different levels of difficulty. Courses include literacy education, cooking,
pottery, ower arrangement, economics, Chinese or Western philosophy, and
psychology; and the length of time required for a program varies according to
the individual curriculum.
In addition to compulsory education, most of Taiwan's young children
attend kindergarten and daycare, the majority of which are privately owned.
In 2010, of the 183,901 children enrolled in preprimary institutions, nearly
61 percent were enrolled in private institutions.8 To ensure that every child
receives proper care and education, nancial support for preprimary education
is available from the government for ve-year-old children. e stipend is 15,000
New Taiwan Dollars ($500 USD) per semester, per child.

La ng ua g e/ Rea d ing Curric ulum in the Fourth Gra d e
Reading Policy
A clear statement of the country's reading policy is included in the General
Guidelines of Grade 1 9 Curriculum, published and implemented in 2003
and revised in 2011 by MoE.9 e curriculum's section on language includes
guidelines for Chinese (Mandarin), dialects, and English instruction. Because
Chinese is the language of testing for PIRLS 2006 and 2011 in Taiwan, the
following summary presents a description of the Chinese reading section.
Summary of National Curriculum
e Chinese reading curriculum contains general goals for students' academic
attainment and requirements for the three levels of basic education, as well as
guidelines for reading materials and instruction. For reading at primary grades,
the goal is to cultivate students' abilities to use the Chinese language. Students
are expected to listen, speak, read, and write effectively in order to think,
comprehend, reason, coordinate, discuss, appreciate, and create. Moreover,
students should be motivated to read extensively and to appreciate literature
and Chinese culture. Also, students should learn to use the Internet and other
tools to encourage independent learning.
Generally, students in Grades 4 6 are to learn strategies they will need to
learn from reading. Goals for these students are the following:
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Be familiar with the orthographies, sounds, and meanings of new words,
and use them exibly, distinguishing between the writing styles of
spoken and classical Chinese;
Form a habit of reading extracurricular books;
Regulate reading strategies to promote reading speed and e ciency;
Understand the main ideas and structure of texts;
Have a general understanding of grammar and rhetorical skills;
Recognize basic stylistic features of texts;
Master reading strategies for di erent kinds of texts;
Understand the tones and feelings of texts;
Search for information in the library to enhance self-learning;
Use reference books to gain independent problem-solving abilities;
Learn to compile, abstract, and organize information;
Have a general understanding of di erent types of text, and be able to
use words and structures appropriate to the contexts of these text types;
Enjoy words and voices that communicate and express di erent things
in di erent contexts;
Discuss the content of readings, and share thoughts with others;
Understand expressions of respect for people, things, and objects;
Cultivate the spirit of group participation by engaging in reading
activities that enhance interactions;
Read classical and modern literature from China, Taiwan, and foreign
sources;
Connect reading materials to the real world;
Apply knowledge of organizational structures (e.g., sequential, causal,
contrast) to reading;
Use computers and other technology to enhance language ability;
Read attentively and be mindful of details;
Read content thoroughly and develop thoughts broadly;
Grasp the process of problem solving in texts; and
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ink critically about the content of texts.

Rea d ing Instruc tion in the Prim a ry Gra d es
e General Guidelines of Grade 1 9 Curriculum lists the following guidelines
for e ective practices for teachers:
Reading is the center of language instruction; however, reading should
be learned in conjunction with listening, speaking, composition, and
writing.
Student-centered instruction of comprehension strategies should be
considered in order to cultivate independent reading abilities.
Teaching a text should begin with an overall review, followed by a
paragraph-by-paragraph analysis to understand the content in depth,
and then a study of the format, rhetoric, structure, characteristic, and
style of the text.
Comprehension strategies for various structures of texts should be
provided and should consider students' background knowledge.10
Generally, teachers of Chinese adhere closely to the textbooks and
workbooks, feeling obligated to teach all content therein. In teaching Chinese,
most teachers follow a set of procedures and all instructional activities comply
with textbooks and workbooks. For example, in first grade, lessons always
begin with a warm-up activity, mostly through choral reading or questioning,
to review lessons and preview the new lesson. is is followed by a variety
of activities to consolidate learning, and the lesson ends with desk work. In
third grade and higher, teaching procedures are similar, although with more
extended and integrated activities as the focus of the lessons. Activities such as
brainstorming or dramatization are used to reinforce a lexical or linguistic focus
for the lesson, or to elaborate on and enlighten the text.11
In fourth grade, approximately 60 percent of classroom time is focused
on character instruction and practice.12 A common practice of classroom
instruction is for the teacher to specify the character by writing it on the
blackboard and students to model the teacher's writing by tracing the character
in the air.13 Many teachers believe that without proper knowledge of Chinese
characters, students cannot understand texts well. However, research indicates
that from second grade on, students read by the unit of word, not by character.14
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Instructional Materials
Since the government of Taiwan has adopted a national curriculum standard,
schools have been required to follow regulations for selecting instructional
materials for students. In general, publishers compile Chinese textbooks
according to the guidelines in the General Guidelines of Grade 1 9 Curriculum.
ese textbooks are examined by a committee formed by MoE, and a list of
approved texts is released. Schools then form a textbook selection committee
comprised of teachers, administrators, parents, and subject specialists to choose
appropriate texts for their students from this list. Many teachers also use library
materials for extracurricular reading and student assignments.
Use of Technology
Almost all primary schools have computer laboratories or computers in the
classrooms, and teachers are asked to integrate technology into different
subjects. Students are required to take computer literacy classes and are o en
assigned tasks, which require them to collect information on the Internet.15, 16
Second-language Instruction
As mentioned above, students in third grade receive lessons in English as a
second language. However, quali ed English teachers are in great demand.
e Ministry of Education provides subsidies to schools wishing to hire more
quali ed foreign teachers who speak English, especially in disadvantaged areas.

Stud ents with Rea d ing Dif c ulties
In Taiwan, the Special Education Law was rst introduced in 1984 and revised in
1997. e law mandates that there must be schools o ering special educational
programs and medical doctors or therapists to provide diagnosis and treatment
or rehabilitation. e law also recognizes learning disabilities as a category of
special education, and ensures educational services for children and youths
with these disabilities, including reading disabilities. e Special Education
Unit, established by MoE, oversees policymaking and education program
administration relative to the Special Education Law.
Diagnostic Testing
Regular classroom teachers or parents identify students suspected of having
reading disabilities. After identification, children are evaluated by trained
special education teachers in local school districts or by clinical psychologists
at hospitals. Following diagnosis, a child is observed for one year to con rm
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that general instruction from regular education cannot improve the child's
reading. However, the major problem with the learning disabilities criteria in
Taiwan is the lack of an operational de nition of general instruction from
regular education. Even with a con rmed diagnosis, few e ective evidencebased programs exist for students with learning or reading disabilities.17
Instruction for Children with Reading Di culties
Students identified as having learning disabilities are eligible for various
special education services, such as collaborative consultation or co-teaching
in their regular classroom, and a special education resource room. In most
cases, students remaining in regular classrooms are sent to resource classrooms
periodically to reinforce the material being taught.

Tea c hers a nd Tea c her Ed uc a tion
In 1994, the Teacher Education Act deregulated teacher education. is enabled
all universities, as well as teacher colleges, to establish teacher education
programs to produce K 12 teachers. According to a 2005 amendment to the
Teacher Education Act, all teacher colleges were to transform into education
universities and provide the same teacher education programs as regular
universities.
In order to become a teacher, a college degree with up to 40 extra credits
in a teacher education program is necessary. e 40-credit-hour program for
primary school teacher education includes course requirements in each of the
following areas: education foundations (e.g., educational psychology, philosophy,
and sociology); general methods (e.g., principles of counseling, testing, and
measurement); teaching methods (e.g., nature and social science); and basic
subject content (e.g., children's literature, general mathematics, and science).
Upon completion of the program, all primary school teachers are expected to
be able to teach any subject when needed.
Following graduation, prospective teachers participate in a one-semester
supervised practicum at a school, a er which they must pass a national written
quali cation examination. Once quali ed, new teachers are eligible to interview
for employment. The Bureau of Education in each regional government is
responsible for recruiting teachers for local schools. The bureau forms a
committee comprised of college professors, school administrators, teachers,
parents, and local government personnel to select teachers.
All graduates from teacher education programs, either from teacher
colleges or universities, compete with each other for job openings in all schools.
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In past years, the competition has been great, and large salaries and excellent
bene ts led to a high demand for teacher education programs.18 However, due
to a decrease in the national birth rate, more recently universities have been
closing teacher education programs.
Requirements for Ongoing Professional Development in Reading for Teachers
Teachers are required to participate in in-service education for a certain
number of credit hours each year, although this number varies across schools
and districts. Each school arranges its own training program for its teachers;
alternatively, teachers may attend seminars and workshops related to their own
interests and needs. A er each seminar or workshop, participants receive a
statement of credits earned.
Following PIRLS 2006, more reading instruction-related workshops
became available for primary school teachers. is is described in detail in the
Impact and Use of PIRLS section, below.

Monitoring Stud ent Prog ress in Rea d ing
In Grades 1 9, student progress is evaluated twice in each grade, and parents are
sent a report card at the end of each semester. Some schools have a school-wide
examination for each subject at each grade level. But, the classroom teacher is
responsible for evaluating his or her students.
A er graduating from junior high school, students who wish to progress
into intermediate or advanced education must take national or regional entrance
examinations. ere are two main national entrance examinations: one for
entrance to senior high school or senior vocational school, and one for entrance
to colleges or universities. Regional intermediate schools and private schools
have their own entrance examinations. Recently, the Ministry of Education has
launched the Taiwan Assessment of Student Achievement program (TASA) to
assess the achievement of the education goals outlined in the General Guidelines
of Grade 1 9 Curriculum TASA is a nationwide assessment planned for students
in Grades 4, 6, 8, and 11. First administered in 2007, TASA has a planned
three-year cycle. e subjects tested include Chinese, mathematics, science,
social studies, and English. All participating students are required to complete
questionnaires concerning their personal and family backgrounds. TASA will
be used to create a database for the study of Chinese Taipei's students' progress
and the education system in the future.
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Im p a c t a nd Use of PIRLS
Taiwan rst participated in PIRLS in 2006. Following the release of the PIRLS
2006 results in 2007, a national report and a pamphlet summary of PIRLS 2006
were distributed among teachers and parents. A consensus was then reached
that no true reading instruction was being provided in classrooms. As a result,
the Ministry of Education and reading researchers have initiated projects to
encourage university professors and primary school teachers to work together
to develop reading strategy instruction, and have published the Reading
Comprehension Strategies Instructional Manual for teachers' reference.19
The regional government has also sponsored many reading-related
workshops for teachers, focusing on such topics as the international de nitions
and criteria of reading literacy. Some teachers have become aware that reading
is more than decoding, and that students need more comprehension strategies
to help them integrate and synthesize what they read. Some teachers have begun
to model the question types used in PIRLS and to ask questions about multiple
perspectives in their Chinese language class.
Meanwhile, MoE has realized that most Chinese language teachers who
have been trained in Chinese are not familiar with reading instruction. e
Ministry of Education has now initiated national reading centers, involving
universities around Chinese Taipei, to develop reading instruction models and
instruction materials to help teachers learn about teaching reading e ciently.
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La ng ua g e a nd Litera c y
The official language of Colombia is Spanish, though numerous additional
languages and dialects are used by di erent ethnic groups living in certain
regions of the country. ese languages also are recognized as o cial in their
respective territories and include the following: about 65 indigenous languages
in twelve linguistic families, such as Arawak, Chibcha, Quechua, and Uitoto,
among others; two creoles with di erent lexical bases; romance languages; and
the national sign language used by the deaf community.
e Constitution of 1991 established that bilingual education would be
provided in communities with their own linguistic traditions.1 us, educational
regulations allow individual schools to de ne their own curricula and study
plans for Grades 1 11 of primary and secondary education, though schools
are required to adhere to basic competency standards of guidelines set by the
Ministry of National Education (MEN) for each subject.
Since 2011, MEN has begun implementing the National Reading and
Writing Plan, which aims to ensure that Colombians incorporate reading and
writing into their daily lives, read and write more, read and write better, and
enjoy it. 2 MEN also has begun to implement the National Reading and Libraries
Plan, which aims to support the development of a comprehensive national
policy, consistent and sustainable development, and strengthening of public
policies in the country. 3 In addition, District Councils for the Promotion of
Reading have been created in numerous cities to provide advice to the district
administration regarding policies, plans, and programs that promote reading.
Since 1988, the International Book Fair of Bogota has been a tradition that
has been responsible for publishing development and has been the engine of
reading, promotion, and marketing of books in Colombia and in the markets of
other Latin American countries. 4 In addition, initiatives such as the International
Essay Contest, the Children and Youth Festival of Poetry, and the National Short
Story Competition have been launched to promote reading and literacy.
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In 2007, the annual National Short Story Competition began as a teaching
strategy to promote creative writing among students, teachers, and school
administrators in primary through higher education. All schools are invited to
participate, and 30 students and ve teachers are awarded with participation in
the Hay Festival of literature, held annually in the city of Cartagena.

Overview of the Ed uc a tion System
e Constitution of 1991 decentralized social services, including education,
based on the principle that such services are delivered more e ciently when
they are close to their clients or bene ciaries. Responsibilities at the national,
local, and school levels were thus defined within this framework. At the
national level, MEN develops policies and educational strategies, establishes
standards, allocates resources for service delivery, and carries out inspection and
supervision of the sector. Local educational authorities in departments (states)
and municipalities do the following: manage teaching and administrative sta
in public schools; implement in-service training programs; provide materials,
advice, and support to schools; and inspect and monitor the respective area of
jurisdiction. Schools design and implement curricula and study plans, which
are prepared in accordance with guidelines issued at the national level.
Education is provided by the government, or by private schools with
government permission in urban or rural areas. Preprimary education comprises
two preparatory years and one compulsory year. Basic education comprises
nine grades, divided into two cycles: basic primary school (Grades 1 5), and
basic secondary school (Grades 6 9).5 Basic education is offered at 23,414
primary schools, 58 percent of which are public.6 Middle secondary education
(Grades 10 11) follows basic education and some schools also offer an
additional two-year cycle for students to earn a Higher Normal School degree,
which provides initial teacher training for those who plan to work at the
preprimary and primary basic education levels. ere are also several types of
higher education, including technical, technological, university undergraduate
programs, specializations, and master's and doctoral programs.
According to 2010 statistics, 5,084,966 children attended primary school in
Colombia; of these, 4,437,235 (87%) students attended public schools.7 Fourth
grade enrollment was 941,139 students.8
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La ng ua g e/ Rea d ing Curric ulum in the Fourth Gra d e
Colombia has no national curriculum for any of the subjects taught in
compulsory education. Schools have the autonomy to de ne their curricula
and study plans, as part of each school's Institutional Educational Project.
However, schools are obligated to cover nine areas of basic and fundamental
education, one of which is language, and at least 80 percent of each school's
curriculum must correspond to the development of these key areas. e school
de nes the remaining 20 percent to meet speci c educational needs related to
its sociocultural and geographical environment.
While there is no national curriculum, MEN has de ned basic competency
standards in language, mathematics, natural and social sciences, citizenship
skills, and English as a foreign language.9 The standards are the official
guidelines on which MEN bases periodic evaluation of the quality of education
in Grades 3, 5, and 9. MEN and the secretaries of education disseminate these
standards and provide consultation on how to incorporate the standards into
schools' curricula as well as instruction.
MEN divides the standards into the following educational levels:
Grades 1 3, Grades 4 5, Grades 6 7, Grades 8 9, and Grades 10 11. The
standards provide learning goals in terms of skills, which refer to student
articulation of knowledge and expertise. ese goals guide the educational
process to help ensure that students achieve the skill level necessary by the end
of each educational cycle.
e basic standards for the area of language include ve factors:
Text production Students use oral language in communication, though
intonation and articulation, and produce written texts that respond to
di erent communication needs, following a strategic process in their
preparation;
Text comprehension and interpretation Students understand and
interpret di erent types of texts, use search strategies, and organize and
store information;
Literature Students develop reading hypotheses about the relationship
between the various elements of a literary text and its context;
Media and other symbolic systems Students evaluate mass media and
select information for use in creating new texts, as well as evaluate nonverbal codes used in authentic situations; and
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Communication ethics Students do the following: understand and
analyze the elements, roles, relationships, and rules of communication;
use these to infer the intentions and expectations of communication
exchanges; and develop more e ective communication processes.
Some of these factors also articulate a speci c knowledge goal as well as
a knowledge purpose, which outlines the processes that students will use once
they have acquired the necessary pedagogical tools.
Beyond these ve factors, the basic competency standards also describe
basic sub-processes which apply across factors and are related to student
characteristics and school environment. ese sub-processes serve as a guide
for student language development.

Rea d ing Instruc tion in the Prim a ry Gra d es
Instructional Materials
e materials used for reading instruction include text and picture books, arts
and sciences books, and instructional manuals. Teachers and principals select
textbooks and other teaching materials that are consistent with the school's
Institutional Educational Project. Local secretaries of education and MEN also
provide resources (e.g, libraries, laboratories), usually in the context of speci c
policies and programs. Teachers also can use resource centers and libraries to
view or purchase materials.
Secretaries of education and non-pro t organizations sponsor the Internet
portal Colombia Aprende (Colombia Learns)10 and other educational websites
that publish a wide range of materials to support teachers in developing
educational activities. Furthermore, some regions of the country have invested
in education programs and technologies such as computers with advanced
technology, databases, electronic texts, and specialized so ware.
Use of Technology
e role of technology in teaching reading is not explicit in the government's
plans for the use of information and communications technology (ICT).
However, the Ten-Year National Plan of Education (2006 16) includes seven
macro targets for the technological renovation and use of ICT in education: 11
Equipment and infrastructure;
Evaluation and quality standards;
Strengthening of reading and writing processes;
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Strengthening of learning processes through ICT;
Pedagogical innovation and interaction of those involved in education;
Strengthening of educational projects and monitoring mechanisms; and
Initial and ongoing teacher training in the use of ICT.
Ten goals have been developed from these macro objectives, mostly for
the rst four years of the ten-year plan. Implementation over the following six
years will allow for improved integration of ICT in student learning at all levels
of education in Colombia.
Role of Reading Specialists
Language teachers in Colombia generally handle students with identified
reading di culties. Depending on the type of problem identi ed, students
may be referred to speech therapy specialists or psychologists for professional
support or treatment. e specialized care is paid for by parents or is provided
through the public health services available in each region. As part of the
National Reading and Writing Plan, reading specialists also have contributed to
formulating guidelines to enrich the process of reading and writing.
Second-language Instruction
Article 21 of the General Education Law (1994) stipulates that one objective
of compulsory education is the acquisition of elements of conversation
and reading in at least one foreign language. 12 As part of their Institutional
Educational Project, schools have the autonomy to teach foreign languages as
they see t.
In Colombia, 1.4 percent of the population speaks a language other than
Spanish (see Language and Literacy, above),13 but not all of these languages
have written codes. In these minority ethnic communities, basic education
instruction is provided in the minority language while Spanish is taught as a
second language. is allows schools to create integrated bilingual spaces while
preserving the minority mother tongue within the school context. MEN and the
secretaries of education provide teacher training in these languages.14
MEN also has set basic standards for English as a foreign language because
English provides access to a global society. MEN also has stated that, by 2019,
all fourth grade students must have attained at least the basic level in English,
according to the standards identi ed in the Common European Framework.15
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Stud ents with Rea d ing Dif c ulties
Instruction for Children with Reading Di culties
The General Education Law outlines methods of providing education to
population groups with certain characteristics, including those with physical,
sensory, mental, cognitive, emotional disabilities, or exceptional intellectual
abilities, and the formal education system must serve these students through
inclusive education. Schools must provide comprehensive support, including
specialized classrooms and teachers, to address the needs of these students.
Schools design specific strategies for assessing and treating students
with learning di culties, including problems related to reading and writing.
Schools can apply for specialist care for these students, using therapies paid for
by families.

Tea c hers a nd Tea c her Ed uc a tion
Teacher Education Speci c to Reading
There are three educational tracks that can be followed to become a basic
primary school teacher in Colombia:
Teachers may earn a Higher Normal School degree, which includes up
to two years of study in middle secondary education. Higher Normal
Schools are academic institutions that provide initial training for
preprimary and primary basic education teachers. As of 2010, 27,489
students had obtained degrees in this way.16
Teachers may graduate from an education degree program,
which includes up to four or ve years of study in a vocational or
undergraduate program. Teachers who earn degrees in the Spanish
language (or another language) most frequently teach language,
especially in basic primary and secondary education. As of 2010, 86,718
students had earned undergraduate degrees as licensed teachers.17
Teachers may graduate from any (i.e., non-education) undergraduate
program, which includes up to four or ve years of study at a college or
university. However, to teach language in basic primary and secondary
education, a graduate degree in education is required. As of 2010, 35,595
students had obtained graduate degrees in this way.18 Similarly, experts,
technicians or technologists (corresponding to a degree a er three
years of college), or classi ed sta with at least the fourth degree in the
teaching ranks, and with experience or training in education, can teach
in basic primary and secondary education.
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Requirements for Ongoing Professional Development in Reading for Teachers
In Colombia, continuous teacher professional development is the responsibility
of higher education institutions that o er professional courses, continuing
education, and further specialization endorsed by the General Law of Education.
In departments and municipalities that are certi ed to administer educational
services autonomously in their area of jurisdiction, Territorial Committees for
Teacher Training provide training and professional development guidelines to
improve educational quality.
In both the public and private sectors, higher education institutions are
encouraged to offer professional development courses. In order to provide
quality education, development, and professional growth, these institutions
must ensure that courses are conducted by educators with the quali cations
(i.e., training, experience, performance, skills, and attributes) essential to guide
everything relating to the admission, retention, promotion and retirement
of teachers. 19

Monitoring Stud ent Prog ress in Rea d ing
The Colombian Institute for the Evaluation of Education (ICFES) is
responsible for assessing the quality of education in the countr y and
periodically conducts examinations that evaluate students' skills in language,
mathematics, natural sciences, and citizenship. Since 2002, language
examinations evaluate reading comprehension levels of all students in Grades
5 and 9; as of 2012, students at Grade 3 also will be assessed. e design
of these examinations is based on the provisions of the basic standards of
competencies. In addition, questionnaires are used to obtain demographic
information about family and school contexts in order to understand what
factors are associated with students' examination performance. Assessment
results are made available to the public on the ICFES website.20 Additionally,
ICFES produces reports with detailed analyses of di erences between various
reference groups (e.g., by gender, socioeconomic level, sector, rural vs. urban
regions, and public vs. private), as well as the background factors that have
the strongest relationship with achievement results.
Each school has the autonomy to de ne its own strategies for student
evaluation and promotion, in accordance with MEN guidelines. Evaluations
conducted in schools should aim to assess student progress, evaluate the school's
educational processes, identify pedagogical tools to support students with
learning disabilities, determine student promotion, and identify and develop
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educational plans. Evaluation should identify student strengths and weaknesses,
and should enable the school to design and implement remedial strategies to
overcome the latter.
Generally, classroom assessments are guided by MEN Decree 1290 of 2009,
which establishes the possibility of using di erent evaluation techniques in the
classroom, and teachers apply various forms of assessment (e.g., oral or written
tests, papers) at their discretion.21, 22 MEN's current recommended strategy to
assess student learning involves evaluation of group work, interacting with the
environment, task completion, and providing explanations to classmates.
Report cards include the criteria for evaluation and promotion, a grading
scale, the time period in which instruction took place, the student's grades, and
follow-up actions to improve student performance. Parents are regularly invited
to schools to receive these reports and to discuss student performance as well as
strategies to maintain or improve the student's academic progress.

Im p a c t a nd Use of PIRLS
Colombia participated in PIRLS 2001 and Colombia's students obtained a score
of 422 points on the PIRLS scale, below the international average (500). e
average age of the fourth grade students who took the 2001 assessment was
10.5 years.
Because of the country's experience with PIRLS 2001, reading plans were
implemented to improve students' reading skills and teacher training programs
were improved to strengthen the education provided in this eld. Currently,
some researchers are using the PIRLS assessment results to further explore
teaching practices, use of materials, and learning strategies, which will provide
further evidence with which to strengthen policies to improve educational
quality in Colombia.
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Cro a tia
Jasminka Buljan Culej
National Center for External Evaluation of Education

La ng ua g e a nd Litera c y
e Croatian language and the Latin alphabet shall be in
o cial use in the Republic of Croatia. In individual local
units another language and the Cyrillic or some other
alphabet may, along with the Croatian language and
the Latin alphabet, be introduced into o cial use under
conditions speci ed by law.1
e o cial language in the Republic of Croatia is Croatian. However,
members of national minorities have the right to be educated in their mother
tongue at all levels of education, from pre-school to post-secondary (national
minority languages present in Croatian schools are Serbian, Hungarian, Italian,
German, Austrian, Macedonian, Albanian, Czech, Slovene, Ukrainian, and
Slovak). Since 2008, foreign languages are studied from rst grade onward.
Croatian language and literature are divided into four components:
Croatian language, literature, linguistic expression, and media culture. In the
lower grades of primary education, the primary goal is to accomplish literacy
tasks that enable students to manage everyday situations. Practical use of the
Croatian language is emphasized, as opposed to learning linguistic terms on a
theoretical level, to facilitate the acquisition of knowledge and skills, develop
competence, and adopt values and attitudes related to the language. A further
goal is to develop children's reading interests and literary skills, with a critical
approach to various media and their contents.
The curriculum places emphasis on students with special needs by
providing conditions for learning in accordance with their abilities. Continuing
professional development of teachers provides the skills necessary for working
with such pupils.
e Ministry of Science, Education and Sports is continuously conducting
research and development projects related to student achievement in the areas
of reading and writing. School and local libraries play a major role in the
development of literary skills.
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Overview of the Ed uc a tiona l System
In the Republic of Croatia, the Ministry of Science, Education and Sports is
responsible for administration of the education system. Speci cally, the ministry
oversees activities related to the following: preschool, primary, and secondary
education in the country and promoting international cooperation of education
abroad; curriculum; textbooks and educational standards; development of the
education system; professional development and teacher education for nursery,
primary, and secondary school teachers; student standards; inspection and
professional and pedagogic oversight; establishment of educational institutions
and monitoring their compliance with the law; securing nancial and material
conditions for work in education; qualifying children, youth, and adults for
acquiring technical knowledge and skills, and activities of various associations
in its domain. e ministry also performs additional activities related to the
following: curriculum design for higher education domestically and abroad;
securing nancial and material conditions for work; pre-service education and
professional development of teachers; accommodation, food service, and other
issues related to the student standards; and inspection in higher education.
Lastly, the Ministry of Science, Education and Sports provides the most
nancial support for the education sector, although other ministries and local
governments also allocate funds for education.
e education system in the Republic of Croatia consists of the following
levels: preschool education, primary education, secondary education, and higher
education (see Exhibit 1).
Preschool education encompasses education and childcare for children
ages six months to six years (school age). It is realized through educational,
health, nutritional, and social care programs. Although preschool education
is not compulsory, data indicate that 99.6 percent of children were enrolled
in preschool education programs during the 2009 10 school year, both as
part of regular nursery programs and pre-school programs in the year before
primary school.2
Primary education lasts eight years (Grades 1 8) and is compulsory and
free for all children between the ages of six and een. Children must be six
years old by the end of March to enroll in school the following September.
Primar y education consists of three segments: compulsor y education,
provided in regular primary schools and special institutions for students with
developmental di culties; art education, provided in primary music and dance
schools; and adult education at the primary level, provided in regular schools
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and specialized institutions. Music education also is conducted in certain regular
primary schools as a separate educational program.

Grade4

17 18

Grade3

16 17

Grade2

15 16

Grade1

14 15

Grade8

13 14

Grade7

12 13

Grade6

11 12

Grade5

10 11

Grade4

9 10

Grade3

8 9

Grade2

7 8

Grade1

6 7

PRI MARY SCHOOL

StateMatura

SECONDARY SCHOOL

Exhibit 1: Educational System for Acquiring Key Competencies

Age

Secondary education (Grades 1 4) enables all students, under equal
conditions and according to each student's capabilities, to acquire knowledge
and skills required for work or continuing education. Secondary schools vary
based on the type of instruction plan and program o ered, and include the
following types: gymnasium (general or specialized), vocational or trade schools
(technical, industrial, trade, and others), and art schools (music, dance, visual
arts, and others).
The Republic of Croatia considers quality higher education to be a
precondition for a successful society. Therefore, the Ministry of Science,
Education and Sports seeks to foster an intellectual base which will e ectively
implement quality higher education via Croatia's universities, and two- and
four-year colleges.3
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La ng ua g e/ Rea d ing Curric ulum in the Fourth Gra d e
In 2005, the ministry began implementing a school reform project known
as the Croatian National Education Standard (Hrvatski nacionalni obrazovni
standard). e project marked the beginning of qualitative changes in primary
school program content and introduced a new approach to teaching in primary
schools that focused on students rather than on content. Within the project, an
experimental syllabus was introduced in 5 percent of all primary schools during
the 2005 06 school year. In accordance with recommendations of teachers who
taught the experimental program and three subsequent professional revisions,
subject committees created the Syllabus for Primary School (Nastavni plan i
program za osnovnu kolu). e syllabus was implemented in August 2006 and
contains the educational work plan for subjects from Grades 1 8. e Syllabus
for Primary School, however, is not presented in the form of a curriculum, but
rather as a catalogue, with education goals described for separately each subject,
grade, and teaching unit.4
Reading Policy
Language and literature play major roles, both in primary school and in
Croatian educational system overall. In preschool, children are taught the
alphabet and how to put simple words together. us, the majority of children
enter rst grade with some reading skills. In Grades 1 4 of primary school, skills
in reading and writing are developed. e development of reading literacy is
intended to encourage students' verbal and written expression, providing new
skills, enriching vocabulary, helping develop a system of values, and promoting
the adoption of ethical standards, all of which are prerequisites for learning in
all subjects. It is expected that, by the end of rst grade, children are able to
read and write.
The Croatian language is the most comprehensive subject in primary
school, and is taught at all levels of primary education. Croatian language
instruction is closely related to other subjects because all classes are conducted
in Croatian. e fundamental aim is to enable students to communicate, making
it possible to learn the content of all other courses and promote lifelong learning.
Summary of National Curriculum
Reading does not exist as a separate subject in Croatia's school curriculum;
it is part of Croatian language and literature which is taught through both
elementary and secondary levels. Croatian language as a subject includes four
underlying components: Croatian language, literature, linguistic expression, and
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media culture. e Syllabus for Primary School lists the following objectives for
the teaching of these four components: 5
Croatian Language Training students to successfully manage everyday
situations, mastering the language resources needed for successful
communication, developing an awareness of the need for linguistic
knowledge, combatting fear of speaking, developing an awareness of
the di erence between the standard language and the native idiom, and
gradually adopting the standard Croatian language.
Literature Developing familiarity with literary works, developing
sensitivity to literary works, developing good reading habits, and
training for independent reading of literary works.
Linguistic Expression Developing the ability to express experiences,
feelings, thoughts, and attitudes; forming the habit of using correct
pronunciation and spelling; and achieving a successful level of oral and
written communication.
Media Culture Training for communication with various media,
including theater, lm, radio, the press, comic books, and computers;
developing interest in theater, lm, television, and radio; and learning to
critique presentations in the theater, in lm, and television and radio.
e curriculum emphasizes reading and writing, but does not prescribe
how much time teachers should devote to each component. Teachers determine
the order of addressing the various objectives, as well as the number of lessons
required to introduce, practice, review, and evaluate the knowledge and skills
acquired. e underlying components of the Croatian language and literature
curriculum are closely related and intertwined, and they grow in parallel with
the intellectual and linguistic development of students.
e rst grade of primary education aims to develop the following skills
in Croatian language as well as the following pro ciencies in literature and
linguistic expression:
Croatian Language Write letters of the alphabet and connecting them
to phonemes; understand and distinguish between sound, letter, and
word; combine phonemes and letters into words; learn the meanings of
words; understand the term sentence in all kinds of situations; read
and write words and sentences; distinguish lowercase from uppercase
letters; engage in analytic-synthetic reading of short sentences; form a
short text message independently; and distinguish among di erent types
of sentences.
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Literature and Linguistic Expression Learn how to express their own
experiences in short poems appropriate to their age level, both in terms
of content and style; distinguish between poetry and prose; become
aware of short stories and distinguish among characters on the basis of
their fundamental ethical qualities (e.g., good-bad); read and compose
basic written messages; understand a stage play as a text intended for
performance on stage; experience picture-books as texts closely related
to pictures.
In second grade, students develop the following skills and pro ciencies:
Croatian Language Understand di erent types of sentences; recognize
a noun as a word used to name things around us; use correct spelling
and the pronunciation of sounds such as ije, je, e, and i; recognize and
distinguish between the letters and in common words, and use this
knowledge correctly in real-life situations; practice the correct writing
and pronunciation of the sounds d and ; and practice writing capital
letters in the names of the streets, squares, hills, lakes, and holidays.
Literature and Linguistic Expression Identify the parts of a poem
(stanza and verse); develop reading skills; develop skills in retelling
everyday situations; derive meaning from text and distinguish between
main and secondary characters; identify the sequence of events in a story
according to the plot; write an essay independently on a given topic; link
words in a meaningful, clear and cohesive unit; shape and narrate a short
story; recognize non-linguistic elements in communication; recognize
time and place in a short story; develop awareness of character traits and
their appearance; perceive the message of a story; and understand the
causal and temporal connection among events in a story.
In the third grade, students develop the following skills and pro ciencies:
Croatian Language Enhance knowledge about nouns, distinguishing
common nouns from proper nouns and singular from plural; distinguish
adjectives as words that describe nouns; recognize diminutives and
augmentatives as types of nouns; and recognize verbs in sentences.
Literature and Linguistic Expression Distinguish between ctional
and non- ctional events; recognize the use of repetition of verse to
emphasize an idea; distinguish speech performance from general
conversation; recognize and identify a theme in prose and poetry;
understand a reference as a type of text that is veri able and has the
same meaning for all readers; identify the compositional structure
of text (introduction, main part, and conclusion); enhance and
develop imagination and creativity in writing; di erentiate a tale as
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a non- ctional story from a fairy tale as a ctional story; recognize a
children's novel as a detailed text about children and their adventures;
stimulate discussion, and become acquainted with the terms and rules
of discussion and debate; compile stories on a variety of topics, paying
attention to the composition of the text; report about a task performed,
adhering to the chronological sequence of events; and apply previously
acquired knowledge and skills.
In the fourth grade, students develop the following skills and pro ciencies:
Croatian Language Enhance knowledge of the relationships between
nouns, verbs, and adjectives; recognize the value of spoken language;
identify rules for using lowercase and capital letters; identify direct and
indirect speech and their use in writing; and apply previously acquired
knowledge and skills.
Literature and Linguistic Expression Name main and secondary
events in a story, and narrate independently; predict new events and
combine them into a new story; recognize a poem as a literary text;
name and explain basic features of a poem, and create poems and
poetic images; recognize and distinguish between dialogue, monologue,
and description; talk about an event from real life and pay attention
to the order in which things happened (introduction, main part,
and conclusion); learn how to interpret text; develop written and
oral skills; interpret poems and identify lengths of di erent verses,
rhythm, and rhyming scheme of poems; understand prose text; identify
and distinguish among the parts of a fable (introduction, plot, and
denouement); develop a habit of reading literary texts; experience prose
text; and formulate and express opinions about characters.

Rea d ing Instruc tion in the Prim a ry Gra d es
The Republic of Croatia has no prescribed time for reading instruction.
Reading instruction is conducted within the Croatian language and literature
curriculum. For that subject, the curriculum prescribes ve hours per week, or
175 hours during a school year. Teachers decide how much time to devote to a
given component.
Instructional Materials
e Ministry of Education, Science, and Sports approves textbooks for Croatian
language and literature.
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Approval and procurement of textbooks is carried out
under a special regulation. Textbooks are issued for regular
primary schools, for classes in the language of national
minorities, for students with special educational needs, and
for children of Croatian citizens abroad. e teacher has the
freedom to choose textbooks. e textbook must meet the
scienti c, ethnical, pedagogical, methodical, linguistic, and
technical standards prescribed by the ministry responsible
for education. e textbook is based on the curriculum,
and its content must be changed when the curriculum is
changed, or when the relevant professionals determine a
need to introduce new concepts.6
Use of Technology
The State Pedagogical Standard for Primary Education (Dr avni pedago ki
standard osnovno kolskog sustava odgoja i obrazovanja) adopted standards for
the construction of primary schools, and for the installation of the following
equipment: telephones, Internet, intranet, alarm system, video surveillance,
digital cameras, photocopiers, interactive whiteboards, LCD projectors,
blackboards, desks, chairs, and cabinet shelves. Not all schools in the Republic
of Croatia are equally equipped, but institutions are continually working on the
modernization of classrooms in order to achieve easier and more active learning
and teaching.
In recent years, the ministry has funded a program that provides each
school with Internet service. e Hosting Service for Primary and Secondary
Schools was designed for users within the school system, providing the ability
to use basic network services and obtain electronic identities for all users in
Croatian schools. Within the scope of this service, all schools, their employees,
teachers, and students are provided free e-mail addresses and access to CARNet
(Croatian Academic and Research Network) webmail.7
The Republic of Croatia also has established the E-islands Project, a
distance learning program aimed at stopping or reducing negative demographic
trends in the lightly inhabited or depopulating Croatian islands. Instruction is
provided virtually to 17 island schools that are connected to ve schools on the
mainland wirelessly as well as to the CARNet backbone.8
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Role of Reading Specialists
Classroom teachers are responsible for reading instruction, though speech
therapists (specialists in voice-verbal communication) also play a major role.
ese specialists are trained in the prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of
disorders of all processes and functions associated with speech production as
well as in the perception of oral and written language.
Second-language Instruction
Dedicated schools provide instruction in the language of national minorities.
Members of national minorities are guaranteed the right to education in
their language as de ned by the constitution of the Republic of Croatia, the
constitutional law on the rights of national minorities, and the law on education
in the language of national minorities. ese individuals can exercise their
constitutional right to education in their mother tongue via three basic models
and three specialized educational frameworks:
1.

Model A Schools Classes are conducted in the language of a national
minority, with compulsory learning of Croatian language for the same
number of hours in which the mother tongue of national minority is
conducted (Czech, Hungarian, Serbian, and Italian);

2.

Model B Schools Classes are conducted bilingually, with science
subjects taught in Croatian and social science subjects taught in the
minority language (Czech or Hungarian);

3.

Model C Schools Classes are taught in Croatian, with an additional
2 5 school hours designed to foster the language and culture of national
minorities (Albanian, Austrian, Czech, Hungarian, Macedonian, Slovak,
Slovene, Serbian, Ukrainian, and Rusyn);

4.

A Class Framework
e language of the national minority is taught as
the language of the social environment;

5.

Special Classes (e.g., summer school, winter classes, correspondence
classes); and

6.

Special Programs (e.g., for the inclusion of Roma students in the
educational system).

Members of national minorities propose and choose a model and program
in line with existing legislation and their ability to complete the program. All
models and frameworks are part of the regular education system of the Republic
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of Croatia. e Ministry of Science, Education and Sports currently oversees
the implementation of the national program for the Roma.9

Stud ents with Rea d ing Dif c ulties
In the Republic of Croatia, education in primary schools, and education in
general, is based on equality of educational opportunity for all students
according to their abilities. e Primary and Secondary Education Act (Zakon
o odgoju i obrazovanju u osnovnoj i srednjoj koli) provides students with
disabilities a special curriculum, creating conditions in accordance with their
capabilities and needs.
Because disabilities exist in various forms and degrees, children are
assessed during admission to rst grade.
e procedure to determine a child's
psycho-physical state is carried out by the team of experts appointed by the
minister responsible for education. 10
The National Strategy for Persons with Disabilities from 2003 to 2006
(Nacionalna strategija jedinstvene politike za osobe s inavliditetom od 2003
do 2006) and the National Plan of Action for the Rights and Interests of the
Child from 2006 2012 (Nacionalni plan aktivnosti za prava i interese djece
2006 2012) provide a range of measures aimed at the integration of children
with special educational needs: professional development of teachers, interdepartmental cooperation with the public sector, curriculum modernization,
and mobile support.
Students with mild disabilities are, in general, included in regular classes
and they follow the regular curriculum through an individualized program.
ese students are fully integrated into the education system. Students with mild
mental retardation are partially integrated into the education system, spending
part of their time with students who follow the Syllabus for Primary School and
the other part of their time with a group of students following the Framework
Syllabus for Students with Disabilities (Okvirni nastavni plan i program za u enike
s te ko ama u razvoju).
The Regulation on Primar y Education and Education for Students
with Disabilities (Pravilnik o osnovno kolskom odgoju i obrazovanju u enika
s te ko ama u razvoju) maintains a current list of the following types
of disabilities: 11
Vision impairment;
Hearing impairment;
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Disorders of speech and voice communication, speci c learning
di culties (dyslexia, dysgraphia);
Physical disability and chronic illness;
Mental retardation;
Behaviour disorders in uenced by organic factors; and
Autism.
e Primary and Secondary Education Act (Zakon o odgoju i obrazovanju
u osnovnoj i srednjoj koli) also allows students who cannot attend classes for
long time due to illness to be educated at home or in a health facility.

Tea c hers a nd Tea c her Ed uc a tion
The Primary and Secondary Education Act prescribes that the duties of
a classroom teacher may be performed by anyone who has completed an
integrated undergraduate and graduate study program for teachers. In primary
schools, classroom teachers, subject teachers, and expert associates perform
these duties.
Until the 2005 06 academic year, the majority of higher education
institutions had a four-year undergraduate degree program. Through the
implementation of the Bologna process at Croatian universities, study programs
now have the following structure: a BA degree (a three- or four-year program
ending with a diploma), and an MA degree (one or two years a er the rst cycle).
The government is responsible for the professional, pedagogical, and
psychological training of teachers and their pre-service teacher education. In the
Department of Teacher Education of the Faculty of Teacher Education, students
enroll in the program for primary teacher education. is program lasts ve
years (10 semesters, or 300 credits) and upon completion students obtain a
master's degree in primary education. At the end of the program, teachers may
teach classes in all subjects in the rst four grades of primary school, as well as
English and German as a foreign language, if they had opted for the language
course of study at the time of enrollment. In the event that a classroom teacher
did not opt for the language course of study, a specialist conducts foreign
language instruction. Specialists teach religion in all four grades as well as music
appreciation in the fourth grade. Beginning in the h grade, students have
specialist teachers for all subjects.
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A er completing their studies, all novice teachers are required to complete
a one-year induction program under the supervision of a teacher-mentor.
Following this period, the beginner teacher must pass the state certi cation
examination in order to become a fully quali ed and certi ed teacher.
Teachers have the right and the obligation to improve continuously and
professionally through programs approved by the ministry. A wide variety of
courses and other professional development activities are available for primary
and secondary teachers. e Education and Teacher Training Agency (Agencija
za odgoj i obrazovanje) provides professional assistance and guidelines, and
regularly organizes professional development activities for educational sta .12
e government also nances supplementary professional education in
areas de ned as having major relevance to educational policy. Other continuing
professional development is the employers' responsibility. Costs incurred
by teachers' continuing professional development are co-financed by the
government as a part of the statutory state aid for education.13
Requirements for Ongoing Professional Development in Reading for Teachers
e Primary and Secondary Education Act de nes continuous professional
development and education:
It involves individual and organized training in social
science and in the elds of pedagogy, didactics, educational
psychology, teaching methods, IT technology, counselling,
classroom management, educational policy, and other areas
that are relevant to e ective and high quality performance
in school.14

Monitoring Stud ent Prog ress in Rea d ing
The Ministr y of Education, Science, and Sports prescribe methods of
monitoring and evaluation to measure the quality of all components of the
national curriculum. e National Center for External Evaluation of Education
is responsible for external evaluation within the Croatian education and training
system, as well as conducting examinations based on national standards.15 e
Center conducts national examinations and delivers the results to schools. It
encourages schools to conduct self-evaluation by providing assistance and
support in the form of materials, advice, and training in the areas of external
evaluation and self-evaluation.
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e rst national assessment in Croatia was conducted in May 2006 in rst
grade of the gymnasia. e subjects tested were Croatian language, mathematics,
rst foreign language (English, German or French), and Italian as mother tongue.
In 2007, national examinations were conducted, in the rst and second grades
of gymnasia, and in the rst grade of vocational schools. Tests in mathematics
and the Croatian language of eighth grade students in primary schools were
also administered during the same year. In 2008, students in the third grade of
gymnasia and vocational schools took national examinations, as did students in
the fourth and eighth grades of primary schools. Croatia intends to administer
national examinations in upcoming years, though not according to any regular
cycle. e next planned national examination will be administered in the subject
of mathematics at the eighth grade of primary school.
e state Matura is a group of examinations administered in the same way
and at the same time for all students, thus making comparative results at the
national level possible. Students of comprehensive schools who are completing
their secondary education take the state Matura exam. e content, conditions,
manner, and procedure for taking the state Matura are stipulated in the Law on
Education and Training in Primary and Secondary Schools (O cial Gazette
No. 87/2008) and the Regulation on Taking State Matura (Official Gazette
No. 97/2008). The state Matura consists of a set of two part examinations:
mandatory and optional. All students must take examinations in mathematics,
Croatian language, and foreign language (from elementary through advanced
levels). According to the Regulation on State Matura exams (Pravilnik o dr avne
mature, O cial Gazette No. 127/10), students concurrently educated in an
ethnic minority language and in Croatian must take an examination in the
ethnic minority language; for the third mandatory subject examination, these
students can choose between mathematics or foreign language.16 Students in
vocational and four-year art program, who complete their secondary education
by preparing and defending nal projects as organized and implemented by
their secondary schools, may also take the state Matura examinations, should
they wish to continue with higher education. Regulations on taking the state
Matura are applicable to students who enrolled in Grade 1 of a comprehensive
school or four-year vocational and art school in the 2006 07 school year.
The Regulator y Act on the Methods, Procedures, and Elements of
Evaluation of Students in Primary and Secondary Schools (Pravilnik o na inima,
postupcima i elementima vrednovanja u enika u osnovnoj i srednjoj koli)
provides direction on the use of grades and evaluation criteria.17
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Student achievement is monitored and evaluated throughout the school
year. In Grades 1 4, about one month a er the end of each unit, examinations
are taken. e frequency of administration of written and oral tests, as well as
the evaluation of homework, are dependent upon individual teachers. Teachers
evaluate student achievement and behavior, numerically grading student
performance in subjects and descriptively grading student behavior. In the rst
four years of primary school, grades are expressed numerically, accompanied
by a clear written explanation of these grades and their meaning. For students
of this age, descriptions of success or failure are easier to understand than an
abstract numeric grade.
Students are assessed in terms of overall success. If at the end of the school
year a student has the grade 1 insu cient in at least three subjects (e.g., due
to not passing corrective exams by prescribed deadlines), then the student is
required to attend the same grade level a second time. All other students who
have positive grades are allowed to proceed to the next grade level. An exception
to this policy is that students in primary Grades 1 3 who have an insu cient
grade in only one subject may enroll in the next grade level.
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The Czec h Rep ub lic
Iveta Kramplov
Czech School Inspectorate

La ng ua g e a nd Litera c y
e o cial language of the Czech Republic is Czech, and the population is
linguistically homogeneous. In 2009, immigrants (mostly Slavs) represented
4 percent of the population, although immigration has doubled in recent years.1
The language of instruction is Czech. However, students of ethnic
minorities are guaranteed the right to education in their mother tongue to the
extent appropriate for the development of their ethnic community. Schools for
national minorities exist through the upper secondary level. With the exception
of Poles, the minority population is scattered throughout the country, which
is why the only minority-language schools in the country are Polish. Little
interest in having instruction delivered in Slovak has been expressed, probably
because of the language's close similarity to Czech. Preparatory classes for the
integration of children from socially and culturally disadvantaged backgrounds
have been introduced.
In 2011, the adult literacy rate, traditionally high since the 19th century,
was 97.9 percent.2 While the Czech Republic has no national projects promoting
reading as of yet, there are projects at the regional and, especially, at the school
levels. One important project to promote reading and reading literacy is the
Reading and Writing for Critical inking (RWCT) program, which trains
teachers in instructional methods for development of the higher-order thinking
skills necessary for functional reading. is training also introduces reading
workshops where children read books they choose themselves before meeting
in small groups with the teacher. In these small groups, students discuss the
books, their feelings about reading them, and anything they do not understand.
Students also write notes in reader diaries and explain their attitudes towards
the books to others. RWCT also introduces other innovative methods to develop
children's reading and writing skills in and out of workshops. Step by Step is
another program following goals similar to the RWCT program.
Since 2009, public libraries have cooperated with schools to implement
a program promoting reading among children called I Am Already a
Reader A Book for the First-Grader. rough the program, children in the
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rst year of school register for library membership and participate in various
reading promotion activities such as meetings with authors, book exhibitions,
discussions, and performances. Students that meet certain criteria, such as
successfully mastering reading at the end of the year and participating in the
above-mentioned literacy activities, receive a book specially written for this
project that is not otherwise available. Some students are awarded this book at
a ceremony with the author and illustrator.
Since 2006, another family literacy program, Every Czech Reads to Kids,
has been supported by people from the worlds of culture, art, and sports.
Celebrities visit schools, libraries, and hospitals to read books to children.
e program is based on the importance of reading aloud to children both for
emotional development and to form reading habits. Parents also are encouraged
to read aloud to their children every day for 20 minutes.

Overview of the Ed uc a tion System
Responsibility for schools in the Czech Republic is distributed among the
Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports, regional education authorities,
and municipalities. The ministry sets policies and assesses the state of the
development of the education system. For example, the ministry defines
compulsory educational components, is partially responsible for funding public
schools, and oversees the school register, a tool used to ensure that all students
have access to appropriate educational opportunities. e ministry also oversees
institutions that provide professional development for teachers.
Between 2001 and 2003, regional education authorities were established,
fundamentally decentralizing the education system. e Ministry of Education,
Youth and Sports retained its policymaking responsibilities but transferred
administrative responsibilities to the regions. A er decentralization, regions
assumed responsibility for secondary schools and post-secondary technical
schools. Municipalities are responsible for nursery schools and for Basic Schools,
which provide compulsory primary and lower secondary education, and
guarantee their funding (except for salaries and instructional equipment, which
are funded by the federal government). e federal government is responsible
for educational institutions related to institutional or preventive care.
Nurser y schools provide education for students ages 3 6 as part of
preprimary education. Attendance is not compulsory, but 84 percent of children
in this age group enroll, with 91 percent of children ages 3 6 attending the year
prior to compulsory schooling. is nal year of preprimary is free of charge
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and children have a legal right to attend.3 Public schools do not charge tuition,
but parents may be asked to pay up to 50 percent of operating costs.
Basic Schools provide nine years of education for the primary and lower
secondary levels, and attendance is compulsory. e primary level lasts ve years
for students ages 6 11, and the lower secondary level lasts four years for students
ages 11 15. At the end of the primary level ( h year), students can leave Basic
School to start an eight-year track of general secondary school (eight-year
gymnasium). Similarly, at the end of the seventh year of Basic School, students
can start a six-year gymnasium a er passing an entrance examination set by
the school. Approximately 11 percent of students study in one of the multiyear
gymnasium programs.
ree kinds of schools provide upper secondary education: gymnasium
schools, providing general academic programs for students ages 15 19;
secondary technical schools for students ages 15 17, 18, or 19; and secondary
vocational schools also for students ages 15 17, 18, or 19. Prerequisites for
acceptance into upper secondary schools include successful completion of
compulsory education and meeting entrance requirements set by schools. e
gymnasium, technical school, and four-year vocational study programs all end
with a nal examination and certi cation that allows students to apply for postsecondary studies.
Private schools, both primary and secondary, were rst established in 1990
(private universities in 1999), are mostly secular, and are usually established by
for-pro t or non-pro t grant-aided organizations. Non-governmental Basic
Schools (private and parochial schools) represent only 2.9 percent of the total
number of Basic Schools and educate 1.5 percent of students at that level. In
contrast, non-governmental secondary schools comprise 25.3 percent of all
secondary schools and educate 15.3 percent of the students at that level.4 Private
schools receive a state contribution toward their operating costs. is funding is
formula-based and the method of calculation is still under development. School
fees and other private sources cover capital expenditures and rent for the school.
e school year runs from September 1 to June 30 of the following year.
ere is a summer holiday in July and August, a one-week holiday in spring,
and other short holidays in the autumn, at Christmas, at Easter, and at the end
of the rst semester.
Students attend school ve days per week, from Monday to Friday. In
addition to morning classes, there are also a ernoon classes once or twice a
week. Lessons last 45 minutes, although the timetable allows for shorter lessons
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and the use of block teaching. ere are 18 22 lessons per week at the primary
level and 28 32 lessons per week at the lower-secondary level.

La ng ua g e/ Rea d ing Curric ulum in the Fourth Gra d e
Reading Policy
Reading development is considered one of the basic goals of primary education.
Since 1989, the concept of reading in Czech primary schools has changed. While
only reading skills had been stressed in the past, the current concept of reading
focuses on the functional use of reading reading literacy development as
a necessary means of communication and continuing education. Reading is
understood not only as a skill to acquire and use, but also in a wider sense as an
important means of individual cultural and personal development.
Summary of National Curriculum
In 2004, the Education Act established a two-level structure for educational
programs (state and school levels). Since September 2007, instruction has
followed the Framework Educational Program for Elementary Education
(FEP EE).a FEP EE, produced at the central level, specifies the concrete
objectives, form, length, and basic curricular content of education as well as
general conditions for their implementation.5, 6 FEP EE defines nine main
educational areas (consisting of one or more educational elds), cross-curricular
themes, and supplementary educational elds. School education programs
provide the framework for implementing education in individual schools.
Each school head devises a school educational program in accordance with
FEP EE that is adapted to the school's individual context. at is, each school
creates its own education program comprising the expected outcomes and topics
taught in each subject. Primary education (Stage 1) is subdivided into Cycle 1
(Grades 1 3) and Cycle 2 (Grades 4 5).
Expected outcomes speci ed by FEP EE are activity-based, practical in
focus, applicable in everyday life, and veri able. ey specify the expected
capabilities of utilizing the acquired subject matter in practical situations
and ever yday life. The expected outcomes at the end of Cycle 1 (Grade
3) are tentative, while the outcomes at the end of Cycle 2 (Grade 5) are
considered binding.

a
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Two main sources the Research Institute of Education of the Czech Republic and the Eurydice Network describe the
Czech educational system, using two di erent translations for the same educational program. The Research Institute
of Education, which co-authored the Educational Program in the Czech language, uses the following translation: The
Framework Educational Program for Elementary Education (FEP EE). The Eurydice Network provides information on and
analyses of European education systems and policies, and uses the following translation: The Framework Educational
Program for Basic Education (FEP BE). To maintain textual clarity, this chapter refers to FEP EE in all instances.
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e Language and Language Communication educational area occupies
a pivotal position in the education process. e content of the Czech Language
and Literature eld is complex but, for the sake of clarity, has been separated
into three parts: Communication and Composition, Language, and Literature.
However, the educational content of these individual parts is interconnected
through instruction.
At the end of Cycle 1 (end of Grade 3), students are expected to be able to
do the following:
Fluently read and comprehend texts of appropriate length and di culty;
Understand written and oral instruction of reasonable di culty;
Read literary texts suitable to the given age, and recite them by heart
with proper phrasing and pace;
Express personal feelings about texts;
Recognize prose from verse and distinguish fairy tales from other types
of narratives; and
Work creatively with a literary text, following teacher instructions and
according to individual abilities.
At the end of Cycle 2 (end of Grade 5), students are expected to be able to
do the following:
Read texts of appropriate di culty with comprehension, both silently
and aloud;
Recognize main ideas and details in age-appropriate texts, and take notes
on main ideas;
Assess the completeness or incompleteness of simple texts;
Reproduce the content of texts of adequate di culty and remember
main ideas;
Recognize manipulative communication in advertisements or
commercials;
Express and record personal impressions from reading;
Reproduce texts freely according to individual abilities, and create
personal literary texts on given topics;
Distinguish between various types of artistic and non-artistic texts; and
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Use elementary literary terms when performing a simple analysis of
literary texts.
e subject matter for Cycles 1 and 2 (Grades 1 3 and 4 5, respectively)
includes the following:
Practical reading, including reading technique, attentive and uent
reading, and knowledge of textual orientation elements;
Factual reading, including reading for information, scanning, and key
words;
Listening to literary texts;
Experiential reading and listening;
Creative activities with literary texts, including recitation of appropriate
literary texts, creative reproduction of texts the student has read or
listened to, dramatization, and creating accompanying illustrations; and
Material to familiarize students with basic literary terms, styles, and
genres, including counting rhymes, riddles, nursery rhymes, poems,
fairy tales, fables, short stories, writers, poets, books, readers, theatre
performances, actors, directors, verse, rhyme, and simile.7
Development of functional reading is realized using reading materials in all
subject areas. e goals de ned by FEP EE stress new approaches and elements
in reading instruction (e.g., active work with texts, reading for understanding,
and critical thinking). Although general awareness of the new concept of
reading a change from technical reading towards functional reading has
been growing, the traditional approach to reading instruction still remains in
many Czech schools.

Rea d ing Instruc tion in the Prim a ry Gra d es
Primary schools use various methods to develop reading literacy. Methods di er
in the extent to which they are based on student cooperation with the teacher
and among fellow students, creativity, thinking, experience, and independence.
During reading instruction, teachers build on various reading activities, such
as reading aloud or silently, and implement various forms of organization for
instruction. Teachers widely believe that the best way to teach reading is through
reading aloud, both individually and collectively. Reading aloud is therefore part
of instruction in both primary education and in the upper grades.
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Comprehension is gauged entirely through the use of so-called lower-order
thinking questions, requiring only repeating and listing simple facts mentioned
in the text. Children's higher-order thinking abilities are o en undervalued
and teachers avoid opportunities to develop student abilities to think about the
text, to ask more sophisticated questions, or to require students to justify their
answers. Rather, teachers ask students only to nd the correct answer (o en
one-word) that reproduces a fact from the text.
Instructional Materials
Since 1990, teachers have been able to work with a variety of textbooks that
use various methods of initial reading and have been published by several
publishers. The basic materials used for reading development come from
a wide range of books with samples of literature from different genres for
children and youth. Usually, these books are provided in sets of materials with
complementing didactic materials, such as worksheets, folding alphabet letters,
and sheets for writing practice. Initial reading materials include spelling books
and simple readers. Materials are o ered through many catalogs and magazines,
and are widely accessible.
e Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports approves reading books that
t with the Framework Educational Program for Elementary Education and are
at the necessary methodological level. Most schools have adopted the use of
reading books that have Ministry approval. In some schools, reading is also
developed through the use of other materials, including various text types,
children's and youth magazines, children's books, and encyclopedias. New kinds
of multimedia materials (e.g., CD-ROMs and other ICT media) also support
reading development.
Schools are encouraged both to establish school and classroom libraries, in
which some schools teach lessons, as well as to collaborate with public libraries
on various projects.
Use of Technology
Use of technology in instruction depends on the nances and progressiveness
of the teacher or headmaster. Currently, audio recordings of both Czech and
world literature are used. In addition, CD-ROMs and PC programs also are
widely used for working with dyslexic students.
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Role of Reading Specialists
All primary level teachers obtain training in reading instruction and work with
dyslexic students. ese teachers are able to recognize and diagnose reading
di culties and help students overcome problems. School psychologists and
special pedagogues also are involved in instruction, though such specialists are
not yet signi cantly represented at Czech schools. Specialists from pedagogical
and psychological centers work only with some students and not directly in
instruction.
Additional specialists provide teachers with information through
professional development courses or by writing textbooks or other instructional
materials, and therefore can have a mediating in uence on instruction.
Second-language Instruction
In December 2000, the Government of the Czech Republic adopted the Concept
of Immigrant Integration in the Territory of the Czech Republic. is legislation
authorizes regions to provide free Czech language teaching during compulsory
schooling to children whose parents are foreign citizens. Regional authorities
provide teacher professional development for this purpose. Students can
receive language training at any time during their schooling at the request of
the student's legal guardian, and action is required within 30 days from the
request. Language classes of this type enroll a maximum of ten students, and
the actual language training lasts a minimum of 70 lessons over no more than
six months of schooling. In principle, the Framework Educational Program for
Elementary Education determines the content of these classes, and the content
and methods of teaching take into account the needs of individual students.
A er completing their language training, students receive certi cates. Major
factors are considered when placing children of foreign citizens into schools,
including level of previous education, knowledge of Czech, and age.
Only Poles exercise the right to education of students of ethnic minorities
in their mother tongue guaranteed by the Constitution from preprimary to
upper secondary education. In these schools, students start Czech language
from second grade, and it is taught as a second mother tongue. Students receive
3 4 lessons per week using the same materials for Czech language instruction
used in the mainstream schools. Because many students are bilingual (many of
them are from mixed marriages), they know both spoken languages well.
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Stud ents with Rea d ing Dif c ulties
Diagnostic Testing
Reading instruction has a focus on the early detection of possible reading
disabilities, such as slower reading development or dyslexia. Teachers identify
reading defects by listening to students read aloud and by observing other
features. Educational and psychological counselors or school pedagogues and
psychologists then investigate and provide individual remedial programs, which
involve intensive cooperation with teachers and parents.
Instruction for Children with Reading Di culties
Students with special educational needs can be integrated into regular classes.
Schools, classes, departments, or study groups may be established using adapted
educational programs if required by the nature of the disability. Some schools
provide dyslexic students with divided instruction in separate working groups.
In other schools, teachers work with dyslexic students both within and outside
the regular classroom. Some teachers, o en in cooperation with psychological
experts, create individual development programs for students with reading
di culties, especially for slowly developing readers.
Teachers can attend special seminars, lectures, and courses on reading
disabilities and their remedies. ese courses are organized by the National
Institute of Further Education, educational faculty, or the Czech Association
for Dyslexia.

Tea c hers a nd Tea c her Ed uc a tion
Higher education institutions train Basic School teachers. Primary-level teachers
(Grades 1 5) must have master's degrees, which generally take ve years to
complete at a school of education (usually a three-year bachelor's program
followed by a two-year master's program). Graduates from these programs are
quali ed to teach all subjects at the primary level, obtain training in reading
instruction, and work with dyslexic students. Some programs allow prospective
teachers to specialize in areas such as music, art, physical education, or a foreign
language. Teacher preparation includes a practicum component that lasts from
six to twelve weeks. At the end of their studies, teachers are quali ed at the
ISCED 5A level and, once they have passed a state nal exam and defended their
theses, obtain a university diploma, a diploma supplement, and the academic
degree of Magistr (master).
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Requirements for Ongoing Professional Development in Reading for Teachers
According to the Education Act, the head of school provides professional
development for educational staff aligned with a plan developed with the
relevant trade union (if there is one at the workplace).8 e head of school must
take into account the academic interests of teachers, the needs of the school, and
any budget restrictions when programming professional development.
Professional development for educational sta may take place at higher
education institutions, at institutions for educational professional development,
at other Ministry of Education-accredited facilities, or via self-study.
e Education Act lists three types of professional development:
Courses aimed at gaining required quali cations Courses leading
to either the completion of pedagogical quali cation, the extension
of quali cations for educational activity at a di erent type or stage of
school, or for teaching in a di erent subject area.
Courses aimed at meeting further quali cation requirements Courses
for educational management sta , courses in educational and school
psychology, or courses for specialized activities for disabled children.
Courses aimed at improving professional quali cations Teachers may
improve their professional quali cations via continuing education that
concentrates on theoretical and practical issues related to education.
is content is shaped mainly by new information in general pedagogy,
educational and school psychology, general teaching methodology, and
teaching methodologies for individual subjects. It may also include new
ndings from various elds of science, technology, and arts, or health
and safety protection. Continuing education also may include language
education.
Educational institutions and programs that focus on professional
development are accredited by the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports
through an application from an individual or legal entity. An Accreditation
Commission acts as an advisory body. The accreditation of an educational
institution is granted for six years and accreditation of an educational program
is granted for three years.
A large number of organizations offer professional development.
Some continuing education programs may only be held at higher education
institutions as part of their life-long learning programs. e largest number of
courses is o ered by the National Institute for Further Education, which is a
product of education reform e orts undertaken in 2004 and which functions
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as an institution of the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports. e initiative
receives funding from the federal budget and has 13 regional o ces, each of
which o ers a number of educational programs.
Project Reading and Writing for Critical Thinking (RWCT) plays
an important role in reading education and introduces new methods of
instruction in workshops. e program focuses on methods and skills such
as quick orientation in unknown texts, controlled reading, literary groups or
clubs, reading with foresight, key words, and writing skills, among others. e
program also focuses on skill development for creating meaningful texts and
training in school instruction. Experienced lecturers prepared a handbook to
help advance reading literacy, which is available on the website of the Czech
school inspectorate.

Monitoring Stud ent Prog ress in Rea d ing
Teachers continually assess students throughout the school year in individual
subjects. Most schools assign grades on a scale of 1 5 for written work.
Teachers also conduct verbal assessments of student progress, describing and
commenting in writing about students' strengths and weaknesses. A er 1990,
such verbal assessment became commonplace, especially in the younger grades,
and was o cially authorized in 1993. Since 2005, verbal assessments have been
regulated by a Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports decree. At the end of
each semester, students receive either grades or comments on their report card.
Student results included on a report card can be expressed with grades on the
1 5 scale, comments (from verbal assessments), or as percentages. e head of
school determines the form of evaluation in each school with the consent of
the school board.
Reading assessment includes the evaluation of reading speed, correctness,
uency, and pronunciation. Teachers may create their own diagnostic tests or
use a standardized test. Speed and uency are evaluated primarily through
reading aloud or answering simple questions based on texts. Teachers also assess
ability to work with texts, reading interests, and behavior using speci c student
work (e.g., solving reading literacy tasks) or through dialogue with students.

Im p a c t a nd Use of PIRLS
e Czech Republic has no regular national examination of reading literacy,
therefore national information comes from international IEA and OECD
surveys or from speci c national research. Research in reading at the national
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level is conducted mostly through speci c research by pedagogical faculties and
usually is carried out only on a small sample of schools, students, or teachers.
For this reason, international research in reading provides extremely valuable
information. e instruments are developed by world experts and are always
administered to a representative sample of the desired population in countries
all over the world. Moreover, this research enables international comparison of
student reading performance.
The Czech Republic participated in PIRLS in 2001, then skipped the
cycle in 2006, and joined again in 2011. The results in 2001 showed that
Czech teachers emphasized reading aloud. A consequence of these findings
is that teachers have been encouraged to concentrate more on teaching
intense comprehension.
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La ng ua g e a nd Litera c y
The official language in Denmark is Danish. Like most Nordic languages,
Danish belongs to the Germanic family of languages. Danish is also the language
of instruction in public schools and the majority of private schools. Very few
private schools o er instruction in another language (e.g., English, German,
or French).
Since the 1960s, immigration from both Western and non-Western
countries has resulted in an increasing number of people who speak Danish
as a second language. In January 2011, immigrants constituted 9.8 percent of
the Danish population, and immigrants from non-Western countries alone
constituted 5.6 percent of the population.1 If necessary, second language
students can receive instruction in Danish as a second language, which includes
both linguistic and cultural dimensions.2 Students study English as a foreign
language in Grades 3 9 and either German or French in Grades 7 9.
Literacy has been a major focus in Denmark since 1994, when the Danish
results of IEA's Reading Literacy Study (IEA-RL) caused a shock throughout the
Danish educational system.3, 4 e subsequent debate gave rise to a number of
national and local initiatives, particularly in language and reading instruction
in the early grades (see Impact and Use of PIRLS).
Over the past two decades, the Ministry of Children and Education
(formerly the Ministry of Education) speci cally has funded a large number
of initiatives, research programs, and reading campaigns to strengthen student
literacy. In 2005, the ministry appointed a committee to devise a national plan of
action to promote reading literacy.5 A number of amendments have been made
based on this plan, including the following: mandatory language screenings
by municipalities of all three-year-old children (2007) and of six-year-old
children when they begin compulsory kindergarten class (2009); mandatory
national tests of reading in Grades 2, 4, 6, and 8; and mandatory school-leaving
examinations in reading. Since 2006, the number of Danish language lessons in
Grades 1 3 has increased, and the curriculum has placed a greater emphasis on
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reading in Danish language, as well as in other subjects. Many municipalities
have also listed reading as a priority, and many schools have implemented
literacy-improvement initiatives.

Overview of the Ed uc a tion System
In Denmark, public preprimary, primary and lower secondary schools are
combined into one uni ed school, called the School for the People (Folkeskolen).
Although the Folkeskole Act centrally regulates the Folkeskole, municipalities
decide how local schools will function in practice within this framework.6
e Folkeskole Act ensures that all public schools share common goals and
provisions concerning what subjects are taught at di erent levels, the central
knowledge and pro ciency areas of those subjects, and standard regulations
concerning the leadership and organization of the school system. Within these
parameters, however, individual schools may have their own unique focus. Every
school must have a school board with representation from parents, teachers,
and students. e school board makes recommendations regarding the local
curricula based on national guidelines. Once the local curricula receive nal
approval from the municipal board, they become binding for the individual
school. e majority of municipalities in Denmark choose to have a common
plan for all schools within the municipality.
Education is compulsory from age 5 or 6 to 16. e Folkeskole consists of
one compulsory year of preprimary education (kindergarten class, or Grade 0),
nine compulsory years of primary (Grades 1 6) and lower secondary education
(Grades 7 9), and one optional year of basic schooling (Grade 10). ere is no
streaming and retention is almost non-existent. Age groups de ne the di erent
grades; therefore, a student normally has the same classmates in all subjects
throughout all ten years of compulsory schooling.7
Education itself is compulsory in Denmark, not schooling. Children may
be educated in public municipal schools, private independent schools, or at
home, as long as certain requirements are met. Private independent schools
are self-governing institutions that must meet and adhere to the standards of
municipal schools. In 2010 11, 55 percent of the students leaving ninth grade
attended the optional tenth grade at the Folkeskole, a private independent
school, or a continuation school.8, 9 Continuation schools (Efterskoler) are
private boarding schools that offer schooling from Grades 8 10 and often
emphasize social learning and elds such as sports, music, and nature.10 Private
independent schools and continuation schools receive a substantial state subsidy
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based on the number of students enrolled per school year;11 parents pay the
remaining fees. Eighty percent of all students attend public schools, 14 percent
attend private independent schools, 4 percent attend continuation schools, and
2 percent receive instruction through other educational options (e.g., special
education schools, treatment centers, or at home).12
Public schooling is free in Denmark. Moreover, to give everyone equal
access to training or education beyond compulsory education, the government
o ers a monthly grant to students 18 years of age or older who are enrolled
in youth education programs (preparatory study or professional quali cation
programs) or further education.13
A er compulsory education, students can choose from a variety of youth
education programs (preparatory study or professional quali cation programs)
that are either academically or vocationally oriented, or both.

La ng ua g e/ Rea d ing Curric ulum in the Fourth Gra d e
Reading Policy
e current national reading policy is published in the ministerial guidelines,
the Common Objectives (F lles m l).14, 15 In addition to these national goals,
since 2000 it has been common practice for local schools and municipalities to
develop their own reading policies based on the general curriculum guidelines.
e establishment of locally anchored reading policies is important for the
development of the reading level in the municipality.
Summary of National Curriculum
e introduction of the Common Objectives in 2003 was a milestone for Danish
schools.16, 17 For the rst time, schools were required to follow national goals
rather than mere recommendations for the municipalities. The Common
Objectives establish binding national goals in the form of centrally de ned
objectives, intermediate and final achievement goals for each subject, and
goals for the themes in the one-year kindergarten class. Moreover, the Common
Objectives contain the common binding guidelines and recommendations for
the teaching of every subject for di erent grade levels.
However, the Common Objectives do not define or prescribe specific
content and teaching materials. erefore, there are a variety of di erent school
practices around the country. e Common Objectives 2003 were in e ect at
the time when the students assessed in PIRLS 2011 attended kindergarten and
Grades 1 2. e 2006 revision of the Common Objectives was implemented
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in schools in 2009, and therefore was in e ect when the PIRLS 2011 students
attended Grades 3 and 4.
Since 2003, kindergarten class instruction is not divided into subjects
but has compulsory themes that prepare students for school. e compulsory
themes are language and methods of expression, the natural world and
scienti c phenomena, creativity, movement and coordination, social skills,
and togetherness and cooperation. Emphasis is on learning through play
and play-related activities as means of stimulating students' love of learning
and of other school activities. e Common Objectives 2003 did not require
structured instruction in reading and writing but the guidelines emphasized
building students' general language awareness through dialogue, experimental
reading and writing, telling structured stories, and listening to and engaging in
the teacher's reading. Play-related language activities (e.g., playing with rhymes,
phonemes, and letters) were also emphasized, as well as activities that stimulate
the development of student vocabulary and general knowledge of concepts.18
e Common Objectives 2009 underlined the aim of strengthening the
linguistic skills crucial for student reading development and established
national requirements to increase student vocabulary and awareness of rhymes,
phonemes, and word formation, as well as to introduce the names, shapes, and
sounds of the letters and let students experiment with reading and writing on
paper and on a computer. Language-stimulating activities also are included
across other themes (e.g., instruction in mathematical vocabulary, motor
activities combined with rhymes, use of early writing in the establishment
of social rules as part of the cooperation theme, and gaining knowledge of
literature as part of the creativity theme).19 Students' language skills are assessed
when they begin kindergarten class. Municipalities decide how to conduct these
assessments because there are only centrally de ned recommendations for their
content.20, 21 is compulsory language assessment was implemented in 2009, so
it was not in e ect when the PIRLS 2011 students attended kindergarten class.
Danish language instruction is considered a single unit from Grades 1 10.
Reading instruction is included as part of the general teaching of Danish
language, which focuses on three main areas oral language proficiency,
reading, and writing skills together with awareness of language, literature,
and communication. e primary goal of Danish language instruction is to
cultivate students' experience of language as a source of developing a personal
and cultural identity based on aesthetical, ethical, and historical understanding.
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For each language topic, there are intermediate goals and optional guidelines
structured as two courses for primary school, covering Grades 1 2 and 3 4.
e Common Objectives 2003 focus instruction in Grades 1 and 2 on the
acquisition of elementary reading, writing, and spelling skills, and regard the
development of reading and writing as parallel processes that supplement each
other. Students' basic development of reading comprehension based on literary
experience and enjoyment is central at this stage. e guidelines in the Common
Objectives 2003 emphasize the importance of the following: learning the names,
shapes, and sounds of the letters; discovering the relationship between pictures
and text; and learning how to use basic spelling and reading strategies. Students
develop reading skills through reading alone and reading aloud to the teacher, a
partner, or in a small group. As part of reading instruction, students read simple
literary and informational texts in print and on the computer.
After Grade 2, students should be able to do the following: apply the
shapes, sounds, and combinations of letters in reading with a steady and
automatized use of decoding strategies; read simple, age-appropriate literary
and informational texts; use basic comprehension strategies; and demonstrate
an understanding of what they have read and present it orally.22
The Common Objectives 2009 in cludes some changes regarding
Grades 1 and 2. Students are now expected to learn the names, shapes, and
sounds of letters in preschool; thus, the guidelines for the rst grades emphasize
further reading development by teaching students how to apply these skills in
basic decoding strategies. As in the Common Objectives 2003, students should
be instructed in the use of simple reading comprehension strategies (e.g., using
headings and photos to enhance the understanding of the text) to prepare
for appropriate use of these reading strategies to gain knowledge. As part of
instruction, students read both literary and informational texts in print and on
the computer, read alone and with a partner, and read aloud to the teacher and
to other students.23
e guidelines for Grades 3 and 4 (Common Objectives 2009) stress working
purposefully with reading comprehension strategies, consolidating decoding
skills, and adjusting reading speed and technique to the type of text. Emphasis
is on the importance of supporting and encouraging the enjoyment of reading
by both reading o en and by reading a variety of text types. Students practice
reading literary and informational texts, which increases their awareness of the
requirements of di erent reading purposes. e guidelines emphasize using
reading as a tool for gaining the knowledge and ability to adjust one's reading
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according to a given purpose. Students are taught skills to use before reading,
during reading, and a er reading in order to keep track of their understanding
of what they have read.
After Grade 4, students should be able to read both literar y and
informational texts with good comprehension in print and on the computer.
Students should be able to master different decoding and comprehension
strategies, and to adjust search strategies according to reading purpose, genre,
and text difficulty. Students should be able to search for literature in the
library and on the computer, and search for de nitions of words they do not
understand. Students also should develop and sustain appropriate reading habits
and should be able to read simple Swedish and Norwegian texts.

Rea d ing Instruc tion in the Prim a ry Gra d es
Instructional Materials
Individual teachers have a great deal of freedom and exibility in choosing the
instructional methods and materials they nd suitable for their students.
Danish teachers often plan their teaching from a mixed-approach
perspective, using a variety of materials.24 Since the 1990s, a large number of
new, creative instructional materials have been published. Although Denmark
is a small country with only 5.6 million inhabitants, teachers have a wealth of
material from which to choose when planning their reading instruction. A series
of textbooks typically contains readers, workbooks, and teacher manuals, as
well as di erent kinds of supplementary materials such as ash cards, overhead
sheets, posters, color slides, audiotapes, talking books, songbooks, games, and
computer programs. Some teachers choose to use published materials, such
as basal readers, while others develop their own instructional materials.25
Published materials usually have been prepared to cover at least three successive
grades. Budget cuts, however, have put a limitation on the accessibility of
new material.
Denmark does not have a central, objective authority that assesses the
quality of instructional materials. It is the responsibility of individual schools
or teachers to assess the quality and usability of textbooks and other teaching
materials. e Ministry of Children and Education has created a popular portal
for the Danish educational system EMU.dk. This portal gathers relevant
educational materials, services, and resources available on the Internet and
communicates knowledge of best practices and has more than 500,000 unique
users every month.26
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Use of Technology
e use of computer technology is a priority in the Danish Folkeskole. During
2004 07, individual schools could apply for government grants to purchase
computer equipment for third grade students, though awards were contingent
upon municipal co-financing at least equal to the level of the government
grants. Schools could also use these grants to purchase equipment such as
video projectors and interactive whiteboards. ese grants resulted in a ratio
of fewer than four students per computer by 2008 and fewer than two thirdgrade students per computer in 2010.27 The government also has funded
initiatives supporting the development of new Internet-based educational
materials.28, 29 These initiatives have aimed to make computers a tool for
students in the lower grades and to ensure that the use of computers would
be included in the curriculum objectives for language instruction and other
subjects by 2009. However, many teachers still prefer books to technology-based
instructional materials.30
Role of Reading Specialists
Most municipalities employ reading consultants who play a key role in
coordinating the reading and literacy strategy of the entire municipality.
Reading consultants act as a resource for language-instruction teachers and
other teachers at municipal schools. Reading consultants assist teachers with
reading assessments, materials, and methods of reading instruction. Moreover,
they may disseminate recent reading research to teaching sta , and motivate
and engage the sta in reading initiatives. Reading consultants also may be
responsible for monitoring the reading level of the school each year.
Since 2007, a new type of reading specialist (l sevejleder) has been
employed at the school level. While their work is similar in nature to that of the
reading consultant, it is restricted in focus to the individual schools. A national
goal is to have reading specialists at every school.31, 32
Second-language Instruction
In Denmark, around 10 percent of all students in basic school speak Danish as
a second language. ere is, however, an uneven distribution of these students,
ranging from less than 5 percent in some municipalities to more than 30 percent
in others.33 Schools o er instruction in Danish as a second language for students
who are not able to follow the same instruction as the rest of the class, though
as a rule, these students are included in the general class. While instruction
in Danish as a second language is viewed as part of ordinary instruction, it is
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di erentiated to meet students' speci c needs. If needed, students may receive
instruction outside the classroom by a second-language specialist.34

Stud ents with Rea d ing Dif c ulties
Diagnostic Testing
Since 2009, schools have been required to perform early language screening of
all students attending kindergarten class to accommodate the individual child's
preparation for primary and lower secondary school education. Moreover, all
municipalities must perform language screening in order to detect linguistic
or cognitive di culties in young children as early as possible and to provide
any necessary intervention before the child starts school.35 Di erent kinds of
reading and spelling assessment materials, including group and individual tests,
are available at all grade levels in school. Some materials focus primarily on
decoding and comprehension, whereas others also take into account student
attitudes towards reading and learning.
Instruction for Children with Reading Di culties
When a child encounters reading di culties, the lowest degree of intervention
is preferred as a rst step usually support in the classroom from a remedial
teacher. If this is not sufficient, the next step is instruction by the reading
specialist at the school level, although the student is still included in the
classroom's ordinary instruction in all subjects if possible. e goal is to provide
structured and explicit instruction in decoding and comprehension for students
encountering reading disabilities, as well as to ensure su cient time for various
tasks. Furthermore, ICT is increasingly used as both an instructional and a
compensatory tool. Since 2007, special professional development programs
focusing on reading disabilities and reading instruction also have been available
for remedial-education teachers at the school level.
Teachers are responsible for recommending special education for
individual students. If necessary, the educational psychological counseling
center in the municipality assesses the student and proposes initiatives.
However, the municipal board makes the nal decision to place a student in a
special class or school, or to provide remedial support in the classroom.36 Larger
municipalities have arranged special classes with specially trained teachers for
students with dyslexia. In these cases, the student must leave the district school
and attend a special class with other students requiring special education. In
2009, 8.4 percent of students in primary and lower secondary grades received
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remedial support within the framework of the Folkeskole; of these, 4.6 percent
received help in special schools or special classes.37 Recently, the Ministry
of Children and Education and Local Government Denmark (LGDK), an
interest group and member authority of the Danish municipalities, have
launched initiatives to focus remedial education in the classroom instead of
as segregated instruction.

Tea c hers a nd Tea c her Ed uc a tion
Teacher Education Speci c to Reading
Some unique features of Danish teacher education include the broadness of
the curriculum, the in-depth study of two or three subjects, and the integration
of theory and practice that exists between pedagogy, psychology, school
subjects, and teaching practice. Teachers are expected to be able to teach
at all levels, from Grades 1 10. The admission requirements of colleges of
education are comparable to the admission requirements of Danish universities
(i.e., completion of ISCED level 3A). e course of study is a four-year bachelor
of arts program (equal to 240 European Credit Transfer and Accumulation
System credits), including 24 weeks of practice teaching.38
Reading is an integrated part of the Danish language course of study, which
is divided into a general component and two di erent specialized components
aimed at either Grades 1 6 or Grades 7 10. Student teachers who specialize in
the Danish language must complete the general component and one or both
special components. e relative emphasis on theories of reading acquisition
and teaching methods varies from college to college.
In January 2007, the teacher education program for the Folkeskole was
reformed. Teachers still graduate as comprehensive teachers for primary or
lower secondary level students but, for the rst time, student teachers must
specialize in the subjects of Danish language and mathematics at the primary
and/or lower secondary level.
Requirements for Ongoing Professional Development in Reading for Teachers
A number of university colleges, which o er pre-service teacher education, also
provide professional development. is development can range from standalone courses in di erent subject areas to further education diploma programs.
Participation in professional development is voluntary and a limited number of
courses are available.39 Usually, either the school or the participating teachers
pay for these courses.
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Monitoring Stud ent Prog ress in Rea d ing
e Folkeskole Act states that schools are obligated to evaluate student learning
in relation to the binding intermediate achievement goals presented in the
Common Objectives.40 Since 2006, there has been an overall focus on quality
assurance and evaluation in primary and lower secondary school, and a large
number of national initiatives on evaluation have been introduced.
Parents receive general progress evaluations (not grades) in each subject
at least twice a year until the seventh year of schooling. Beginning in the eighth
year, teachers award grades in subjects that o er a leaving examination. e
information is given in writing or (more commonly) verbally at a meeting
attended by the student, parents, and the class teacher. In Grades 8 10, the
evaluation system extends to include a written report at least twice a year
showing the student's academic achievement and attainment in the application
of subjects with a leaving examination.
e use of commercially available standardized tests in the primary grades
to assess students' basic reading skills has been common practice for many years.
Four di erent standardized reading tests developed in the 1970s, and further
revised in the 1980s, are among those primarily used when testing elementary
skills such as word recognition and sentence reading.41, 42 ese reading tests
all relate to a country standard of expected reading skills.
In 2005, a report from the Danish Institute of Evaluation found that
principals in 88 percent of schools reported that their schools' had developed
procedures for student assessment in the rst three grades. Only 60 percent of
respondents con rmed that they had decided upon a systematic procedure to
assess student reading skills a er the third grade.
In the 2007 08 school year, Denmark introduced compulsory national
computer-adaptive assessment tests related to intermediate achievement goals,
although the reading test was not fully functional until 2010. ese tests are
pedagogical tools for teachers to use in planning the education of individual
students, as well as tools for enhancing cooperation with parents. Students must
complete compulsory tests in six subjects throughout their primary and lower
secondary school years. Tests in reading are administered in Grades 2, 4, 6, and 8.
Teachers receive guidelines for the evaluation process through a website.43
Students who have dyslexia and use computer-assisted reading programs on a
regular basis are allowed to use these programs during the national assessments.
Only results at the national level are published, while results for individual
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students, classes, and schools remain confidential.44, 45 The first tests were
administered in the 2010 11 year, and the system will be evaluated in 2013.
In 2009, a provision was introduced requiring teachers to prepare
individual learning plans for students in Grades 0 10 and to update these
plans at least once a year. Student plans contain both the results of the ongoing
evaluation and a course of action based on these results. Schools provide
parents with a copy of the plan, with the goal of improving discussions about
how parents and the school can collaborate to support student educational
development.46
At the end of Grades 9 and 10, students take school-leaving examinations.
ese examinations are compulsory a er Grade 9 and voluntary a er Grade 10.
e tenth-grade examinations place higher academic demands on the students
than the ninth-grade examinations.
Students must take examinations in a total of seven subjects. Five of the
examinations are compulsory for all students: written and oral examinations in
Danish, a written examination in mathematics, and oral examinations in English,
and physics-chemistry. Each student also must take two examinations drawn
at random: one from the humanities group, which includes written English as
well as French or German, history, social studies, and Christian studies; and one
from the science group, which consists of geography or biology. Standard rules
for all examinations ensure uniformity throughout the country. e Ministry
of Children and Education develops the written school-leaving examinations,
and teachers conduct the oral examinations. In addition, a mandatory project
assignment gives students in Grades 9 and 10 the opportunity to complete and
present an interdisciplinary project.
Ever y municipal board is responsible for carr ying out an annual
report on the academic quality of individual schools and of the entire
municipal school system. This report is a quality tool designed to ensure
systematic documentation and cooperation among schools, municipalities,
and the ministry.47

Im p a c t a nd Use of PIRLS
Since the publication of IEA-RL results in 1994, the teaching of reading in
primary school has received considerable attention in the Danish political
arena.48, 49 As a reaction to the results, the Ministry of Children and Education
formed an expert group that provided advice to enhance the teaching of
reading.50 Since the 1990s, the government has funded a number of development
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and research projects. One of the rst of these was a research project analyzing
di erences in the teaching of reading in Grades 1 3 in Denmark as compared
to Sweden and Finland, using test materials from IEA-RL in Grade 3. is
study resulted in a number of suggestions for improving reading instruction in
Denmark.51 At the same time, a large-scale longitudinal study on the e ciency
of di erent textbooks used as the basis for reading instruction in the rst grades
was conducted, which gave rise to a pedagogical discussion on the e ciency of
the methods used in beginning reading instruction.52
In 1997, a concerned group of reading specialists founded an annual
National Reading Initiative Award for a teacher or group of teachers who have
demonstrated good teaching practices or developed new materials for the
teaching of reading. Since 2007, the Danish branch of the International Reading
Association, Landsforeningen af L sep dagoger, has continued this award.
Descriptions of each year's award-winning project and nominated runner-up
projects are published to provide inspiration for other reading teachers.53
In 2000, test materials from IEA-RL and TIMSS 1995 were used in an
evaluation of the progress in reading and mathematics in the Danish school
system. Approximately 1,500 third-grade students participated in reading
and about 2,500 eighth-grade students participated in both reading and
mathematics. is study showed some progress in third-grade students' reading
accuracy, but a decline in reading accuracy and reading speed, as well as in
mathematics, for eighth-grade students.54
Also in 2000, the first OECD Programme for International Student
Assessment (PISA) study with reading as the main subject was conducted. e
Danish results for 15-year-olds were very similar to the results of the 14-yearolds nine years earlier in IEA-RL. e repeated PISA study cycles (2003, 2006,
and 2009) have con rmed these results and have helped to maintain an ongoing
public discussion about the quality of the educational system.55
In 2006, the Danish Ministry of Children and Education initiated the
National Center for Reading (Dansk Videnscenter for L sning), which today
has become part of the Danish university colleges.
The center's mission is to promote reading, writing, and language
development e orts at a national level and to help develop and maintain a high
professional level in the university colleges where teacher training takes place.56
With the publication of the national PIRLS 2006 report, the results showed
that the Danish focus, research, and campaigns on reading in primary school
had been successful thus far.57 By adding information to PIRLS from test results
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obtained in the test previously used in IEA-RL, it was possible to create a link
between results from the two studies that showed progress in reading from 1991
to 2006 equivalent to one school year.
However, the concern for improving Danish literacy skills continues;
OECD's PISA has revealed a dissatisfactory percentage of Danish students
leaving ten years of schooling with literacy skills too inadequate to complete a
youth education program.58, 59 While emphasis has been maintained on basic
reading development, the pedagogical debate now also concerns instruction in
reading comprehension, especially instruction in reading informational texts
and in gaining experience with reading literature.
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La ng ua g e a nd Litera c y
In England, the o cial language and medium of instruction in all publicly
funded schools is English. In 2011, 16.8 percent of students in primary schools
spoke a language other than English at home, an increase from 16 percent
during the previous year.1 The most linguistically diverse area of England
is London; a 2005 survey found that at least 196 languages were spoken by
students ages 5 18 in the city, and at least 300 languages were spoken across
England.2 e other most predominant languages are those originally from
South Asia such as Punjabi, Urdu, Gujarati, Hindi, and Bengali.3 e o cial
policy is to integrate all children into mainstream schools, providing additional
language support if necessary. Local authorities provide classes for new arrivals
and others wishing to develop their competence in English.

Overview of the Ed uc a tion System
In 2011, approximately 93 percent of students in England attended publicly
funded educational institutions, with 1 percent of students attending special
schools; 4 the remaining 7 percent attended privately funded institutions. In
January 2011, there were 16,884 primary schools in England, with 4,137,755
students enrolled. is represents a decrease of 620 schools and 11,195 students
since 2006.5
e Department for Education administers education at the national level.
In the past, publicly funded ( maintained ) schools were organized at a regional
level by local authorities, whereas now a greater diversity of structures and
providers are being developed. Some schools have been established outside local
authority control and some existing schools have moved from local control and
are funded directly by the central government. ese latter, autonomous schools
have been named academies. Established schools are being encouraged to adopt
academy status by the Department for Education and some organizations have
established academy chains, consisting of several schools. Academy status
introduces the following organizational changes, among others:
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Freedom from local authority control;
e ability to set salaries and conditions for sta ;
Freedom in curriculum delivery; and
e ability to change the length of terms and school days.
Some academies have a sponsor, which come from a wide range of
backgrounds including successful schools, businesses, universities, charities,
and faith bodies. Sponsors are accountable for improving the performance of
their schools. Funding for academies comes from the central government, and
includes a supplement to cover services not provided by the local authority. As
of February 2012, there were 1,580 academies in England,6 a majority of which
are at the secondary phase of education.
A new type of school also has been introduced. Free Schools are non-pro t,
independent, publicly funded schools. A variety of groups can establish these
schools, including charities, universities, businesses, educational organizations,
teachers, or parents. As with academies, Free Schools operate with greater
freedom than established publicly funded schools. In addition to the changes
available to academies, Free Schools have additional freedoms such as not
requiring teachers to have quali ed teacher status. At present, there are relatively
few Free Schools in England.
Most primary schools (63%) have no religious a liation, although all are
required to teach religious education and hold a daily act of collective worship.7
Twenty-nine percent of primary-age students attend a school with a religious
a liation, the majority having an Anglican or Roman Catholic foundation.
ere are a small number of schools of other Christian faiths or with Jewish,
Muslim, or Sikh a liations.
Compulsory schooling starts from the term a er the child's h birthday
and continues to age 16. A majority of primary schools includes students
from ages 4 or 5 11; the rst year of primary school is generally known as
the reception year. erea er, students move on to secondary schools, most
of which include students up to age 16 or 18. At the end of 2010, 84 percent of
16- to 18-year-olds were in education and training, 9 percent of this age
group were employed, and the remaining 7 percent were not in education,
employment, or training.8 Government policy is focused on this last group
of young people, widely known as NEETS (Not In Education, Employment,
or Training).
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Publicly funded primary education is nonselective, as is most secondary,
with students attending a local school based on parental choice and location.
However, some schools use forms of selection based on ability or aptitude.
Exhibit 1 shows the structure of the three major phases of the education
system preprimary (up to age 5), primary (5 11 years), and secondary
(11 16 years) and the components of the national curriculum.
Exhibit 1: Structure of the Education System in England
Compulsory Education
Phase

Preprimary

Primary

Secondary

Age

0 5

5 11

11 16

Stage

Early Years Foundation
Stage: Ages 0 5

Early Years Foundation
Stage: (to end of reception
year)
Key Stage 1: Ages 5 7
Key Stage 2: Ages 7 11

Key Stage 3: Ages 11 14
Key Stage 4: Ages 14 16

ISCED Level

Level 0: Ages 0 5

Level 1: Ages 5 11

Level 2: Ages 11 14
Level 3: Ages 14 16

Curriculum

Early learning goals:
personal, social,
and emotional
development;
communication,
language, and literacy;
problem solving,
reasoning and
numeracy; knowledge
and understanding
of the world; physical
development; and
creative development.

Core subjects: English,
mathematics, science; and
Foundation subjects: design
and technology, information
and communication
technology (ICT), history,
geography, art and design,
music, and physical
education. Religious
education also is taught.

Key stage 3: Same as for
primary, plus a modern
foreign language and
citizenship. Religious
education also is taught.
Key stage 4: The three core
subjects plus, information
and communication
technology (ICT), physical
education, and citizenship.
Also an entitlement to
choose from a variety of
other subjects such as a
modern foreign language,
geography, history, the arts,
and others.

e national curriculum was introduced in 1988 and revised in 1999.
In 2007, further revisions to the curriculum for ages 11 16 were made. In
September 2008, the government began to introduce these changes; however,
the new administration, which took o ce in May 2010, has not implemented
the new curriculum in full. In the past, all publicly funded schools have been
obliged to follow the national curriculum for students ages 5 16, the years of
compulsory schooling. Academies and Free Schools are not required to follow
the national curriculum but must provide a broad and balanced curriculum
to include English, mathematics, and science and to make provisions for the
teaching of religious education.
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e foreword to the 2000 curriculum speci es its aim as follows:
[ e national curriculum] sets out a clear, full and statutory
entitlement to learning for all pupils. It determines the
content of what will be taught and sets attainment targets
for learning. It also determines how performance will be
assessed and reported.9
Performance standards are described in a series of eight levels across
the years of compulsory schooling. Exhibit 2 shows the expected relationship
between these levels of performance and the key stages.
Exhibit 2: Levels of Performance and Expected Attainment for Students in Key Stages 1 3
Range of Performance Levels within Which the
Majorit y of Students are Expected to Work

Expected Performance Level At tained by the
Majorit y of Students at the End of Each Key Stage

Key Stage 1

Levels 1 3

At age 7

Level 2

Key Stage 2

Levels 2 5

At age 11

Level 4

Key Stage 3

Levels 3 7

At age 14

Level 5 or 6

La ng ua g e/ Rea d ing Curric ulum in the Fourth Gra d e
Reading Policy
The previous government had a series of targets related to achievement in
English (reading and writing) at age 11, focusing on the proportion of students
who achieved at least the expected standard, Level 4 (see Exhibit 2), in tests at
the end of the primary stage of education. e latest gures show that 84 percent
of students achieved at least Level 4 in reading in 2011 and that 43 percent
achieved Level 5, exceeding age expectations.10
e national curriculum describes performance at these levels in reading
as follows:
Level 4 In responding to a range of texts, students show understanding
of signi cant ideas, themes, events, and characters and begin to use
inference and deduction. ey refer to the text when explaining their
views. ey locate and use ideas and information.
Level 5 Students show understanding of a range of texts, selecting
essential points and using inference and deduction where appropriate.
In their responses, they identify key features, themes, and characters
and select sentences, phrases, and relevant information to support their
views. ey retrieve and collate information from a range of sources.
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While there has been a focus on end of Key Stage 2 assessments as key
measures of the e ectiveness of primary schools, a more recent policy direction
has been the identi cation of systematic synthetic phonics as the most e ective
approach in the teaching of early literacy skills. e previous focus was on
systematic phonics teaching, not explicitly synthetic phonics. In contrast to
analytic phonics, in which words are broken down into their beginning and
end parts, such as str- and eet, synthetic phonics starts by sequencing the
individual sounds in words for example, s-t-r-ee-t with an emphasis
on blending them together. For the rst time in 2012, a screening check will
be introduced nationally at age six to identify, at the earliest opportunity,
those students who have not made the expected progress in developing this
underpinning phonic knowledge.
Summary of National Curriculum
Reading is one of three elements in the national curriculum for English,
alongside speaking and listening, and writing. In all national curriculum
subjects, the programs of study set out what students should be taught and
have two strands: the knowledge, skills, and understanding to be taught; and the
breadth of study (the contexts, activities, areas of study, and ranges of experience
through which the subject is to be taught). e current national curriculum for
English describes the development of student reading skills at each of the key
stages as follows:
Key Stage 1 Students' interests and pleasure in reading are developed
as they learn to read con dently and independently. Students focus on
words and sentences and how they t into whole texts. ey work out
the meaning of straightforward texts and say why they do or do not like
them.11
Key Stage 2 Students enthusiastically read a range of materials and
use their knowledge of words, sentences, and texts to understand
and respond to the meaning. Students increase their ability to read
challenging and lengthy texts independently. ey re ect on the
meaning of texts, analyzing and discussing them with others.12
Key Stages 3 and 4 Students learn to become enthusiastic and critical
readers of stories, poetry, and drama, as well as non- ction and media
texts, gaining access to the pleasure and world of knowledge that reading
o ers.13, 14
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Although the programs of study set out what students should be taught, and
the attainment targets set out the expected standards of student performance,
the national curriculum does not specify any particular teaching strategies or
resources for use in schools.
There are separate programs of study in English for the elements of
speaking and listening, reading, and writing. Nevertheless there is an expectation
that, because language development depends on their interrelatedness, teaching
needs to build on the links between them.
e program of study for reading for Key Stage 2 (ages 7 11) is as follows: 15
Exhibit 3: Program of Study and Expected Attainment for Reading, Key Stage 2
Section

Level Descriptors

Knowledge,
Reading Strategies
Skills, and
Understanding

To read with fluency, accuracy and understanding, students should
be taught to use the following: phonemic awareness and phonic
knowledge, word recognition and graphic knowledge, knowledge of
grammatical structures, and contextual understanding.

Understanding
Texts

Students should be taught to do the following: use inference and
deduction, look for meaning beyond the literal, make connections
between different parts of a text, and use their knowledge of other
texts they have read.

Reading for
Information

Students should be taught to do the following: scan texts to find
information; skim for gist and overall impression; obtain specific
information through detailed reading; draw on different features
of texts, including print, sound, and image, to obtain meaning; use
organizational features and systems to find texts and information;
distinguish between fact and opinion; and consider an argument
critically.

Literature

To develop understanding and appreciation of literary texts, students
should be taught to do the following: recognize the choice, use,
and effect of figurative language, vocabulary, and patterns of
language; identify different ways of constructing sentences and their
effects; identify how character and setting are created, and how
plot, narrative structure, and themes are developed; recognize the
differences between author, narrator, and character; evaluate ideas
and themes that broaden perspectives and extend thinking; consider
poetic forms and their effects; express preferences and support views
by referencing texts; respond imaginatively, drawing on the whole
text and other reading; and read stories, poems, and plays aloud.

Non-fiction and
Non-literary Texts

To develop understanding and appreciation of non-fiction and nonliterary texts, students should be taught to do the following: identify
the use and effect of specialist vocabulary; identify words associated
with reason, persuasion, argument, explanation, instruction, and
description; recognize phrases and sentences that convey a formal,
impersonal tone; identify links between ideas and sentences in nonchronological writing; understand the structural and organizational
features of different types of text; evaluate different formats, layouts,
and presentational devices; and engage with challenging and
demanding subject matter.

Language Structure To read texts with greater accuracy and understanding, students
and Variation
should be taught to do the following: identify and comment on
features of English at the word, sentence, and text level, using
appropriate terminology.
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Section
Breadth of
Study

Level Descriptors
Literature

Students should be taught knowledge, skills, and understanding
through a range of literary texts, including the following: modern
fiction by significant children's authors; long-established children's
fiction; a range of good-quality modern poetry; classic poetry;
texts from a variety of cultures and traditions; myths, legends, and
traditional stories; and play scripts.

Non-fiction and
Non-literary Texts

Students should be taught knowledge, skills, and understanding
through a range of non-fiction and non-literary texts, including the
following: diaries, autobiographies, biographies, and letters; print
and ICT-based reference and information materials; and newspapers,
magazines, articles, leaflets, brochures, and advertisements.

Rea d ing Instruc tion in the Prim a ry Gra d es
Instructional Materials
ere are no centrally published materials for the teaching of reading, although
many publishers produce sets of leveled readers for use in the early years
and a variety of support materials are often used alongside leveled books
with controlled vocabulary. A new program has been introduced providing
government funding for approved resources in teaching synthetic phonics. Most
schools used leveled programs in conjunction with selections of ction and
non ction texts in class and school libraries. A small number of dual-language
texts also are available.
Use of Technology
The Education Reform Act of 1988 made ICT compulsory for all students
ages 5 16 in publicly funded schools, and ICT is required for all students in
the teaching of English. Its position in the national curriculum and the proposed
program of study are currently under review.
e schools' regulator, Ofsted (O ce for Standards in Education, Children's
Services and Skills), reported on the use of ICT in the curriculum during the
three years prior to 2011.16 Ofsted reported that practice was better in primary
than in secondary schools. It was found that in primary schools where e ective
use of ICT was seen, some schools used ICT to engage boys more successfully
in English, especially in reading and writing:
These pupils were motivated to improve their reading
skills to enable them to understand and report on material
researched on the Internet. In one school, the opportunity
to contribute online book reviews to a site provided by
a commercial book supplier was encouraging reluctant
readers.17
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A number of resources meeting the present government's core criteria for
resources that promote high quality teaching of systematic synthetic phonics in
the earliest stages of learning to read include material for interactive whiteboard
and computer-based delivery.
Role of Reading Specialists
Typically, the class teacher teaches reading as part of the English or literacy
curriculum. Within primary schools, the practice is to have subject leaders
generally, middle management teachers who focus on improving standards
in their schools through lesson observation, resource management, and the
dissemination of good practice including coaching and peer support. Typically,
these teachers also continue with the teaching responsibility for a particular
class of students for most subjects.
Some schools may have one or more teachers designated as Advanced Skills
Teachers in literacy. ese teachers are expert practitioners who are expected to
share good practices within their own school as well as with other neighboring
schools. ey receive additional salary when they take on this role. Some schools
may also have a trained Reading Recovery teacher.
Second-language Instruction
Teaching is generally provided in English, but support is o en provided for
students who are learning English as an additional language depending
on students' level of uency. Fluency is o en assessed and described using
a framework originally produced by the Qualifications and Curriculum
Authority.18 Support may be provided by specialist teachers or bilingual
teaching assistants. ose involved are expected to plan together to provide
the most e ective support, which o en include the following: pre-teaching,
to enable students to access the lesson; support during the lesson; and
follow-up consolidation.
In 2005, Ofsted published a report that focused on the writing competence
of advanced bilingual learners ages 7 11, Could they do even better? 19 e report
described advanced bilingual learners as students who have had all or most of
their school education in the United Kingdom and whose oral pro ciency in
English is usually indistinguishable from that of students with English as a rst
language but whose writing may still show distinctive features related to their
language background.
e report indicated that the educational attainment
at the end of primary school of advanced bilingual learners suggested some
underachievement, more notably in writing than reading.
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Stud ents with Rea d ing Dif c ulties
Diagnostic Testing
A new, statutory phonics screening check is to be introduced for all students at
age six in publicly funded schools at the end of the 2011 12 academic year. e
stated purpose of this is to con rm whether individual students have learned
phonic decoding to an appropriate standard. Students who have not reached
this standard at the end of Year 1 should receive support from their school to
ensure that they can improve their phonic decoding skills. Students will then
have the opportunity to retake the screening check.
Schools also may use the national assessments at age seven to identify
students not meeting expected standards. In addition, numerous standardized
tests are available to schools for screening purposes.
Instruction for Children with Reading Di culties
There are no national inter vention programs for children with reading
disabilities, and school managers select approaches that best suit their local
circumstances. Frequently, school managers deploy teaching assistants, working
under the guidance of the class teacher, or specially trained teachers to assist
such children.
One of the best known programs is Every Child a Reader (ECaR), a schoolwide early literacy strategy for raising attainment in Key Stage 1 through a
layered approach to intervention with Reading Recovery at the core. e overall
aim of ECaR is that, by the end of Key Stage 1 (age 7), struggling readers and
writers are able to achieve in line with age-related expectations or better. Further,
ECaR provides professional expertise in schools to enhance literacy achievement
of all students. Intervention strategies may include Talking Partners, Better
Reading Partners, Early Literacy Support, Fischer Family Trust Wave 3, and
Reading Recovery. e program has previously received some government
funding for national roll out and evaluation, and a national appraisal of ECaR
was published in 2011.20

Tea c hers a nd Tea c her Ed uc a tion
In 2010, of the 196,300 regular teachers in primary and nursery schools in
England, 31,200 worked part-time.21
Teaching is an all-graduate profession into which there are two main
routes. For each route, prospective teachers must pass ve or more subjects
with a grade of C or higher in the General Certi cate of Secondary Education
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examinations (GCSEs), including English and mathematics, and pass two or
more Advanced Level examinations (or equivalent) prior to acceptance to a
training course. Students most commonly take GCSEs at age 16 and Advanced
Level examinations at age 18.
In the rst route into teaching, prospective teachers pursue a three- or
four-year degree that combines the study of one or more academic subjects
with professional training in aspects of education (a Bachelor of Education or
Bachelor of Arts with quali ed teacher status). Alternatively, teachers can pursue
a three-year bachelor's degree followed by a one-year Postgraduate Certi cate
in Education (PGCE). A third, less common way of attaining quali ed teacher
status is an employment-based route.
e majority of teachers entering secondary schools have a relevant degree
and a PGCE. First degrees that confer quali ed teacher status are more common
among primary teachers.
e content of initial teacher training programs is in part determined
by the rigorous demands of a series of professional competencies that student
teachers must attain. ese are organized into three interrelated categories:
professional attributes, professional knowledge and understanding, and
professional skills. All prospective primary school teachers receive training in
the teaching of reading, and must pass skill tests in literacy, numeracy, and ICT.
Student teachers register with higher education institutions and spend
a large proportion of their time in the classroom under the supervision of a
practicing teacher. Primary teachers are trained to teach all subjects in the
national curriculum.
During the early part of their teaching careers, mentors within their schools
support newly qualified teachers and qualified teacher status is confirmed
upon satisfactory completion of three school terms of teaching (the induction
year). This aims to provide a bridge between initial training and effective
professional practice.
Requirements for Ongoing Professional Development in Reading for Teachers
ere are a variety of opportunities for continuing professional development
for teachers, ranging from short, one-day courses to higher degrees, studied
part-time over several years. Individual local authorities, higher education
institutions, or specialist companies or consultants may provide professional
development. Once they have obtained some teaching experience, teachers
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may specialize in literacy instruction and lead literacy instruction in their
own schools.
Publicly funded schools, but not academies, allocate five days in each
academic year to professional development, deciding which speci c days and
subjects best suit their needs.

Monitoring Stud ent Prog ress in Rea d ing
Teachers are expected to regularly assess student attainment, using the national
curriculum level descriptions and considering all three elements of English
(speaking and listening, reading, and writing).
England has an extensive structure of formal assessment, starting with
the mandatory assessment of ve-year-olds in funded settings at the end of the
Foundation Stage. Schools must then submit data on the attainment of sevenyear-olds at the end of Key Stage 1 and there are external mandatory assessments
in reading, writing, and mathematics at age 11, at the end of primary education.
In the intervening primary years, teachers can elect to use centrally produced
optional tests in English and mathematics as a means of collecting further
evidence to support their own assessments. In 2012, the phonics screening check
is being introduced for all six-year-olds in maintained schools.
At age 11, the national reading test comprises a full-color stimulus booklet,
usually containing three or four di erent texts that are thematically linked,
and a separate question booklet with about 30 questions. e tests are scored
externally by trained evaluators, and the results are returned to schools. About
4 percent of children are judged by their teachers to be working below the
levels covered by the tests at age 11.22 ese children do not participate in the
main assessment.
e test results for Key Stage 2 English and mathematics are published
nationally on a school-by-school basis. is has contributed to the tests' high
pro le in England. e results for seven-year-olds are published at a national
summar y level. These results also contribute to the measures of school
e ectiveness known as value-added measures, which are intended to measure
progress made by students from the end of one key stage to the end of another,
in comparison to students of the same or similar prior attainment.23
The previous government encouraged the development of teacher
assessment skills as part of a strategy to shift from a focus on summative
assessment to a more balanced assessment regime, giving teacher assessments
increased status. e current government requested a review of the assessment
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arrangements at the end of primary school and has accepted the review panel's
recommendations. ese include signi cant changes in the external assessment
of writing, although the process for the assessment of reading remains
largely unchanged.
In the rst years of schooling, teachers frequently use a home-school
book in which teachers and parents note reading progress to encourage reading
practice at home. Schools must produce annual student reports that identify
student progress and targets for the forthcoming year, and these are sent to
parents at the end of the school year.
Commercial publishers provide a wide variety of additional test materials,
including standardized tests, that some schools elect to use to supplement the
mandatory tests. In addition, national optional tests in reading and writing are
available for students at ages 7 8, 8 9, and 9 10, and are used widely.

Im p a c t a nd Use of PIRLS
England has participated in the two previous PIRLS assessments and has a
long history of involvement with international surveys. PIRLS is becoming
increasingly known among policy makers, with the assessment and its results
being cited in a number of recent policy documents. e new government's
white paper (leading to the 2011 Education Act), e Importance of Teaching
e Schools White Paper 2010, con rmed the policy of benchmarking England's
performance using international surveys.24
One of the most challenging aspects of international surveys in England
has been obtaining cooperation from the sampled schools. e 2011 Education
Act now requires publicly funded schools drawn in the sample to participate in
the various international surveys in which England is involved. is will apply
to all international comparative surveys from 2012 onwards.
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La ng ua g e a nd Litera c y
Finland has two o cial languages Finnish and Swedish. Finnish is spoken by
93 percent of the country's 5 million inhabitants. e other o cial language,
Swedish is spoken by approximately 6 percent of the population, most of whom
can also speak Finnish. The constitution of Finland stipulates that the two
national languages are equal throughout the country with respect to dealing
with authorities and schooling.
Sami is a minority language that is spoken by approximately 2,000 people
(less than 0.1% of the Finnish population) living in the north of Finland. e
Sami-speaking population has the right to use the Sami language when dealing
with the authorities. Other language minorities include Finnish sign language
users, the Roma, Russian-speakers, and more recent immigrant groups. e
Sami, as an indigenous people, have the right to maintain and develop their own
language and culture, as do the Roma and sign language users.1
Finnish and Swedish are languages of instruction for all educational
levels and school subjects. Usually either Finnish or Swedish is the language of
instruction, but some upper-secondary vocational institutions and universities
are bilingual. Sami is the language of instruction in some basic education, uppersecondary general, and vocational institutions in the Sami-speaking areas.2
Finnish people are active readers and users of the public library. ere are
public libraries in every municipality (319), most of which also have branch
libraries (496) and mobile libraries (155) for sparsely populated areas. In
2009, total annual lending was almost 100 million items (19 per capita), the
number of library visits for the year was 54 million (11 per capita), and library
Internet services were used 52 million times.3 Also in 2009, 51 newspapers
were published from 4 7 times a week, reaching more than 90 percent of Finns
(online newspapers included).4
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Overview of the Ed uc a tion System
In Finland, education is considered a fundamental right of all citizens, and
the main objective of Finnish education policy is to o er all citizens equal
opportunities to receive education, regardless of age, nationality, place of
residence, nancial situation, or mother tongue.5
e Finnish government determines general objectives of basic education
and the allocation of instructional time among the different subjects. The
National Board of Education, which reports to the Ministry of Education and
Culture, decides objectives and contents of instruction and records them in the
national core curriculum. Municipalities prepare their local curricula based on
this national core curriculum. During the 1990s, decentralization of decisionmaking on curricular issues was a major emphasis. More recently, educational
policy is working toward accentuating core competencies and de ning standards
of pro ciency levels in core subject areas.
e majority of students attend publicly funded schools. Municipalities or
federations of municipalities maintain most primary and upper-secondary level
institutions. Private schools receive the same level of public funding as publicly
funded schools.
Municipalities have signi cant freedom in organizing schooling along the
general guidelines provided by the ministry and the national board. In addition,
schools (and teachers) have autonomy regarding pedagogical practices and
methods of student assessment within the guidelines of the national curriculum.
Before compulsory education begins, a child may voluntarily participate in
one year of preprimary education, which municipalities are obliged to provide.
Compulsory education usually starts the year in which a child turns seven. e
basic education syllabus spans nine years, which nearly all children complete
by attending comprehensive school. Basic education is free of charge for all
students and includes textbooks and other materials, a free daily meal, and
school health care and other welfare services.
e upper-secondary level comprises general and vocational education.
Both have a three-year syllabus, and education is mostly free, though students
must pay for materials. General upper-secondary school ends in a matriculation
examination that determines eligibility for higher education studies in both
polytechnics and universities. e vocational upper-secondary quali cation
examination gives general eligibility for all higher education.
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La ng ua g e/ Rea d ing Curric ulum in the Fourth Gra d e
Reading Policy
For all nine grades of basic education, the national curriculum includes
guidelines for teaching reading under the heading Mother Tongue and
Literature.
e curriculum establishes the learning objectives in each subject
and describes subject content on a general level. Additionally, the national
curriculum for Mother Tongue and Literature includes a description of good
performance at the end of Grades 2 and 5, as well as assessment criteria to be
used at the end of the comprehensive school. Municipalities work together with
schools to write their own, more detailed, school curricula based on the national
one. us, the common core curriculum is open to local adaptation.
In addition to the learning objectives and subject-matter content, the
national curriculum stipulates the minimum amount of instruction for
each subject as the number of weekly lessons per year. For Mother Tongue
and Literature, the minimum amount of instruction is 14 weekly lessons for
Grades 1 2, Grades 3 5, and Grades 6 9. Municipalities decide how to
distribute weekly lessons for each grade; for instance, they could distribute the
14 weekly lessons for Grades 3 5 as ve weekly lessons for Grades 3 and 4, and
four weekly lessons for Grade 5. Mother Tongue and Literature must be taught
in every grade of the basic education cycle.6 Municipalities may decide to exceed
the minimum amount of instruction.
ere are separate mother tongue curricula for Finnish, and the minority
languages: Swedish, Sami, Romany, and Finnish sign language. e guidelines
for teaching reading are essentially the same, especially for Finnish, Swedish and
Sami; but, there are some di erences and language-speci c areas of emphasis.7
e following description is based on the curriculum for Finnish as the mother
tongue, because it is the curriculum taught to the vast majority of students.
e general objective of the national curriculum for Mother Tongue and
Literature is that students become active and responsible communicators and
readers. Instruction must be founded on students' linguistic and cultural skills
and experience, and must o er opportunities for diversi ed communication,
including reading, through which students can build identity and self-esteem.
Each subject must have a foundation in a range of texts, broadly conceived;
texts can be spoken or written, ctional or factual, verbal, gurative, vocal, and
graphic, or a combination of these.8
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Summary of National Curriculum
In Grades 1 2, the national curriculum emphasizes oral and written
communication connected with students' everyday lives, encompassing all areas
of language, and supporting the individual in language learning. e objectives
for reading (and writing) include the following:
Learning the basic techniques of reading and writing;
Further developing reading and writing skills, including media and
digital literacy;
Learning to observe oneself as a reader and writer; and
Gradually learning the conventions of written language.
One objective related to students' relationship with literature emphasizes
reading engagement by learning to choose reading material of interest to the
students and of appropriate di culty. Basic reading technique objectives are
to be met through ample practice of sound-letter correspondence; breaking
down speech into words, syllables, and sounds; word recognition; and spelling
at the sound and sentence level. e curriculum also includes diversi ed daily
reading and writing as well as instruction in text-comprehension strategies to
develop reading skills.9
In Grades 3 5, the general objectives related to reading in the national
curriculum focus on learning uent reading and writing techniques, deepening
reading comprehension, and developing skills in acquiring information. e
more speci c reading objectives for interpreting and utilizing texts require that
students learn to do the following:
Read texts uently and evaluate themselves as readers;
Practice di erent ways of reading by applying various comprehension
strategies;
Choose reading material appropriate for di erent purposes; and
Search for information from varied sources.
Furthermore, the curriculum for Grades 3 5 stresses student relationships
with language and literature through reading engagement by focusing on
reading ample amounts of varied literature and learning to select interesting
and appropriate reading material in order to preserve positive attitudes toward
reading. e Grade 3 5 curriculum also stresses text comprehension, speci cally
focusing on di erent ways of reading (e.g., skimming, literal reading, inferential
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reading), reading comprehension strategies (e.g., anticipating the content and
structure of texts based on illustrations and headings, distinguishing main
issues from secondary ones, summarizing, posing questions), and evaluating
texts. Emphasis is placed on ample reading of several types of literary content,
including both common and optional materials, as well as sharing personal
reading experiences.10
For Grades 6 9, the national curriculum de nes the core task of instruction
as broadening student literacy from the skills needed in their immediate
environment to standard language requirements and types of text that are new
to the students. Students are to improve as text analysts and critical interpreters
of texts during these grades, and mother tongue instruction is to encourage
students to read and evaluate literature and various texts. Specific reading
objectives include the following:
Gaining practice with critical reading;
Developing knowledge of text types and genres;
Anticipating the type of reading appropriate for various genres and
reading purposes;
Enhancing information acquisition skills; and
Learning to use multiple sources.
In the case of the reading of literature, objectives include diversifying
students' reading activities and deepening their knowledge of literature.
Objectives are to be met by the following: ensuring mastery of reading processes
through speci c emphasis on reading comprehension; choosing appropriate
methods of reading; sharing reading experiences; interpreting literary texts;
familiarizing students with di erent types of text in factual and ctional settings,
as well as in genres central to Finnish culture; analyzing texts as structural and
meaningful entities; evaluating verbal, visual, and auditory elements used in
texts, as well as author's intentions and choices used for argumentative purposes;
summarizing texts; and evaluating values and attitudes concealed in writing and
illustration. Literature instruction should also include reading complete works,
both required and optional, as well as a range of shorter texts of various genres.11
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Rea d ing Instruc tion in the Prim a ry Gra d es
Instructional Materials
Commercially published textbooks in the mother tongue are the primary
materials for teaching reading. ese are not subject to o cial approval, but
must comply with national curriculum guidelines. e three most widely used
textbook series in Grades 3 6 include a wide variety of materials for instruction:
for example, the textbooks themselves, teachers' guides, assessment materials,
and exercise books for di erentiated instruction. Some series also include an
extra reader, a reading journal, or additional remedial teaching material for
students with reading or writing di culties.
The Finnish National Board of Education produces small-circulation
materials for special groups. Schools and teachers are free to choose any
textbook series they nd suitable. For practical reasons, teachers in the same
school usually use the same textbook.
Use of Technology
Technological resources in Finnish schools are widely available. On average,
there are 5.5 students per computer in basic education, and nearly 80 percent
of primary schools have fewer than 10 students per computer.12 e use of
technology in reading instruction is not widespread, although learning games
are available that particularly bene t struggling readers who need to practice
basic reading skills (e.g. Ekapeli).13 ese may be used at school, but only as
supplements to more traditional methods and materials.
Role of Reading Specialists
Primary schools have special education teachers who also serve as reading
specialists. While classroom teachers are responsible for teaching reading,
special education teachers collaborate with them in screening, testing, and
supporting students with reading di culties. ese specialists provide part-time
special education to students who need it, either in individual or small-group
sessions, in addition to or simultaneously with other instruction.
Second-language Instruction
Students whose mother tongue is not Finnish, Swedish, or Sami receive
instruction in Finnish or Swedish as a second language. is instruction partially
or entirely replaces the standard Mother Tongue and Literature instruction
where Finnish or Swedish is the mother tongue. e number of weekly lessons
per year is equal to that for Finnish as the mother tongue.
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e objectives of second language instruction in the national curriculum
emphasize pro ciency in Finnish or Swedish. Students who are pro cient in
Finnish and Swedish can study any subject and continue their studies beyond the
basic education level. Lifelong language learning and developing native speaker
language pro ciency are encouraged to help students achieve equal opportunity
in society. e national curriculum also asserts that Finnish or Swedish are both
objects and instruments of learning in second language instruction. Students,
therefore, learn either second language in every subject, necessitating teacher
cooperation. e aim is also to support functional bilingualism and cultural
identity by stressing language pro ciency in the student's second language in
conjunction with the students' mother tongues.14

Stud ents with Rea d ing Dif c ulties
Diagnostic Testing
A number of diagnostic reading tests are available in Finnish. Classroom teachers
use some of these tests to screen groups, while special education teachers and
school psychologists use other diagnostic tests to identify individual students'
reading di culties. e most commonly used standardized reading test is the
Comprehensive School Reading test, which covers linguistic awareness, and
decoding and reading comprehension for Grade 1 and Grades 2 6.15
Because municipalities, as education providers, and schools decide on their
own assessment practices, some variation exists in the area of diagnostic testing.
At many, if not most, of the primary schools, students are tested in the rst or
second grade as well as in the fourth grade.
Instruction for Children with Reading Di culties
According to the Basic Education Act, students have the right to adequate
support for learning within the school. Depending on student need, this
support may be provided as remedial teaching, part-time special education,
enhanced support according to an individual learning plan, or full-time special
education.16 e national curriculum further stresses the importance of the
early recognition of learning di culties, early support measures, di erent means
of support, and cooperation with the students' parents.17
In the case of minor reading di culties, a classroom teacher may give
remedial instruction to the student or ask the special education teacher for
consultation. In the case of more severe or more persistent reading di culties,
a special education teacher steps in to evaluate the nature of the di culties and
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provide part-time special education either in the class or, more commonly, in
individual or small-group sessions. If these support measures are inadequate,
the student may receive enhanced support or be transferred to full-time special
education, based on individual teaching and learning plans.
In 2009, approximately nine percent of students in basic education were
transferred to special education and another 23 percent received part-time
special education. At the primary level, reading and writing di culties were
clearly the most common reasons for part-time special education: 52 percent of
the students in part-time special education received special support in reading
and writing.18

Tea c hers a nd Tea c her Ed uc a tion
Teacher Education Speci c to Reading
In Finland, a master's degree is a prerequisite for teacher quali cation. Eight
universities provide teacher education for both general classroom teachers as
well as subject teachers. e general content and structure of teacher education
programs, as well as the master's degree program requirements, are regulated by
government regulations.19 Universities have independence regarding the speci c
content of teacher education programs.20
Prospective classroom teachers for Grades 1 6 major in education. eir
program requires from 5 8 credits (2 3% of the master's degree) in mother
tongue, including methods of teaching reading and writing. Many universities
also o er optional studies in the teaching of mother tongue and literature.
Subject teachers of mother tongue and literature major in either the Finnish
language or literature, and minor in pedagogical studies (60 credits). Both
classroom teachers' and subject teachers' pedagogical studies include guided
practical training. e extent of the classroom teachers' guided practice varies
from 26 33 credits (9 11% of the master's degree). In most universities subject
specialist teachers' guided practice is 20 credits (7% of the master's degree).
Requirements for Ongoing Professional Development in Reading for Teachers
Teachers' collective agreements on working conditions regulate teachers'
obligation to participate in professional development for three days during
each school year.21 Teacher employers, such as municipalities, are typically
responsible for organizing and funding their sta 's professional development,
including in-service training. Regional authorities and the National Board of
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Education also provide in-service training. e content and focus of in-service
training vary between municipalities and regional authorities.
The National Board of Education also is responsible for funding,
monitoring, and promoting teacher professional development, usually focusing
on topics relevant to national education policy. Education providers can apply
for funding from the National Board of Education on a yearly basis.22
In recent years, in-service teacher education participation has decreased,
and the Ministry of Education and Culture has started to emphasize teacher
professional development by doubling funding for this purpose and launching a
new development program. e development program is organized and funded
through regional authorities and the National Board of Education.23

Monitoring Stud ent Prog ress in Rea d ing
Reading is assessed within the subject of mother tongue and literature. e
Finnish National Board of Education is responsible for developing education,
and thus conducts national assessments of learning outcomes. National
assessments are sample-based and focus on the central content of the national
curriculum, mainly at the end of basic education. During the last decade
National Board of Education has implemented national assessments of mother
tongue for Grade 9 every second or third year (in 2003, 2005 and 2010), and
once for Grades 3 (in 2005) and 6 (in 2007).24 These national assessments
provide schools and teachers with regular updates about the knowledge and
skills of their students in relation to other schools and national objectives of
instruction.25 Teachers are responsible for student assessment in the classroom
and may decide on the methods of assessment, which typically include teachermade examinations, examinations based on the textbook, and continuous
observation of student progress.

Im p a c t a nd Use of PIRLS
Finland is participating in PIRLS for the rst time in 2011.
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La ng ua g e a nd Litera c y
Since June 25, 1992, constitutional law has speci ed that French is the language
of the Republic. French also is the language of instruction in France and the
most widely spoken language in the country.
However, an amendment to the constitution (article 75 1) in May 2008
recognizes that regional languages belong to the heritage of France. In 2010,
the Ministry of Culture reported that 2 percent of primary school students
receive their entire primary education in a regional language (i.e., a language
other than French, such as Alsatian, Breton, Basque, Langue d'Oc, Corsican,
and Catalan) in one-third of the 30 French regional education authorities.1
e regions with the largest proportions of regional languages are Corsica,
Guyana, Strasbourg, and Toulouse, comprising approximately 135,000 of the
6.665 million students enrolled in primary school in both public and private
sectors.2 Less than 1 percent of students receive bilingual education in a
regional language.
Recent immigration primarily to urban areas also is associated with
various additional languages being spoken. In efforts to integrate foreignlanguage lessons into the education curriculum, France has signed international
agreements, called Enseignement de langue et de culture d'origine (Instruction
in native language and culture), with several foreign countries (e.g., Algeria,
Portugal, Italy, Spain, Morocco, Turkey, Tunisia, Croatia, Serbia). In the 1970s,
the first objective of these agreements was to allow the foreign students to
better t into the French educational system, while maintaining links with
their heritage and protecting the possibility of return in their country. Today,
however, the objectives are to value the student's native culture and language
while improving their language skills and their success at school. e total
number of students receiving such instruction varies from 75,000 to 100,000
per year.
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Emphasis on Literacy
Every year, the Ministry of Education organizes or supports a number of
nationwide literacy events. ese events serve several purposes, but prima rily
aim to facilitate an interest in reading and to promote access to reading outside
of school. Some examples of these activities include the following:
Week of the Media in School All teachers are invited to participate in
a civic education activity to help students become familiar with printed
media.3
Poets' Spring
ousands of activities occur nationwide during an entire
week devoted to promoting poetry.4
Week of the French Language and the French-speaking World Schools
participate in hundreds of events organized throughout the country.
Students o en participate through theme projects focusing on the
importance of France's literary heritage and on literacy as a key to selfenjoyment.5
Read and Help Read To encourage an interest in reading and literature,
retired persons coordinate with teachers and schools to share the
pleasure of reading with elementary school students.6
Reading Battle A competition where 6- to 12-year-old children write
articles and book reports to help them discover the world of books.
Two additional entities play a significant role in promoting literacy
the National Reading Observatory and the National Agency to Fight Against
Illiteracy. e National Reading Observatory is a literacy advisory group of the
ministry created in June 1996. is advisory group brings together researchers,
teachers, inspectors, and parent representatives to analyze educational practices
in the eld of learning and improvement in reading.7 Lastly, the National Agency
to Fight Against Illiteracy also has the goal of coordinating and optimizing
resources provided by the state, regions, and companies to battle illiteracy.8

Overview of the Ed uc a tion System
France's education system is a federal responsibility, with the government's
Ministry of Education responsible for the de nition and implementation of
education policy. e ministry's goals are to distribute resources dedicated to
education, guarantee equal access to this public service, and monitor education
policies. Speci cally, the federal government de nes educational orientations
and curricula; and it recruits, trains, and manages education sta , determines
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the status of schools and the rules on which they function, and appoints teachers
and administrative sta . Only the federal government may de ne and establish
diploma levels.
For many years, France's education system had been highly centralized,
hierarchical, and uniform in its organization and operations. In 1982, the
federal government began to decentralize, transferring some federal powers
and responsibilities to regions and departments.9 e federal government still
retains responsibility for curriculum definition, diploma distribution, and
personnel recruitment and development at all levels. However, regions are
currently responsible for overseeing investment, operations, and personnel
management in upper-secondary schools (lyc es). Similarly, departments
(smaller administrative entities) have the same responsibilities for lowersecondary schools (coll ges), while individual towns are responsible for local
nursery and elementary schools. Towns own school premises and oversee
construction, reconstruction, extension, and major repairs; thus, they manage
local school equipment, operations, and maintenance, and can organize
additional educational, sports, and cultural activities within the school buildings.
Structure of the Education System
France provides free education for all students in primary and secondary
schools, and schooling is compulsory at the elementary and lower-secondary
levels, from ages 6 16. Children must be registered at elementary school at the
beginning of the school year (September) in the calendar year in which they
reach age 6. In 2010 11, France had 48,522 public schools and 5,276 private
schools at the primary level.10
Since 1990, primary schooling has been organized in three cycles: Cycle 1
is the cycle of rst learning ( rst and second years of preprimary); Cycle 2 is the
cycle of fundamental learning (third year of preprimary, Grades 1 and 2); and
Cycle 3 is the cycle of consolidation of learning (Grades 3, 4, and 5).
Preprimar y school (i.e., nurser y school) is free of charge but not
compulsory, and accepts children between ages 3 5, starting from age 2 when
places are available. In 2010, 100 percent of children between ages 3 5, as well
as 14 percent of two-year-old children attended a nursery school.11 All nursery
schools bene t from the services of a specialized administrator, recruited by
the municipality, whose task is to assist the teacher in all non-educational
activities. e general objective of nursery school is to help children develop and
form their personalities and prepare them for success in elementary school. In
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nursery school, mastery of language is emphasized; children practice speaking
skills, begin to build their vocabulary, and learn to write. Artistic education
also is an important part of the nursery school curriculum, as is discovering
the universe of numbers. In 2010, the average class size in nursery schools was
26 students.12
Schooling at the elementary level is usually five years, although the
period may be increased or decreased by one year based on individual student
knowledge. Promotion from primary school to the first class of secondary
education is automatic. At the primary level, many schools have classes
composed of two or more grade levels. In 1999, for example, mixed-level
primary school classes represented nearly 22 percent of all French classes. Some
schools, mostly rural, contain only a single class with all grade levels grouped
together; in 2010, these schools accounted for 6.9 percent of French schools.
During the 2010 11 school year, 55 percent of primary and elementary schools
had between one and ve classes, 33 percent of schools had between six and ten
classes, and 12 percent had eleven or more classes.13 In 2010, the average size of
classes in elementary schools was 23 students.14
e two main components of primary education are mastery of the French
language, as well as the main elements of mathematics. e competencies with
respect to the French language that students must reach by the end of each cycle
are described below:
Cycle 2 (Grades 1 2) Students learn to read and write in French while
becoming acquainted with some major aspects of the written culture.
Cycle 3 (Grades 3 5) Students develop mastery of the French language
and continue to acquire foundations for further education.
Secondary education is divided into two successive stages: lower-secondary
and upper-secondary school. Lower-secondary school is from Grades 6 9
(usually ages 11 15). In 2010, 3.1 million students were enrolled in public
and private lower-secondary schools.15 Upon completion of the ninth grade,
students attend a general and technical or a vocational upper-secondary
school that prepares them for the corresponding Baccalaur at (known as le
Bac ), an examination usually taken at age 18. ere are two types of uppersecondary schools:
General and Technological Schools
ese schools lead to either the
General and Technological Baccalaur at or the Certi cate of Technician,
respectively. e general track includes literature, economics, social
studies, and science. e technological track includes tertiary science
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and technology, industrial science and technology, and laboratory
science and technology.
Vocational Schools
ese schools lead to the Vocational Aptitude
Certi cate, the Vocational Studies Certi cate, or the Vocational
Baccalaur at.
State education enrolls 86.6 percent of students at the primary level and
78.7 percent at the secondary level.16 Private schools are primarily religious,
mostly Roman Catholic, and are subject to monitoring by the state.

La ng ua g e/ Rea d ing Curric ulum in the Fourth Gra d e
Reading Policy
To facilitate learning to read in the primary grades, oral language must be
developed in preprimary school. In France, knowing how to read and enjoying
reading are the major objectives of the rst years of elementary school.
Between ages 6 7 (Grades 1 2), children become acquainted with the
functioning of written language. is includes connecting sounds with letters,
understanding the structure of sentences in simple texts, and understanding the
di erences between written and spoken language.
Between ages 8 10 (Grades 3 5), students begin reading to learn. ey
begin encountering long, increasingly complex texts across all disciplines. ese
rich texts motivate students to think, be moved, enjoy themselves, and learn. In
literature, the goal of the curriculum of Cycle 3 is to expose every student to a set
of texts suited to his or her age and preferences of youth literature. Re ection on
the French language leads students to examine written materials, describe them,
and de ne their characteristics. Students compare di erent linguistic elements
(texts, sentences, words, sounds, and written forms) to describe similarities and
di erences between texts.
Summary of National Curriculum
France has a national curriculum that covers reading instruction at the fourth
grade of elementary school, and the reading portion alone has been renewed ten
times over a 90-year period. e curricula are national and compulsory for all
teachers and students, and they govern teacher practice. Teachers are responsible
for building a coherent progression through the curriculum, adapting the pace
of the curriculum to suit children's abilities and needs, de ning instructional
strategies, and evaluating students.
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France's present primary school curriculum was o cially implemented
at the beginning of the 2008 09 school year and covers Grades 2, 3, and 4.
However, students assessed in PIRLS 2011 would have begun compulsory
schooling in Grade 1 under the previous 2002 curriculum. Despite having
o cial status, new syllabi require time for implementation following publication
(e.g., time of appropriation by the teachers, renewal of textbooks); thus, it is
di cult to estimate the impact of each curriculum in the schooling of the PIRLS
student sample. erefore, in addition to the 2008 curriculum, the following
descriptions include information on the 2002 curriculum, particularly in regards
to the Cycle of Fundamental Learning (Grades 1 2).
Previous Curriculum
From 2002 to 2008,the elementary school curriculum outlined two di erent
components in learning to read: identifying written words, and understanding
the meaning of words in verbal and nonverbal contexts.17 e rst component
is speci c to reading, while the second also encompasses oral language.
To improve reading comprehension, the curriculum emphasized reading
for literary experience and information acquisition. It also encouraged reading
for oral expression in addition to social awareness or civic duty. Unfortunately,
the curriculum allowed little time for reading for enjoyment.
e curriculum also stressed the diversity of written language and the
variety of text types, and learning to read for speci c school courses, including
the use of a variety of text types across disciplines.
Based on the 2002 curriculum, students were expected to acquire the
following general reading competences by the end of the Cycle of Fundamental
Learning (Grades 1 2):
Understand explicitly stated information in a literary or documentary
text suited to both their age and culture;
Find answers to simple questions in a printed informational text or on a
website;
Find the subject of a literary text;
Read a short passage aloud a er silent preparation, with the correct
accents and intonation;
Independently read an illustrated story previously read in class by or
with the teacher;
Understand the alphabetical system of coding-writing;
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Recognize the regular correspondence between graphemes and
phonemes;
Propose a possible (phonetically correct) spelling for a regular word;
Decipher an unknown word; and
Immediately identify most short words (up to four or ve letters) and the
most frequently used long words.
Current Curriculum
Since 2008, master y of the French language and the main elements of
mathematics have been the priority objectives for Grades 3, 4, and 5 (Cycle 3).18
e 2008 curriculum de nes knowledge and skills for development throughout
the cycle.
The first three points of emphasis in the French language curriculum
concern oral language, reading (with elements of literature) and writing texts,
and the study of vocabulary, grammar, and spelling. Regarding the second point
of emphasis, reading and writing are systematically connected throughout the
cycle and are practiced daily in all subjects, not just in French. e study of
texts, particularly literary texts, aims to develop understanding and supports
the learning of autonomous writing.
roughout this cycle, reading continues to be learned systematically and
includes the following goals:
Recognizing words automatically, easy reading of irregular and rare
words, increased speed and e ciency in silent reading;
Understanding sentences;
Understanding school texts (problems statements, instructions, lessons,
and exercises in textbooks);
Understanding informative and informational texts; and
Understanding literary texts (e.g., narratives, descriptions, dialogues,
and poems).
Students learn to understand the meaning of texts by rephrasing essential
sections and answering questions about them. Students report on their
reading, express their reactions or points of view, and discuss these subjects.
When interpreting a text, students must examine it for evidence to support or
disprove interpretations. is level of understanding depends on being able
to locate the text's main elements (e.g., the subject of an informational text,
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the characters and events of a narrative) and precise analysis. is analysis is
determined mainly by observation of the distinctive features giving coherence
to the text (i.e., title, sentence and paragraph organization, role of punctuation
and connecting words, and use of pronouns, verbs tenses, and lexical elds).
e literature syllabus aims to give every student a set of age-appropriate
texts, drawn from French heritage and from contemporary and classic youth
literature. It also encourages the development of a common literary culture as
well as reading for pleasure.
Progression of Teaching
French language and mathematics syllabi are planned by grade and published
jointly with the curriculum. ese provide teaching sta with directions for
organizing the progression of student learning. e new knowledge and skills
goals for Grade 4 in reading are the following:
Reading school work instructions and problems statements without
assistance;
Preparing and reading a ten-line text aloud with uidity and in a
meaningful way;
Reading a literary or informational text silently and understanding it
(i.e., being able to rephrase, summarize, and answer questions);
Locating explicit information in a text and deducing new implicit
information;
Understanding the con guration of a scene or a place described in a
narrative, using connecting words marking spatial relations;
Understanding the use of the imperfect tense, the simple past in
narrative texts, and the use of present in scienti c or informational texts;
Capturing the atmosphere or the tone of a descriptive, narrative, or
poetic text, using its vocabulary;
Participating in a debate on a text by presenting and supporting one's
own interpretation to other students or teachers;
Using classroom tools (textbooks, displays, etc.) to search for
information and overcome reading di culties; and
Conducting research, with the help of an adult, using reference sources
or multimedia products.
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The new knowledge and skill goals for Grade 4 in literature are the
following:
Reading at least one book every two to three months and reporting on it;
Adapting one's reading behavior to overcome di culties (e.g., using
notes to help one memorize and engaging in second reading, asking for
help);
Remembering title and author of texts read; and
Participating in a debate on a text by presenting and supporting one's
own interpretation to others.
Common Base of Knowledge and Skills
e Common Base of Knowledge and Skills is a third reference text used, along
with the curriculum and syllabi, for planning at each cycle and grade.19 Article 9
in the Law and Policy Agenda for the Future of the School describes the
principle of a common base of knowledge and skills, specifying the following:
Compulsory education must guarantee to every student the
means for the acquisition of a common base of knowledge
and skills which is indispensable to achieve a successful
schooling, to pursue training, to build personal and
professional future and to make life in society a success.20
is common base is organized according to seven skills. Five of these
are part of the current teaching curriculum: French language ability; practice
of a living foreign language; basic skills in mathematics and in scienti c and
technological culture; mastery of common techniques for information and
communication; and humanist culture. The remaining two domains are
social and civic skills, and autonomy and initiative, although these have not
yet received su cient attention within schools. All seven skills are designed
as combinations of fundamental knowledge for times we live in, abilities to
implement this knowledge in various situations, and vital attitudes throughout
life. e latter include openness to others, interest in seeking the truth, respect
for self and others, and curiosity and creativity.
The Common Base of Knowledge and Skills states that at the end of
compulsory education, each student should be able to do the following:
Read a prose or poetic text aloud and expressively;
Analyze the grammatical elements of a sentence to clarify its meaning;
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Understand the essential idea of a text (written or oral);
Show understanding of various text types (e.g., informational or
literary);
Understand a statement or an instruction; and
Read complete literary works, particularly classics, and write book
reports.21

Rea d ing Instruc tion in the Prim a ry Gra d es
e school year in France lasts at least 36 weeks, according to the national
school calendar established by the Ministry of Education. Since PIRLS 2006,
however, the organization of instructional time in French schools has changed.
Prior to 2008, average instructional time in elementary schools was 26 hours
per week, with a maximum of six hours per day, including two 15-minutes
breaks, representing a total instructional time of 936 hours per year (36 weeks of
26 hours per week).
Since June 5, 2008, all students receive 24 hours of instruction per
week, though underachieving students may receive an additional two hours
for personalized help. ese 24 hours are divided into four days Monday,
Tuesday, ursday and Friday with six hours of instruction per day, from
8:30 am to 4:30 pm. us, with 144 school days (4 days over 36 weeks), France
currently distinguishes itself with the shortest school year of OECD countries
and, paradoxically, by a large number of school hours (864 hours, or 36 weeks
of 24 hours per week).
e new curriculum prescribes ten hours per week in Cycle 2 and eight
hours per week in Cycle 3 for French language instruction, including reading.
e exact amount of time set aside for reading instruction varies according
to school and teacher practices. A er school hours, teachers also frequently
oversee additional supervised studies for children with working parents.
Instructional Materials
France does not have compulsory instructional methods or materials for reading
instruction. Commercial publishers, local or regional associations, and resource
centers o er a range of materials. A school's teachers discuss and decide upon
teaching equipment and materials.
In 2003, the National Reading Obser vator y addressed the issue of
how best to select and use a reading schoolbook for Grade 1 students.
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While the Observatory's published manual did not provide a specific list
of recommendations, it did present a complete and meticulous analysis of
textbooks through clearly de ned criteria.22
Generally, o cial documents recommend using a textbook (regardless of
which one) for reading instruction, particularly for novice teachers. However,
a textbook can never be the only book used in class; teacher-facilitated reading
of literature is also necessary, and remains the primary means of fostering the
comprehension of complex texts.
Use of Technology
In 2009, almost all primary schools had computers for educational use. Sixtyseven percent of preprimary schools and 91 percent of elementary schools had
Internet access.23 at same year, a digital technology development plan in rural
schools placed equipment in about 7,000 schools situated in municipalities with
fewer than 2,000 inhabitants.
In 2011, preprimar y schools had one computer available for ever y
24 students, on average. In elementary schools, there is one computer for every
ten students, on average. However, the extent to which these computers are used
for reading instruction is unknown.24
Role of Reading Specialists
As an institutional network of teachers and psychologists, the R seaux d'Aides
Sp cialis es aux l ves en Di cult s (Network of Specialist Aides for Students
with Difficulties) assists children with learning difficulties. The network's
mission is to work with teachers in providing specialized help either inside or
outside of the classroom to students who are struggling in ordinary classes.
Assistance is not specific to reading and can often include educational,
rehabilitative, or psychological help. To arrange for specialized help, a dialogue
is organized between the head of school, the network members, and the teacher
of the underachieving student.
Second-language Instruction
Non-French-speaking children who have recently arrived in France currently
comprise 4 percent of the overall student population. e French school system
has provisions for integrating these students so that they become uent enough
in French to follow ordinary class curricula. Provisions include remedial
courses and initiation classes. Integrated remedial courses are held for small
groups of children within ordinary classes. Initiation classes, which use a
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special syllabus for non-French speaking students, group together students in
Grades 1 5 (with a maximum of 15 students per class) to provide instruction in
French as a second language. e role of these classes is to integrate the children
into ordinary classes as quickly as possible. In 2010, 18,500 students bene ted
from classes that taught French as a second language.25

Stud ents with Rea d ing Dif c ulties
Diagnostic Testing
Since 1989, France has systematically administered a diagnostic assessment in
French and mathematics to all students at the beginning of Grades 3 and 6.
Conceived as a diagnostic tool, this assessment provides teachers with
information on the strengths and weaknesses of each student. e goal of this
assessment has been to facilitate early tracking of students with di culties in
reading, writing, and calculation, and who may be at risk of not acquiring the
necessary competencies by the end of the cycle.
In 2008, the diagnostic assessments system evolved to align with school
curricula and to account for the implementation of the new primary school
syllabus. ese assessments continue to monitor achievement in French and
mathematics. Currently, these national assessments are administered to all
students in Grades 2 and 5 approximately 1.5 million students and take place
in mid-May for Grade 2 and in mid-January for Grade 5.
Both assessment systems are educational tools used to help identify each
student's level and to provide assistance if necessary. Results for each student
are communicated directly to his or her parents by the school within two
weeks. Anonymous, aggregated results are also published for every department
and regional education authority, together with the national average, within
approximately one month.
Instruction for Children with Reading Di culties
e yearly assessments at Grades 2 and 5 help identify students with learning
di culties. A personalized program for educational success (PPRE) is then
proposed for each student showing weaknesses related to the common base of
knowledge and skills.
PPRE is a coordinated, though temporary, plan of action, and its duration
varies according to student needs and progress. It can intervene at any time
during compulsory education to meet the needs of a student. PPRE is devised
by the teaching sta (teacher of the class and head of school), discussed with
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the family, and presented to the student as a formal plan; it represents a contract
between the school and the family. PPRE provides assistance in various forms,
from educational di erentiation in the class to specialized help, and mainly
focuses on French and mathematics. It deals with precise objectives and methods
to assess student progress. PPRE prevents the escalation of di culties, allows
the student to surmount learning obstacles, and provides coherent assistance
from which students can bene t. It is required for students who repeat a year.
Some regions of France also have higher concentrations of students with
economic and social di culties. ese schools receive additional resources
(personnel and nancial) to help students reach curriculum requirements.
In 2010, 126,000 students with disabilities attended school at the primary
level. Within a school, integration can be individualized or collective.26
Individualized instruction is the rst solution sought (provided to two-thirds
of students with disabilities), with one or several disabled students in a regular
class receiving adapted instruction within the framework of a personalized
program. Collective instruction is the second solution sought (provided
to one-third of students with disabilities), and consists of a special class of
disabled students (generally, 10 12 students) in a regular school. Since 1991,
integration classes (CLIS) within elementary schools have focused on students
with physical, sensory, intellectual, or mental disabilities who can bene t from
learning in the normal school environment. Minor intellectual or cognitive
disabilities represent 79 percent of CLIS students. Within CLIS, students receive
an education that is adapted to their age, capacities, and disabilities, and share
certain activities with other students in the school.

Tea c hers a nd Tea c her Ed uc a tion
Generally, primary school teachers are responsible for teaching all subjects to
their class. However, if a team of teachers agrees, these teachers may group
and teach students by subject. Teachers are prepared to teach at preprimary or
elementary level, according to their preference and the availability of jobs in the
local area where they wish to teach. In 2011, there were 331,000 primary school
teachers in the public sector, 81.7 percent of whom were women. e average
age was 40.2 years, and 12.1 percent were working part-time.27
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Teacher Education Speci c to Reading
Primary school teacher recruitment is based on a competitive exam. The
Ministry of Education de nes the number of jobs available each year and all
quali ed citizens of the European Union may apply.
From 1992 to 2011, primary school teachers were required to hold a
diploma of at least three years of academic study in higher education in order to
compete for teaching positions. Recently, though, the conditions for the primary
school teachers' competitive exam have been modi ed, and a master's degree
(i.e., 5 years of higher education) will now be required. Once hired, new primary
school teachers are assigned to a class. During the rst year in this class, these
new teachers bene t from assistance from a tutor teacher and short periods of
training throughout the year.
ese recent changes to teacher quali cation standards are far too new to
have in uenced work conditions of Grade 4 students sampled in PIRLS 2011.
For this reason, the following description discusses teacher education of the
majority of teachers working during the 2010 11 school year.
Initial training of the primary school teachers sampled in PIRLS 2011
took place at a university institute of teacher education. Candidates were
recruited into the rst year based on either their secondary school credentials
or subsequent interviews. At the end of the rst year of university study, all
preprimary and elementary teachers were required to take a competitive
examination, a er which successful students became trainee teachers and
were paid for a compulsory year of training. Course work for learning to
teach the French language, conducted concurrently with this training,
includes the problems of learning to read, the analysis of textbooks, the
study of the connection between reading and writing, and the evaluation of
reading competencies.
During this one year of vocational training, the university institutes of
teacher education included approximately 1,000 hours of training, divided
into three parts: learning (45%); practice in schools (40%); and personal work
(15%). Training future teachers in school disciplines totaled 450 hours. Of
these, approximately 100 hours were dedicated to French language education
(didactics and pedagogy of oral expression, reading, and writing), a large part of
which focused on reading and youth literature. At the end of training, trainees
were assessed on the following: their work with students in class, the disciplines
studied at the university, and a report written by the trainee concerning a
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practical aspect of education. Upon validation of this work, trainee teachers
became full- edged primary school teachers with civil service status.
Requirements for Ongoing Professional Development in Reading for Teachers
Besides the initial vocational training of teachers, university institutes of
teacher education are also responsible for organizing professional development.
During their careers, primary school teachers may obtain up to 36 weeks of
further training (the equivalent of a school year), although such professional
development is not obligatory. Local and national education priorities determine
the content of annual in-service training courses o ered at each respective level,
and the teaching of reading generally features strongly in these courses.

Monitoring Stud ent Prog ress in Rea d ing
Every child has a school report card regularly sent to his or her parents.
This report card is a good instrument for connection and communication
between the teacher and family. It details the results of periodic competencies
assessments, recommendations for student promotion in the next grade or cycle,
and nal decisions. e cycle teachers' council, along with recommendations
of the student's teacher, decides whether a student will be promoted to the
next cycle. In France, there are no examinations of consequence for students
in elementary school. us, promotion and retention depend on academic
progress, though only at certain key points rather than at each grade.
Since 2008, the Personal Skills Booklet (Livret Personnel de Comp tences)
has become a part of the school report card.28 is booklet provides evidence
of the acquisition of the common base of knowledge and skills (referred to as
the common base ), from primary school to the end of compulsory education.
Acquisition of the common base is progressive and takes place in three stages:
Stage 1 (up to Grade 2), Stage 2 (Grades 3 5), and Stage 3 (Grade 6 to middle
school). e booklet gathers certi cates of knowledge and skills of the common
base acquired in these three stages. At every stage, the family is informed of
student progress. At the end of primary school, the booklet is passed on to the
future middle school.
Competencies that students must reach are xed for each cycle. If students
have not met required competences at the end of each cycle, the cycle teachers'
council can suggest retention for one year. In this case, the head of school
presents this proposition to the parents. If they disagree, parents may appeal to
the inspector of schools, who makes the de nitive decision regarding promotion
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or retention. During the past decade, the French educational system has worked
on lowering retention rates. Indeed, at the end of elementary school in 2001,
19.5 percent of students were at least one year behind. By 2006, this proportion
had decreased to 16.2 percent, and in 2010 only 13.2 percent of students were
at least one year behind.

Im p a c t a nd Use of PIRLS
Despite dissemination e orts, the public paid little attention to PIRLS-2001
results, perhaps because student performance was above the international
average. Also, the performance of French students in previous large-scale studies
of educational achievement had not been unexpected or overly concerning.
Results of PIRLS 2006 had much greater impact because the results allowed
for consideration of the evolution of French student achievement in reading
literacy over time. For France, the administration of PIRLS 2001 took place
just before the new (2002) curriculum became e ective. A comparison of the
performance of the 2001 students with the performance of the 2006 students
provided a valuable indicator of the effectiveness of the new curriculum's
focus on language skills, especially (within the context of PIRLS) on reading
comprehension.
However, PIRLS results for France were not signi cantly di erent between
2001 and 2006. Consequently, the 2002 curriculum did not seem to have
changed achievement. Thus, following PIRLS 2006, the focus of the public
and policymakers changed from maintaining the status quo to improving
the skills of French young people in their national language, in particular in
reading comprehension.
Using PIRLS 2006 results confirmed by other information gathered
nationally, in the Fall of 2008, the Minister of National Education, Youth,
and Sport reformed numerous aspects of primary school: new syllabi were
elaborated upon and made shorter, clearer, and more readable; school time was
reorganized with di erentiated student schedules; two new national evaluations
were created to better de ne the needs of students; and it is now necessary to
possess a master's degree to become a teacher. In November 2008, during a
colloquium concerning education within the framework of French presidency of
European Union, Minister Darcos presented all of these measures and insisted
that international assessments, and PIRLS in particular, are bene cial for
decision-makers and represent a strong source of inspiration.
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La ng ua g e a nd Litera c y
e o cial language of the Republic of Georgia is Georgian, a member of the
South Caucasian (Kartvelian) family of languages which uses a unique alphabet
known since the h century A.D. According to the constitution, the Abkhazian
language also is recognized as an o cial language in the territory of Abkhazia
(currently under Russian occupation).
Georgia has been a multiethnic country for centuries, hosting more than
26 ethnic groups.1 Georgians are the country's predominant ethnic group
(83.8%) while other major ethnic groups include Azeris, Armenians, Russians,
Abkhazians, Ossetians, Greeks, Jews, and Kurds.2 Although Georgian is the
primary language of instruction, Article 4 (IV) of the Law on General Education
states that ethnic minorities also have right to receive instruction in their native
languages in secondary schools.3
The Ministry of Education and Sciences of Georgia initiates various
civic integration programs for ethnic minorities. Particularly noteworthy
is the Georgian Language for Future Success program, which promotes
Georgian language teaching in ethnic minority districts. In 2011, MoES sent
140 volunteers to regions populated with ethnic minorities to help teach
Georgian to local school teachers.4 Another program, Teach Georgian as a
Second Language, involves sending quali ed teachers of Georgian language to
the minority-populated regions to teach Georgian.
Georgia always has enjoyed a strong literacy tradition. According to the
UNESCO Institute of Statistics, adult literacy (i.e., ages 15 and older) rates in
Georgia are 99.7 percent among women and 99.8 among men, and youth literacy
(speci cally, ages 15 24) rates are 99.9 and 99.8 percent among women and
men, respectively.5 In 2009, Georgia's net enrollment rate in primary education
for both genders was 100 percent, as was the transition rate from primary to
secondary education.6
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Overview of the Ed uc a tion System
The Ministr y of Education and Sciences of Georgia (MoES), a main
governmental body, together with its centers (legal entities of public law) forms
educational objectives and short- and long-term strategic plans, establishes
national standards, creates and approves national curricula, and determines
criteria for textbook evaluation.
During the last decade, the Georgian education system has undergone
large-scale, simultaneous changes that included decentralization of management,
new national curricula and school textbook development, and changes to a
per capita nancing system, teacher professional development programs, and
standardized student assessments. Decentralization of education management
has led to the formation of twelve regional resource centers responsible for
monitoring and overseeing the general education system in their assigned
regions of the country.
During these reforms, the government policy on education has aimed at
improving oversight and funding mechanisms for education, granting autonomy
to educational institutions, and improving learning and labor market outcomes
of educational programs. is includes establishing a quality assurance system
at all education levels in addition to improving local school infrastructure
and management.
Georgia's general education system is divided into three levels: primary
education, covering Grades 1 6; basic (lower secondary) education, covering
Grades 7 9; and upper secondar y education, covering Grades 10 12.7
Article 6 (VI) of the Law on General Education states that students enter
primary school at the age of ve unless exceptions are made by MoES. Under the
current Constitution, education is compulsory through Grade 9. Completion
of three-year upper secondary education provides access to higher education
a er passing a school-leaving and competitive university entrance examination.
The Georgian education system encompasses both public and private
schools. In the 2010 11 school year, there were 2,430 schools in the country, of
which 2,130 were public and 300 were private. e same year, 595,400 students
were enrolled in general education schools in Georgia (542,400 in public and
53,000 in private).8 ere are a total of 71,843 teachers in all levels of education
in Georgia in all school subjects, of which 46,997 are primary school teachers
(Grades 1 6).9
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La ng ua g e/ Rea d ing Curric ulum in the Fourth Gra d e
Reading Policy
In Georgia, the national curriculum includes national standards consisting
of achievable outcomes and grade-level indicators for each subject taught in
school. In primary education (Grades 1 6), the reading curriculum is part of
the language curriculum. Exhibit 1 presents the national standards in Georgian
language for fourth-grade students.
Exhibit 1: National Standards for the Language/Reading Curriculum, Grade 410
Target Standard at End of Grade 4

Evidence of Achieving Target

Read literary and non-literary texts on
various topics independently

Discussing a meaningful relationship between a title and a text;
Naming alternative versions of a title;
Identifying and naming topics and main issues of a text (literary and nonliterary), and discussing them;
Differentiating between external and internal characteristics of subjects and
events;
Identifying the voice of the author and a story's characters, as well as the use
of monologue and dialogue in the text;
Independently searching for and finding words and phrases in the text used
by the author to describe characters, events, and facts;
Telling the story from the perspective of a character in a literary text;
Asking questions about the past in order to better understand a text; and
Relating information given in the text to a student's experience.

Express at titudes toward literary
and non-literary texts, and express
the desire to evaluate a text from an
ethical and aesthetic point of view

Naming one's favorite book, text or literary work, author, and character, and
explaining one's choice;
Explaining why a particular text is interesting;
Indicating what one likes and what one finds most interesting in a text (e.g.,
information, story, behavior or character, description of nature, or dialogue);
and
Participating in discussions about reading, and employing relevant excerpts
from the reading or one's own experience in order to support an opinion.

Employ various strategies to look for
information and elaborate on specific
topics

Using alphabetical and thematic catalogues in children's libraries;
Properly understanding and employing library catalogues and information
on library cards (e.g., author, title, and number of pages);
Identifying and correctly finding children's periodical issues in the library
(e.g., fairy tales from other countries, children's literature, Georgian national
fairy tales, and children's encyclopedias);
Adequately using symbols (e.g., logos, rubrics, and schemata), illustrations,
auxiliary tables, and simple graphs; and
Using a dictionary to acquire the precise meaning of a word.
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Summary of National Curriculum
Within the scope of ongoing Georgian education reform, the curriculum has
been changed several times, with the most recent revision being e ective for
the period 2011 16. It is mandatory that all schools in Georgia ful ll national
curriculum guidelines. According to the Law on General Education, the national
curriculum determines the distribution of teaching hours for each educational
level, conditions for organizing the school environment, necessary subjects and
subject groups at each education level, and the competencies and skills students
should attain at each level. The national curriculum emphasizes studentbased teaching and learning approaches and includes a modi ed curriculum
for students with special needs. e curriculum also has been translated and
adjusted to meet the needs of minority groups.
e Georgian language occupies a central role in the national curriculum,
and Georgian language and literature is taught from Grades 1 12. However,
Georgian language and literature is not considered as just one curricular subject;
it is seen as a tool for teaching and learning all subjects. In primary education,
teaching Georgian language facilitates the formation of all necessary linguistic
skills for self-expression listening, speaking, reading, and writing.11

Rea d ing Instruc tion in the Prim a ry Gra d es
Instructional Materials
All textbooks adhere to national standards. In the 2011 12 school year, teachers
based their textbook selections on the recommended list of textbooks published
by the National Curriculum and Assessment Center. Following selection,
schools are obligated to use the textbooks for a minimum of ve years.
In primary education, textbooks used in the language curriculum include
various children's stories in addition to both literary and non-literary works.
Use of Technology
Computerization of the Georgian school system has been one of the main goals
of education reform, and currently, all schools in Georgia are equipped with
computers. Teachers are encouraged to use information and communications
technologies (ICT) in teaching.
Second-language Instruction
Georgian is a second language in minority-populated regions of the country
where the languages of instruction are Azeri, Armenian, and Russian. Under
the aegis of the Ministry of Education and Sciences' Civil Integration Program,
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MoES promotes the teaching of Georgian as an o cial language in these regions,
supplying schools with special textbooks for Georgian as a second language.12

Stud ents with Rea d ing Dif c ulties
Reinforcing inclusive education practices is one of the main educational policy
initiatives in Georgia. In 2009 11, with the assistance of the Norwegian Ministry
of Education and Research, MoES implemented a three-year project aimed at
introducing and developing inclusive education in nine regions of Georgia.
is project included the following: identifying students with special needs;
training teachers, school administration, and specialists (e.g., speech therapists
and psychologists); adapting school physical environments; and raising
public awareness.13
Inclusive education is incorporated into the national curriculum in Georgia
and there is a modi ed curriculum for students with special educational needs.
Although there is no special training for reading teachers, professional standards
require teachers to know the basics of inclusive education and be able to employ
special techniques with students with special educational needs. In 2009,
the Curriculum and Assessment Center published a Handbook of Inclusive
Education for Teachers, an extensive part of which focuses on teaching reading
to students with special educational needs. e book includes several strategies
for teaching reading for both teachers and parents.
Until recently, the diagnostic testing of students with special needs did
not exist in Georgia. Currently, the National Examinations Center, with the
support of the non-governmental organization Save the Children, initiated a
new project that aims to introduce and adapt the following diagnostic tests in
school settings: Wide Range Achievement Test 4, Vineland Adaptive Behavior
Scale II, and Emotional Disturbance Decision Tree.

Tea c hers a nd Tea c her Ed uc a tion
Teacher Education Speci c to Reading
According to the Primary Teacher Standards and the Law on General Education
of Georgia, a person should complete at least a bachelor's degree in the eld of
education to teach at the primary level.
In 2010, the National Examinations Center, together with the National
Center for Teacher Professional Development, launched the Teacher
Certi cation Examinations. e process is voluntary until 2014, but holding
this certi cation is mandatory for every individual wishing to teach in schools
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thereafter. To earn certification, teachers must pass examinations in their
respective subjects and professional skills. While mentoring is not compulsory
for maintaining teacher status, all those with the relevant teaching quali cation
(i.e., pre-service education) must complete a one-year induction program before
taking their certi cation examination.
Requirements for Ongoing Professional Development in Reading for Teachers
e National Center for Teacher Professional Development o ers trainings
for primary school teachers both in primary school subjects, including the
Georgian language, and in professional skills. e center organizes seminars
and meetings with teachers throughout the country to design e ective strategies
for teaching reading.

Monitoring Stud ent Prog ress in Rea d ing
In 2011, Ministry of Education and Science of Georgia introduced the School
Leaving Examinations (SLE). To obtain a school diploma, twel h-grade students
must pass computer adaptive standardized examinations in nine main subjects.
Apart from SLE, there are no other centralized examinations in schools. Schools
have the right to introduce their own examinations at the end of the academic
year if they decide to do so.
e grading system in Georgia ranges from one to ten, with the following
four levels of grades: high (10, 9, and 8), average (7 and 6), below average
(5 and 4), and poor (3, 2, and 1). Numerical grades are not given in Grades 1 4;
instead, class teachers write short notes about students' overall performance
based on information from all teachers at the end of each semester.

Im p a c t a nd Use of PIRLS
Several initiatives can be considered impacts of PIRLS in Georgia. In particular,
the National Examinations Center designed the following list of handbooks for
assisting teachers and parents to teach reading:
How to Teach Reading was developed to help teachers in teaching
reading at the primary school level. e book consists of both original
and translated materials on teaching reading. Education specialists and
psychologists wrote original material that serves as a practical guide to
modern techniques and methodologies of teaching reading. e second
part of the book is a translation of the UNESCO handbook, Guide to
Teaching Reading at the Primary School Level.14, 15
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Let's Learn to Read is a practical guide to teaching reading
comprehension in primary schools. It has a collection of children's
stories and includes both literary and informational assessment blocks.
Questions follow each text with varying levels of di culty to assess
students' level of performance in reading comprehension.16
PIRLS 2006 in Georgia is the PIRLS 2006 national report describing and
interpreting Georgian student performance on the PIRLS assessment.
Especially noteworthy is the list of policy recommendations at the end
of the report that describe in detail what should be done in order to
improve student performance in reading. In addition, the last part of the
report includes methodological suggestions and practical exercises for
teachers and parents on how to teach reading.17
In 2009, to accommodate teacher professional development needs, the
government of Georgia began providing teachers with government-funded
vouchers in order to nance professional development training. Similar to this
government program, the National Curriculum Center and National Center for
Teacher Professional Development designed and implemented more tailored
teacher voucher programs in two areas: Literacy in Primary Grades (LPG) and
Georgian as a Second Language (GSL). Each voucher given to a teacher within
the scope of the program covered three credits for LPG programs and six credits
for GSL programs, with each credit equivalent to 15 contact hours.18
Speci cally, LPG is a pilot teacher professional development program that
was launched in four regions of the country: Kakheti, Mtskheta-TianeTi, RachaLechkhumi, and Tbilisi. Apart from the capital Tbilisi, regions were selected
because they had the lowest PIRLS achievement results among Georgian
students. Various educational organizations, with su cient capacity to serve
as education providers, designed and implemented professional development
modules. By the end of December 2010, 2,370 primary grade teachers had used
the special vouchers to nance the Literacy for Primary Grades program.19
In compliance with this professional development program, the National
Center for Teacher Professional Development has developed additional learning
resources to enhance teaching literacy and reading skills. In 2010, the center
prepared a video educational resource, E ective Methods of [Teaching] Reading,
which included six methods for teaching and enhancing reading skills. In 2011,
the center prepared a new volume, E ective Methods of [Teaching] Reading 2,
which contained ve methods for teachers of all grades. Due to the increasing
interest and e ciency of video resources, the center plans to create a third
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volume of instructional materials, containing novice methods for teaching
reading skills and comprehension.20
Another long-term initiative is the Georgian Primary Education (G-PriED)
project funded by the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID).
G-PriED is a five-year project initiated and implemented by Chemonics
International in Georgia, which aims to provide comprehensive assistance at the
primary education level to improve reading and mathematics competences for
Georgian and ethnic minority students. is project includes teacher education,
improvement of reading and mathematics standards, and development
of subject experts both in schools and at the departments of education at
Georgian universities.
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La ng ua g e a nd Litera c y
In the Federal Republic of Germany, the o cial language of administration and
the judiciary is German. In accordance with the European Charter of Regional
and Minority Languages of the Council of Europe, languages of minority
groups with a history of residence in Germany (e.g., Danish, Friesian, Sorbian,
Romany, and Low German) are acknowledged regionally as o cial languages.1
e demographic, cultural, and social heterogeneity in Germany di ers among
regions. Overall in 2010, 19 percent of the total German population and
31 percent of children ages 5 15 had an immigrant background.2 In some larger
cities the percentage of young people with an immigrant background reaches
more than 50 percent.3, 4 Apart from German, Turkish and Russian were the
most commonly spoken languages in families of fourth grade students.5
Although there are no legislative provisions on the language of instruction,
German is usually the language of instruction in preprimary schools, general
education and vocational schools, and institutions of higher education.
Exceptions include some private schools, bilingual schools and classes, or
extra classes o ered in the mother tongue for students whose native language
is not German.6
Many national and regional initiatives are in place to encourage student
enthusiasm for reading. Organizations such as the German Society for Reading
and Writing (Deutsche Gesellschaft fuer Lesen und Schreiben, or DGLS),
a department of the International Reading Association (IRA), advocate
fostering literacy.7
e Reading Foundation (Sti ung Lesen) enacts projects to encourage
reading, in cooperation with non-pro t organizations and partners in various
elds like childcare institutions, schools, and libraries as well as in the media.8
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One example is the project Start Reading 3 Milestones for Reading (Lesestart
3 Meilensteine fuer das Lesen).9 e Federal Ministry of Education and Research
(BMBF) funds this program aimed at promoting family literacy in early
childhood.
A project called ProReading On the way towards a Reading-school
(ProLesen. Auf dem Weg zur Leseschule) aims to foster reading in all school
subjects, is carried out in all 16 Laender (federal states), and has been initiated
by the Standing Conference of the Ministers of Education and Cultural A airs
of the Laender in the Federal Republic of Germany (Standing Conference).10
Since 2005, the Internet portal Reading in Germany (Lesen in Deutschland)
has been documenting and providing on line resources and materials
on reading.11
Besides providing access to books and electronic resources, public libraries
o en organize special programs for young readers, such as reading nights,
reading clubs, holiday events, reading aloud activities, and competitions. In
general, public libraries are regarded as important keys to literacy. In 2010,
almost 8 million borrowers were registered at about 10,000 public libraries in
Germany.12 In order to reach readers in remote or rural areas, some public
libraries use special buses that hold more than 5,000 books.13 Some of these
mobile libraries cooperate closely with schools.
Germany has a great variety of nationwide daily newspapers, as well as
regional or local newspapers in most towns. e circulation of daily newspapers
is 267 per 1,000 inhabitants.14 Several school projects aim at making the
concept of newspapers accessible to students in ways such as composing a class
newspaper or publishing student articles in special sections in local newspapers.

Overview of the Ed uc a tion System
Germany is a federal republic consisting of 16 federal states, the Laender.
Each Land (federal state) has supreme legislative and administrative power
over all cultural policy issues within its geographic boundaries, including its
education system. is administrative power includes regulation of curricula
and time schedules, professional requirements, teacher recruitment, and
quality development in schools. Some crucial aspects of the German school
system (such as de nition of a grade scale) are standardized through treaties.
In addition, the Standing Conference of the Ministers of Education and
Cultural A airs of the Laender in the Federal Republic of Germany (Standing
Conference) coordinates the activities of the 16 Ministries of Education and
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Cultural A airs of the Laender in the areas of education, science, research, and
culture. In this chapter, North Rhine-Westphalia, the largest Land in terms of
population, serves as an example in cases where the speci city of particular
topics makes it impossible to give a universal description for all Laender.
e majority of students in Germany are enrolled in public schools, which
are free of charge. In the 2010 11 academic year, approximately 8 percent
of all school-aged children were enrolled in institutions offering general
education and approximately 3 percent of primary school students attended
private school.15 Some private schools or boarding schools are tuition
based. e Laender accredit, supervise, and to a certain extent subsidize all
private schools.16
Structure of the Education System
Preprimary education in Germany includes primarily children ages 3 6 and is
not compulsory. Recently, however, German policy makers have acknowledged
preprimary education as an essential part of the education system. e child and
youth welfare sector oversees preschool education, which is provided mainly by
childcare institutions (Kindergaerten) caring for children up to age 6. In general,
preprimary education is only partially subsidized by the government, although
more Laender and communities have been fully subsidizing the nal one or two
years. Since 2008, cooperation between institutions of preprimary education
and primary schools has been compulsory. In 2004, the Standing Conference
agreed on a binding framework for elementary education in preprimary
institutions, which speci es for the rst time language, reading and writing
skills, mathematics and science as explicit educational objectives.17 For children
with an immigrant background, special assessment and support programs are
in place to enhance German language competencies.
Compulsory schooling for all children usually begins the year they turn six
years old and involves nine years of full-time schooling (ten years in the Laender
of Berlin, Brandenburg, and Bremen; in North Rhine-Westphalia, the duration
of full-time compulsory education is nine years for the Gymnasium and ten years
for other school types providing general education). In some Laender, children
who have not yet attained an adequate developmental level to start school
by age six are accommodated with school kindergarten (Schulkindergaerten)
or preschool classes (Vorklassen). Over the last couple of years, a new school
entry phase, called exible school entry ( exible Schuleingangsstufe), has been
implemented in eleven of the Laender. is system allows students to complete
the rst two class levels of primary school in one, two, or three years.
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Primary school is the rst level of the compulsory education system and
generally covers Grades 1 4 (ages 6 10). In two of the 16 Laender, namely
Berlin and Brandenburg, primary school covers Grades 1 6 (ages 6 12). In
terms of allocation to schools students must, in principle, attend a primary
school in their residential area. However, in some Laender, parents are granted
the right to be involved in choosing the primary school. Children with special
needs can attend a primary school if the particular institution is capable of
assuring the necessary special educational and material support, and if the
premises are suitable. Otherwise, children with special needs may attend special
schools (Foerderschulen).
Throughout primary education, German (comprising instruction in
reading, spelling, writing, and literature), mathematics, and Sachunterricht (an
integrated subject of natural and social science) are considered main subjects
and are mandatory in all Laender. Art, music, physical education, foreign
language instruction, and (in most Laender) religious education also are taught
throughout primary school.18, 19 e total instructional time, as well as subjectspeci c instructional time, di ers among grades and across Laender. In North
Rhine-Westphalia, language and reading instruction is allocated 19 percent of
the total instructional time.20
Traditionally in Germany, instruction in primary schools is organized for
half-day attendance. However, following a rather large initiative ( 4 billion,
$5.3 billion USD) of the federal government, 36.9 percent of all primary schools
were o ering all-day schooling in 2008, which extends care and supervision
for children outside lesson time and involves activities educationally related
to morning lessons.21, 22 Variations of all-day schooling include the following:
fully bound form, in which all students are required to attend; partially bound
form, in which only some groups of students are obliged to attend; or open
form, in which individual students may attend, based on parental discretion.
e majority (88.2%) of primary schools that o er all-day schooling o er it in
an open form.23
A er successful completion of primary school, children are assigned to
di erent courses of education (Bildungsgaenge) according to their ability level
(based on grades) and predicted academic potential.
Secondar y education is divided into lower and upper secondar y
education. Lower secondary education starts at Grade 5 in 14 Laender (Grade
7 in Berlin and Brandenburg) and ends at Grade 9 or 10 (i.e., beginning at
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ages 10 12 and ending at ages 15 or 16). Generally speaking, students are
assigned to one of three courses of education:
Basic general education (Hauptschulbildungsgang)
is course of
education covers Grades 5 (or 7) to 9 or 10, and its completion entitles
students to proceed to vocational training or higher types of secondary
school.
Extensive general education (Realschulbildungsgang)
is course
of education covers Grades 5 (or 7) to 10, and its completion entitles
students to proceed to vocational training, upper secondary school, or a
vocationally oriented upper secondary school (Fachoberschule) that may
qualify students for universities of applied sciences.
Intensi ed general education (Gymnasialer Bildungsgang)
is course
of education covers Grades 5 (or 7) to 12 or 13, and its successful
completion leads to acquisition of the General Higher Education
Entrance Quali cation (Allgemeine Hochschulreife, Abitur).
The three above-mentioned courses of education are taught either at
speci c types of schools (Hauptschule, Realschule, or Gymnasium) or at schools
that o er two or three courses of education. In the 2010 11 academic year,
about 17 percent of German students in Grade 8 attended a Hauptschule, about
25 percent attended a Realschule, and about 36 percent attended a Gymnasium.24
Although these school types are the most common in secondary education,
several others are available in the various Laender and may vary considerably
from this structure. For example, some Laender o er comprehensive schools
(Gesamtschule) that can substitute for or compete with at least two of the
previously described school types. In 2010 11, about 9 percent of German
Grade 8 students attended a comprehensive school.25
After completing lower secondar y schooling, most students follow
di erent pathways for upper secondary education (ages 15 or 16 until 18 or 19).
Assignment to the di erent types of upper secondary education depends on
the quali cations and entitlements obtained at the end of lower secondary
education. One pathway for students is full-time general education, comprising
Grades 11 12 or 13, which leads to a higher education entrance quali cation.
Another pathway includes full-time vocational schooling combined with
vocational apprenticeship training at the workplace. Within this dual system,
businesses providing apprenticeships contribute nancially.
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La ng ua g e/ Rea d ing Curric ulum in the Fourth Gra d e
Reading Policy
The Standing Conference has agreed upon national educational standards
(Bildungsstandards), beginning with primary school, and all 16 Laender have
committed to implementing these standards by establishing core-curricula.
ese educational standards serve as objectives that are binding for all Laender,
and they specify the curricular elements for core subjects, such as German,
that are to be achieved by students a er a de ned number of school years. e
Ministry of Education and Cultural A airs in each Land manages the curricula.
As a result, almost every Land has its own curricula for speci c courses of
education, subjects, and grade levels.
Introduction to reading starts at age 6 with compulsor y schooling.
Reading instruction is usually divided into two stages. During the rst stage,
children learn the alphabetic principle that words are composed of letters that
correspond to sounds. A er Grade 2 (at the end of the school entry phase),
children are supposed to be able to read short, unfamiliar texts uently, draw
information from texts, and rephrase them. Furthermore, all Laender emphasize
the development of interest and motivation in reading as an objective for the
first phase. The most frequent recommendation for motivating children is
to choose a wide variety of texts that are adapted to children's interests and
individual development.
At the end of the second stage (Grade 4), students should be able to uently
read accented and meaningfully age-appropriate texts (narrations, lyric and
scenic texts, non- ctional books, children's magazines, and easy discontinuous
texts). Furthermore, they should know and apply certain reading strategies. It
is expected that students be able to conduct research on their own in lexica,
specialized books, and Internet search engines for children.
Mixed analytical-synthetic methods are compulsory. With these methods,
children rst become acquainted with simple, regular words that are analyzed
into elements of letters, syllables, and sounds. Using all senses, children
differentiate between letters visually, differentiate syllables and sounds by
hearing and speaking, and copy and write letters and words. In all Laender, the
goal is to achieve a balanced approach to learning reading and writing.
In most curricula, there is a special section on di erentiated teaching,
which takes into account individual di erences between children due to a variety
of factors (e.g., initial range in abilities before entering compulsory schooling,
linguistic ability, motivation, interest in learning, and learning ability). Some
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curricula include special consideration of children whose rst language is not
German.
Summary of National/Regional Curriculum
The curricula in each Land are published as regulations by the respective
Ministries of Education and Cultural A airs. ey are binding for teachers,
and head teachers are responsible for ensuring compliance. e curricula are
formulated in a general way, allowing teachers considerable freedom with regard
to content, objectives, and teaching methods. To reach a degree of consensus
on methods and assessment criteria at schools, teachers of a particular subject
are encouraged to reach agreement on speci ed subject-speci c or generalized
school curricula.
Exhibit 1 presents an overview of the content of the curriculum taught at
the primary school level in the Land North Rhine-Westphalia, which is fairly
representative for the curricula of the 16 Laender.26
Exhibit 1: Example German Language Curriculum Guidelines, Primary Level,
North Rhine-Westphalia, Reading Topic: Management of Texts and Media
Expected Competencies: End of School Entry Phase

Expected Competencies: End of Grade 4

Emphasis: Reading Proficiency
Students

Students

Read short written work orders and instructions, and
act accordingly (e.g., crafting instructions, recipes);

Understand and act according to written instructions
independently;

Read short texts suitable for their age group and
answer questions; and

Find and describe specific information in texts; and

Choose texts for reading on their own made available
in the classroom in book boxes, class, or school
libraries.

Choose texts according to interests and give reasons for their
decisions.

Emphasis: Reading Experience
Students

Students

Choose books and other text-based media according to interests (from the class or school library, or public libraries);
Read various texts (e.g., poems, stories, non-fictional
texts); and

Recognize and differentiate fictional, lyric, and scenic texts and
talk about their effects;
Understand non-fictional and informative texts (e.g.,
encyclopedia texts) and discontinous texts (e.g., tables and
diagrams);

Read children's books suitable for their age group and Identify writings, authors, figures, and plots from children's
talk about their impressions.
literature; and
Describe their own reading experiences (e.g., introduce a
children's book, keep a reading diary).
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Expected Competencies: End of School Entry Phase

Expected Competencies: End of Grade 4

Emphasis: Exploit Texts and Make Use of Reading Strategies
Students
Students
Formulate reading expectations (e.g., using
illustrations or based on signal words and headings);

Use strategies for orientation in texts (e.g., detailed, selective,
and scanning techniques);
Comprehend and summarize central message of texts (e.g.,
using keyword cards, summaries, sketches, diagrams);
Verify statements using text passages;
When facing problems in comprehension, obtain help by
asking questions, looking up words, and splitting texts;
Formulate their own thoughts, perceptions, or inferences for
texts and exchange findings with others;

Express thoughts and feelings about texts; and

State their own positions on plots and characters in texts;
Find differences and similarities of texts; and

Rearrange simple texts (e.g., change the end of a
story).

Process texts (e.g., illustrate, create a collage).

Emphasis: Presenting Texts
Students

Students

Present short texts from print or from memory (e.g.,
poems);

Fashion texts through speaking and performing from print or
from memory (e.g., stories, dialogues, poems, and scenes);

Read aloud short, familiar texts; and

Introduce children's books and give reasons for their choice;
and

Contribute to performances (e.g., puppet theaters).

Contribute to readings and performances.

Emphasis: Media Competence
Students

Students

Search for information in print and electronic media,
with supervision;

Research subjects or tasks in print and electronic media (e.g.,
children's encyclopedias, books, search engines for children);

Use media as a stimulus to talk, write, and read; and

Select offers in newspapers and magazines, on the radio, TV,
and telecommunications devices, and on the Internet, and give
reasons for their choices;
Use media to create their own media reports;

Exchange experiences on reading motives and
choices as well as on personal media experiences.

Compare different effects of text versions (e.g., print, film,
audio, and video); and
Assess media reports critically (e.g., by differentiation and
separation of informative and advertising contributions).

Rea d ing Instruc tion in the Prim a ry Gra d es
Instructional Materials
Independent publishers provide textbooks, which are designed to correspond to
the curriculum of the respective Land and must be approved by the Ministry of
Education and Cultural A airs of that Land. Di erent publishing houses publish
a range of textbooks. Each school's teacher committee selects textbooks from
a regularly updated list. e great majority of rst-grade teachers use a basic
reader (Fibel). In later classes, most of the teachers use textbooks that contain
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exercises for German lessons. Teachers may choose from a list of approved
textbooks, as long as these are consistent with the chosen teaching methods.
Also, many teachers use special exercise worksheets from existing materials or
which the teachers themselves have created.
Mostly, teachers use basic readers (Fibel) for reading instruction, embracing
both an analytic and synthetic approach. Words are broken down into syllables
and phonemes, the phonemes are attached to characters, and the characters are
rejoined into words. In addition to this clearly structured and teacher-focused
way of instruction, there are more open and learner-focused approaches.
According to the concept of reading through writing for example, children
are encouraged from the very beginning to write words that are important to
them more or less correctly using a special phonetic table, the Anlauttabelle
(initial sound table). Proponents of this concept oppose explicit reading
instruction as they assume that reading skills are acquired through writing
activities and teachers should wait until students start reading by themselves as
a consequence of their writing. Findings indicate that children from families
with lower socio-economic status or with an immigrant background are less
successful with a learner-focused approach such as reading through writing.
However, some longitudinal studies comparing course-oriented to more open
ways of instruction showed only small effects of instructional methods on
student reading performance.
Use of Technology
Computer workstations or laptops are available in about two-thirds of all
schools. In primary schools, the ratio of students to computers is approximately
5:1 (of which 65% were connected to the Internet).27 In general, policy
documents increasingly emphasize new media (multimedia) as a teaching aid,
as a subject, and as a personal skill students should acquire. For some approved
reading instruction textbooks, publishing houses o er supplemental electronic
or online materials. In addition, the Internet is used for initiatives that o er a
common platform to teachers and parents with online programs meant to foster
reading motivation in the classroom and at home.28
Role of Reading Specialists
Principally, classroom teachers are responsible for teaching the initial stages of
reading. Special teachers are available in some schools for remedial education,
teaching groups of children with di culties in reading and spelling.
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Second-language Instruction
Some non-native speaking students have di culties learning not only German
but also their mother tongue and, as a result, struggle with reading and writing
in both languages. Regardless of their linguistic and cultural backgrounds, all
children learn to read and write in German, though some schools may o er
learning-to-read programs in two languages (bilingual alphabetization).
Preparatory classes are available to students with an immigrant background
who do not yet show a proficient level of understanding the language of
instruction (German). Furthermore, instruction in several mother tongues is
provided in all Laender. For example, in North-Rhine Westphalia, these classes
take place if there are at least 15 students from the same language group in
one school. When there are fewer students, schools may collaborate to provide
language classes. Among other things, these classes aim at preserving and
expanding oral and written skills in the speci c language.

Stud ents with Rea d ing Dif c ulties
Diagnostic Testing
The identification of students with reading difficulties is considered the
responsibility of the school. ere are currently no mandatory comprehensive
screening tests in use to identify students with reading di culties; identi cation
is based on teacher observations. Reading instruction, therefore, focuses on
the early detection of possible difficulties, such as dyslexia. According to
recommendations by the Standing Conference, observations should assess the
student's level of linguistic development, as well as social-emotional and ne
motor skills.29 Further, the student's motivation to learn reading and writing,
as well as perceptive ability, should be considered. In addition to the general
recommendations, all Laender have special regulations for the diagnosis and
remedial education of children with speci c reading and spelling di culties.
In North Rhine-Westphalia, for example, assistance measures can be
provided for students who fail to meet the basic goals of reading and writing
instruction in Grades 1 and 2, or whose performance in higher grades of
primary school does not meet the requirements over a period of more than three
months. e respective decision is based on teacher observation.
Teachers may refer students with severe di culties in reading and spelling
to a school psychologist for reading, spelling, and intelligence testing. In certain
circumstances, medical specialists are consulted.
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Instruction for Children with Reading Di culties
All Laender provide directives according to which students with reading
di culties are supported within their classes. is includes the adaptation of
teaching methods and workload to the needs and capacities of these students
(internal di erentiation). In order to provide individual assistance to students
with di culties in reading and spelling, individualized remedial programs or
plans are developed by the teacher in cooperation with other teachers and the
student's family. Remedial measures also can include small group and individual
teaching (external di erentiation).
If problems persist in spite of intensive supportive measures within the
school, teachers might suggest consulting educational and psychological
counselors and therapists.

Tea c hers a nd Tea c her Ed uc a tion
Teachers are employed by the Ministries of Education and Cultural A airs of
the Laender on a full-time or part-time basis. In the 2010 11 academic year,
about 71 percent of general education teachers and 87 percent of primary school
teachers were female.30 Teachers in Germany tend to be older than those in
other OECD countries.31 In 2010 11, 48 percent of general education teachers
and 25 percent of primary teachers were 50 years or older.32 In 2010, about
80 percent of the teachers in Germany had civil-servant status.33 However, there
is ongoing debate in some Laender about whether that status should be retained.
As a result, some Laender have suspended or abolished the civil-servant status of
new teachers. e percentage of teachers with civil-servant status di ers among
the Laender, as do teachers' working hours and salaries.
e individual Laender regulate teacher education, although a resolution
agreed on by the Standing Conference guarantees recognition of university
examinations for the teaching profession in the different Laender. Teacher
education in Germany has recently been restructured from a course of study
ending with state examinations into a course of study culminating in a bachelor's
or master's degree, but most teachers involved in PIRLS 2011 would have been
educated within the prior system. erefore the former structure of teacher
training is presented below.
Teacher education in Germany is o ered through universities, education
colleges, and art and music colleges. Admission to a teacher education program
requires the higher education entrance quali cation (in most cases, the Abitur).
Teacher education is structured in two phases, both of which terminate in a
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state examination (First and Second State Examination). Passing the First State
Examination is a precondition for admission to the second stage, and teachers
are o cially quali ed to practice only a er taking the Second State Examination.
e rst stage of teacher education (6 7 semesters for primary school
teachers and up to nine semesters for secondary school teachers, or 3 4.5 years)
is part of the rst stage of tertiary education. It includes at least one practical
training period of several weeks and incorporates general didactics or a subject
related didactics placement. e second stage, Referendariat, usually lasts one
and a half to two years and consists mostly or partly supervised pedagogical
training conducted in the classroom.
Teacher Education Speci c to Reading
In the restructured system, in most Laender prospective primary teachers must
study the subject area German for Primary Schools (i.e., basic education in
linguistics, or Lernbereich Sprachliche Grundbildung) and mathematics (i.e., basic
education in mathematics, or Lernbereich Mathematische Grundbildung). It also
is mandatory to study educational science (Bildungswissenscha en), a subject
that includes, among other topics, general and school pedagogy, and psychology.
Additionally, students can choose between the subjects Sachunterricht
(integrated subject of natural and social science), English, sports, arts, and
religious education (Protestant or Catholic).
In October 2008, the Standing Conference adopted common content
standards for the subject discipline (Fachwissenscha en) and subject-related
pedagogy (Fachdidaktiken) in teacher education (Laendergemeinsame
inhaltliche Anforderungen fuer die Fachwissenscha en und Fachdidaktiken in
der Lehrerbildung). Across all Laender, students that study the subject area
German for Primary Schools become acquainted with models of reading
instruction, methods for supporting children with learning problems and
reading disabilities, and learning process diagnostics. Nevertheless, in some
Laender, the amount of study time devoted to reading instruction is minimal
and o en related only to initial reading instruction.
Because reading is embedded in the teaching of the German language,
there are no speci c reading teachers. Teachers in primary schools are expected
to teach in all major subject areas (German, mathematics, and Sachunterricht),
even if not trained speci cally for these subjects.
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Requirements for Ongoing Professional Development in Reading for Teachers
To ensure ongoing professional development, teachers are required to participate
regularly in training and development. Although professional development is
regulated di erently in the 16 Laender, there is ample opportunity for teachers
to participate, and teachers are mostly free to choose the content and quantity of
the courses, programs, and workshops they want to attend. Teacher professional
development focuses on keeping teachers up-to-date in the subjects they teach
and the teaching methods used, as well as in the broader elds of psychology
and sociology in education. In a survey in 2009, teachers were asked about
their participation in in-service training or continuing education courses
during the previous 18 months and about half of the primary school teachers
reported between one and ten days of participation. However, 40 percent
of the German and English teachers across all types of schools reported no
participation in courses focusing on subject-speci c pedagogy, especially on
reading comprehension and reading strategies, during the past ve years.34

Monitoring Stud ent Prog ress in Rea d ing
National Assessments
Since 2007, all Laender have administered comparative central examinations
(Vergleichsarbeiten) in mathematics and German in Grade 3.35 e test items
are developed by the independent Institute for Educational Progress (Institut
zur Qualitaetsentwicklung im Bildungswesen, or IQB), which was established
by the Standing Conference in 2003. ese cross-Laender comparative studies
are administered like regular classroom tests, although they also serve as
standardized school achievement tests based on the national educational
standards (Bildungsstandards). Reading comprehension is a regular part of
the examination. e test results provide teachers with information about the
strengths and weaknesses of their students, as well as subject-speci c pedagogical
and educational psychology recommendations to improve their instruction.
In 2011, a sample-based study was conducted to compare students' reading
skills across all 16 Laender. Subsequent comparisons will be carried out every
ve years.36
Use of Grades, Marks, and Report Cards
In state-run schools, teachers monitor individual student progress continuously
throughout the academic year. e evaluation of a given student's performance
in a particular class is based on all of the work the student has done in that
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class speci cally, written, oral, and practical work and tests. Oral work refers
a student's verbal contributions and is evaluated in class. In such subjects as
sports, music, or arts and cra s, practical achievements serve as the basis of
evaluation. In addition, teachers can make use of the feedback they receive in
the context of the cross-Laender comparative studies.
In Grades 1 2, the focus is on direct observation of students; written
class tests are gradually introduced beginning in Grade 2 in certain subjects
(especially German, and mathematics, and Sachunterricht).
In general, individual student progress and development are documented
and de ned within performance standards for each subject in report cards given
to students and their parents twice a year (in the middle and at the end of the
school year). e structure and content of these school report cards vary across
the Laender. In some Laender, report cards contain feedback concerning in-class
participation and social conduct within the school in addition to the grades
awarded for individual subjects. Teachers in most schools also discuss the child's
progress and behavior with parents during Parent-Teacher Day.
According to a resolution agreed on by the Standing Conference in 2010,
teachers are asked to develop special monitoring and feedback methods for
low-performing students. ese methods comprise individualized learning
plans as well as intensi ed and individualized monitoring activities, such as
the documentation of progress in learning diaries or language portfolios.37
Classroom Tests
Written exercises and classroom tests are carried out at regular intervals
throughout the school year and are designed to measure the standards laid out
in the curricula.
Generally speaking, primary and secondary schools in all Laender conduct
oral and written examinations at regular interval throughout the school year,
which are used in all school types to monitor student learning. Examinations are
always based on curriculum requirements, as well as on the level of knowledge,
abilities, and skills students should have acquired in class. ese examinations
are used as one basis for report cards, which have consequences for individual
students, such as for promotion to the next grade or entry to a higher school
system or university. In all Laender, students are automatically promoted from
Grade 1 to Grade 2. From Grade 2 onward, students might need to repeat a year
if their progress is insu cient, although promotion polices a er Grade 2 di er
among the Laender. Overall, in the 2010 11 school year, only 0.5 percent of all
students in primary education repeated a year.38
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Im p a c t a nd Use of PIRLS
Germany participated in PIRLS 2001 and 2006 (for the participation in other
studies see Schwippert, 2007 and Lenkeit, Goy, & Schwippert, 2012). During
administration of PIRLS 2001, Germany increased its sample and also assessed
Grade 4 students in mathematics and science using TIMSS 1995 instruments.
National comparisons of student achievement results were then possible for all
three domains, but only between the seven of the 16 Laender where PIRLS 2001
was conducted with a representative sample.
In PIRLS 2006, the sample size was extended for all 16 Laender, to allow
national comparisons of achievement levels. Because Germany participated in
TIMSS 2007 with Grade 4 students for the rst time, it was not necessary to
assess these subjects alongside PIRLS 2006. Currently, Germany is taking part
in both PIRLS 2011 and TIMSS 2011 (Grade 4 only), making use of the national
option to administer the same Grade 4 students in the same schools usually on
two consecutive days.
When mapping and contextualizing PIRLS within Germany's major
policy discussions and changes, educational researchers can identify four areas
of influence: 39 the introduction of system monitoring; 40 the introduction
of nationwide educational standards; 41 the increase in empirical education
research; 42, 43 and the launch of programs for the evaluation and development
of the curricula.
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La ng ua g e a nd Litera c y
The total population of Honduras is estimated at 8 million: 90 percent are
mestizos (mixed Amerindian and European), 7 percent are Amerindian,
2 percent are Black, and 1 percent are White.1 Although the country was
populated by a number of ethnic groups (e.g., Mayas-Chortis, Lencas,
Tolupanes, Pech, Tauhacas) before Spanish colonization, most groups have been
culturally integrated. Following colonization, some other ethnic groups such
as the Garifunas and Misquitos have settled in the north coast of the country.
Spanish is the official language of Honduras, though a number of
Amerindian dialects continue to be used in some parts of the country. In
addition, English is common in the Bay Islands, and most well-educated people
on the mainland understand English. Both the mass media and local press use
Spanish as the language of communication.
All instruction and textbooks are in Spanish, and children with a di erent
mother tongue begin learning Spanish when they enter school. rough the
implementation of several cultural and ethnic education programs, most
Honduran ethnic groups receive education in both their own native language
and in Spanish at public schools. An increasing number of private schools in
urban areas use English or French as the language of instruction. As of 2010,
the Republic of Honduras had a literacy rate of about 85 percent and an average
of 7.5 years of schooling.2
Honduras has very few public libraries. All public libraries are located in
major cities and have very little contact with public schools.

Overview of the Ed uc a tion System
According to the national constitution of the Republic of Honduras, 3 the
provision of education is a key federal function. National education is de ned
as secular and is based on the fundamental principles of democracy and free
access to everyone, without any type of discrimination.
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e formal education system in Honduras remains highly centralized,
despite many previous and current e orts to decentralize.4 e government
of Honduras nances public education, while private schools raise their funds
almost exclusively from tuition fees.
e Ministry of Education (Secretar a de Educaci n) is responsible for
providing educational services and upholding the education laws through
secondary school. e ministry's main activities include the formulation and
implementation of the intended curriculum in all subjects. With the formulation
and approval of the new intended curriculum for basic education in 2003,
the ministry collaborated with the international community (bilateral and
multilateral partners) to produce and distribute syllabi, standards, textbooks,
and teaching guides for all the public schools in the country. In addition, the
ministry appoints, transfers, promotes, and dismisses teachers in public schools
with the help of its departmental o ces and specially appointed commissions,
which are constituted by ministry o cials and members of the teachers unions.
e ministry regulates both formal and informal education sectors in
Honduras, though it is primarily in charge of the formal sector (see Exhibit 1).
e informal education sector includes several exible options from short-term
courses for speci c trades to academic programs that allow students with special
needs to complete their formal education in the rst three stages of formal
education, or to acquire speci c skills to enter the labor market.
Exhibit 1: The Structure of the Formal Education System in Honduras
Higher
Education
Secondary
Education

Basic
Education

Pre-basic
Education

2

Graduate

23+

4

Undergraduate

19 23

3

Technical

16 18

2

Academic

16 17

3

Third Cycle

13 15

3

Second Cycle

10 12

3

First Cycle

7 9

3

Kindergarten 1, 2, and 3

4 6

3

Initial

Years
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Formal education in Honduras begins with pre-basic education, which is
not compulsory. e initial years of pre-basic education, encompassing ages 0 3,
is mainly the responsibility of the family. For children ages 4 6, Honduras has
numerous Kindergarten programs ranging up to three years in length, though
children from poor families frequently attend less than one year. Enrollment
rates in Kindergarten programs have gradually increased in the last two decades,
due mainly to the growth of non-formal alternatives. Honduras's education
system o ers nine years of free and compulsory basic education and two or
three years of secondary schooling.
Basic education is sub-divided into three cycles: rst cycle encompasses
Grades 1 3 (ages 7 9); second cycle encompasses Grades 4 6 (ages 10 12);
and third cycle encompasses Grades 7 9 (ages 13 15). According to the basic
education curriculum, the rst cycle initiates the students in the development
of instrumental skills, such as basic language skills; the second cycle continues
with the development of instrumental skills; and the third cycle completes the
development of instrumental skills, and introduces students to reading scienti c
and technological material.5
Secondary education is sub-divided into two levels: academic secondary
school lasts two years, and is intended for students whose main goal is to
continue into higher education; and technical secondary school lasts three
years, and is intended for students whose main goal is to enter the labor market.
Escuelas Normales, or normal schools, are three-year secondary education
schools with a special status. ese schools prepare teachers to work as basic
education teachers for rst or second cycle, or to continue at the university level
to become third cycle or secondary education teachers.
Tertiary education includes several national universities and an increasing
number of private universities, with several undergraduate and graduate options.
e cost of tertiary education for parents and students is relatively inexpensive
because national universities are heavily subsidized by the government and still
cover a higher percentage of the enrollment.
Since 2003 Honduras has bene tted from the Fast Track Initiative for
Education for All, primarily sponsored by the World Bank. is initiative is
focused on improving conditions to ensure that children have access to and
successfully complete basic education.6 With this special aid, the new curriculum
for basic education was designed and approved in 2003. Implementation of the
curriculum for all cycles of basic education began in 2004. In addition, new
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textbooks and teachers' guides have been developed for mathematics, Spanish,
and science for the two rst levels of basic education.
In January 2012, the Honduran government approved a new General
Education Law. is new law is intended to maintain the present structure of the
education system and the curriculum, but also to introduce profound changes
in the areas of management, teacher education, and assessment of the quality
of education. e law will be enacted as of 2012.

La ng ua g e/ Rea d ing Curric ulum in the Fourth Gra d e
Honduras's basic education curriculum is uniquely organized into curricular
areas, as opposed to subjects, and all curricular areas across all cycles incorporate
three dimensions, or ejes transversales: identity, work, and participatory
democracy. e rst two cycles contain ve areas: communications (languages
and art education), mathematics, social sciences, natural sciences, and physical
education (sports). In the third cycle, technology is added as a sixth area.
Learning to read and literacy are part of the communications area in both
the new basic education curriculum and the national standards.7 According
to the basic education curriculum, the communications area helps students
organize, develop, and build communication skills. It empowers students to deal
appropriately with their social context at the local, national, and international
levels. 8
e basic education curriculum states that students in the rst and second
cycles (Grades 1 6) should achieve the following reading competencies:
understanding text, comparing texts, understanding various meanings within
texts, and reading various texts for di erent purposes.
e objectives of the communications area are to teach students to do
the following:
Use Spanish and their mother tongue (if other than Spanish) properly,
as communication tools for personal expression, critical thinking, and
interacting with other people;
Understand that language is associated with scienti c, technological,
socioeconomic, historical, and cultural advances;
Enhance mental and logical organization by the scienti c study and
proper use of language structure;
Use the skills and basic abilities in their mother language, Spanish, and a
foreign language to interact in a globalized world; and
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Develop artistic activity and appreciation through the creation and
interpretation of works of art, music, and drama.
e communications area includes four separate subjects: mother tongue,
Spanish, foreign language, and art. e teaching of each of these subjects is
divided into four blocks: oral language, written language, re ection on language,
and artistic creation. Reading is part is of the second block because writing and
reading are considered complementary.9
Learning to read begins in the rst grade, and children are expected to
begin reading on the rst day of school. In the rst cycle (Grades 1 3), reading
and writing include content and activities that introduce students to the
interpretation and production of di erent types of level-appropriate literary and
informational texts. e texts used include ones commonly found in students'
school, home, and social environments: invitations, instructions, cartoons,
and letters. Children continue to develop their reading skills by reading and,
in the second cycle (Grades 4 6), discussing mostly literary texts written by
Honduran or international writers. is activity emphasizes the pleasure of
reading and develops both aesthetic sensibilities as well as a critical appreciation
of the texts.10
For the fourth grade, the basic education curriculum de nes the following
general goals (expectativas de logro) related to reading:11
Develop reading comprehension skills to di erentiate the main types of
texts, according to their characteristics and function, and interpret what
they read;
Find speci c information within the universe of written information;
Enjoy and develop an aesthetic sensitivity and critical appreciation for
narrative texts and other literature;
Learn about the structure of literary and dramatic narrative texts; and
Critically read and interpret messages from the mass media.
The basic education curriculum also defines the following specific
goals that fourth grade students are expected to master related to (Spanish
language) reading: 12
Oral Language Discursive forms, types of textural superstructures,
types of texts, stages of reading, reading techniques for research,
developing metacognitive skills, literary texts, informational texts, oral
reading of texts, and critical reading of media texts.
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Written Language and Literary Expression Textual superstructure,
types of paragraphs, non-verbal language, school library, literary texts,
linguistic variety, morphosynthesis, semantics, phonetics, and semiotics.

Rea d ing Instruc tion in the Prim a ry Gra d es
e Ministry of Education in Honduras mandates two hundred school days
per year, though frequent teacher strikes make this di cult to achieve. By law,
students in basic education receive instruction through roughly 36 periods each
week, with each period lasting approximately 45 minutes. In all Grades 1 9,
students are taught ve periods of mathematics and the natural sciences per
week. With the introduction of the new curriculum, however, school principals
have the authority to adapt these time allocations to the needs of their schools.13
Also, instructional time may di er slightly in schools that have fewer than six
teachers as of 2011, at least one third of schools in Honduras had only one or
two teachers.
rough the sixth grade of basic education, schools have no specialist
teachers in the elds of language. Beginning in the third cycle (Grades 7 9),
specialist teachers are required to have degrees in Spanish or literature in
order to teach in the communications area. However, general teachers or nonquali ed teachers commonly teach these subjects in rural areas and in some
private schools.
Instructional Materials
e Ministry of Education is responsible for selecting appropriate textbooks
for students, and local schools are not involved in the decision-making process.
Following the approval of the new basic education curriculum in 2003, the
ministry adopted and adapted textbooks and reading books and materials from
Mexico. Since 2003, a great e ort has been made to provide every school with
o cial textbooks, students' workbooks, and teacher's guides. However, many
schools still do not have these materials or do not have enough for every student.
Teachers also commonly use other textbooks and materials compiled by
independent national or international publishers. Although these publishers
refer to the basic education curriculum when creating their materials, Honduras
has no formal guidelines or committee to review or approve these textbooks
and instructional materials. As a result, the country has no list of approved texts
or instructional materials for the teaching of language or any other subject in
the schools.
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Use of Technology
e new curriculum prescribes the teaching of technology as part of the natural
sciences in the rst two cycles and as a separate subject in the third cycle of basic
education. However, Honduras lags behind most other countries in Central
America regarding access to information and communication technology
(ICT).14 Only about 12 percent of Honduran households have access to a
computer, and only about 13 percent of the population use the Internet at least
once a month.15, 16 ere is no data on the availability of ICT in schools and the
government currently lacks a speci c plan or strategy to provide schools with
computers or laboratories.
To place the use of technology in schools in context, it is important to
note that most schools in Honduras are rural and lack access to the most basic
services such as water and electricity. Urban schools (especially private schools)
are usually well equipped, even with sophisticated ICT. In the last decade, with
assistance from international agencies and the private sector, the government
has piloted several programs to furnish some schools with either computers,
laboratories, or both. However, these isolated e orts have not made a widespread
di erence with regard to national ICT indicators.
There is some hope for change; the present government is now
implementing the One Computer per Child Program (EDUCATRACHOS) that
has seen some success in other Latin American countries.17 e program is
intended to reach all public schools and already has begun to bene t students
and teachers from schools in Honduras's poorest villages. While obtaining the
nancial resources will be a challenge, the program could have great long-term
impact, if implemented as designed.
Role of Reading Specialists
Language teachers and teacher-librarians (in large urban schools) are chie y
responsible for teaching reading, having received special training during their
teacher-education programs. No other type of reading specialist plays a role in
reading instruction in Honduran public schools.
Second-language Instruction
In international schools, Spanish is taught as a second language. In public
schools with a large proportion of ethnic representation (e.g., Mayas-Chortis,
Lencas, Tolupanes, Pech, Tauhacas), Spanish is taught along with the mother
tongue. Students in the regular public schools begin to learn English in Grade 7,
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but current legislation proposes to make the learning of English mandatory
beginning at Grade 4.

Stud ents with Rea d ing Dif c ulties
Unfortunately, early detection of reading and learning disabilities is not
generally available in Honduran schools. ere are no standardized tests for
assessing progress in reading or any special programs for reading enhancement
in school settings. Only a very few special teachers and psychologists in special
schools use diagnostic tests to diagnose reading di culties in children with
serious reading problems.
Teachers have no special training in modern reading theories or in teaching
strategies for children with reading disabilities. If a problem emerges in reading,
or in any other eld of learning, schools generally are not able to help. In public
schools, it is di cult to carry out a remediation program for poor readers, due
in part to a lack of quali ed teachers to do this work as well as because hiring
additional teachers or extending the teaching time can be problematic. Some
schools, however, have been successful in organizing additional time for
instruction and tutoring students with reading disabilities without changing
teaching strategy and methods.

Tea c hers a nd Tea c her Ed uc a tion
Institutional reform e orts in teacher education in Honduras over the past two
decades have failed to achieve an e ective or su ciently large-scale impact on
the core of teaching practice in classrooms and schools. Because of this failure,
Honduras remains one of the few countries in the world where the professional
education of teachers from the rst two cycles (Grades 1 6) of basic education
is not accomplished at the tertiary education level.18 To become a teacher for
Grades 1 6, prospective teachers must attend three years of the secondary cycle
in normal schools (Escuelas Normales). A er completing the program they are
awarded a teaching certi cate (Maestro de educaci n primaria). To teach in the
third cycle of basic education (Grades 7 9) or at the secondary level, aspiring
teachers must rst obtain a secondary education diploma, preferably at a normal
school. en they must complete an undergraduate program at the National
Pedagogical University or complete the pedagogy program at the Autonomous
National University of Honduras.19 However, many teachers at the third level
of basic education, or even at the secondary education level, commonly do
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not have a higher education diploma or have not completed an undergraduate
program in the subject that they teach.
Honduras has no shortage of students wishing to become basic or
secondary education teachers. Since the approval of the new Law for Teachers
(Estatuto del Docente) in 1997, teachers have had access to relatively better
salaries, job stability, and other important social benefits. As a result an
increasing number of students wish to study at the normal schools and at the
National Pedagogic University. However, despite the in ux of students into
the eld of education, once these students obtain their diplomas, there is no
guarantee that the best will be hired in the education system; Honduras's system
for selecting and hiring teachers is not fair.
Overall, the weak training of teachers in Honduras is a major impetus for
continuing to reform teacher education in the country. Because many teachers
receive only a secondary level education, teachers of the rst two cycles of basic
education frequently lack a solid background in subject matter knowledge and
pedagogy, and have only limited practical work experience. Teachers for the
third cycle of basic education and secondary education have university or college
degrees, and thus would be expected to have more subject matter and pedagogy
knowledge. However, even at this level, their practical work experience is poor.
In addition, the country has no support or induction mechanism for new
teachers. Finally, Honduras's education system lacks a continuous accreditation
process for teacher education institutions and programs.
Requirements for Ongoing Professional Development in Reading for Teachers
e Ministry of Education has not created an e ective system of professional
development of teachers. In the last two decades, the professionalization of
in-service teachers has been of the responsibility of the National Pedagogic
University, primarily through two programs: the Continuous Education
Program for Basic Education, and the Special University Education Program
for Teachers. While an increasing number of teachers are graduating from
both these programs, there is still no evidence of their impact on the quality of
education.20 e Ministry of Education has established the National Institute
for Educational Research and Training to oversee professional development
of teachers through refresher courses not leading to higher degree diplomas.
e role of the institute has become more important as a direct result of the
introduction of the new and more ambitious 2003 curriculum. However, the
institute remains a traditional, centralized, and underfunded institution that
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is unable to provide all teachers with the skills required to implement the new
curriculum and to develop their teaching careers.
Finally, Honduras has no standards for the evaluation of the performance
of teachers. Although required by current laws, the ministry and the teacher's
unions have not been able to reach agreement on this issue. As a result, career
progression and salary increases for teachers are based on the number of years
of experience and on participation, o en as a passive recipient, in training
activities. A criticism is that this current practice does not give teachers
incentives or encourage them to make any e ort to innovate or seek new ways
of teaching.

Monitoring Stud ent Prog ress in Rea d ing
Since the mid-1990s, assessing the quality of basic education has been a
top priority for the Ministry of Education. As a result, a National System of
Evaluation of Academic Achievement (SINECE) has been designed. is system
has been operating with an internal unit within the ministry and an external unit
called External Unit for the Measurement of Quality of Education that belongs
to the National Pedagogic University. It is this external unit that has conducted
the national tests administered between 1997 and 2005. However, SINECE does
not have a legal charter. As of 2012, the Honduran government is discussing
the creation of an independent institute to run the national assessment system.
With assistance from the World Ban k, the External Unit for the
Measurement of the Quality of Education was created at the National Pedagogic
University. e unit designs, develops, and administers criterion-referenced
standardized assessments to a sample of basic education students, mainly
those in Grades 3 6, in mathematics, language, and sometimes science. From
1997 2004, the External Unit for the Measurement of Quality of Education
regularly administered assessments to a sample of schools nationally. ese were
low-stakes assessments, with no consequences for schools, teachers, or students.
eir main purpose was to monitor the academic progress of the education
system and investigate the factors that a ect it. Reports were produced for
every school, with a detailed analysis of the performance of its students in every
subject and a general comparison with other schools within the area and at the
national level. e report also contained some recommendations for improving
performance. Most recently, these assessments have been used to measure the
progress of the education system in reaching the achievement goal of Education
for All.
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In 2004, the US Agency for International Development (USAID)
implemented the Honduras Improving Student Achievement Project. The
project was designed to improve student achievement through reformed and
prioritized standards, an enhanced curriculum, and a systematized, integrated,
standards-driven testing system designed to measure student achievement of
Education for All goals.21 e project also aimed to develop new standards for
basic education, and other materials such as standardized tests administered
by the same teachers every two months. Since 2004, the Improving Student
Achievement Project has also sponsored development and administration of
standardized tests in mathematics and language for all basic education grades.
However, the results of these tests are not technically comparable with the
ones produced by the External Unit for the Measurement of the Quality of
Education. e integration of all these external e orts and the ones developed
by the Ministry of Education into a coherent system of evaluation of the quality
of education remains a challenge in Honduras.22
At all education levels, teachers monitor the progress of individual students
through grades and report cards. At the basic and secondary levels, students
receive certi cates each term, with marks allocated in each subject. Periodically,
parents receive school reports of their child's progress, which are to be signed
and returned to the school. is allows parents to follow their child's progress
and take action when low achievement is reported. At the end of basic and
secondary education, students receive school-leaving certi cates that enable
them either to study at the next level or to seek employment.
Honduras has no high-stakes tests or national examinations, not even
at the end of the secondary school. Because there are no nal examinations,
the overall grade obtained by the student during the school year determines
grade promotion. Entrance examinations to the universities are recent, and are
developed and administered by the universities themselves.
The Ministry of Education has recently introduced policies aimed at
controlling student dropout rates and problems associated with grade repetition;
for example, automatic or exible promotion is currently in an experimental
state. In the third cycle of basic education and in secondary education, students
who do not pass a class usually get a second chance or get help with remedial
classes. If they still fail to get promoted in two or more classes, then they have to
repeat the whole year. Despite these improvements, a relatively high number of
students in the rst three grades of the basic education still fail to be promoted.
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Ho ng Ko ng SAR
Tse Shek Kam
University of Hong Kong

La ng ua g e a nd Litera c y
The Cantonese dialect of Chinese is the ever yday mother tongue of
the over whelming majority of the residents of the Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region (SAR) of China. English and Chinese enjoy equal status
as o cial languages, although only 2.8 percent of the population use English as
their lingua franca. e Cantonese dialect of Chinese is the colloquial language
used by 90.8 percent of the population; Putonghua, the o cial spoken language
of the People's Republic of China, is the rst language of communication for
only 0.9 percent of the population; and other dialects of Chinese are commonly
used by 4.4 percent of Hong Kong's citizens.1 Chinese (Cantonese) has been
the medium of instruction in most secondary schools since 1998 and is the
preferred language of instruction in all government-funded primary schools.2
e government increased the use of Chinese as the medium of instruction at
Grade 7 (Secondary 1) beginning with the 2010 11 school year, and Chinese
will continue to become more prevalent in subsequent years as this cohort of
students moves through secondary school.3
e Education Bureau (EDB) has implemented a series of initiatives to
boost literacy levels in Hong Kong. Promoting the use of reading as a vehicle
of learning and as a source of pleasure is one of the four key goals of recent
curriculum reforms. EDB has energetically launched Reading to Learn, a school
development project to help primary schools improve the teaching of reading
and develop school-based strategies for building a reading culture. is project
features Book Works, an interactive reading website for students,4 as well as
seminars and training programs designed to help teachers and librarians widen
the use of children's reading books in schools.5 In addition, EDB and the Leisure
and Cultural Services Department have jointly organized the Library Cards for
All School Children endeavor to encourage students to make full use of the
resources available in Hong Kong's public libraries and to develop reading as a
life-long habit.6 e Quality Education Fund has allocated generous funding to
encourage schools to experiment with reading projects.7
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Overview of the Ed uc a tion System
e education system in Hong Kong SAR is largely decentralized, with EDB
responsible for formulating, developing, and reviewing policies, programs, and
legislation from the preprimary through the tertiary levels. EDB oversees the
implementation of educational programs, disseminates authority to schools,
and encourages school-based curriculum development.8 is structure requires
active support and participation from numerous members of the community.9
EDB provided di erent forms of on-site support for approximately 431 primary
and 311 secondary schools in the 2009 10 academic year, including support
services for school-based curriculum development.10
In 2010, the total number of students enrolled in kindergarten, primary,
and secondary education was approximately 930,000. Of the total enrollment
across all educational levels, 16 percent of students were in kindergarten,
36 percent in primary schools, and 48 percent in secondary schools.11 More
than 60 percent of young people ages 17 20 attended some form of postsecondary education.12
Preprimary education consists of childcare for children from birth to age 3
and kindergarten for children ages 3 6. All 951 kindergartens in Hong Kong
are privately run. In the 2010 11 school year, 148,940 children were enrolled in
kindergarten, and the student-teacher ratio was 9.8 per class.13
e 572 primary schools in Hong Kong provide free schooling for children
ages 6 to 11. In the 2010 11 school year, the average class size in primary schools
was 29.14 In the 2005 06 school year, primary school enrollment in Hong
Kong began to decline signi cantly, falling from 429,900 to 348,500 students in
2009 10, with a further decrease to 334,400 students in 2010 11.15 To capitalize
on this trend and enhance the quality of teaching and learning, EDB conducted
a Small Class Teaching study involving 37 public-sector primary schools,
starting from Grade 1 (Primary 1) in the 2009 10 school year.16
e government provides free secondary schooling. In the 2010 11 school
year, 449,737 children were enrolled in secondary schools, with an average
class size of 34.4 in Grades 7 11 (Secondary 1 5) and 30.1 in Grades 10 13
(Secondary 6 7); the overall student-teacher ratio at this time was 15.2 per
class.17 Under the New Academic Structure, implemented in September 2009,
all students have the opportunity to study free of charge through Grade 12
(Secondary 6).18
At the tertiary level, Hong Kong has 16 degree-awarding institutions of
higher education: seven universities and one teacher education institution
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funded by the University Grants Committee, seven self- nancing universities
and colleges, and one publicly funded performing arts academy.19 In addition,
nine campuses under the Hong Kong Institute of Vocational Education o er
skill-oriented programs.
In addition to government schools, Hong Kong has aided schools and
Direct Subsidy Scheme (DSS) schools. Aided schools are free and funded by the
government but operated by a sponsoring entity. DSS schools, which constitute
a sizeable segment of the education system, are private schools that receive
some government funding. In September 2011, there were 74 DSS schools: 53
at the secondary level, eleven at the primary level, and ten with classes at both
the secondary and primary levels.20 As of September 2010, Hong Kong also
had 48 international schools, including 15 schools run by the English Schools
Foundation. Providing education for some 36,100 students, international
schools offer curricula from the United States, Australia, Great Britain,
Canada, France, Germany, Switzerland, Japan, Korea, and Singapore.21 Most
international schools o er curricula culminating with conventional A-level nal
examinations, though some run International Baccalaureate programs.22

La ng ua g e/ Rea d ing Curric ulum in the Fourth Gra d e
Reading Policy
e main goal of the overall reading policy in Hong Kong SAR (and especially
at Grade 4) is to enable all children to read with comprehension for learning
and pleasure. A principal objective of education reform in recent years has been
for all students to develop pro ciency in reading independently in both o cial
languages, Chinese and English. Lower primary school students (Grades 1 3)
are expected to master the basic skills of reading and writing, to develop an
interest in reading, and to acquire the habit of reading. Upper primary school
students (Grades 4 6) are expected to apply their reading and writing skills with
increasing uency, to communicate e ectively both orally and in writing, and
to use their reading as a vehicle for learning.
Curriculum reform has identi ed the promotion of a reading culture as
one of the key components of lifelong learning.23 e Reading to Learn initiative
is one of the four key components of curriculum programs in kindergarten,
primary, and secondary schools. EDB also promotes the concept of reading
across the curriculum, which teaches students to use and apply their reading
skills in all lessons. Resources are available for schools and teachers, including
seminars and special training courses, lists of reading materials, and information
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about local initiatives.24, 25 These resources enhance teachers' professional
subject matter knowledge and pedagogy, providing them with strategies to help
students approach various types of texts and the literacy demands associated
with all subjects across the curriculum. EDB also has made special funding
available for schools to purchase supplemental reading resources, such as books
and materials for the Extensive Reading Scheme in Chinese.26 In addition,
schools are encouraged to develop systematic programs for teaching reading
skills during lessons such as drama, to organize reading clubs for the various
cohorts, and to work with parents to promote students' reading at home.
Summary of National Curriculum
Although schools are permitted to modify the school curriculum to suit the
speci c needs of their particular school population and location, EDB o ers
clear central guidelines for all schools. ese guidelines state that all students in
Hong Kong SAR will be taught reading in primary school starting at age 6. In
fact, many students begin learning to read in kindergarten, and some children
are already able to read when they begin school. Schools are encouraged to
draw upon the support of parents and the community to promote good reading
habits in students and encourage a culture of pleasure reading at home for every
child. Schools have the power to adjust the curriculum and timetable to meet
the literacy needs of their students. ey may introduce innovative teaching
strategies to motivate students and teach them reading comprehension. e
e ective use of reading schemes (leveled readers) and reading programs helps
sustain student interest and e orts. At the same time, the availability of quality
reading materials, both in schools and public libraries, is crucial for engaging
students to read in school and at home.
In 2010, the Curriculum Development Council (CDC) established clear
reading goals for schools. e whole school is expected to be involved in the
promotion of reading and to help build a vibrant culture of reading within the
school. Language teachers are expected to focus speci cally on reading strategies
and skills instruction, while other teachers are expected to help students broaden
and strengthen their reading abilities by having them read for both information
and understanding in every subject area. In addition, the school librarian is
expected to play a crucial role in developing students' information-seeking skills.
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CDC goals for the Chinese reading curriculum state that students in
Grades 1 3 (Primary 1 3) should be able to do the following: 27
Acquire basic reading abilities;
Read di erent types of texts;
Acquire vocabulary and sentence structures;
Have a basic knowledge of language;
Understand and become knowledgeable about Chinese culture; and
Develop positive habits and attitudes toward reading.
CDC goals for the Chinese reading curriculum state that students in
Grades 4 6 (Primary 4 6) should do the following:
Develop basic reading abilities;
Read di erent types of texts;
Develop the ability to read independently;
Acquire vocabulary and sentence structures;
Improve basic knowledge of language;
Improve understanding and knowledge of Chinese culture; and
Develop positive habits and attitudes toward reading.
CDC also recommends that students apply the following di erent reading
strategies from the beginning of primary school: 28, 29
Use appropriate language knowledge and experiences to understand
reading materials;
Identify and use key words, sentences, and paragraphs in speci c
language situations;
Raise expectations and ask appropriate questions to guide reading, and
use inference and veri cation skills;
Select di erent reading strategies to suit di erent reading objectives;
Develop an interest in reading, positive attitudes, and the habit of
reading for pleasure;
Read independently for information and for pleasure to acquire
knowledge; and
Use reading skill techniques to access a range of reading materials.
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Rea d ing Instruc tion in the Prim a ry Gra d es
Instructional Materials
Before the 2000 Education Reform Act, teaching focused mainly on textbooks
prescribed by the school, and most Chinese language teachers tended to rely
on those texts. About six to seven periods per week were devoted to Chinese
language teaching, and for most of this lesson time, teachers explained texts,
provided background information about authors, reviewed vocabulary, and
discussed themes and author style. A er the 2000 reform, CDC recommended
the extension of teaching materials to include online and audio-visual materials.
In addition to using EDB-recommended reading materials, schools are
encouraged to let students choose what they want to read in class and to read
di erent types of text that cover various themes from diverse sources.30
Use of Technology
e Information and Communications Technology (ICT) curriculum enables
students to access information independently at their own pace and at a time of
their own choosing, at home or school. Teachers are encouraged to help students
develop relevant knowledge and ICT skills, as well as appropriate attitudes
towards using ICT, the Internet, and educational software. Many literacy
so ware programs provide instant feedback, enabling personal assessment
by recording and monitoring the user's learning progress.31 One example of
ICT reading instruction is the website HK Reading City, set up by Hong Kong
Education City. is website helps schools promote a rich reading culture by
providing an online reading service and experience for students, recommending
books and other reading resources for teachers and school librarians, and
delivering the latest information on reading materials to the public.32
Role of Reading Specialists
Language teachers and teacher-librarians are chie y responsible for teaching
reading, having received special training. However, the notion of reading across
the curriculum implies that teachers of other subjects accept a measure of
responsibility for helping students learn specialist vocabulary and conventions
associated with those subjects. ese vocabulary and conventions include ICT
specialist conventions and language usage, map reading, historical date charts,
science formulae, tables and charts, and mathematical formulae and specialist
lexical vocabulary.
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Second-language Instruction
Most schools used English as the medium of instruction when Hong Kong was
under British colonial rule. When Hong Kong became a Special Administrative
Region of the People's Republic of China in 1997, the new government raised
the status of the mother tongue without weakening support for learning English.
Chinese (Cantonese) is currently the medium of instruction in the vast majority
of primary schools, with English taught as a core subject from the rst year
of primary school. Although schools have o cially been encouraged to adopt
Chinese as the medium of instruction, many are reluctant to move away from
English, because of parental preferences for their children to learn English.
Although Chinese is the rst language for the majority of students in Hong
Kong, an increasing number of students are members of ethnic minorities,
according to school enrollment statistics. e languages these students speak
at home include Urdu, English, Nepali, Tagalog, and Hindi, and few of these
students know Chinese. ese students are generally referred to as non-Chinese
speaking (NCS) students,33 and in this sense, Chinese is their second language.
EDB's Supplementary Guide to the Chinese Language Curriculum for NonChinese Speaking Students provides suggestions and resources for schools to
use when teaching Chinese to NCS students. In addition, a research team from
the University of Hong Kong has developed teaching packages designed to help
NCS students learn Chinese. Teachers regularly attend seminars and workshops
at which second-language teaching strategies are demonstrated.

Stud ents with Rea d ing Dif c ulties
Diagnostic Testing
e early identi cation of children with special educational needs and reading
disorders is paramount in Hong Kong SAR. Government assessment services
for school-age children are provided by EDB, the Department of Health,
and the Hospital Authority. EDB provides assessment service for students in
public-sector primary and secondary schools who have learning and emotional
di culties, as well as speech and sensory impairments. e Department of
Health and the Hospital Authority provide assessment for children under the
age of twelve with individual or multiple developmental problems.34 In addition,
educational psychologists and other experts have developed assessment tools
to help diagnose the nature of any speci c learning di culties in reading and
writing.35 Students diagnosed with such di culties receive appropriate remedial
intervention.
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Instruction for Children with Reading Di culties
Students with reading di culties invariably require additional time to learn,
and they need parental and teacher support to help them keep pace with their
classmates. Schools must establish deliberate and focused education plans if
these students are to make satisfactory progress. Teachers should create lesson
plans that take these students into account, using di erentiated instruction,
multisensory teaching, and one-on-one hands-on experiences to boost students'
learning. Daily Assessment and Teaching for Primary Aged Children (Datapac)
is one recommended program, in which parents, teachers, or older students
spend about 15 minutes each day teaching struggling readers a small number
of words, identi ed on the basis of known weaknesses and forthcoming lessons.
Students focus on these ve to ten words until they master them. Paired reading
on a regular basis is also encouraged to help students with reading di culties
access meaning, complete learning tasks, and read for enjoyment.36
Games also have proved to be an enjoyable approach to helping students
learn Chinese characters. First students learn high-frequency words that are
written using simple characters, and then they move on to more complicated
character combinations. Understanding character structures and the meaning
of radicals helps students recognize characters and use them in stress-free game
situations. Learning basic stroke writing and character component patterns is
essential for writing Chinese.37

Tea c hers a nd Tea c her Ed uc a tion
Pre-service and in-service teacher education programs, at both non-degree and
degree levels, are provided in Hong Kong SAR by tertiary institutions funded
through the University Grants Committee. Since 2005, all new graduates from
pre-service primary and secondary teacher education programs hold degrees.
As part of the government's comprehensive strategy to enhance student
language pro ciency, pro ciency levels have been speci ed and benchmark
requirements have been established for English and Chinese teachers. Since
2004, teachers who wish to teach English or Chinese have been asked to
demonstrate basic language pro ciency before being permitted to assume a
language teaching position.
Requirements for Ongoing Professional Development in Reading for Teachers
EDB, universities, and other professional organizations in Hong Kong SAR
o er in-service professional development courses as well as training programs
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to enhance teachers' existing professional knowledge and ability to address
students' learning needs. Such programs help teachers keep abreast of new
teaching techniques and curriculum innovations. e Advisory Committee on
Teacher Education and Quali cations recommends 150 hours of professional
development over a three-year period. is period should include time spent
on structured learning and other professional development activities that
contribute to school development.38 EDB also organizes various training courses
for teachers throughout the year on topics such as curriculum development
and implementation and teaching children with speci c learning di culties in
reading and writing.39

Monitoring Stud ent Prog ress in Rea d ing
Reading comprehension is routinely tested as part of language instruction in the
classroom. e Hong Kong Examinations and Assessment Authority organizes
yearly public examinations. Standard-referenced reporting has been adopted
since 2007 in the Hong Kong Certi cate of Education Examination for Chinese
and English Language (reading, writing, listening, speaking, and integrated
language skills).
The three standardized tests administered by the government are the
following: the Basic Competence Test, the English Language Pro ciency Test,
and the Chinese Language Pro ciency Test. e rst of these assessments, the
Basic Competence Test, has two parts: the Student Assessment and the Territory
System Assessment. e Student Assessment is an online assessment program
implemented to help teachers better understand students' learning needs in the
subjects of Chinese, English, and mathematics. e Territory System Assessment
provides school administrators with useful information on student achievement
at the end of each key learning stage: Grades 3, 6, and 9 (Primary 3 and 6, and
Secondary 3) in the three subjects mentioned above. is assessment provides
feedback to schools on teaching and learning, curriculum enrichment, and the
quality of teaching. e government also provides support to schools that need
guidance in responding to the results of these assessments.

Im p a c t a nd Use of PIRLS
In 2004 and 2007, Hong Kong SAR conducted large-scale assessments that
followed the frameworks established for PIRLS 2001 and 2006. e 2004 study
investigated the current state of Chinese and English reading literacy at Grade 4
and the impact of strategies that schools were using to improve the teaching
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and learning of reading. is study was based upon and extended PIRLS 2001,
which investigated the Chinese and English reading pro ciency of Grade 4
students as well as factors in uencing literacy attainment. e 2007 study took
place one year a er PIRLS 2006. is follow-up to the 2004 Hong Kong study
assessed the progress that Grade 4 students had made with respect to bilingual
reading (English and Chinese). In addition, the Territory System Assessment has
adopted the PIRLS framework as its Chinese reading comprehension assessment
framework.
PIRLS 2001 revealed that 97 percent of Hong Kong literacy teachers
relied on textbooks when teaching reading and spent most reading lessons
explaining text, vocabulary, and author style. ese ndings were considered too
important for a response to be le to schools and the public alone; a concerted
e ort was called for, and the Hong Kong PIRLS research team made several
submissions to the government.40 One of the team's strongest recommendations
was that parents should be encouraged to play a more active role in teaching
children to read, both for learning and for pleasure. e team stressed that
such encouragement should begin well before children enter kindergarten or
primary school.
e Hong Kong PIRLS team also warned that because Hong Kong students
had done so well in PIRLS 2006, many school principals and teachers had
relaxed their reading-based e orts and shi ed their attention to other subjects.
e PIRLS team advised that many schools still need to devise ways to enlist
parental cooperation and then collaborate with parents to create supportive
home reading environments and foster positive reading attitudes and habits.
Recognizing the success of the Reading to Learn project, EDB has agreed that
schools should continue emphasizing school-based strategies for building
a reading culture a key component of the reading curriculum. EDC also
has decided to devote more resources in primary schools to promoting the
concepts of reading across the curriculum and taking a whole-school approach
to building a reading culture.
Lastly, in addition to a focus on improving curriculum, pre-service and
in-service professional education courses for Chinese and English teachers have
been modi ed in light of lessons learned through Hong Kong's involvement in
international comparative surveys of student achievement, such as PIRLS.41
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Hung a ry
P ter Balk nyi
L szl Ostorics
Educational Authority,
Department of Educational Assessment and Evaluation

La ng ua g e a nd Litera c y
In Hungary, Hungarian is the official language as well as the language of
instruction. However, some minorities, such as Croatians, Germans, Romanians,
Serbs, Slovaks, and Slovenes, have their own educational institutions within the
system. In 2010, 4.6 percent of students attended minority-operated mother
tongue, bilingual, or language-teaching schools and kindergartens.
Since 1999, additional minority education classes have been organized
when requested by at least eight parents of the same minority group in a
community with a non-Hungarian mother tongue. If the number of children
is insu cient, parents may request that the local government organize mother
tongue and culture classes in connection with school education. ese classes
are operated as a department of the school or as a separate language school;
alternatively, traveling teachers may be hired. Since 2004, classes have been
offered in Bulgarian, Greek, Polish, Armenian, Ruthenian, and Ukrainian.
e largest minority in Hungary is the Roma community; their institutions of
cultural education cater to 3.8 percent of children.1
A major literacy initiative in Hungary is Book Week, organized by the
National Committee of the Hungarian Publishers and Circulators. Held
annually in the rst week of June, the primary goal of Book Week is to promote
contemporary literature. Since its inception in 1927, this initiative has turned
into a series of events nationwide.
Because people now spend less time reading than in the past, and in
response to disappointing results from the 2000 cycle of the Programme for
International Student Assessment (PISA), new literacy initiatives have been
developed. ese include a series of events promoting 2001 02 as the Year
of Reading, as well as the annual Days of Children's Literature event, which
encourages reading.2
In 2005, a survey about books, The Big Read, began in Hungary. This
survey aims to identify the nation's best-loved novel of all time and to popularize
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reading, using TV programs in which celebrities and students discuss their
favorite books.

Overview of the Ed uc a tion System
Hungary is an independent, democratic nation in the Carpathian Basin
in Central Eastern Europe. The country has 9,967,000 inhabitants, with a
population density of 107 persons per square kilometer, though the population
is decreasing at a rate of 0.25 percent per year. According to OECD analyses,
Hungary's educational expenditure of 4.9 percent of GDP in 2007 was below
the average OECD expenditure (5.7% of GDP). However, the estimated average
expenditure per student from the rst grade of primary to the end of secondary
schooling was US$52,433, just 55 percent of the OECD average.
The Public Education Act LXXXIX of 1993 specifies who can open
and operate institutes of public education.3 Included are the following: state,
regional, and national minority self-governments; registered religious legal
entities; nationally founded economic organizations; foundations; fellowships;
and native-born individuals.
e largest organizer of schools in Hungary is the government itself, and
most federally-operated schools and student residence facilities are maintained
by local governments. Some special vocational training institutions (e.g., police,
military) are operated by ministries or nationally budgeted organizations.
Religious institutions maintain another substantial proportion of schools.
Foundation schools, or private non-denominational schools, comprise the
smallest group.
e Hungarian government nances the public education system and the
institutions related to it. e Ministry of Education distributes the primary
source of this funding through a monthly subsidy to those responsible for school
management. Each school's subsidy is based on the number of children attending
the school, and the organization responsible for administering the school pays
the remaining operational costs. Religious institutions may obtain additional
government nancing if they perform duties in the public education system.4
From 1998 to 2011, education in Hungary was compulsory for children
up to age 18. As of the 2012 13 school year, education will be compulsory to
age 16, according to the new Public Education Act. Education consists of three
levels: preprimary, primary, and secondary. Exhibit 1 presents the typical age
and length of full-time education programs in Hungary. Preprimary, primary
and secondary school programs (both general and vocational) also include
programs for pupils with special educational needs.
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Exhibit 1: The Structure of the Hungarian Public Education and Higher Education System by
Age, Grade, and ISCED Level
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Practically all children ages 5 14 attend preprimary or primary general
schools programs, with an enrollment rate of 98.9 percent in 2009.5 Although
children are generally enrolled in preprimary education at age three, enrollment
is mandatory at age ve. Preprimary education includes character development,
preparation for integration into the community, di erentiated development for
socially disadvantaged children, guidelines for a healthy lifestyle, emotional
education, and overall development of skills and competencies. Instructors are
required to have a bachelor's degree. e educational program for Kindergarten
is published by the Ministry of Education and contains preprimary educational
goals and tasks, as well as pedagogical methods.
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ISCED
Level

Primary education is mandatory for eight years and is free. e Public
Education Act divides these eight grades into four two-year phases: introductory
(Grades 1 2), beginner (Grades 3 4), basic (Grades 5 6), and developmental
(Grades 7 8). Although primary school does not have a leaving examination,
secondary general schools and secondary vocational schools have the choice
to require written entrance exams in mathematics and language arts. Schools
without entrance exams must administer the test booklets developed and
published by the ministry.
Secondary education features three types of schools: general, vocational,
and secondary vocational schools. General schools have a program lasting four
years. ese schools teach basic subjects with a concentration on those included
in the nal leaving exam and pursued in tertiary studies, while simultaneously
preparing students to enter the workforce. e two-level (intermediate and
advanced) nal exam determines eligibility for entrance to tertiary studies.
About two-thirds of these schools include Grades 9 12, but the number of
schools that enroll students for six or eight years is increasing. Students can
enter these schools a er the fourth or sixth grade of primary school.
Vocational schools also have a four-year program. ese schools devote up
to 40 percent of instruction at Grades 9 and 10 to career-oriented and vocational
training, in addition to the basic subjects. Later grades prepare students for
vocational examinations listed in the National Vocational Qualification
List; however, students leaving this school type do not take a final leaving
examination (matura) and cannot advance to tertiary education without
additional study. Special vocational programs also are available for students with
special educational needs at ISCED levels 2 and 3. ese vocational programs
do not require a nal leaving exam.
Secondary vocational schools have programs ranging from ve to seven
years. These schools feature characteristics of both general and vocational
schools. Students spend the rst four years studying basic subjects and gaining
the knowledge necessary for later training. At the end of the fourth year,
students take the nal leaving examination; upon passing the exam, students
can go to college or university, or spend the next one to three years preparing
for a technical exam in their chosen profession.
Some general and vocational secondary schools o er a preparatory rst
year in which students focus on foreign language learning, supplemented with
some mother tongue and mathematics lessons, before starting the actual fouryear program. In 2010, 25 percent of students studied in vocational schools and
75 percent studied in general schools or secondary vocational schools.
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Tertiary education consists of colleges, university, and uni ed programs.
Bachelor and master's programs follow the Bologna Process.6 Postgraduate
specialization programs at the ISCED 5A level require graduation from college
or university with special attainments. ese programs do not bestow a higher
attainment level, but give a special quali cation.
In the summer of 2010, the newly elected government started a largescale conceptualization and codi cation process to write a completely new
educational law to replace the Public Education Act LXXXIX of 1993. is new
act will likely initiate signi cant changes in the educational system.

La ng ua g e/ Rea d ing Curric ulum in the Fourth Gra d e
Reading Policy
Reading instruction is regulated by the National Core Curriculum, which
outlines goals and tasks, and the Curriculum Framework, which contains the
actual educational components or activities. According to these documents, the
primary goal of reading instruction in the introductory and beginning phases
of education (Grades 1 4) is to make reading a basic skill that enables students
to comprehend the text and instructions in schoolbooks while reading silently.
At this stage, students should learn to retrieve information and use it in new
tasks. In addition, students learn to read aloud expressively and form a basis for
analytical, critical, and creative reading.
Summary of National Curriculum
In the curriculum, the introductory phase (Grades 1 2) serves developmental
purposes, and there are no set goals for the end of the rst year. However, at the
end of this phase, students are expected to be able to read a known text aloud
without breaks. Goals for the beginner phase (Grades 3 4) are more discrete. By
the end of third grade, students are expected to be able to read and understand a
half page of literary or expository text. By the end of fourth grade, students are
expected to be able to read a known text out loud a er some preparation and to
read age-appropriate texts silently, understand their meaning, and communicate
their central ideas.
Preparing students to read and write are the rst tasks in the introductory
phase (Grades 1 2). During this phase, students practice speech recognition
and comprehension by identifying and naming sounds and noises, role-playing,
and imitating movements. ey must become familiar with the usage of the
following terms: sentence, word, sound, and letter. Students also must be
able to detect the sequence of sounds within a word and develop hand-eye
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coordination. Lastly, students must be able to break words into syllables and
sounds, as well as perform synthesizing exercises to form syllables, words, and
sentences before breaking up these elements again.7
To prepare for reading and writing, students clap, draw rhythmic lines,
and develop gross and ne motor skills. In the nal preparatory stage, students
learn to use words, reproduce stories, navigate a textbook, recognize similarities
and di erences among shapes, and accustom themselves to correct physical
positioning for reading and writing.
In rst grade, 80 hours are allocated for teaching the system of signs for
reading. During this period, students learn the alphabet as well as the following
grammatical terms: vowel, consonant, sentence, word, and long and short
sounds. Students observe the usage of capital letters and punctuation. Other
lessons include articulating vowels correctly, learning small and capital printed
letters, combining letters, reading words, learning syntax, and saying sentences
aloud and explaining their meaning. Students also practice reading aloud and
use exercises and texts to learn the basics for silent reading. e goal of this
phase is to prevent and correct any serious mistakes in reading technique.
ere are no set skills that a student must possess before entering the
second grade. However, the curriculum assumes that second grade students
have acquired the reading skills taught in the rst grade. In second grade, proper
pronunciation, tone, and rhythm are considered the most basic reading skills to
develop. e goals are for students to achieve an oral reading speed that matches
the natural speed of their spoken speech and to practice silent reading through
exercises and increasingly independent work. e second grade also emphasizes
literary reading and comprehension development, and students must prepare
short oral presentations about what they have read. ey must be able to name
the topic and plot elements, identify characters, evaluate and summarize the
story line, and recognize word usage in the text.
e third grade initiates the beginner phase, which carries through the
fourth grade. Skills developed in the third grade speci cally include reading
comprehension and the evaluation of characters' actions and traits. Students
start to familiarize themselves with the basics of creating outlines and
highlighting central ideas. To advance to the next grade, students also must be
able to di erentiate between poetry and prose, respond to basic questions, and
perform composition tasks pertaining to texts.
e second half of the beginner phase, fourth grade, focuses primarily
on developing tools for general comprehension. New elements include the
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following: structure, space, and time; highlighting connections; and condensing
and expanding sections. By the end of fourth grade, students are expected to
be able to write about their own view of a story and their reading experiences.8

Rea d ing Instruc tion in the Prim a ry Gra d es
According to the National Core Curriculum, students in Grades 1 4 should
spend 32 42 percent of instructional time learning literature and grammar,
which are both taught in Hungarian classes. Schools decide on the number
of Hungarian classes students must take each week ranging from seven to
ten according to their own local curriculum, which is based on one of the
ministry-approved curriculum frameworks.
Instructional Materials
e Ministry of Education creates a list of approved publications from which
teachers can select their textbooks and teaching aids. To help students learn
the system of signs for reading, teachers are required to use ash cards, play
dough (to develop ne motor skills), colorful letter cards, reading puzzles, and
projected reading sheets.9 During Grades 2 4, teachers also are required to
use recordings that instruct students in the following: how to practice breaks,
rhythm, emphasis, and tone; how to use phonetics; and how to break up
compound sentences.
e textbook series used in the rst four grades consist mainly of alphabet
books, practice books, workbooks, and storybooks (in the higher grades). e
Ministry of Education does not recommend one particular reading method
over another, although the four most commonly used textbook series all use
the sounding-analyzing method and, in early instruction, focus on teaching
the system of signs used for reading. Some publishers provide di erentiated
workbooks for students who progress faster or slower in their reading, while
other publishers place great importance on developing a subset of skills or on
remediating dyslexia.10
Use of Technology
Although the numbers of students using personal computers and teachers using
the Internet for teaching purposes have been increasing, information technology
only appears as a supplemental tool in the process of reading instruction.
Role of Reading Specialists
Classroom teachers are responsible for all pedagogical tasks related to reading
instruction, and reading specialists are usually not available. However, in
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the majority of schools, teachers have some special assistance available
(e.g., speech therapist, school psychologist, special education teacher). Students
with special educational needs, whose work follows a speci c curriculum, have
20 Hungarian classes each week in the rst term and only nine in the second
term. Speci c reading instruction, practice, and reading-skill development
constitute 40 64 percent of special education instructional time.
Second-language Instruction
In addition to Hungarian classes, the National Core Curriculum allots
2 6 percent of total class time to the teaching of a modern foreign language,
the most popular being English, followed by German and French.

Stud ents with Rea d ing Dif c ulties
In Hungary, the pedagogical expert service system supports parents and
teachers of students with learning disabilities. The most notable support
services are training and counseling centers and speech therapy centers run
by local governments. Training and counseling centers diagnose and treat the
educational and psychological impediments to student learning. ese centers
also o er advice and family counseling and conduct school readiness exams for
children who are about to start schooling but have not attended kindergarten.
Diagnostic Testing
Hungar y has no national diagnostic assessment of reading or learning
disabilities. However, parents must report if any family members have learning
disabilities. In addition, pediatricians are required to examine children at
the age of ve to assess school readiness and can recommend further testing
or developmental training. Preprimary and primary school teachers also
have evaluation tools to assess subsets of abilities (e.g., speech, hearing, ne
motor skills). Although not mandatory, these assessments are becoming
more widespread.11
Instruction for Children with Reading Di culties
If parents suspect that their child su ers from dyslexia or dysgraphia, they
may ask for an expert evaluation. Schools or child-protection agencies also can
request this testing a er notifying parents. Once a student has been diagnosed
with dyslexia, a small percentage of parents choose to have their child attend
classes o ered by training and counseling or speech therapy centers. Students
also may attend a public school offering either an integrated program or a
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special education needs-based curriculum that prioritizes instruction for
students with speech impairments or dyslexia. e ministerial act concerning
students with special education needs (SEN) recommends schools that o er
integrated instruction, suggesting special education schools or classes only for
intensive remediation.
In the 2009 10 academic year, 52,572 SEN students studied in the
Hungarian primary schools, and 31,762 of them were integrated into non-SEN
classes. To improve the chances that students with dyslexia will enter tertiary
education, Hungarian education policy allows for exemptions from the written
part of the nal secondary school exam if an expert has con rmed a student's
di culties within the previous two years.12

Tea c hers a nd Tea c her Ed uc a tion
In primary schools, one teacher is responsible for teaching all subjects to a single
cohort of students (known as a class) from rst through fourth grade, although
many schools have specialist teachers for mathematics, science, and other
subjects. By h grade, students must have specialist teachers for mathematics
and science and o en have them for other subjects (e.g., Hungarian literature
and grammar). e overwhelming majority (87%) of primary school teachers
are female. Teachers working at state-funded institutions are public servants
whose salaries are regulated by civil service pay grades.
Following the adoption of the Bologna Process in 2006, lower primary
teachers are now required to have a bachelor's degree, which can be earned in
eight semesters (240 credits) at teacher training colleges that are independent
institutions or parts of universities. During current teacher education in
Hungary, students take courses in the following ve basic domains:
Basic knowledge Social sciences, pedagogy, psychology, and
information technology;
Professional subject modules Hungarian grammar and literature,
mathematics, science, music, visual arts and cra s, life skills, physical
education, and the methodology for each;
Di erentiated professional knowledge Foreign language; special needs
education; child safety; domain-speci c knowledge; family, child, and
youth protection; and public communication;
Compulsory specialization module Hungarian grammar and literature,
mathematics, science, music, visual arts, cra s and life skills, physical
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education, foreign language, people and society, nature and science, or
information technology skills; and
Practical teaching Internship, microteaching, and 8 10 weeks of
professional practice outside the institution.
Teacher education ends with an in-classroom teaching examination and
a state examination. Teachers who have earned a bachelor's degree can teach
all subjects in Grades 1 4 but teach only the subject of their specialization in
Grades 5 6.
Requirements for Ongoing Professional Development in Reading for Teachers
Schools must create a professional development plan for every ve-year period,
and teachers can apply for courses listed in these plans. Teachers are required to
participate in at least 120 hours of professional development every seven years.
Teachers who participate in professional development receive a salary increase,
while those who do not participate risk losing their jobs.
School principals have the choice to reduce teachers' workload if teachers
are currently involved in in-service training programs. Furthermore, the
employer may cover the total cost of professional development. Generally,
schools cover 80 percent of professional development costs; coverage of the
additional costs (e.g., travel, accommodations) can vary.
Subject exam preparator y courses are the most common form of
professional development. ese classes usually cover education management,
pedagogy, and professional services. However, assessment and evaluation
courses are becoming increasingly popular. A er completing a subject exam
preparatory course, teachers advance a step on the pay scale, can request
inclusion in the national listing of experts, and can undertake specialized public
education tasks.13

Monitoring Stud ent Prog ress in Rea d ing
Since the 2001 02 academic year, Hungary has administered its National
Assessment of Basic Competencies (NABC) nine times to examine student
performance in mathematics and reading. Since 2004, all students in
Grades 6, 8, and 10 have taken part in the testing. e assessment measures
students' ability to use their skills and knowledge to solve problems modelling
everyday situations, and does not focus on textbook knowledge. e NABC
provides benchmarks for student performance in seven levels of competency.
School level results are published on a public website nine months after
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the assessment, while schools and the organizations responsible for them
receive additional data-analysis so ware that enables them to study student
performance in more detail. Since 2008, the implementation of assessment IDs
has made it possible to track individual student development from Grade 6
through Grade 10.14
Parallel to NABC, testing fourth-grade students' basic reading, math,
problem-solving, and writing skills began during the 2005 06 academic year.
e Public Education Act guarantees the annual administration of these tests
and requires schools to monitor their performance as part of their qualitycontrol programs.
To reduce disadvantages caused when children develop at di erent rates,
the mandatory testing of rst-grade students' basic competencies began during
the 2006 07 academic year. e Ministry of Education provides all educational
institutions with a free evaluation kit, called the Diagnostic Development System.
is evaluation kit measures student social development and skills, elementary
arithmetic, ne motor coordination for writing, and comprehension of and
vocabulary for relationships. At the beginning of the 2009 10 academic year,
31.4 percent of rst grade students were evaluated with this assessment.
In addition to assessments, student performance and progress are regularly
evaluated through grades. Teachers use interim grades as the basis for mid-term
and end-of-term grades. e class teacher notes a grade for student conduct and
diligence a er consulting with other teachers who also work with that student.
In upper primary and secondary schools, grades range from excellent (5) to
insu cient (1). In evaluations of conduct and diligence, grades range from
exemplary (5) to poor (2).
Schools inform parents about student performance on a regular basis.
Students keep their grades and school notices in a notebook that their parents
and class teachers sign every month. Additionally, the school sends notices to
parents at mid-term and the end of the school year. In Grades 1 3 and midterm
in Grade 4, teachers present a written evaluation of student progress, describing
it as excellent, good, or adequate and noting if the student requires tutoring.
Teachers also must give a detailed evaluation of student performance in the
basic domains, speech, oral expressiveness, and attitude. If a student needs
tutoring, schools evaluate student performance with the parents, note the factors
impeding progress, and suggest further measures.
Grade-retention policy has been subject to change in recent years. Schools
do not usually recommend that students in the lower primary grades repeat
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a year, although parents may make that request. In 2007, it was argued that
parents should have a greater say on this issue, and the Public Education Act
was amended so that grade retention in Grades 1 4 required parental consent.
However, this amendment was revoked in 2010 based on the argument that
grade retention should be a purely professional decision made by teachers.

Im p a c t a nd Use of PIRLS
Hungary has participated in every cycle of PIRLS and was a top performer in
PIRLS 2001 and PIRLS 2006.15 Despite this success, PIRLS is not widely known
in Hungary, and media attention is usually limited to educational press. is
media reaction might be due to Hungary's unsatisfactory results in PISA 2000,
the rst major large-scale study that Hungary participated in. ese results
somewhat shocked the public. As a possible consequence, PIRLS has been
discussed less o en, and the majority of articles and publications on PIRLS
results have limited themselves to praising the performance of Hungarian
10-year-olds.16
The Educational Authority's Department of Educational Assessment
and Evaluation published a national report both in Hungarian and English,
as well as a study in one of the prominent educational reviews, Hungarian
Educational Review (Magyar Pedag giai Szemle), on Hungarian PIRLS results
and the possible explanations of di erences with other large-scale study results,
namely PISA.
The main concern of both the general public and educators is the
performance gap between the Hungarian PIRLS and PISA populations. e
results of these studies show that the reading literacy abilities of Hungarian
students do not develop as they generally seem to do in several other countries
that participate in PIRLS and PISA. is performance gap leads to the following
questions: What strategies work in lower grades but stop working later? What
measures should be taken to improve reading literacy development?17
Partly as a result of the impact of large-scale international studies, Hungary
has implemented an assessment system and experimented with competencybased educational programs. It became commonly understood that the
development of reading literacy is vital to further education and success in the
labor market. Personal growth and the understanding of teaching and learning
have undergone a paradigm shi so that, instead of encyclopedic knowledge,
a growing set of personal abilities and competencies is regarded as the aim
of education.
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During the 2008 09 academic year, some legal changes were implemented
to promote the development of key competencies. In Grades 5 and 6, the Public
Education Act mandated that 20 percent of class time be dedicated to key
competency development, but this practice lasted only two years. Since the
passage of the 2010 amendments to the act, there are no legal obligations to
devote any proportion of class time to key competency development, although
the law does permit 50 percent of class time to be used for this purpose.18
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Ind o nesia
Ministry of Education and Culture

La ng ua g e a nd Litera c y
Bahasa Indonesia is the o cial language of Indonesia, although English also
is widely understood among the educated population. Bahasa Indonesia also
is the primary language of instruction in schools, though primary teachers in
some districts, especially those in remote areas, provide instruction in Bahasa
Indonesia and the students' mother-tongue language. There are over 700
regional languages used in Indonesia, such as Minangkabau, Acehenese, and
Javanese.1 In some international schools (e.g., for children of diplomats) and
Islamic schools, English and Arabic are common languages.

Overview of the Ed uc a tion System
National education in Indonesia is based on Pancasila the philosophical
foundation of the Indonesian state set forth in the 1945 Constitution of
the Republic of Indonesia and enacted June 2003 with respect to national
education in Law Number 20.2 e goal of national education is to develop
the nation's capability, character, and civilization by enhancing its intellectual
capacity and developing students' human values: being faithful and pious to
one and only one God; possessing a moral and noble character; being healthy,
knowledgeable, competent, creative, and independent; and acting as democratic
and responsible citizens.
e Indonesian education system has traditionally been highly centralized.
Since 1999, however, the Ministry of Education has begun implementing a
decentralized system throughout the country's 33 provinces. is system is
gradually shi ing management and curriculum decisions to the school level.
In Indonesia, the educational structure consists of three streams formal,
non-formal, and informal education and Exhibit 1 presents the relationship
between these streams.3
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Exhibit 1: Formal, Non-formal, and Informal Education Streams, According to Law No. 20,
20034
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e formal education stream includes three levels basic, secondary, and
higher education as well as various types general, vocational, professional,
vocational-technical, religious, and special education. Each type of education
complements and enriches the others. Education is provided in face-to-face
classroom settings and through distance learning. All streams, levels, and types
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of education are educational units organized by the national government, local
government, and the community.
Early childhood education is provided prior to basic education in all
streams (formal, non-formal, and informal education). In the formal education
stream, early childhood education is available through general or Islamic
kindergartens (Taman Kanak-Kanak, or Bustanul Athfal/Raudatul Athfal,
respectively). In non-formal education, early childhood education takes place
in play groups (Kelompok Bermain), child care centers (Taman Penitipan Anak),
or other similar settings. In informal education, early childhood education takes
the form of family education or education in the community.
According to a law passed in 2003, preprimary education is for children
from birth through age six and is intended to prepare them for primary school.
Ultimately, the goal of preprimary education is to increase the quality of life
as an Indonesian. Philosophically, preprimary education uses the concepts of
learning by playing, doing, and stimulating; such environmental stimulation is
necessary to develop children's intellectual and individual potential. Speci cally,
the curriculum content intends to develop children's potential for art, beauty,
and harmony with the aim of helping children enjoy their individual culture.
Basic education is student-centered and mandatory beginning at age seven.
e goal of this level is to achieve optimal growth for children, recognizing that
each child has di erent talents, culture, religion, environment, and background.
Basic education is the foundation for secondary education and takes place in
two stages: primary, Grades 1 6 (ages 7 12); and junior secondary, Grades 7 9
(ages 13 15). Primary education is provided at general or Islamic primary
schools (Sekolah Dasar or Madrasah Ibtidaiyah, respectively), or other schools
of the same level. Junior secondary education is provided at general or Islamic
junior secondary schools (Sekolah Menengah Pertama or Madrasah Tsanawiyah,
respectively), or other schools of this level.
Secondary education (Grades 10 12, ages 16 18) is the continuation of
basic education and comprises general secondary and vocational secondary
education. is level of education is provided at general and Islamic senior
secondary schools (Sekolah Menengah Atas or Madrasah Aliyah, respectively) in
addition to vocational senior secondary schools (Sekolah Menengah Kejuruan),
and Islamic vocational senior secondary schools (Madrasah Aliyah Kejuruan),
or other schools of this level.
Higher education is the level of education following secondary education.
Students in higher education obtain a bachelor's (sarjana), master's, or
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specialized postgraduate and doctorate degrees. A higher education institution
can be an academy, polytechnic, school of higher learning or specialization
(sekolah tinggi), institute, or university. Higher education institutions provide
education, research, and community services and o er academic, professional,
and vocational and technical programs.
e structure of Indonesia's formal education system, from preprimary
through higher education, is presented in Exhibit 2.
Non-formal education is provided for community members as a
replacement, complement, or supplement to formal education to support
lifelong learning.6 Non-formal education aims to develop student potential with
an emphasis on acquiring knowledge and functional skills, as well as personal
and professional attitudes. This type of education includes the following:
life skills; early childhood, youth, and women's empowerment and literacy
education; vocational training and internships; equivalency programs; and other
kinds of education aimed at developing student abilities.
Families and communities provide informal education in place of
formal education. Upon completion of informal education, students have the
opportunity to take an assessment measuring their achievement according
to the national education standards. If students are successful, their informal
education is recognized as equivalent to formal and non-formal education.

La ng ua g e/ Rea d ing Curric ulum in the Fourth Gra d e
Reading Policy
The study of Bahasa Indonesia intends to develop students' abilities to
communicate properly in spoken and written language. Speci c policies for
reading instruction are as follows:
Government Law PP No. 19 Tahun 2005
is law outlines the expected
reading and writing competencies of Bahasa Indonesia;
Minister Law No. 23 Tahun 2006
is law mandates that primary
school graduates should be able to read aloud and understand the
substance of a text; 7 and
Minister Law No. 22 Tahun 2006
is law mandates that, as a
prerequisite for Grade 4, students must be able to read and understand a
150 200 word text in Grade 3.8
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Exhibit 2: Formal Education System, According to Law No. 20, 20035
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Summary of National Curriculum
The Standard Content for Reading Matter of Elementary School states that
students graduating from primary school should be able to read a 150 200
word text, understand the content of a text, compare texts, understand implicit
ideas of the text, and read other special types of text (e.g., a dictionary, an
encyclopedia, a telephone book, and a travel itinerary).9

Rea d ing Instruc tion in the Prim a ry Gra d es
Approaches to reading instruction vary by grade level. For Grades 1 3 of
primary school, full reading instruction uses communicative and contextual
approaches to teaching and learning. In these grades, Bahasa Indonesia
instruction is taught across the curriculum. Reading explicitly becomes part of
Bahasa Indonesia instruction beginning in Grade 4 of primary school.
e practices used to help students develop Indonesian language skills
begin with reading aloud with correct intonation, while also emphasizing
spelling. Once students master these skills, they should be able to draw a
conclusion from a short text or poem. A er that, students learn how to retell
a story and to read a poem aloud with correct intonation and expression.
Eventually, students learn to nd ideas, meanings, or information mentioned
explicitly or implicitly in the text.
Each classroom session is one lesson hour unit, which lasts 35 minutes. In
primary school, there are 26 32 lesson hours per week, depending on the grade.
Students in each grade are in school for 34 38 weeks per year. erefore, each
school year includes a range of 884 1216 lesson hours, which is equivalent to
516 709 total hours per year devoted to instruction.
Exhibit 3: Instructional Time, Primary Education
Weeks per
Year

Lesson Hours
per Year

Total Hours
of Instruction
per Year

One Lesson Hour
(Minutes)

Total Lesson
Hours per Week

1 3

35

26 28

34 38

884 1064

516 621

4 6

35

32

34 38

1088 1216

635 709

Grades

Instructional Materials
Instructional materials are used to enrich and explain the curriculum, and
all mandatory books must be approved by content specialists. e Ministry
of Education chooses the textbooks used in reading instruction. To develop
the components of linguistic ability (listening, speaking, reading, and writing)
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included in the Bahasa Indonesia curriculum, reading instruction includes
the use of resources such as fictional texts, nonfiction texts, poetry, and
telephone books.
Use of Technology
Some schools are well equipped with computer laboratories that have Internet
access. e Ministry of Education is working to provide these facilities in all
schools.
Role of Reading Specialists
ere are no reading specialists in general primary schools, apart from the
classroom teachers who are responsible for teaching Bahasa Indonesia.
Second-language Instruction
International schools teach Bahasa Indonesia as a second language and Islamic
schools teach Arabic as a second language. Each school located in an urban or
suburban area bases its own second-language instruction on the local language
because few students speak Bahasa Indonesia as their mother tongue.

Stud ents with Rea d ing Dif c ulties
Diagnostic testing for reading disabilities is common in Indonesia, especially
in the best urban schools. However, although special education is provided
for students with other disabilities, there are no special education programs
available for students with reading disabilities. Consequently, the classroom
teacher usually provides instruction for students with reading disabilities in the
form of a remedial program.

Tea c hers a nd Tea c her Ed uc a tion
Teacher Education Speci c to Reading
Currently, primary teachers (Grades 1 6) are required to have a two-year
diploma (certificate D-2) in order to teach. However, under the updated
teacher education requirements passed in 2005, by the year 2015 all teachers
will be required to complete a four-year university degree and obtain teacher
certification.10 There are no specific requirements for teaching reading.
In general, teachers receive formal education provided by the Institute for
Educational Quality Assurance, which is part of the Ministry of Education.
is education is not just in reading, but in Bahasa Indonesia as a whole.
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Requirements for Ongoing Professional Development in Reading for Teachers
Most teachers receive in-service education in their province, although it is
not mandatory. e Ministry of Education usually conducts this in-service
education as a regional or national program.

Monitoring Stud ent Prog ress in Rea d ing
Teachers and schools monitor the progress of individual students through
grades and report cards. Every six months (i.e., each semester), parents receive
school reports about their child's progress that they must sign and return to the
school. In Grades 1 6, there are no examinations for promotion; rather, teacher
evaluations through the form of report cards are used to make decisions about
grade promotion.
Students take national and regional examinations throughout their formal
schooling, although there is no national examination for students in Grades 1 6.
Regional examinations are developed by a team of teachers and are administered
at the district level. ese examinations test reading skills as part of the Bahasa
Indonesia language. Beginning in junior secondary school (Grades 7 9),
students take national examinations, which are used together with report cards
for promotion (based on 60% exam scores, 40% report cards). Every semester in
Grades 7 12, students take formative or summative regional examinations; the
formative examinations monitor learning, while the summative examinations
determine student promotion to the next grade.
Nat ion al h igh - st akes exam in at ion s ar e t aken at t h e en d of
Grades 6, 9, and 12 for entry to the next level of education (junior secondary,
senior secondary, and university). At Grade 9, subjects tested are mathematics,
Bahasa Indonesia, English, and science. At Grade 12, subjects tested are
mathematics, Bahasa Indonesia, English, science, and social science. Passing
the national examination is required for continuation to a university or higher
education program, and pass-fail decisions are based on the results from
the national examination, as well as the results from some subject matter
examinations conducted by the district.

Im p a c t a nd Use of PIRLS
Recently, PIRLS has become a new issue of discussion among the Ministry of
Education and Culture, education stakeholders, and the Indonesia House of
Representatives, and has prompted a review of education policy.
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Shahrnaz Bakhshalizadeh
Ministry of Education, Research Institute for Education

La ng ua g e a nd Litera c y
Article 15 of the Iranian constitution states that the O cial language (of Iran)...
is Persian...[and]...the use of regional and tribal languages in the press and
mass media, as well as for teaching of their literature in schools, is allowed in
addition to Persian. 1 e population of Iran is approximately 75.8 million with
a literacy rate of 83 percent, with Persian being the mother tongue of at least
65 percent of the population and spoken by a large proportion of the remaining
35 percent.2, 3 Iran is a diverse country consisting of people with many ethnic
backgrounds: Persians (65%); Azerbaijanis (16%); Kurds (7%); Lurs (6%); Arabs
(2%); Baluchis (2%); Turkmens (1%); Turkic tribal groups, such as the Qashqai
(1%); and non-Iranian, non-Turkic groups, such as Armenians, Assyrians, and
Georgians (less than 1%).4 Languages other than Persian spoken in Iran include
Turkish, Azeri, Kurdish, Luri, and Mazandarani.
Established in 1979, the Literacy Movement Organization is an
organization a liated with the Ministry of Education. e organization's tasks
and goals are to teach reading, writing, and simple calculation skills to the
country's illiterate citizens and to promote Islamic culture among participants.5
To attain these goals, the Literacy Movement Organization coordinates
activities that strengthen literacy skills, promote cultural standards, increase
new reader knowledge, expand the writing culture among di erent groups of
society, produce textbooks for those learning to read, and train teachers for
adult education. More speci cally, the activities of the organization include
the following: 6
Providing continuous, instructional programs, both in-class and through
long distance education, via multimedia;
Furnishing books to rural and urban public libraries, mobile libraries,
and prisons;
Organizing and supplying books for book fairs;
Conducting reading games for individuals ages 10 49;
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Publishing monthly magazines for new readers;
Providing community learning centers with posters, bulletins, and
magazines;
Developing and preparing multimedia packages to empower rural
mothers to foster creativity in children (Research Institute for Children
of the World in cooperation with UNICEF); and
Creating a continuing education literacy program.7
rough these activities, the Literacy Movement Organization has been
able to increase the literacy rate, decrease the gender disparity in the literate
population, decrease the literacy rate disparity between rural and urban areas,
promote learners into the formal education system, and introduce continued
educational activities to the public.

Overview of the Ed uc a tion System
Islamic principles and precepts form the basis of the Islamic Republic of Iran's
constitution, which attributes great importance to education.8 According to
Article 3 of the constitution, the government is responsible for providing free
education and strengthening the spirit of inquiry and investigation in all areas
of science, technology, culture, and Islamic studies through secondary school.9
Religious minority groups, including Christians, Jews, and Zoroastrians, are free
to teach, perform their religious rites, and act according to their own canons in
matters of personal a airs and religious education.
The structure of Iran's education through the upper secondary level
is highly centralized. The Ministry of Education administers and finances
schools at the primary and secondary levels (Grades 1 12) and is responsible
for teacher education, grading, and examinations. e Ministry of Education is
composed of several deputy ministries with speci c educational administrative
responsibilities, including developing and planning goals, conducting and
super vising educational activities, developing curricula and textbooks,
publishing and distributing educational materials, planning and conducting
professional development for teachers, and de ning human resource policies
within the ministry. The Supreme Educational Council, an autonomous
legislative body, approves all policies and regulations related to formal pretertiary education, and sets the educational goals for Grades 1 12 according
to Islamic principles.
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At the tertiary level, the Ministry of Science, Research, and Technology is
responsible for universities o ering nonmedical degrees; the Ministry of Health
and Medical Education is responsible for medical schools and paramedical
degrees; and the Ministry of Labor and Social A airs is responsible for nonformal vocational education.
The formal education system in Iran includes one year of preprimary
education, which children begin when they are age ve, followed by ve years of
primary education. At age eleven, children begin three years of lower-secondary
education, followed by three years of upper-secondary education and one year of
pre-university education (see Exhibit 1). Education is only compulsory through
the rst year of upper-secondary school, a er which students are able to choose
the track of their studies.
Exhibit 1: Education System in the Islamic Republic of Iran
Pre-university(1year)

17

Upper Secondary(3years)

14 16

Lower Secondary (3years)

11 13

Compulsory

Primary(5years)

6 10

Preprimary(1year)
Age

Iran has both public and private schools at all levels, from elementary
school through university. Approximately 9 percent of upper-secondary
institutions are private.10 ese schools must conform to the regulations of the
Ministry of Education, though they are nanced primarily through tuition fees
received from students. Public schools in Iran are free to all citizens.
e preprimary year prepares children for the formal primary stage of
education. A course in Farsi is required in bilingual areas of the country where
Farsi is not the mother tongue. In these communities, Farsi is taught in addition
to regular preprimary activities. e Organization for Educational Research
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and Planning is responsible for the supervision and educational preparation of
preschool centers. Preschools may be public or private and may cater to only
boys or girls, although many admit both. With no examination at the end of this
stage, children are automatically promoted to the next stage.
e main objectives of preprimary education are the following:
Contribute to the physical, mental, emotional, and social growth of
children;
Develop children's abilities and talents;
Prepare children to comprehend scienti c concepts;
Promote the Farsi language; and
Prepare children for social relationships and cooperation.
Primary education, the first stage of formal education, lasts five years
(Grades 1 5) for students ages 6 10. e main objectives of this stage are to:
Create an atmosphere for moral and religious development;
Develop literacy and numeracy skills;
Develop social skills;
Instruct students about personal hygiene; and
Develop students' talents, abilities, and physical strength.
e subjects taught in primary school include Holy Quran, Farsi (reading,
writing, and dictation), mathematics, science, religious education, social studies
(e.g., history, geography), art, and physical education. One teacher typically is
responsible for teaching all subjects except religion, art, and physical education.
e lower-secondary stage of education lasts three years (Grades 6 8)
for students ages 11 13. At this stage, students become familiar with various
subjects in the physical and social sciences, as well as humanities and art. In
addition to the subjects taught at the primary level, students in lower secondary
receive second-language instruction of their choosing (English, French, or
German), vocational education, and defense education (for boys only).
Upper-secondary education is three years (Grades 9 11) for students
ages 14 16. e rst year of this stage is the same for all programs of study. In
the second year, students choose among academic (theoretical), technical and
vocational, or Kar-Danesh (Skill-Knowledge) tracks of study. ese programs
have di erent objectives and are intended for students with di erent abilities
and interests. Academic programs prepare students to enter university, and
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students who select these programs focus on mathematics, natural science,
or social science, based on their education and career interests. Technical and
vocational and Kar-Danesh programs both prepare students for participation
in the labor market after finishing high school and lead to either a PostDiploma degree or a Skill Certificate, respectively. Students who complete
either of these programs have the opportunity to continue their education
through vocational colleges, where students choose a program based on their
capabilities and interest. Alternately, graduates of these programs may also take
the Pre-university examination. ree components comprise the curriculum of
each program: common subjects, which are common courses for all programs
of study regardless of the track (i.e., Holy Quran, religious education, Farsi
literature, statistics, Arabic, foreign language, and physical education); elective
subjects (e.g., art of problem solving, mathematics, physics); and specialized
subjects that are program-speci c.11 At the end of the upper-secondary stage, a
nal examination is administered nationwide.
Pre-university is a one-year program (Grade 12) for upper-secondary
graduates that would like to participate in university entrance examinations in
order to further their education.12

La ng ua g e/ Rea d ing Curric ulum in the Fourth Gra d e
e current, fully centralized national curriculum for the Farsi language at the
primary school level was introduced in 2000. Farsi curriculum in Iran is an
integrated curriculum, thus reading instruction and its goals are incorporated
with other components of language instruction. e main objective of reading
education is the development of accuracy, re ection, reasoning, and judgment
skills. According to this curriculum, students should be able to do the following
by the end of the h year:
Read and understand texts in Farsi;
Enjoy and appreciate reading as a way to acquire knowledge and
information;
Have speci c purposes for reading; and
Appreciate reading and what is learned through reading.13
e Organization for Educational Research and Planning developed the
national curriculum with the cooperation of school districts and teachers. e
curriculum guide prescribes goals and objectives, processes, methods, and
materials for all students. e current curriculum, including any necessary
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revision, is available in the following official publications: the curriculum
guide, ministry notes, mandated textbooks, and recommended instructional
activities. Parents are informed about the reading curriculum through
teacher-parent meetings, school administration, public awareness campaigns,
the Ministry website, and parents' associations and organizations. Visiting
inspectors, research programs, and national and regional assessments evaluate
the implementation of the curriculum.
e reading curriculum focuses primarily on the following:
Identifying ideas and de ning words;
Developing skills in generalizing, summarizing, and evaluating text
components; and
Developing, interpreting, and integrating ideas.
In Grade 1, these skills are developed by reading simple sentences about
family members, daily activities, bodily organs, health and nutrition, animals
and pets, religion, and the environment, as well as children's poetry. By the
end of Grade 3, stories about families, animals, social and historical events and
ceremonies, religion, occupations, and simple scienti c texts are introduced,
as well as simple poetry about nature and animals. Principles of grammar such
as punctuation, sentence structure, verbs, tenses, subjects and objects, singular
and plural nouns, synonyms and antonyms, and adjectives also are discussed. By
the end of Grade 5, reading materials include stories about family and society,
human endeavors, rural life, biographies of famous men and women, and great
inventions and inventors.

Rea d ing Instruc tion in the Prim a ry Gra d es
For all grade levels, the school year is approximately nine months long. It begins
on September 21 of each year and ends on June 21 of the subsequent year.
Schools operate Saturday through ursday. Total instructional time at the
primary level is 24 periods per week of 40 45 minutes each. Reading and other
language instruction receives twelve periods per week in Grades 1 3 and eleven
periods per week in Grades 4 5.
Instructional Materials
The Organization for Educational Research and Planning develops the
curriculum and textbooks, which are the primary teaching materials, and
distributes these to primary schools free of charge. e books provided for
primary school are Let Us Read and Let Us Write. In addition, the O ce of
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Instructional Aid Materials within the Ministry of Education publishes two
monthly children's magazines aimed at primary school students as well as
magazines for primary school teachers, though these are not compulsory.
Teachers also receive videotaped teacher guides that include teaching notes
and explanations, audiocassettes of songs and music used to teach di erent
concepts and develop student listening skills, and tables to post in classrooms
as supplementary educational resources. In addition, students and their parents
receive videotapes of exemplary lessons.
Use of Technology
The use of information communications technology for instruction is not
compulsory and Iran has no national policy regarding the use of technology
in reading instruction. However, some private and public schools integrate
technology into the teaching process according to their own individual policies
and the availability of technology resources. Some CDs are prepared, mostly in
the private sector in accordance with the ministry curriculum, for teachers and
students to practice reading objectives.
Second-language Instruction
Because Farsi is the o cial and instructional language, it is not considered a
second language. Students with mother languages other than Farsi complete
a special instruction course prior to starting Grade 1 and then continue with
schooling in Farsi.

Stud ents with Rea d ing Dif c ulties
Before beginning primary school, all children are subject to school readiness
evaluations intended to diagnose learning disabilities. Students with recognized
disabilities who are still able to participate in regular school are included
in regular classrooms, though they may engage in special learning and
rehabilitation programs. Students with more severe disabilities are placed in
special education schools with their own programs of study.

Tea c hers a nd Tea c her Ed uc a tion
Prior to 2002, the majority of teachers and educational sta in Iran received
quali cations from the Ministry of Education's Higher In-Service Education
Center. Since 2002, universities and higher education institutes have o ered
in-service, long-term degree programs.
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Teachers complete one of two long-term teacher education courses or
programs. ese courses are o ered at the associate, bachelor's, and master's
degree levels: 14
1.

Teacher education centers a liated with the Ministry of Education's
Bureau of Scienti c Promotion of Human Resources
ese postsecondary institutions o er two-year programs leading to an associate
degree. Programs are available to high school graduates who have passed
the national higher education entrance examination. Enrolled students
receive housing for the duration of their program. Programs o ered
include mathematics, science, physical education, social studies, primary
education, Persian language and literature, internal a airs (i.e., graduates
of this program provide pedagogical advice, plan leisure time and school
activities, and work in student a airs), Islamic and Arabic language,
art, and special education (i.e., graduates of this program learn to teach
students with mental or physical disabilities). Graduates from these
courses can teach in primary or lower-secondary schools.

2.

Teacher education programs at universities and higher education
institutions
ese institutions o er four-year preparation programs
leading to a bachelor's degree. Eligible candidates are high school
graduates who have passed the national higher education entrance
examination. Once admitted, students are required to take courses in
pedagogy and educational psychology, along with specialized courses in
their subject area. Graduates from these programs teach all subjects at
the primary or secondary levels, except physical education, art, and the
Quran.

Requirements for Ongoing Professional Development in Reading for Teachers
To improve teacher knowledge and skills, the Ministry of Education's Bureau
for the Scienti c Promotion of Human Resources has developed short-term
courses and workshops providing both general and speci c education content.
ese courses are o ered in di erent institutes for all ministry sta , including
teachers. e goal of short-term training courses is to improve speci c teacher
and educational sta competencies. Some of these courses are compulsory,
such as those for pre-employment training, training for promotion, and teacher
education about newly implemented policies.15

Monitoring Stud ent Prog ress in Rea d ing
Educational evaluation up to fourth grade involves continuous formative
assessment, including observation of students' in-class activities, in-class
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oral or written exams, and homework. Schools issue descriptive report
cards for each individual student in October and June. Students who do not
attain the satisfactory level for promotion to the next grade must participate
in compensatory sessions and complete further enrichment activities by
September.16
After Grade 4, educational evaluation includes both formative and
summative assessments. Teachers develop examinations that are administered
twice each year to determine grade promotion. At the end of Grade 5, students
take a regional examination developed by the O ce for Assessment in the
Ministry of Education in each province. Those who pass the examinations
receive elementary school-leaving certi cates, while those who fail have the
opportunity to retake the examination in September. Students who fail a second
time have the opportunity to retake the examination the following year. e
grading system at this stage uses points earned through continuous assessment
and criterion-referenced written and oral examinations. Ten points (out of 20)
are required for promotion.
e system of promotion in lower-secondary school is similar to that used
in the primary stage. At the end of the lower-secondary stage, students in each
province take a regional examination, and those who pass receive certi cates
of general education. At the end of upper-secondary education, a national nal
examination leads to a high school diploma.17

Im p a c t a nd Use of PIRLS
e PIRLS results have impacted planning, schools, and research. Objectives
for language teaching were evaluated following the publication of prior PIRLS
outcomes and analysis of factors contributing to the results. Based on updated
objectives, revision of speci c curriculum components has been considered.
Informational texts also have been added to primary school language textbooks,
and the PIRLS framework and its objectives were introduced to teachers through
the teachers' edition.
At the school level, PIRLS released items have been disseminated to
teachers to incorporate into their teaching. Professional development sessions
have been conducted in order to introduce the PIRLS framework and its goals
and objectives to teachers.
Finally, research opportunities and potential research topics using PIRLS
results have been introduced to masters and doctoral students majoring in
reading education and curriculum planning.
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La ng ua g e a nd Litera c y
Ireland is officially a bilingual state; Irish is the national and first official
language, and English is recognized as a second o cial language.1 In practice,
almost all people speak English on a daily basis, while the most recent census
data available (2006) indicate that approximately 41 percent of the population
are able to speak Irish.2 Irish is the community language in pockets of Gaeltacht
(Irish-speaking) areas and is used daily by some people outside the Gaeltacht.
e Government aims to ensure that as many citizens as possible are bilingual
(Irish and English) and is committed to providing the option of Irish-medium
education, both in Gaeltacht and non-Gaeltacht areas. Thus, in addition
to English-medium schools, Ireland has Irish-medium primary and postprimary schools in Gaeltacht areas, and a network of Irish-medium schools
in non-Gaeltacht areas (scoileanna l n-Ghaeilge). Because uency in Irish is
not a requirement for enrolment at Irish-medium schools, Irish is o en not
the mother tongue of students attending these schools. Two additional major
national policy initiatives promote literacy. First, learning support teaching
(supplemental teaching for children experiencing learning difficulties,
particularly in the core areas of literacy and numeracy) is generally available
in all primary schools.3 Second, the Delivering Equality of Opportunity in
Schools (DEIS) program addresses educational disadvantage through improved
student-teacher ratios in participating schools, special grants and extra support
for students.4
Other initiatives to promote reading and literacy include the Write a
Book project and the annual Children's Books Festival.a, b Many schools hold
an annual Book Week to celebrate literature and further promote a love of
reading among children. Many public libraries also provide a range of services to
schools to promote reading and literacy, including supporting One Town, One

a

For more information on the Write a Book project, visit http://www.writeabookireland.com/index.asp

b

For more information on the Children's Books Festival, visit http://www.childrensbooksireland.ie
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Book initiatives (community-based literacy projects that promote networks of
children and adult readers).

Overview of the Ed uc a tion System
Ireland's education system is largely centralized. Overall responsibility for
education lies with the Minister for Education and Skills, who is a member of the
Irish Government and responsible to the national parliament. In practice, the
Department of Education and Skills (DES), together with a number of bodies
under its aegis, is responsible for running the Irish education system. Almost
all primary and post-primary schools are state-funded, and are required to
operate under both the Education Act (1998)5 and the curriculum, assessment,
and evaluation framework established by the DES, based on advice from the
National Council for Curriculum and Assessment (NCCA). The NCCA is
a statutory body with responsibility for advising the Education Minister on
curriculum and assessment for early childhood education and for primary and
post-primary schools. e inspectorate division of the DES has responsibility
for evaluating and reporting on educational provision in all primary and postprimary schools and centers of education that are supported by the Department.
Although state-funded, the majority of schools are owned and managed by
private organizations, mainly church authorities or religious orders. Individual
boards of management govern each school, which are expected to operate in
accordance with centrally agreed-upon procedures.
e Irish education system comprises primary, post-primary, third-level,
and further education. In addition, parents can send their children to one year
of early childhood care and education, prior to starting primary school. Primary
schools operate an eight-year program, consisting of two pre-primary years
(Junior Infants and Senior Infants), followed by Grades (Classes) 1 6. A child
must be four years old at the start of the school year (September) to enroll in
primary school. Most children start school as Junior Infants, at either four or
ve years of age.
The Irish primary education sector comprises state-funded primary
schools, special schools, and private primary schools. e 3,165 state-funded
primary schools include religious schools, non-denominational schools, multidenominational schools, and scoileanna l n-Ghaeilge (Irish-medium schools).
All state-funded schools follow the Primary School Curriculum 6 and private
schools o er a broadly similar curriculum.
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Ireland has some variation in post-primary school types (e.g., vocational
schools, comprehensive schools, and privately-owned and managed secondary
schools). However, the curriculum offered in all is substantially the same.
Second-level education consists of a three-year junior cycle followed by a
two-year senior cycle. Senior cycle can extend to three years if students opt
to complete a Transition Year (a year free from formal examinations that
allows students to experience a range of educational inputs, including work
experience) following completion of junior cycle. Senior cycle students follow
one of three programs, each leading to a terminal State examination: the Leaving
Certificate, the Leaving Certificate Vocational Programme, or the Leaving
Certi cate Applied.

La ng ua g e/ Rea d ing Curric ulum in the Fourth Gra d e
Reading Policy
While Ireland's Primary School Curriculum covers a broad range of subjects,
literacy and numeracy are considered central to learning in all areas of the
curriculum and to children's lives outside of school. Reading is formally taught
under the language curriculum area (covering English and Irish). Two principles
inform how reading is addressed for all class levels, including children at fourth
grade. First, language learning is an integrated process. e three strands used
to structure the curriculum oral language, reading, and writing are seen as
intimately related because they interact with one another in language learning
development. Second, language learning and learning through language are of
equal importance. As such, the curriculum is concerned with the cultivation
of the child's language skills and ability to use language. Language and reading
are developed gradually. Initially, phonemic and phonological awareness are
developed, followed by an introduction to sound-letter relationships and the
eventual development of higher-order skills through reading and responding
to a wide variety of texts in a print-rich environment.
In 2011, DES launched Literacy and Numeracy for Learning and Life,7 a
comprehensive national strategy to improve literacy and numeracy standards
among children and young people in the education system. e strategy sets
broad national targets for literacy (e.g., increasing the percentage of primary
school students attaining the highest proficiency levels in the National
Assessment of English Reading by ve percentage points by 2020). e targets
are to be achieved through a coordinated approach, ranging from pedagogical
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improvements in early childhood education, to curriculum reform, to improving
awareness of the importance of home environment, to changes in teacher initial
education and continuing professional development, and improved use of
assessment (at individual, school, and system levels).
Summary of National Curriculum
Ireland's Primar y School Curriculum includes the content for language
development and describes the approaches and methodologies that teachers
may use in their language work with children. The English curriculum
describes literacy as the ability to read and write. e ability to read e ectively
is recognized as an essential requirement if children are to bene t fully from
the educational process, to develop their potential, and to participate as citizens
in society.
e curriculum presents learning content for all subjects in four levels,
each consisting of a two-year grade band. e content for fourth grade falls
under Level 3 (third and fourth grade). Planning at individual school and
classroom levels indicates what is to be learned in third and fourth grades,
when, and how.
As with the oral language and writing strands, the reading strand of the
curriculum is divided into four strand units:
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1.

Receptiveness to Language
is strand unit includes the development
of literacy and incorporates acquiring an appreciation of the conventions
of text, knowledge of the terminology and conventions of books, and
the ability to use a range of reading and comprehension skills. From the
beginning of reading, children will recall and retell details of what they
read and predict possible future outcomes. However, at the third and
fourth grade, the curriculum identi es the development of skills such as
analysis, synthesis, inference, deduction, summarization, evaluation, and
correlation.

2.

Competence and Con dence in Using Language
is strand unit
includes enhancing children's abilities to use their developing awareness
of language as readers as part of their overall language development.
Building on a growing mastery of reading and comprehension skills,
third and fourth grade children are expected to develop an appreciation
for the usefulness of reading, and to develop personal tastes and interests
(supported by exposure to a range of texts, regular silent reading,
and by choice in selection of reading material). Independent reading
is fostered by enabling children to use more than one strategy when
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reading unfamiliar words, and by promoting the self-correction of
reading errors.
3.

Developing Cognitive Abilities rough Language
is strand unit
focuses on using language to learn. e curriculum recognizes that
reading is an increasingly important context for the development of
children's cognitive abilities at third and fourth grade. Children are
expected to engage with a range of expository and representational texts
(e.g., forms, menus, recipes, timetables, newspapers, magazines, and text
on screen). Fourth grade students are expected to develop their cognitive
abilities through reading and responding to ction and poetry, with
the development of information retrieval skills becoming more central
to reading.

4.

Emotional and Imaginative Development rough Language
is
strand unit is concerned with developing children's ability to explore
everyday experiences and feelings. Children at third and fourth grade
will extend and develop how they respond to increasingly challenging
reading material.

e rst two strand units are focused speci cally on language learning,
while the third and fourth contribute to more general aspects of children's
development. Strand units contain detailed elements of the curriculum content.
This content is presented in the form of content objectives, which include
suggested learning experiences and activities. In keeping with the spiral nature
of the curriculum, the breadth and complexity of the reading strands are
developed as children move through primary school.
Approaches to English Reading
e English curriculum sets out a non-exhaustive range of reading approaches
and methodologies presented in three key categories: learning to read,
comprehension, and responding to text.c, 8 Teachers, however, have professional
autonomy in making decisions about what approaches they use to promote the
learning of reading. e following descriptions outline the teaching approaches
speci c to the third and fourth grades that are currently identi ed under the
three key categories:
Learning to Read
e curriculum envisages that children will have
developed competence in word recognition skills by the beginning
of the third and fourth grade level. Structured reading schemes and
class readers are expected to be complemented by a wide range of

c

As part of the development of an integrated language curriculum, the English curriculum is being revised. From 2016,
fourth grade children will experience a revised English curriculum in which learning outcomes and exempli cation of
standards will be key.
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other reading material encompassing narrative, expository, and
representational text to ensure continuing promotion of children's
comprehension skills and interest in reading. Classroom libraries
are expected to contain materials covering various levels of interest
and ability so that all children can experience success and enjoyment
in reading.
Comprehension
e curriculum states that children's comprehension
skills will be developed mainly through oral language activity. It
highlights the need for third and fourth grade children to have a
consistent and structured experience of questioning, discussing,
and probing the text when developing higher-order comprehension
skills. e curriculum advocates teacher modelling of comprehension
skills (e.g., thinking aloud), supplemented by activities that include
sequencing tasks, prediction assignments, and cloze procedures. While
the use of written responses is greater from the third and fourth grade
level onward, this approach is used as follow-up to discussion and
other forms of oral response. e potential for developing children's
comprehension skills through integration with other areas of the
curriculum is also highlighted at this level.
Responding to Text
e curriculum identi es the serial reading of a
class novel at the third and fourth grade level as a particularly important
means by which children can experience a shared response to ction.
e importance of giving children ample opportunities to respond orally
to what they read also is emphasized. Children are encouraged to discuss
individual choices of books and other reading materials with others.
Children at the third and fourth grade level are expected to respond to
their reading in a greater range of ways that include more opportunities
for expression through personal writing, drama, visual arts, movement,
and dance.

Rea d ing Instruc tion in the Prim a ry Gra d es
Instructional Materials
The English curriculum and the accompanying English Language Teacher
Guidelines identify a number of instructional materials to support reading
development in the primary school. ese include graded reading schemes,
class novels, and a broad range of reading materials in class and school libraries.
Also, teachers can access the National Council for Curriculum and Assessment's
(NCCA) website (http://action.ncca.ie/), which demonstrates features of
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e ective teaching and learning in di erent settings and includes some materials
that support the teaching of reading. In addition, the NCCA provides publishers
with general principles and considerations, as well as detailed speci cations for
reading and activity materials for children at all class levels. However, no speci c
instructional materials for the teaching of English reading are prescribed.
Schools make their own selections from the range of commercially published
instructional materials and literature for children.
Use of Technology
Gradual investment in ICT in primary schools has increased provision of
computers for students and interactive whiteboards for teachers. Also, teachers
can access digital resources from a number of approved national educational
websites. However, a recent study found that use of technology was a regular
feature in only a minority of classrooms.9 Reading instruction is mainly carried
out in the traditional manner. Where technology is used, typical uses include
interactive whiteboards to access online interactive resources, and visualizers,
blogs, digital video, and presentation tools to explore language and to encourage
children to express their thoughts in other formats.
Role of Reading Specialists
e class teacher normally provides reading instruction as part of the language
curriculum. Also, within each school, a teacher usually has additional
responsibility for the coordination of literacy instruction, including resource
management and sharing good practice. While specialist posts such as learning
support teachers may have a role in coordinating literacy instruction within
schools, they primarily deal with small, selected groups of students with
identified difficulties. Nationally, the Department of Education and Skills
provides additional specialist advice through a regional network of professional
development organizations led by the Professional Development Service for
Teachers providing support in all curricular areas, but with a strong emphasis
on the core areas of literacy and numeracy.
Additional-language Instruction
As noted, Ireland has two o cial languages. e issue of additional-language
applies largely to English-medium schools; few students attending Irish-medium
schools speak a language other than Irish or English.
Schools with significant numbers of children for whom English is an
additional language (EAL) can apply to have additional EAL Support teachers
appointed. The numbers of eligible students and their English-language
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proficiency determines the level of extra teaching support allocated. In
collaboration with parents and class teachers, EAL Support teachers identify
students who require additional support, assess their English language
competence, devise and deliver appropriate language programs, and record and
monitor their progress. However, EAL students remain the responsibility of the
mainstream class teacher. Resources for EAL support teachers and for the whole
school team are distributed to all primary schools.

Stud ents with Rea d ing Dif c ulties
Diagnostic Testing
Class teachers initially identify students at risk of reading di culties through
informal observation. Teacher observations are then complemented by screening
measures (up to the middle of rst grade) or by the results of standardized,
norm-referenced tests ( rst grade onwards). Learning support teachers have
access to a range of diagnostic tests and guidelines on interpreting the results.
Educational psychologists may also be involved in the diagnostic process. e
particular set of diagnostic tests administered depends on the student's stage of
reading development.
Instruction for Children with Reading Di culties
e DES promotes an inclusive approach and early intervention for students
with reading di culties. Class teachers have primary responsibility for the
progress of all students in their classes; and, where appropriate, support teachers
provide supplementary teaching. A er initial diagnostic testing, the support
teacher, in conjunction with the class teacher and usually the parents, produces
an Individual Pro le and Learning Program (IPLP). e IPLP includes speci c
learning targets to guide teaching for the 13 20 week instructional term.
Instruction usually takes the form of small-group teaching (2 4 students) in
the classroom or in a withdrawal setting, the latter being more common.10
A program of activities in a reading session might include familiar reading,
revision of reading strategies, the learning of new reading strategies, and the
opportunity to read a new text.
A number of primary schools have specialist reading units, where one or
more teachers teach students with speci c reading di culties. ere are also four
special reading schools for children with speci c learning di culties that follow
the Primary School Curriculum with the exception of Irish. Children usually
attend for one to two years only and then return to their original mainstream
school. e usual admission criteria to a special reading school are average or
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above average intelligence and a signi cant discrepancy between intellectual
ability and literacy levels. Visually impaired students have the assistance of a
DES visiting teacher service that advises on service provision, including assistive
technology, to accommodate their learning needs. ose who have deteriorating
minimal residual vision or who are totally blind may need to read and write
through the medium of Braille.

Tea c hers a nd Tea c her Ed uc a tion
Teaching in Ireland is an all-graduate profession. Primary teachers complete
their initial teacher education either through a concurrent (3-year, full-time
Bachelor of Education degree) or a consecutive (18-month, post-graduate
diploma in education) model. It has been proposed that the length of initial
teacher education be increased to four years for the concurrent model and two
years for the consecutive model. For post-primary teachers, the concurrent route
to a teaching quali cation is o ered for a broad range of programs, typically
those with practical, workshop, and laboratory elements. e post-primary
consecutive route is a one-year post-graduate professional diploma in education
which has been proposed to increase to a minimum of two years.
Teacher Education Speci c to Reading
At the primary level, the same teacher generally teaches all subjects to his or
her class, and all primary school mainstream teachers are teachers of reading.
As such, the teaching of reading is a key element of initial teacher education
programs. However, prior to 2011, standard requirements specific to the
teaching of reading were not established at any stage of the continuum of teacher
education.11 At the primary school level, speci c targeted training has been
provided to teachers in the implementation of the Primary School Curriculum,
including the teaching of reading. Many teachers of students with special
education needs hold post-graduate certi cates or diplomas in learning support
or special needs education. ese programs, which are funded by the Teacher
Education Section of the Department of Education and Skills, are provided
by third level institutions. Speci c targeted training has also been provided to
teachers in interventions such as Reading Recovery and First Steps (listening
and speaking, reading and writing) to support primary teachers in schools
participating in the Delivering Equality of Opportunity in Schools program.
Requirements for Ongoing Professional Development in Reading for Teachers
Although teachers are expected to participate regularly in professional
development, doing so is not currently compulsory. From September 2012,
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all newly-qualified teachers will need to complete a national induction
program that will include speci c components on the teaching of literacy and
on assessment.
The Professional Development Service for Teachers and the Special
Education Support Service are lead agencies for professional development at
both primary and post-primary levels. Other sources include a national network
of Education Centres and appropriate groups, bodies, and institutions that o er
professional development programs from which teachers can select courses
appropriate to their needs. Recent reports have highlighted that a signi cant
minority of teachers had not completed any recent professional development
related to literacy or numeracy.12, 13 Consequently, national support services are
currently directing considerable attention to these areas.

Monitoring Stud ent Prog ress in Rea d ing
Section 22 of the Education Act requires schools to regularly evaluate students
and periodically report the results of the evaluation to the students and their
parents. 14 More recent guidelines advise that schools report feedback to parents
at least twice annually, including one written report.15 ere is evidence that a
signi cant minority of schools do not provide adequate feedback to parents on
a regular basis.16, 17 At the primary level, school assessment approaches include
the use of teacher questioning and observation, conferencing, and student selfassessment. Changes made in 2007 require schools to administer standardized
tests in English and mathematics to students at two points: the end of rst grade
or the start of second grade, and at the end of fourth grade or the start of h
grade. In practice, annual administration of standardized reading tests to all
students from rst through to sixth grade is almost universal. Individual schools
choose their own assessment instruments, with the proviso that standardized
tests have been normed for an Irish population and are consistent with the
Primary School Curriculum. e National Strategy to Improve Literacy and
Numeracy (published in 2011) proposes improved reporting to parents and
requires that, from 2012, all primary schools report annually to the Department
of Education and Skills the aggregated standardized test results of students at
three points of the primary school cycle second, fourth, and sixth grades.
ere is no intention to publish data from individual schools or to make it
possible for the data to be used for the compilation of league tables.
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Although Ireland does not operate a national mandatory system of
assessment for primary schools, it monitors standards through the regular
assessment of reading and mathematics performance of students in a
representative sample of schools. Every ve years, the Educational Research
Centre conducts national assessments of reading and mathematics on behalf
of the Department of Education and Skills. e main functions of the national
assessments are to assess national standards, identify factors related to
performance on the tests, and inform policy. Almost 8,000 students from second
and sixth class took part in the most recent survey in 2009.

Im p a c t a nd Use of PIRLS
PIRLS 2011 is the rst time that Ireland has participated in PIRLS. As such,
PIRLS has not had a signi cant impact on educational policies. However, Ireland
participated in a precursor to PIRLS IEA's International Reading Literacy
Study (RLS), conducted in 1991. e performance of Irish nine-year-olds was
in the average range (12th of 27 participating countries and 10th of 19 OECD
countries in the study), while the performance of Irish 14-year-olds was slightly
poorer (20th of 31 participating countries, and 16th of 19 OECD countries).
There have been no formal studies of the impact of participation in
RLS; but, it is likely that certain changes can be attributed, at least partially,
to participation. The RLS contributed to the thinking behind the current
primary school English curriculum, on which work began in the early 1990s.
For example, developers of the English curriculum were influenced by the
categorization of text types used in RLS (narrative, expository, and documents)
and by the range of comprehension processes assessed.
Although Ireland has not participated in PIRLS, both PIRLS and the
RLS strongly in uenced the three most recent national assessments of English
reading conducted at the primary level in Ireland.18, 19, 20 The influence is
apparent in the frameworks used to underpin the assessments, the style of test
items, and the range of questionnaires administered. Further, the methodologies
used by the IEA in both PIRLS and the RLS have in uenced how statistical
analyses were conducted and results reported.
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La ng ua g e a nd Litera c y
Hebrew and Arabic are the two o cial languages of Israel. Hebrew is the main
spoken language, widely used in business, government, academia, and media.
Other languages associated with recent waves of immigration, such as Russian
and Amharic, also are spoken in Israel.
In Jewish-sector schools, Hebrew is the language of instruction and English
is studied as a second language, usually from the third or fourth grade. Arabic is
studied in lower secondary school as a third language, and is an elective major
in high school. In Arab-sector schools, Arabic is the language of instruction,
Hebrew is studied as a second language, and English is studied as a foreign
language, usually from the third or fourth grade.

Overview of the Ed uc a tion System
The education system in Israel is centralized under the supervision of the
Ministry of Education, which determines national curricula, including a
compulsory core curriculum, and implements national and international
educational testing policies. e K 12 education system consists of schools
grouped into three levels: preprimar y education (ages 3 6), primar y
(elementary) education (Grades K 6 for students ages 6 12), and secondary
education including lower secondary (Grades 7 9 for students ages 12 15)
and upper secondary (senior-high) education (Grades 10 12 for students
ages 15 18).1 Education is compulsor y for students ages 3 18, but this
requirement is being implemented gradually and is currently fully implemented
only for ages 5 16.
Almost all schools are public. A small percentage of schools, particularly
at the primary level, are special education schools, but most special education
classes are integrated into regular schools. Schools in the Jewish and Arab
sectors are divided rst by language (Hebrew and Arabic) and then into di erent
supervision frameworks representing di erent cultural and religious sub-sectors
in Israel. For the Jewish sector, this includes secular supervision, religious
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supervision, and ultra-orthodox supervision, with separate supervisory bodies
for the Arab, the Bedouin, and the Druze populations. Each of the supervision
frameworks comprises di erent content and a di erent proportion of religious
and cultural studies. Hebrew and Arabic language supervision is centralized.
Among the supervision frameworks, the ultra-orthodox supervision in the
Jewish sector is the most autonomous, with its own curriculum that includes a
particularly large proportion of religious studies. ese schools are usually not
open to external intervention and evaluation. e percentage of ultra-orthodox
students among the Israeli student population is continuously growing, mainly
due to the high birth rate in the ultra-orthodox community.
In 2009, a national educational and professional reform for primary and
a portion of the lower secondary schools, named New Horizon (Ofek Hadash),
was initiated.2 Four main interrelated and complementary goals were set within
the framework of the reform:
Strengthening the status of teachers and raising their salaries;
Providing equal educational opportunities for every student, raising
student achievement, and narrowing education gaps;
Improving school climate; and
Empowering principals while extending their authority in schools.
The reforms follow the trend of increasing school accountability for
improving the quality of instruction and the level of student achievement,
among other things, by increasing principals' responsibility for teacher
evaluation and improved performance. For the rst time in Israel, within the
framework of New Horizon, there is a scale of professional promotion for
teachers and principals. e process of teacher evaluation was designed to
re ect the complexity of teachers' work, and introduced a common language
for ministry personnel and inspectors, principals, teachers, and other academics
to be used when considering teacher performance in their various roles within
the school system. e concept of no child le behind is strongly re ected in
these reforms through teachers dedicating time in their daily schedules to help
students with learning di culties and to encourage exceptional students.

La ng ua g e/ Rea d ing Curric ulum in the Fourth Gra d e
Israel is known for having many lifelong readers, and one of the country's main
educational goals is to develop reading literacy. ere are separate reading
curricula for Hebrew-speaking students3 and for Arabic-speaking students.4
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The reading curricula are part of the Linguistic Education curriculum for
native speakers of each language (Linguistic Education: language, literature, and
culture). In general, both curricula employ a similar approach and adopt similar
benchmarks and standards.
Reading is presented and taught as the foundation for student learning.
The focus is on teaching the language instead of teaching about language,
placing more emphasis on self-experience and communication in contrast to
theoretical knowledge of the language. In this view, both Hebrew and Arabic
curricula emphasize the importance of reading a variety of text genres
such as expository, descriptive, argumentative, procedural, and narrative to
expand the types of written and spoken discourse that students are exposed
to in classrooms. Classical and contemporary literature as well as traditional
texts are selected and integrated to suit the cognitive level of students within
each grade and aim at introducing students to their culture. Development of
students' literacy and linguistic skills continues throughout primary school, and
encompasses all elds of study and subjects.
The Hebrew reading curriculum describes three complementary and
interrelated components of linguistic education: linguistic knowledge; reading,
speaking, listening, and writing practices; and the spoken and written discourse
represented by a variety of text genres. All three components are believed to
support the development of a literate discourse, the discourse required to study
di erent subject areas and communicate appropriately in daily life as active,
responsible, and critical participants. e Arabic reading curriculum approaches
linguistic education in the same way.
Reading readiness is an important goal of the preprimar y literacy
curriculum, and students are expected to master the orthographic code,
whether Hebrew or Arabic. Initial reading instruction begins in the rst grade
using a phoneme-grapheme correspondence approach in a rich spokenlanguage environment to support language development in all areas of use and
communication. Assessment is emphasized as an integral part of the reading
curriculum, and each rst-grade teacher can use nationally developed reading
tests for different diagnostic purposes and for developing individualized
remedial programs for students who face difficulties. Based on the results
of these assessments, schools may decide to divide large classes into two
smaller ones for up to three hours per week, or to work with certain students
individually, to promote their reading competency.
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Following initial reading ability development, the curriculum emphasizes
the importance of providing students with opportunities to experience both
written and spoken language. Texts are selected according to their relevance
to student life in and out of school, and adapted to the cognitive level of the
students in each grade. e learning program uses two interrelated frameworks
to classify the types of texts for students: discourse and genre. The term
worlds of discourse is used to describe the knowledge, values, perspectives,
and patterns of discourse that are typical to a given discipline or community
of practice. The curriculum differentiates among five worlds of discourse:
expository or academic; interpersonal; mass media; literature; and traditional,
heritage resources.
The genre framework refers to the following major text genres: texts
intended to provide information and knowledge (expositor y/descriptive
genre), texts intended to persuade or present arguments (argumentative texts),
procedural texts, and narratives. Each genre includes sub-genres that share
social goals and have similar structural elements.
Classroom lessons are organized around theme contexts, and texts from
di erent worlds of discourse and genres are utilized as contexts for teaching
a particular theme. For example, water is one of the themes that uses
expository texts, while Jewish holiday themes use narrative texts. In this way,
speci c themes that are classi ed into di erent worlds of discourse are used to
enhance student linguistic knowledge; practice reciprocal interactions among
reading, writing, listening, and speaking; and increase student awareness of
di erent genres.
The curriculum defines expected achievements (standards) at three
milestones: toward the end of Grades 2, 4, and 6. Toward the end of Grade 4,
when using selected texts adapted to their cognitive level, students are expected
to be able to do the following:
Listen and speak for di erent purposes Tracking the sequence of
events; locating ideas; interpreting, evaluating, and taking a stance about
ideas; participating in a discussion; presenting an established idea in a
lecture; choosing the correct register and using appropriate language;
giving a practical report; telling a story following a personal experience;
and presenting an argument and supporting it with logical structures.
Write texts for di erent purposes and for di erent recipients
Writing a story; writing reports; writing to describe and explain;
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writing instructions; expressing a reasoned opinion; and writing to
communicate re ections.
Produce written texts that are linguistically correct and appropriate for
communication Using correct spelling and legible writing; writing
sentences that are grammatically correct; using proper punctuation;
using appropriate vocabulary; creating titles and dividing paragraphs;
writing subject-focused work; organizing ideas in appropriate structures;
and using conjunctions.
Read various kinds of texts for di erent purposes Reading
continuously, uently, and accurately; mastering the alphabetic code;
understanding the overt meaning (understanding words in context
and chronological sequences; identifying logical conjunctions, lingual
components, and modes of organization and design; and linking to
disciplinary content knowledge); understanding hidden meanings
(detection of the relationship between the structure and content of the
text, and drawing conclusions); and interpreting, evaluating, and taking
a stance.
Retrieve information and knowledge from various types of texts
and from di erent subject domains Retrieving information from
textbooks on various subjects; using digital information, dictionaries,
encyclopedias, and children's magazines; accessing verbal and visual
information (illustrations, photographs, maps, and charts); retrieving
information relevant to topics being studied from various information
sources; and evaluating information credibility by type of source, author
characteristics, and publication date.
Read literary works from di erent periods and from various genres
Independent reading of 20 or more books; familiarity with the works of
10 authors from di erent periods, and from Hebrew literature as well
as from translated literature; reading aloud a given literary work that is
age-level appropriate uently, accurately, and with proper use of accents;
identifying characters, their description, and expressing a personal
stance toward them; understanding connections among various events
in a plot; identifying supernatural elements in the plot (in legends, tales,
allegories, and imaginary stories); identifying the main characteristics
of a poem (rhyme, rhythm, and tonality); and expressing a personal
opinion on a literary work.
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Read texts from Jewish sources Reading uently, accurately, and with
proper use of accents; understanding the issues, ideas, and messages; and
mastering idioms, idiomatic phrases, and expressions.
Recognize and understand the linguistic system Recognizing letters
(their sounds, names, and order); understanding basic vowel use;
searching the dictionary; understanding word format; understanding
extensions for male and female, and singular and plural; using terms
that refer to pronouns; identifying and using verbs in di erent tenses
and di erent persons; using prepositions correctly; recognizing
conjunctions; perceiving relationships between synonyms and antonyms;
and recognizing and using expressions, idioms, and common proverbs
(vocabulary).
is curriculum has been in use since 2003 and, in 2007, the benchmarks
were evaluated in light of its implementation to date. As part of this curriculum,
schools have been encouraged to tailor a school-based curriculum that ts the
needs of their speci c student population.
The curriculum also points to the importance of initiating reading
communities at schools, to encourage social interaction among readers. It is
believed that nurturing the social aspect of reading, including regular visits
to the library and reading-themed events, promotes student involvement in
reading for personal growth and enjoyment.
The linguistic education curriculum for Arabic-speaking elementary
schools has been in use since 2009. In general, the curriculum employs an
approach to reading that is similar to the Hebrew reading curriculum, and
has adopted similar benchmarks and standards. e curriculum takes into
account the unique characteristics of the Arabic language, especially the fact
that native Arabic-speaking children are born in a unique linguistic context
called diglossia.5 In this context, children grow up speaking a Spoken Arabic
Vernacular (SAV), which is a spoken language, but later learn to read another
linguistically related form, Modern Standard Arabic (MSA). e curriculum
de nes expected achievements (standards) for elementary school similar to the
standards de ned in the Hebrew curriculum.
e Arabic curriculum dedicates a special chapter to independent reading.
It highlights objectives, criteria for choosing books, adapting texts for age and
level, and a number of actions that encourage the love of and interest in reading
as well as access to reading outside of school.
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Rea d ing Instruc tion in the Prim a ry Gra d es
Instructional Materials
Instructional materials in Israel are produced and published by not-for-pro t
organizations and universities, as well as commercial agencies and publishers,
but all must be approved by the Ministry of Education. In 2009, the Ministry
of Education published criteria for approving instructional materials for
the Hebrew and Arabic curricula.6 e process of approval of instructional
materials involves review by anonymous experts of pre-published versions to
evaluate the compatibility of the content of the instructional material to the
discipline at hand, the pedagogical and didactical aspects, the syllabus, and the
curriculum policy. Although the criteria are curriculum-based, the approved
materials are quite varied, and teachers can choose their own textbooks. In
order to help teachers and principals make choices suitable for their classes,
in accordance with the speci c student populations and teaching styles, the
Ministry of Education conducts teacher workshops for in-service teachers
throughout the country at centers for teacher professional development.
e ultra-orthodox schools are an exception, having their own instructional
materials that are neither written according to the national curriculum nor
approved by the Ministry.
In line with the new Hebrew (2003) and Arabic (2009) curricula, and with
the aim of helping teachers become more pro cient and con dent in choosing
suitable instructional materials for their classes, the Department of Curriculum
Development of the Ministry of Education has prepared teaching materials for
reading in primary schools. e materials have been sent to primary schools
throughout the country and have been made available on the Internet. e
main objective of these materials is to provide teachers with suggested reading
activities that align with the prospective curriculum to promote the development
of e ective teaching strategies. A variety of text genres within the context of
the di erent worlds of discourse are demonstrated in these teaching materials.
A teachers' guide accompanying each activity explains the activity and classi es
it according to the expected level of understanding outlined in the curriculum.
Use of Technology
Most schools have computer laboratories, but the systematic use of computers
in classrooms is still not common and typical lessons in primary and lower
secondary schools are not computer-supported. Nevertheless, most students are
computer literate due to the wide use of personal computers at home. Students
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also are expected to use their personal computers at home to communicate with
their teachers and peers and to prepare assignments.
As part of professional development in ICT, teachers are able to participate
in a variety of courses to acquire computer and technology skills. However,
most teachers do not integrate the use of computers into their teaching; they
use computers for communication purposes only.
Although there is no systematic use of computers in the teaching of
reading, a national program initiated in 2011, Adapting the Educational System
to the 21st Century, aims to create learning environments in which technology
supports innovative pedagogy and 21st century skills. In addition, professional
development workshops have been created to promote teachers' technological
pedagogical content knowledge to enable them to implement computer-based
learning environments, to use instructional materials e ectively, and to create
a learning continuum from the classroom to the home.
Role of Reading Specialists
Reading specialists from various universities in Israel are active on curriculum
committees and teams developing and de ning standards and benchmarks.
ey also act as consultants for new program and material development.
Recently, the Ministry of Education has employed reading instructors for
Hebrew and Arabic to provide professional development to all primary school
teachers throughout the country. The reading instructors are experienced
teachers who have undergone extensive professional development led by reading
specialists. Each instructor works with teachers of all grades in ve primary
schools. e instructor's role is to help teachers catch up and stay up to date
with the latest innovations in the reading and writing programs.
Second-language Instruction
In Israel, Hebrew as a second language plays an important role in the education
system. Hebrew is taught as a second language in Arabic-speaking schools,
usually from the third or fourth grade. In addition, being a countr y of
immigrants, Hebrew is taught as a second language to new immigrant students
when they join a Hebrew-speaking school, where they receive special instruction
in Hebrew as a second language for approximately four years. Furthermore,
English is taught as a foreign language in all schools from the third or fourth
grade, and Arabic is taught as a foreign language in the Jewish sector in lowersecondary schools. In this context, in most cases, instruction is provided in
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a combination of the students' primary language and the foreign language
being learned.
In 2006, an experimental version of the curriculum for Hebrew as a second
language for Arabic-speaking students was published.7 e underlying approach
of this curriculum is the need to teach a second language for purposes of oral
and written communication, and the curriculum generally takes the same
approach to literacy as taken by the linguistic education curriculum for Hebrewspeaking students.
Every new immigrant student receives special instruction in Hebrew as
a second language for approximately four years. Beyond this period, students
receive further assistance according to their individual needs, with a focus on
their integration into regular classroom study, using the linguistic education
curriculum for Hebrew speakers. In 2009, a new curriculum for Hebrew as a
second language for new immigrants in Grades 1 12 was published. e new
version emphasizes the need to facilitate the immigrant students' acquisition
of the new language in a way that allows them to integrate gradually into a
regular classroom. The interaction between the first and second languages
should therefore be carefully planned, and the curriculum generally takes the
same approach to literacy as taken by the regular curriculum for Hebrewspeaking students.
Finally, Arabic is taught as a foreign language in Hebrew-speaking schools,
beginning in the seventh grade. e curriculum for Arabic as a foreign language
for Hebrew speakers was introduced in 1995 and was rati ed in 2009.8 Its main
objectives are to do the following:
Promote interest in the Arabic language, nurture communication skills,
including comprehension (listening and reading) and production
(speaking and writing);
Become familiar with the Arab world; and
Develop sensitivity to people from di erent cultural backgrounds.
e curriculum includes acquisition of words, vowels, signs, numbers,
vocabulary, grammar, interpersonal discourse, knowledge of religion and
culture, and use of a dictionary.
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Stud ents with Rea d ing Dif c ulties
Diagnostic Testing
In recent years, early identi cation of reading disabilities in both Hebrew and
Arabic has been emphasized in order to provide appropriate intervention.
Diagnostic tests have been developed in each language according to the
benchmarks de ned in the curriculum, and are used by teachers to identify
reading difficulties among students. In addition, teachers have various
diagnostic tools, including a special diagnostic kit, to help identify reading
disabilities. e regular classroom teacher carries out the diagnostic process
and develops individual activities for each student within a planned remedial
program. The teacher receives special training for this process and sample
materials, with a focus on inclusion of all students in the classroom reading
program. In addition, a school internal diagnostic test (Amit Test9) aimed at
mapping students' learning skills is carried out in many lower-secondary schools
in the beginning of Grade 7. e results of the tests are used to identify students
with learning di culties and to provide them with appropriate intervention
programs to support learning.
Instruction for Children with Reading Di culties
e policy for students with reading di culties is to create a sequence of stages
that enable the teacher to retain them in the regular classroom. For example,
three weekly hours of instruction may be added to enhance the reading skills
of disadvantaged students, though generally students are directed to special
education only as a last resort. Currently, special courses are being given to
future reading evaluators who will work with the classroom teacher in an
attempt to ensure that students who can bene t from remedial work in their
regular class will not be placed in a special education program.

Tea c hers a nd Tea c her Ed uc a tion
Initial teacher education takes place in schools of education at universities and
in colleges of education. Teacher education programs combine disciplinary and
pedagogical content, typically comprise a four-year program plus a one-year
supervised induction program, and result in a bachelor's degree in education.
e pedagogical component of teacher education includes educational studies,
research methodology, and pedagogical studies which include a supervised
practicum. Since 2006, 24 30 credit hours per year of pedagogical studies are
required to complement the 60 credit hours per year of disciplinary studies.10
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e requirements for obtaining a teaching license include earning a teaching
certificate and an academic degree as well as successfully completing the
induction year.
Also, university graduates who did not study education, but wish to
acquire a teaching certi cate, can enroll in a one- or two-year course with an
additional induction year. For teachers who are currently certi ed and wish to
earn advanced certi cation, there is a two- or three-year program, currently
operating only in ultra-orthodox colleges.
Requirements for Ongoing Professional Development in Reading for Teachers
The organizational bodies responsible for professional development are
located at institutions of higher education, universities, teachers' colleges, and
in professional development centers. All professional development courses
currently o er credits that translate into salary increases for teachers. ere
are four types of professional development: Ministry-of-Education-initiated
group professional development intended to facilitate policy implementation;
task-oriented professional development that prepares sta for certain positions
(e.g., principals, coordinators, and leaders); school-based professional
development aimed at responding to school needs; and personal professional
development that provides professional enrichment and further education.
Since 2009, in accordance with the New Horizon educational and
professional national reforms, all primary and lower secondary school teachers
are required to participate in professional development for 60 hours a year
with at least half of the time dedicated to their subject domain. In addition,
monthly institutional-professional development training is provided for each
school (28 hours per month), with the principal and management sta deciding
the content and type of training. is institutional professional development
includes between two and ve subject areas for each school and two to three
subject areas for each teacher.

Monitoring Stud ent Prog ress in Rea d ing
Reading assessment is carried out using school-based and external tests. Schoolbased assessments consist of speci c formative and summative tasks chosen
by teachers.
ere is also a national feedback-monitoring mechanism that conducts
regular external examinations of a national sample of students, which tests
different subject areas of the curriculum in depth. The National Authority
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for Measurement and Assessment in Education (known by its Hebrew
acronym, RAMA) was founded in 2005 to addresses the need for professional
measurement, evaluation and assessment in the education system.11 The
ideology at the heart of RAMA's activities rests on two principles: an assessment
of learning and a mixture of professional solutions that integrates di erent
components of measurement and assessment.
The first Israeli national assessment (Meitzav, a Hebrew acronym for
Growth and Efficiency Measures of Schools) was introduced in 2002.12 In
2007, a new format was designed by RAMA in collaboration with the Ministry
of Education, and in consultation with school principals and teachers. e
new format integrates internal and external assessment and promotes the
implementation of a culture of measurement for learning measurement
that is intended to support the continual improvement of learning through
the alignment of learning goals with the school vision, and based on the
understanding that tests are not a goal in and of themselves but rather an
instrument for learning.
Meitzav includes student achievement tests and questionnaires about
school climate and the pedagogical setting (administered to principals, teachers
and students). Schools are tested (External Meitzav) once every two years in
mathematics, first language (Hebrew or Arabic), English, and science and
technology. e External Meitzav provides a picture of student achievement in
these four subjects at the system level, and informs professional bodies in the
ministry and other decision-makers about educational policy issues, including
issues related to school climate and pedagogical settings. e Internal Meitzav
is administered in the intervening years and provides information to principals
and teachers about education at the individual school level as a tool for planning
and allocating resources, realizing student potential, improving the pedagogical
climate, and enhancing the school instructional system.
The Meitzav assessments in mathematics, first language (Hebrew or
Arabic), English, and science and technology are administered to students in
the h and eighth grades. ere also is a test of native language (Hebrew or
Arabic) in the second grade. e assessments are designed to align with subject
curricula and aim to examine the extent to which students in primary and lower
secondary schools have achieved the level required of them according to the
outcomes described in the curricula.
e matriculation examinations (Bagrut) are regarded as the o cial tests
to measure the results of the 13 years of compulsory schooling in Israel.13 e
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examination process is governed by the Ministry of Education and creates a
standard measure of student knowledge throughout the country. Every high
school student has the option of taking the matriculation exams. ese highstakes examinations, taken in three stages at Grades 10 12, cover all subject
areas taught in secondary school, and are usually used to determine access to
higher education.
e Bagrut tests re ect the subject matter studied in Grades 10 12. e
subjects studied in these grades are divided into core subjects and elective
subjects, both of which are compulsory. Core subjects include mathematics
and English as a foreign language. In the Hebrew sector, Hebrew (grammar and
writing), literature, bible studies, history, and civics are mandatory. In the Arab
sector the equivalent mandatory subjects are Arabic (grammar and literature)
and history, civics, and Hebrew. Students have over 50 elective subjects to choose
from, drawn from the disciplines of science, the humanities, social sciences,
and the arts. Students also can choose to specialize in any compulsory core
subject and be tested at the highest level of learning in that subject. is includes
Hebrew and literature for the Jewish sector and Arabic and Hebrew for the
Arab sector.
e nal score obtained in a subject is a combination of a student's average
grade on his or her school examination (upon which the yearly grade is based)
and the grade obtained on the state examination. Students whose combination of
subjects does not render them eligible for a matriculation certi cate are awarded
a School Completion Certi cate; however, students may complete the required
examinations to acquire a Matriculation Certi cate even a er graduation.

Im p a c t a nd Use of PIRLS
Israel has participated in PIRLS since its inception in 2001. PIRLS results
impact the continuous process of consolidating reading measures of student
achievement in Grades 2 and 5, in order to better align the national Meitzav
assessments and PIRLS. PIRLS provides clear evidence for the necessity of
Hebrew and Arabic lingual knowledge. The curriculum for each language
contains principles and practical aspects that are relevant to the enhancement
of writing processes and for spoken discourse. e majority of these are re ected
in the Meitzav assessments.
Although Israel integrated the conceptual framework for reading
comprehension of PIRLS into its curricula, the Hebrew and Arabic curricula also
focus on writing, vocabulary, speaking, and grammar; and all the assessment
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measures are based on these skills. In addition, the curricula for both Hebrew
and Arabic for primary education encompass texts of original literature and
the traditional, heritage resources of each religion. For example, the primary
education Hebrew curriculum includes texts of original literature that have
Jewish social and cultural characteristics, and includes typical Jewish texts like
blessings, prayers, and texts from the bible. e curriculum for Arabic language
encompasses typical Muslim and Christian realms. However, the adoption of
national and international assessment standards for reading comprehension
contributed to the development of instructional materials that help students
gain experience in reading texts from both the literary and informational
realms. Further goals in language teaching include:
Completion of the reading acquisition process for disadvantaged
students by Grades 3 4 by providing additional and small-group
instruction;
Emphasis on reading for pleasure to provide students with the aesthetic
experience of reading books;
Expansion of students' primary language vocabulary, based on the
premise that this is the necessary foundation for enhancing written and
spoken language skills; and
Improvement of writing processes, so students will be able to use writing
wisely for their academic and social needs.
The Ministr y of Education also places special emphasis on verbal
expression, developing linguistic meta-knowledge, incorporating literary
proficiency in other subject areas, and gaining personal experience in
performing literacy tasks in class and at home. For achieving these aims,
in str uction al mater ials an d assessment means have been developed
and published.
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La ng ua g e a nd Litera c y
The official language of Italy is Italian, which is used for education and
training. In some areas of the country, however, the local language is o cially
authorized for use in education. ere are also twelve minority languages that
are recognized and safeguarded by the state: Albanian, Catalan, German, Greek,
Slovenian, Croatian, French, Provencal, Occitan, Friulan, Ladin, and Sardinian.1, 2
To ensure the learning of these minority languages, Italian schools have the
autonomy to determine their own approaches to teaching the language and
cultural traditions of local communities, though this also depends on requests
from students' parents. In addition, some particular safeguards exist in regions
with a special status, such as Trentino-Alto Adige, and Valle d'Aosta. The
Statute of Trentino-Alto Adige (D.P.R. of August 31st 1972, number 670), for
example, requires that instruction in schools in the province of Bolzano be
conducted in German for students who have German as their mother tongue,
by teachers whose mother tongue also is German.3 Furthermore, in primary
schools, starting from the second or the third year, second language instruction
is mandatory and is taught by teachers who are native speakers. In statefunded schools in the region of Valle d'Aosta, the Statute of the Valle d'Aosta
(Constitutional Law of February 26th 1948, number 4, article 39) provides that
the number of hours per week dedicated to French instruction be equal to those
dedicated to teaching Italian, and that certain other subjects also may be taught
in French.4
The number of non-Italian students enrolled in Italy's school system
has been steadily increasing over the years. This increased enrollment has
meant an increasing commitment by educational institutions towards using
extracurricular activities to teach the Italian language to these students.
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Overview of the Ed uc a tion System
In recent years, the Italian school system has undergone a number of reforms
that have led to its current structure and organization.
In 1999, the School Auton omy Refor m introduced a degree of
decentralization that delegated a number of important administrative and
management functions to schools.5 Importantly, it gave schools a high level of
responsibility in broadening the range of teaching courses and extracurricular
activities o ered, de ning curricula, organizing school timetables, and placing
students into groups with similar ability levels, according to the general
national guidelines. Currently, Italian schools have organizational autonomy
for improving sta and quality of teaching services, and for establishing teaching
methodologies, academic programs, courses, and extracurricular activities.
Schools also have a degree of autonomy for research and development, with the
aim of making schools laboratories for the continuous advancement of teaching.
us, Italian schools may expand their educational o erings to account for
the local cultural, social, and economic context and to ensure that education
corresponds to the real needs of students, families, and the local area. To guide
this local decision-making, various school governing bodies contribute to
school's individual Annual Education Plans.
e Curriculum Guidelines for the Preprimary School and the First Cycle
of Education provides guidelines for planning and implementing teaching
activities, and outlines the curriculum-planning framework to which schools
must adhere.6 A complement to this document (for students ages 14 19) is the
Cultural and Educational Reference Points and Standards and Basic Citizenship
Skills Speci c to Upper-secondary School.7
e most recent school reform, starting from 2008, has reorganized the
education system, which currently is as follows: 8, 9, 10
Preprimary education
not compulsory.

is stage is o ered for children ages 3 6, but is

First cycle of education
is cycle lasts eight years and is divided into
two levels: primary education (lasting ve years) for students ages 6 11;
and lower secondary education (lasting three years) for students
ages 11 14.
Second cycle of education
is cycle includes two possible types: upper
secondary and initial vocational training. Upper secondary education
is under the jurisdiction of the Ministry for Education, Universities and
Research (MIUR), lasts ve years, and is for students ages 14 19. ese
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schools include lyceums, technical institutes, and vocational training
institutes. ere are six di erent types of lyceum, eleven di erent types
of technical institutes, and six types of vocational training institutes.
Initial vocational training, nanced by regional authorities in regional
and private vocational training centers, lasts three years and is for young
people (ages 14 16) who have completed the rst cycle of education.
Compulsory education in Italy lasts ten years, from ages 6 16, and covers
the rst cycle of education (primary school and lower secondary school) and the
rst two years of the second cycle of education. e last two years of compulsory
education (from ages 14 16) can either take place in an upper-secondary school
or a regional vocational training center. In addition, everyone in Italy has the
right and duty to study for at least twelve years within a school or vocational
training institute before age 18, until they gain at least a three-year vocational
education quali cation, which allow students access to second-level vocational
courses.
Passing the upper secondary school state examination is required for access
to higher education in universities and courses of AFAM (Higher Education in
Art and Music). MIUR determines speci c admissions criteria for individual
universities and AFAM institutions.

La ng ua g e/ Rea d ing Curric ulum in the Fourth Gra d e
Each school uses the Curriculum Guidelines for the Preprimary School and the
First Cycle of Education to plan a teaching program that will be as responsive as
possible to the needs of individual students and that will pay particular attention
to the continuity of education from ages 3 14.11 ese curriculum guidelines
provide the framework for instruction, evaluation, and implementation of
programs appropriate to school and student needs.
Reading Policy
Curriculum guidelines emphasize the importance of learning the Italian
language with a particular emphasis on reading. ey provide objectives for
developing autonomy in comprehension and the use of texts with varied themes,
aims, and levels of complexity. e guidelines specify reading as having a dual
function it provides opportunities for socialization and exchange of ideas
and opinions, as well as personal opportunities for re ection, research, and
maturation. e strategic objective of reading, especially in primary school,
is the development of the cognitive processes underlying comprehension in
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addition to reading rules and techniques. From this perspective, reading is both
a part of learning and linked to personal pleasure and individual needs.
Summary of National Curriculum
In primary school (Grades 1 5) and lower secondary school (Grades 6 8),
basics are established and necessary skills are developed for learning, both in
school and throughout life. e main goals of primary school are the following:
Promoting the development of individual personality, while respecting
individual di erences;
Allowing the acquisition and development of basic knowledge and skills;
Encouraging acquisition of communication skills in Italian and in
another European Union language;
Providing the basic skills for applying a scienti c approach to observing
nature, its phenomena, and its laws;
Enhancing interpersonal and orientation skills; and
Educating young citizens to respect social conventions.
e role of the school in the rst cycle of education is to guide students
in attributing meaning to their experience, promoting a conscious practice of
active citizenship, and acquiring the most basic elements of Italian language
and culture. e primary school curriculum (as well as that for lower secondary
school) includes various disciplines grouped into three main areas:
e linguistic/artistic/expressive area
is area includes Italian,
another European Union language, music, physical education, sports,
and art;
e mathematical/scienti c/technological area
is area includes
mathematics, natural and experimental sciences, and technology; and
e historical/geographical area
geography.

is area includes history and

e curriculum guidelines for each discipline identify the skills that should
be developed by the end of primary school, ideally leading to the integral
development of the student. e following objectives in Italian language are what
students should be able to achieve throughout primary school (Grades 1 5):
Participate in communicative exchanges with classmates and teachers
(conversation, discussion, and written correspondence) by means
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of simple, clear, and relevant messages and with a tone that is as
contextually appropriate as possible;
Understand various kinds of texts and their purposes (e.g., functional,
entertainment, and academic), identify a text's overall meaning or
principal information, and employ speci c reading strategies according
to di erent purposes;
Read various kinds of children's books aloud expressively, or silently
and independently, and be able to formulate simple personal opinions
concerning these books;
Write texts (e.g., imaginative, academic, and informational) at school
and be able to elaborate on texts by manipulating, paraphrasing,
completing, and transforming them (i.e., by editing and rewriting);
Gradually develop study skills by extrapolating information from
written texts on a topic and memorizing and presenting it orally; and
acquire the basics of speci c terminology, gather personal and collective
impressions, and account for opinions (one's own or others); and
Engage in linguistic re ection on the written and spoken word, both
by reading and listening; and understand the ongoing operations in
communication and the di erent choices involved in the variety of
contexts in which language is used.
For each discipline, learning goals also are de ned contextually at the end
of the h year of primary school. ese goals are essential for developing the
skills and objectives speci ed by the curriculum guidelines. ere are four goals
for teaching the Italian language: listening and speaking, reading, writing, and
re ecting upon language. Speci cally, the following goals for reading are what
students should be able to achieve throughout primary school:
Read narrative and descriptive texts, both realistic and fantasy, and
distinguishing literary ction from reality;
Use information from illustrations, images, and captions to learn about
the text before reading;
Read and compare information from di erent texts to learn about a
certain topic and nd interesting points about which to speak or write;
Search for information in texts of di erent nature and origin for
practical or cognitive purposes, while applying simple techniques to aid
comprehension (e.g., highlighting, annotating information, and making
maps and diagrams);
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Follow written instructions in order to regulate one's behavior,
accomplish a task, or to create a procedure;
Read short and simple literary, narrative, and poetic texts, identify
the essential characteristics that distinguish them (e.g., verses, rhyme,
repetition of sounds, or particular use of words and their meanings), and
express simple personal opinions on them; and
Read a well-known text aloud and, in the case of dialogues read with
other pupils, and learn to speak at the right moment, respecting pauses
and varying the tone of one's voice.
Using these goals, each school prepares its curriculum within its Annual
Education Plan, in accordance with the aims and objectives for the development
of skills and learning speci ed by the curriculum guidelines. e curriculum
guidelines also propose some fundamental methodological criteria for
constructing the learning environment. ese criteria emphasize active learning
methods based on exploration, discovery, cooperative learning, and learning by
doing, as well as teaching in a laboratory and implementing appropriate policies
regarding diversity.

Rea d ing Instruc tion in the Prim a ry Gra d es
Instructional Materials
Currently in Italian schools, the textbook is the most widely used teaching tool
through which students embark upon their path of knowledge and learning.
Textbooks are chosen by the teachers' council, following consultation with the
class council. As with every other instructional tool, the choice of textbooks
must be consistent and coherent with the Annual Education Plan (Article 4 of
the School Autonomy Reform).12
Primary school textbooks usually are divided into interdisciplinary
learning units, which include sections with exercise cards and additional
learning activities, in addition to reading and writing worksheets for reinforcing
linguistic capacities and skills. Textbooks o en specify learning objectives and
the appropriate criteria for measuring and testing student progress. Teaching
materials on speci c themes and issues also are used frequently in primary
schools. ese materials are predominantly multidisciplinary and are useful
for supplementing, updating, and customizing textbooks. In addition, teachers
use other tools to teach reading, such as posters, charts (mind maps), pre-made
illustrations, or illustrations created by students on display in the classroom.
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Almost every school in Italy has its own library and, in some cases, there is
even a library for each class. Libraries are managed and organized by teachers,
volunteers (o en parents), and librarians employed by various institutions.
Use of Technology
In recent years, signi cant investments have been made in the Italian school
system to promote and develop technology use in education. ere have been
various information and communication technology (ICT) interventions at
the national level that aim to promote and disseminate best practices for
using technology. ese interventions have included students, but mostly have
involved teachers (e.g., ICT teacher training organized nationally).
In 2009, the Digital School Plan was launched to provide funding to state
primary and secondary schools for purchasing technology kits to aid classroom
instruction.13 ese kits include a digital whiteboard, a video projector, and a
computer. Many Italian schools have a computer room, o en with an Internet
connection and sometimes a portable or installed Interactive Multimedia
Whiteboard (IMW). e IMW is a white panel the size of a normal blackboard
that is connected to a video projector and a computer. Any writing or drawing
on the whiteboard can be saved on a computer, printed, placed on the school
website, or sent by e-mail to colleagues or students unable to attend class. e
technology stores all writing, making it easy to keep track of past lessons and
their sequence, including all interventions, additions, and comments made by
teachers and students. e IMW is particularly useful for students with speci c
learning disorders and for the integration of non-EU students, hospitalized
students, and students with restricted freedom of movement. Because CD-ROMs
accompany textbooks, almost all are compatible with modern technologies and
o en supply interactive games that can be used in conjunction with the IMW.
Role of Reading Specialists
Although reading specialists usually do not play an important role in ordinary
instructional activities, they may be employed to help students with disabilities.
Second-language Instruction
An important reality in Italian schools is that non-native Italian citizens are
increasingly common and widespread. In the 2010 11 school year, non-native
Italian students comprised 9 percent of all students the highest percentage to
date although 52.9 percent of students with foreign citizenship enrolled in
primary school that year had been born in Italy.14
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e law provides that schools may exercise their autonomy to employ
speci c individualized interventions for groups of students to help them learn
the Italian language.15 Wherever possible, this should be done using the school's
professional resources to provide additional intensive Italian language courses
or to implement intensive Italian language instruction through speci c projects,
including additional teaching activities to enrich educational o erings.

Stud ents with Rea d ing Dif c ulties
Diagnostic Testing
The Law of October 8, 2010, number 170, recognizes dyslexia as a specific
learning disorder, and schools of all types and levels are responsible for
identifying suspected cases of dyslexia and notifying the student's family.16
is noti cation does not, however, constitute a diagnosis; an o cial diagnosis
must be made by a specialist from the National Health Service or by similarly
accredited organizations, and must be communicated by the family to the
student's school.
Instruction for Children with Reading Di culties
Within the limits of nancial resources, Law of October 8, 2010, number 170
provides for speci c educational interventions and teaching support activities
for students with dyslexia.17 ese primarily include individual and personalized
tutoring, compensatory measures such as alternative means and tools for learning
(e.g., information technology), and the possibility of exemption from some tasks
that are not essential to quality learning of the concepts.

Tea c hers a nd Tea c her Ed uc a tion
Teacher Education Speci c to Reading
From 2001 09, a degree in Primary Education Sciences was required for
primary school teachers. Any type of upper secondary school degree, along
with passing an admissions test, was required to gain access to this university
program, which lasted for four years and covered about 20 di erent subjects.
The first two years of these programs comprised common subjects, upon
completion of which trainee teachers could choose between a preprimary and
primary school specialization.
In 2009, substantial changes were made to initial teacher education for
teachers in all school types and levels. Entering the Primary Education Sciences
program still requires passing an admissions test, and a limited number of
students are accepted. However, since 2009, a ve-year one-cycle degree in
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Primary Education Sciences is now mandatory to become a primary school
teacher. Students also must participate in an active training internship, which
is a compulsory training period (lasting 600 hours and corresponding to
24 university credits) starting from the second year of the program that must be
completed in accredited schools. e internship is a critical part of pre-service
teacher education and aims to help students acquire professional skills. e
degree program also includes specialized courses for acquiring English language
skills, and computer skills (e.g., the ability to use new multimedia technologies).
In addition, for the rst time, the 2009 reform has focused speci c attention
on the needs of students with disabilities, and all future teachers receive basic
training in teaching and integrating students with special needs.
Requirements for Ongoing Professional Development in Reading for Teachers
Primary school teachers are not required to take a specialized course for
teaching reading, and a specialization in teaching reading does not exist. Very
o en, however, universities, MIUR, and other accredited bodies o er master's
degree or training courses, and specific professional development courses
to develop teachers' skills and provide them with innovative and specialized
methods for teaching reading.

Monitoring Stud ent Prog ress in Rea d ing
Students' knowledge of Italian language currently is being evaluated in national
assessments at the second and h years of primary school (Grades 2 and 5),
the rst and third grades of lower secondary school (Grades 6 and 8), and
the second and fifth years of upper secondary school (Grades 10 and 13).
is examination assesses reading in terms of comprehension, interpretation,
reflection, and written text evaluation skills, as well as the knowledge and
grammatical skills dictated by the curriculum guidelines for each school level.18
e Italian language test includes two components: the rst evaluates reading
skills, and the second evaluates grammatical skills (with the exception of the
test for the second year of primary school).

Im p a c t a nd Use of PIRLS
Italy has participated in all the three cycles of PIRLS (2001, 2006, and 2011),
and Italian students' average score on the literacy scale in PIRLS 2001 and 2006
was signi cantly above the international average. Compared to the PISA 2006
outcome, which showed the achievement of 15-year-old Italian students to be
signi cantly below the international average, the PIRLS results were surprising
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for educational researchers and administrators.19 However, despite these di ering
results, PIRLS 2006 ndings have not been widely reported in the media. In
order to promote dissemination, the PIRLS 2011 Framework has been translated
into Italian, and a national report based on PIRLS 2006 data was produced.
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La ng ua g e a nd Litera c y
According to a 2008 estimate, Kuwait's population is 3.3 million; Kuwaiti citizens
number 1 million of the total, while di erent nationalities that came to Kuwait
seeking employment opportunities account for all other residents.1
Arabic is the o cial language in Kuwait and the medium of instruction in
all public and some private schools. In bilingual private schools, both Arabic
and English are the languages of instruction.
Education in the State of Kuwait represents one of the top priorities for
development. The 1962 Kuwaiti Constitution guarantees state education,
re ecting the belief that education is a fundamental right for all citizens and
is an important means of protecting youth from physical, moral, and spiritual
neglect. Since the 1966 67 school year, the Compulsory Education Law has
made general education compulsory and free for all Kuwaiti males and females
between ages 6 15.2 Public education also is provided free for some nonKuwaiti children for example, children of teachers or professors, Kuwaiti
mothers, or Gulf State nationals. In 1981, the Illiteracy Eradication Act made
the state responsible for providing continuing education for adults under
the supervision of various governmental educational entities: 3 currently, the
Ministry of Education supervises literacy and adult education in public schools;
Kuwait University and the Public Authority for Applied Education and Training
oversee their own Centers for Community Service and Continuing Education;
and the Ministry of Awqaf and Islamic A airs supervises Arabic, religious, and
Quranic studies.4 Presently, the proportion of spending on education ranges
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between 6.2 and 8.3 percent of GDP (in 2008, total GDP was approximately
38.731 billion Kuwaiti dinars).5
e State of Kuwait always has fostered and developed means for cultural
advancement. In 1973, the National Council for Culture, Arts and Letters was
established to promote and sponsor cultural events, activities, and art forms,
such as the annual Al Qurain Festival and the eatre Cultural Festival. e
Council also has published several specialized periodicals on culture and arts,
such as the World of Knowledge (Aalam Al-Ma'rifa) series, the Universal Culture
Journal (Majallat Al aqaafa Al Aalamiyyah), the Universal Creativity (Ibda`aat
'Aalamiyyah) series, and the Universal eater (Al Masrah Al 'Aalamiy) series,
in addition to many other non-periodical publications. e National Council
also is responsible for granting the annual State Incentive Award in the Arts,
Literature, Social and Humanity Sciences.6
In 1976, the Kuwait Foundation for the Advancement of Sciences
(KFAS) was established by an Amiri decree to promote cultural and scienti c
development. H.H. the Amir of the State of Kuwait chairs the foundation, which
provides nancial support for scienti c research, grants awards for researchers
and scientists, and supervises the publication of Majallat Al- `Uloom, the Arabic
international edition of Scienti c American. In its e orts to support cultural
literacy, the Ministry of Information issues two prominent cultural magazines:
AL-Arabi Magazine, published monthly, and Kuwait Magazine, in addition to
dozens of specialized and general cultural magazines.

Overview of the Ed uc a tion System
Kuwait is located in the Middle East on the Arabian Gulf, in the northeastern
part of the Arabian Peninsula, and has a total area of 17,818 sq. km. Kuwait
borders the Arabian Gulf to the east, Saudi Arabia to the south and southwest,
and Iraq to the north.
e Ministry of Education manages the centralized educational system in
Kuwait. e Minister chairs the Supreme Council of Education, the supreme
authority mandated to propose, create, and approve implementation strategies
for all educational plans and policies (Amiri Decree No. 4 of 1987 and Amiri
Decree No. 99 of 1988).7 The Minister also heads the Kuwaiti National
Committee for Education, Science and Culture. is committee is responsible
for promoting cooperation with the United Nations Educational, Scienti c
and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) in all aspects of education, science, and
culture. e Committee fosters and supports UNESCO's educational programs
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to promote human rights, peace, and international understanding, and to
combat racism in all its forms.8
The Undersecretar y of the Ministr y of Education and ten assistant
undersecretaries report to the Minister. Each assistant undersecretary is
responsible of one of the following sectors: Planning and Information,
Educational Development, General Education, Educational Research and
Curricula, Private Education, Qualitative Education, Student Activities,
Financial A airs, Administrative A airs, and Educational Establishments.
The Assistant Undersecretar y for General Education super vises six
educational districts (one for each administrative region in Kuwait). A general
director heads each educational district, supervising the educational process
in public schools and ensuring implementation of educational plans and
curricula in the region. e Assistant Undersecretary for Private Education
manages the General Administration of Private Education, which is led by a
general director who monitors educational process and implementation of
Ministry plans and programs in private schools. e Assistant Undersecretary
for Qualitative Education supervises two other departments: the Administration
of Religious Education, which manages education in religious institutes; and
the Administration of Special Education, which supervises education in special
education schools.9
ere are three basic levels of education in Kuwait: primary (ages 6 10,
Grades 1 5), intermediate (ages 11 14, Grades 6 9), and secondary (ages 15 17,
Grades 10 12). Two years of preprimary education also are available.
e education system includes the following types of schooling: public
government education, adult and literacy education, religious institutions, and
special education schools. In addition, there are private Arabic schools and
foreign schools (e.g., English, American, French, Indian, Pakistani, Armenian,
Iranian, Filipino, and bilingual schools).
In the 2007 08 school year, the teacher-pupil ratio was 1:7 at the primary
education level. During that same year, average school enrollment did not exceed
86 percent of the total population between the ages of 6 and 24, according
to the Five Year Plan of the Supreme Council for Planning and Development
(2009 14).10

La ng ua g e/ Rea d ing Curric ulum in the Fourth Gra d e 11
Reading, writing, speaking, and listening are the four basic skills in the Arabic
language curriculum. e methodology of Arabic language instruction strives
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to achieve a balanced integration in teaching the four language skills. The
instructional time devoted to Arabic language comprises ten 45-minute lessons
per week in Grades 1 2, nine lessons per week in Grades 3 4, and six lessons
per week in Grades 5 6. Of these lessons, nearly 25 percent are spent on reading
instruction. Sixth grade Kuwaiti students participating in PIRLS 2011 had
received ve full years of Arabic language instruction at the time of assessment.
According to the General Education Plan, students acquire basic language
skills in Grades 1 3. In these grades, attention is directed to reading and
listening comprehension for understanding the contents of the texts read, and
upon completion of Grade 3, students are able to read the assigned lessons in
the class textbook and other similar texts. From Grade 4, one lesson per week is
devoted to visiting the school library, and students are asked to read a text and
then share what they have read with other students in the class.
e Ministry of Education encourages and supports free reading starting
from Grade 3, as well as teaching reading skills and training students in listening
comprehension. Accordingly, the Ministry adopted the establishment of class
libraries with 200 titles in Arabic and 100 titles in English in each classroom for
Grades 1 9 and began implementing this program in the 2010 11 school year.12
ese libraries contain numerous supplementary reading texts of high quality,
in terms of content and artistic design, that cater to the needs of particular age
groups. To date, the program has been limited to one library for each grade
instead of one per each classroom.

Rea d ing Instruc tion in the Prim a ry Gra d es13
e rst way to help students improve their reading skills is to provide topics
with which they can interact and which suit their age and interests, thus
introducing a distinct linguistic repertoire.
With this in mind, teachers can use several approaches to teach reading.
The progressive synthetic approach starts with individual letters and then
integrates them into syllables to form words and sentences.14 Alternatively, the
holistic-analytical method begins with teaching larger language units of familiar
vocabulary strung in sentences, and students then extract words by correlating
them with experience and prior knowledge. e integration method combines
both synthetic and analytical approaches (i.e., the micro and the macro levels),
and has been used with the textbook for the rst grade.
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Instructional Materials
e main objectives of reading instruction in general education are to develop
text comprehension and appreciation of the author's values and principles, as
well as to enable students to recognize strengths and weaknesses in the topic's
presentation. It also aims to familiarize students with the culture and civilization
of their homeland while acquainting them with the cultures of other nations in
an objective manner free from intolerance or extremism.
e basic skill that students must achieve by the end of the primary school
curriculum (Grade 5) is to apply analytical silent reading in understanding a
text comprising four to ve paragraphs (30 sentences). Students should be
able to determine the text's main idea, supplemental ideas, and the author's
intention. Further, students are required to conduct a critical analysis of the text
by comparing the characters in order to select their favorite protagonist, express
their opinions through supporting evidence, and appreciate new experiences
gained from reading the text.
The curriculum provides approximately 30 literary topics relative to
poetry and prose that teachers can discuss with students in class to promote
comprehension by identifying main and supplementary ideas. Extracurricular
activities can be encouraged by assigning supplementary reading.
Use of Technology
Teachers use computers, overhead projectors, audiotapes, drawings, pictures,
and smart screens to provide some reading instruction, especially in Grades 1 4.
Role of Reading Specialists
ere are no reading specialists in Kuwait; Arabic teachers are responsible for
teaching reading skills and assisting struggling students in overcoming problems
by providing technical supervision and guidance. e curriculum plan requires
teachers to develop students' interests in free reading, o er incentives, and
present models of reading.
Second-language Instruction
e native language of students in public schools is Arabic. ere are local
dialects that di er from the mother tongue and students use these dialects for
speaking and listening in and outside of school.
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Stud ents with Rea d ing Dif c ulties
In a recent study of the causes of reading di culties among primary school
students in the State of Kuwait, Al Ajmi recommends the following measures
to improve reading skills among students at this stage: 15
Screening students' abilities and literacy skills at the beginning of
primary school and throughout the following years in order to assess the
level of their acquired skills;
Changing teaching methods to suit students' age groups and language
competence;
Providing professional development for teachers in order to introduce
modern methods of diagnosing students with reading di culties;
Designing special programs for the development of language skills in
students with reading di culties;
Modifying the curriculum to be consistent with students' ages and
interests;
Using appropriate teaching aids in teaching Arabic language; and
Raising awareness among parents regarding the importance of Arabic
language and of monitoring their children's language level.
Moreover, it is equally important to identify the educational interests of
students. According to the theory of multiple intelligences, teaching should
account for the areas in which students excel, such as intelligence in sports,
music, language or other types of intelligence discussed by Howard Gardner.
Diagnostic Testing
Reading difficulties are identified using teachers' notes about students,
which are linked to student writing abilities and which o en re ect student
reading di culties.
Instruction for Children with Reading Di culties
Students with reading di culties enroll in a remedial program administered
by the class teacher in collaboration with the Head of Department and the
Technical Supervisor of Arabic. Supplementary classes address language
de ciencies and reading di culties using supplementary reading materials
and language exercises. e technical sta responsible for Arabic language
instruction in the Ministry of Education conduct teacher education courses that
focus on treating reading and writing di culties, but there is not enough such
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training to serve all teachers in Kuwait. Specialized organizations and programs
also speci cally provide support for students with dyslexia.

Tea c hers a nd Tea c her Ed uc a tion
Teacher Education Speci c to Reading
Before teachers begin working in schools, they must earn a bachelor's degree
in education from the Department of Education at the University of Kuwait
or from the College of Basic Education at the Public Authority for Applied
Education and Training. Prospective teachers take courses on professional
preparation in teaching techniques, taking into consideration modern methods
in teaching the four Arabic language skills (reading, writing, speaking, and
listening); however, teacher education courses do not focus solely on teaching
reading skills, strategies, and their applications. Because of the need for Arabic
language teachers, some teachers are employed a er obtaining a bachelor's
degree in Arabic Language and Literature from the University of Kuwait or
other Arab universities, with no professional quali cations in education.
Requirements for Ongoing Professional Development in Reading for Teachers
ere are many professional development requirements for Arabic teachers
in a number of areas. For example, the Ministry of Education o ers a twoweek intensive professional development course for pre-service and in-service
teachers. is course covers the basics of the curriculum and lesson preparation,
among other topics. Specialized professional development courses also are
o ered in many areas including composition, presentation, and strategies for
developing teaching methodologies. Priority in enrolling in these courses is
given to teachers with no educational quali cation.16
e ministry also has begun providing computer so ware and training
programs to help teachers calculate student reading rates and detect reading
errors in the classroom.

Monitoring Stud ent Prog ress in Rea d ing
As of 2008, the school year at the primary level is divided into four teaching
periods (quarters). roughout these periods, students are evaluated using
ongoing assessment, including work papers, follow up quizzes, and classroom
activities. Grades are given to students' responses to daily and written
assessments. Report cards are provided to students at the end of each of the
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four teaching periods, which include grades ranging from 1 (excellent) to 5
(weak, indicating below 50%).
A test of student skills is conducted at the end of each period. ese tests
are administered at the school level in the rst and third periods, and at the
educational zone level in the second and fourth periods.

Im p a c t a nd Use of PIRLS
Kuwait's participation in PIRLS 2001 and 2006 has had a number of
in uences, including the following:
New curricula have been developed for the primary stage based on
topics of interest to students, in order to achieve greater enthusiasm for
language learning;
ere has been growing interest in free reading and making books and
stories available for students in classroom libraries in Grades 1 9;
Students have been trained to understand and answer questions similar
to those addressed by the PIRLS assessment;
Teachers have been advised to focus on reading comprehension, taking
into account the nature of the topics and questions to suit student skill
levels; and
e PIRLS team prepared an awareness plan underscoring the
importance of understanding the material provided in the assessments.
It has been noted that students do not show interest in reading the
assessment and exerting e ort in responding to the items. Likewise,
parents and teachers do not show interest in encouraging students to
participate in earnest in order to re ect students' true abilities.
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